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“Biomechanics is as important as it is
challenging. Because of the complexity of
tissue structure and behavior, there is a
need for sophisticated theoretical ideas;
because of a continuing lack of data, there
is a need for new, clever experiments;
because of the geometric complexity of
cells, tissues, and organs, there is a need
for robust computational methods; and
because of the morbidity and mortality
that results from disease and injury, there
is a need for improved modalities for
diagnosis and treatment. Much has been
learned and accomplished, but much
remains to be done.”
Jay D. Humphrey
Cardiovascular Solid Mechanics: Cells,
Tissues and Organs. 2002.
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Resumen
El comportamiento mecánico de muchos materiales biológicos y poliméricos
en grandes deformaciones se puede describir adecuadamente mediante formulaciones isocóricas hiperelásticas y viscoelásticas. Las ecuaciones de comportamiento
elástico y viscoelástico y las formulaciones computacionales para materiales incompresibles isótropos en deformaciones finitas están ampliamente desarrolladas
en la actualidad. Sin embargo, el desarrollo de modelos anisótropos no lineales y
de sus correspondientes formulaciones computacionales sigue siendo un tema de
investigación de gran interés.
Cuando se consideran grandes deformaciones, existen muchas medidas de deformación disponibles con las que poder formular las ecuaciones de comportamiento.
Los modelos en deformaciones cuadráticas facilitan la implementación en códigos
de elementos finitos, ya que estas medidas surgen de forma natural en la formulación. No obstante, pueden dificultar la interpretación de los modelos y llevar a
resultados pocos realistas. El uso de deformaciones logarı́tmicas permite el desarrollo de modelos más simples e intuitivos, aunque su formulación computacional
debe ser adaptada a las exigencias del programa. Como punto de partida, en esta
tesis se demuestra que las deformaciones logarı́tmicas representan la extensión natural de las deformaciones infinitesimales, tanto axiales como angulares, al campo
de las grandes deformaciones. Este hecho permite explicar la simplicidad de las
ecuaciones resultantes.
Los modelos hiperelásticos predominantes en la actualidad están formulados
en invariantes de deformaciones cuadráticas. Estos modelos, ya sean continuos o
microestructurales, se caracterizan por tener una forma analı́tica predefinida. Su
expresión definitiva se calcula mediante un ajuste de curvas a datos experimentales.
Un modelo que no sigue esta metodologı́a fue desarrollado por Sussman y Bathe.
El modelo es sólo válido para isotropı́a y queda definido por una función de energı́a
interpolada con splines, la cual reproduce los datos experimentales de forma exacta.
En esta tesis se presenta su extensión a materiales transversalmente isótropos y
ortótropos utilizando deformaciones logarı́tmicas. Asimismo, se define una nueva
propiedad que las funciones de energı́a anisótropas deben satisfacer para que su
convergencia al caso isótropo sea correcta.
v

RESUMEN
En visco-hiperelasticidad, aparte de las distintas funciones de energı́a disponibles, hay dos aproximaciones computacionales tı́picas basadas en variables internas. El modelo original de Simó está formulado en tensiones y es válido para
materiales anisótropos, aunque sólo es adecuado para pequeñas desviaciones con
respecto al equilibrio termodinámico. En cambio, el modelo basado en deformaciones de Reese y Govindjee permite grandes deformaciones no equilibradas pero
es, en esencia, isótropo. Las formulaciones anisótropas en este último contexto son
microestructurales y emplean el modelo isótropo para cada uno de los constituyentes. En esta tesis se presentan dos formulaciones fenomenológicas viscoelásticas
definidas mediante funciones hiperelásticas anisótropas y válidas para grandes desviaciones con respecto al equilibrio termodinámico. El primero de los modelos está
basado en la descomposición multiplicativa de Sidoroff y requiere un comportamiento viscoso isótropo. La formulación converge al modelo de Reese y Govindjee
en el caso especial de isotropı́a elástica. El segundo modelo se define a partir de
una descomposición multiplicativa inversa. Esta formulación está basada en una
descripción co-rotacional del problema, es sustancialmente más compleja y puede
dar lugar a tensores constitutivos ligeramente no simétricos. Sin embargo, su rango de aplicación es mucho mayor ya que permite un comportamiento anisótropo
tanto elástico como viscoso. Varias simulaciones de elementos finitos muestran la
gran versatilidad de estos modelos cuando se combinan con funciones hiperelásticas
formadas por splines.
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Abstract
The mechanical behavior of many polymeric and biological materials may be
properly modelled be means of isochoric hyperelastic and viscoelastic formulations.
These materials may sustain large strains. The viscoelastic computational formulations for isotropic incompressible materials at large strains may be considered well
established; for example Ogden’s hyperelastic function and the visco-hyperelastic
model of Reese and Govindjee are well known models for isotropy. However, anisotropic models and computational procedures both for hyperelasticity and viscohyperelasticity are still under substantial research.
Anisotropic hyperelastic models are typically based on structural invariants
obtained from quadratic strain measures. These models may be microstructurallybased or phenomenological continuum formulations, and are characterized by a
predefined analytical shape of the stored energy. The actual final expression of the
stored energy depends on some material parameters which are obtained from an
optimization algorithm, typically the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
We present in this work anisotropic spline-based hyperelastic stored energies
in which the shape of the stored energy is obtained as part of the procedure and
which (exactly in practice) replicates the experimental data. These stored energies
are based on invariants obtained from logarithmic strain measures. These strain
measures preserve the metric and the physical meaning of the trace and deviator
operators and, hence, are interesting and meaningful for anisotropic formulations.
Furthermore, the proposed stored energies may be formulated in order to have
material-symmetries congruency both from a theoretical and from a numerical
point of view, which are new properties that we define in this work.
On the other hand, visco-hyperelastic formulations for anisotropic materials
are typically based on internal stress-like variables following a procedure used by
Simó. However, it can be shown that this procedure is not adequate for large
deviations from thermodynamic equilibrium. In contrast, a formulation given by
Reese and Govindjee is valid for arbitrarily large deviations from thermodynamic
equilibrium but not for anisotropic stored energy functions. In this work we present two formulations for visco-hyperelasticity valid for anisotropic stored energies
and large deviations from thermodynamic equilibrium. One of the formulations
vii

ABSTRACT
is based on the Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition and converges to the Reese
and Govindjee formulation for the case of isotropy. However, the formulation is
restricted to isotropy for the viscous component. The second formulation is based
on a reversed multiplicative decomposition. This last formulation is substantially
more complex and based on a corotational description of the problem. It can also result in a slightly nonsymmetric tangent. However, the formulation allows for
anisotropy not only in the equilibrated and non-equilibrated stored energies, but
also in the viscous behavior. Some examples show finite element implementation,
versatility and interesting characteristics of the models.
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Capı́tulo 1
INTRODUCCIÓN
1.1.

Modelado fenomenológico y microestructural

El estudio de ecuaciones de comportamiento constituye una de las áreas fundamentales en Mecánica de Medios Continuos. Básicamente, una ecuación constitutiva relaciona ciertas variables mecánicas o termodinámicas, como por ejemplo,
el estado de tensión existente en cualquier punto del medio continuo, con variables
cinemáticas que describen su estado de deformación. Las ecuaciones de comportamiento, unidas a las de compatibilidad y equilibrio forman un sistema de ecuaciones diferenciales a resolver bajo las correspondientes condiciones iniciales y de
contorno, tal y como se muestra esquemáticamente en la Figura 1.1. En mecánica computacional de sólidos, estas ecuaciones se resuelven empleando técnicas de
aproximación numérica, como en el método de los elementos finitos [1].
La tarea de modelado del comportamiento del sólido se puede abordar siguiendo
un enfoque micromecánico o macromecánico. En las teorı́as micromecánicas el material se modela mediante ecuaciones constitutivas que relacionan los componentes
del mismo a distintas escalas. Las relaciones entre partı́culas, moléculas, cristales,
fibras o elementos microestructurales similares se establecen a través de ecuaciones
basadas en leyes fı́sicas conocidas, frecuentemente más simples que las macroscópicas. Posteriormente, se intenta correlacionar el comportamiento medio obtenido en
los distintos componentes con las propiedades macroscópicas del sólido. Tanto los
materiales isótropos como los anisótropos se pueden estudiar desde un punto de
vista micromécanico. En el caso de materiales anisótropos, especialmente los materiales compuestos, el tratamiento microestructural facilita el establecimiento de
ecuaciones constitutivas para el conjunto macroscópico.
Por otro lado, las ecuaciones constitutivas se pueden formular siguiendo una
vı́a puramente fenomenológica sin tener en cuenta la estructura interna del sólido
en las distintas escalas existentes. Ası́, por ejemplo, según este enfoque las pro1
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Fuerzas

- concentradas F
- repartidas q

-en el contorno

Ecuaciones de
comportamiento (global)

Desplazamientos u

Contorno donde se
especifican desplazamientos ∂Ωu

Ecuaciones de equilibrio

Contorno donde se
especifican fuerzas ∂Ωf

f

q

Dominio Ω

u

F

Ecuaciones de compatibilidad

-en el dominio f

Ecuaciones de comportamiento (local)
Tensiones σ

Deformaciones ε

Figura 1.1: El problema de contorno en Mecánica de Sólidos.

piedades mecánicas asociadas a distintas direcciones en un material anisótropo se
describen considerando el sólido como un medio continuo, sin necesidad de considerar la naturaleza de los componentes que originan la anisotropı́a y las posibles
interacciones entre los mismos.
El modelado micromecánico es importante ya que permite relacionar la respuesta mecánica del sólido con los distintos mecanismos fı́sicos existentes en el
medio continuo. Sin embargo, la difı́cil tarea de modelar todas las interacciones
existentes entre los distintos elementos hace que las predicciones macromecánicas
obtenidas mediante estas teorı́as no sean del todo satisfactorias, en general. La
aproximación fenomenológica no permite analizar directamente la influencia de los
distintos componentes (sólo indirectamente) pero, a cambio, permite predecir el
comportamiento mecánico macroscópico del material de una forma más completa.
Debido a su utilidad en simulaciones y análisis en ingenierı́a, esta última ha sido la
metodologı́a predominante en la formulación de teorı́as constitutivas en el campo
de la mecánica de sólidos, sobre todo en el estudio de los materiales compuestos.
Todas las ecuaciones constitutivas y algoritmos computacionales desarrollados en
esta tesis están formulados desde un enfoque continuo o fenomenológico.
2

1.2. GRANDES DEFORMACIONES

1.2.

Grandes deformaciones

Los materiales con comportamiento hiperelástico y visco-hiperelástico que se
van a estudiar en esta tesis pueden experimentar desplazamientos y deformaciones
del mismo orden que sus dimensiones caracterı́sticas. La teorı́a de deformaciones
infinitesimales, basada en la hipótesis fundamental de pequeños desplazamientos,
no es aplicable en este contexto, por lo que debe extenderse al caso general de
deformaciones finitas.
En la Figura 1.2 se muestra la deformación sufrida por un sólido entre un
instante inicial t = 0 y un instante genérico t. Las coordenadas de un punto en
la configuración inicial, de referencia o no deformada, quedan definidas por el
vector de posición material o lagrangiano 0 x. Las coordenadas de un punto en la
configuración final, actual o deformada, quedan definidas por el vector de posición
espacial o euleriano t x. El vector desplazamiento t u describe el desplazamiento
experimentado por un punto del sólido entre los instantes inicial y final, de tal
forma que


t
x 0x = 0x + tu 0x
(1.1)

la cual representa la transformación cinemática básica del sólido en estudio. En
la expresión (material) anterior, se dice que t x ( 0 x) es el empuje de 0 x desde la
configuración inicial a la final. La expresión (espacial) inversa 0 x ( t x) representa
el tiro de t x desde la configuración final a la inicial. Las ecuaciones y formulaciones computacionales en Mecánica de Sólidos se pueden plantear usando variables
materiales o espaciales. Como particularidad, todas las formulaciones incluidas en
esta tesis están ı́ntegramente desarrolladas siguiendo una descripción material o
lagrangiana del problema.
La deformación sufrida por el sólido en un entorno del punto material 0 x se
puede describir mediante el gradiente de la transformación cinemática de la Ec.
(1.1). Como resultado se obtiene el siguiente gradiente material de coordenadas
—conocido normalmente como gradiente de deformaciones
∂ t x ( 0 x)
(1.2)
∂ 0x
Considérense dos puntos infinitamente próximos en la configuración de referencia
0
x e 0 y cuyos empujes son t x e t y, respectivamente, tal y como se muestra en la
Figura 1.3. Desarrollando en serie de Taylor las coordenadas espaciales t y en un
entorno del punto material 0 x se obtiene

 ∂ t x ( 0 x) 0

t
y 0y = tx 0x +
· y − 0 x + ...
(1.3)
0
∂ x
Si se considera únicamente el primer término del desarrollo, la expresión anterior
se reduce a
d t x = t0 X · d 0 x
(1.4)
t
0X

=

3
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z

0

x
t

u
x
t

x

y

Figura 1.2: Configuraciones no deformada y deformada de un sólido. Definición
de las coordenadas materiales 0 x, espaciales t x y del vector desplazamiento t u
asociados a un mismo punto del sólido.

donde d 0 x = 0 y − 0 x es el vector infinitesimal que une los puntos en la configuración de referencia y d t x = t y − t x es el correspondiente vector infinitesimal deformado. Ası́ pues, el tensor de segundo orden t0 X describe, en primera
aproximación, la transformación de elementos infinitesimales de lı́nea entre ambas configuraciones. En el siguiente capı́tulo se verá que el gradiente material de
coordenadas t0 X representa la variable básica a partir de la cual se pueden definir
distintas medidas de deformación en un contexto de grandes desplazamientos y
grandes deformaciones.

t

d 0x

t

0

x

d tx

x

y

0

y

Figura 1.3: Transformación del vector material infinitesimal d 0 x en el vector espacial infinitesimal d t x.
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1.3. HIPERELASTICIDAD

1.3.

Hiperelasticidad

Por simplicidad expositiva, representemos de momento el estado de deformación de un sólido mediante el tensor de segundo orden ε y su estado tensional
mediante el tensor de segundo orden σ. Diremos que un material es elástico si su
estado tensional en cada instante depende únicamente de su estado de deformación
en ese instante
σ = σ (ε)
(1.5)
El material es hiperelástico o puramente elástico si su estado tensional, además,
deriva de una función de energı́a elástica (o de energı́a almacenada o de energı́a
de deformación) W (ε) definida por unidad de volumen
σ = σ (ε) =

∂W (ε)
∂ε

(1.6)

Las teorı́as de elasticidad de Cauchy y de Green describen el comportamiento
mecánico de estos materiales, respectivamente. El trabajo mecánico interno desarrollado por las tensiones en un sólido hiperelástico de volumen unidad al pasar
de un estado de deformación ε1 a un estado de deformación ε2 es
Z t2
Z t2
Z t2
∂W (ε)
: dε =
dW (ε) = W (ε2 ) − W (ε1 )
(1.7)
σ (ε) : ε̇dt =
∂ε
t1
t1
t1
el cual sólo depende de los estados de deformación inicial y final y no del camino
seguido entre ellos. Este último enunciado se suele tomar también como la propia definición del concepto de hiperelasticidad, cuya estructura es completamente
conservativa. Nótese que este hecho no se puede asegurar en un sólido elástico
de Cauchy, en general, lo cual representa la diferencia fundamental entre ambas
descripciones [2]. De hecho, la conservación de la energı́a asociada a ecuaciones
del tipo (1.5) requiere el cumplimiento de ciertas condiciones de compatibilidad o
integrabilidad adicionales.
En la Figura 1.4 se muestra una curva representativa del comportamiento de
un sólido hiperelástico en un ensayo de tracción simple. Las deformaciones axiales
ε pueden ser finitas y el comportamiento σ(ε) altamente no lineal. La carga y
descarga describen siempre la misma curva.
Como ejemplos de materiales hiperelásticos (o cuyo comportamiento se puede
aproximar mediante modelos hiperelásticos) se encuentran los materiales poliméricos, los cuales han sido tradicionalmente los más representativos de este comportamiento. Estos materiales están formados por largas cadenas de moléculas, las
cuales, a su vez, pueden presentar ramificaciones y entrecruzamientos (enlaces)
entre ellas, formando redes tridimensionales muy estables. Las diferentes estructuras que definen a cada polı́mero otorgan diferentes propiedades de rigidez y
5
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σ

ε
Figura 1.4: Curva de comportamiento de un material hiperelástico tı́pico en un
ensayo de tracción simple incluyendo carga y descarga bajo deformaciones finitas.
resistencia a los mismos. Sin embargo, como caracterı́stica común derivada de su
especı́fica estructura interna, muchos de estos materiales conservan un comportamiento puramente elástico hasta niveles muy altos de deformación. Asimismo,
en muchos casos, estos materiales soportan deformaciones finitas sin mostrar una
variación apreciable de volumen, por lo que se pueden considerar incompresibles.
La hipótesis de comportamiento incompresible se acepta en su totalidad en esta
tesis, aunque las formulaciones desarrolladas siguen siendo válidas para comportamientos ligeramente compresibles. De hecho, la implementación práctica de la
condición de incompresibilidad se realizará a través de funciones de penalización,
resultando en formulaciones conocidas como cuasi-incompresibles.
Las gomas, ampliamente usadas en aplicaciones de ingenierı́a, son un claro ejemplo de sólidos poliméricos. El caucho vulcanizado1 , reforzado mediante
partı́culas de carbono o de sı́lice o mediante fibras de acero, es utilizado en la fabricación de neumáticos y otros muchos elementos en el campo de la automoción.
Este último material presenta un comportamiento altamente no lineal y prácticamente incompresible. Se han desarrollado muchos modelos hiperelásticos para representar el comportamiento mecánico de este tipo de materiales [3]. Otras
aplicaciones en ingenierı́a que se sirven del comportamiento elástico finito de los
materiales poliméricos, tanto isótropos como anisótropos, son tubos sometidos a
altas presiones [4] y ciertos componentes electrónicos [5]. Los globos meteorológicos para realizar mediciones de gran altitud son fabricados mediante membranas
de material hiperelástico. Los modelos hiperelásticos han permitido, por ejemplo,
1

descubierto de manera fortuita por Charles Goodyear en 1839 al volcar un recipiente de
azufre sobre caucho natural caliente.
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el estudio de la estabilidad de membranas esféricas elásticas de este tipo ante variaciones de su presión interna [6]. Como aplicaciones médicas encontramos los
catéteres para tratamientos clı́nicos [7] e implantes biomecánicos [8]. El análisis
no lineal anisótropo en grandes deformaciones de materiales compuestos de tipo
fibra/matriz o “composites”, ampliamente usados en el sector aeronáutico y espacial (entre otros tantos), constituye un tema de investigación de gran interés en la
actualidad [9].
Algunos biomateriales, como los tejidos biológicos, también pueden sufrir deformaciones finitas conservativas. De hecho, estos materiales son también polı́meros,
en este caso biológicos, los cuales están formados por cadenas de colágeno que
les transfieren gran flexibilidad y resistencia. En el campo de la biomecánica, el
comportamiento de paredes arteriales, ventrı́culos del corazón o la piel, por citar
algunos ejemplos, son tratados tanto analı́ticamente como numéricamente mediante formulaciones hiperelásticas [10], [11]. En este caso, las fibras de colágeno se
orientan según ciertas direcciones preferentes. Como resultado, estos biomateriales
compuestos presentan un comportamiento marcadamente anisótropo. Dicho comportamiento requiere el uso de funciones de energı́a anisótropas para su correcta
modelización. La naturaleza polimérica de estos materiales, unido a su gran contenido en agua, provoca que sean prácticamente incompresibles. Es por ello que la
hipótesis de incompresibilidad constituye una idealización ampliamente aceptada
y empleada también en el campo de la biomecánica computacional [12], [13].
Por todo lo que antecede, es evidente que la mecánica de medios continuos no
lineal se erige como la base fundamental para el correcto tratamiento analı́tico y
computacional de estos materiales poliméricos y biológicos. Lo mismo se puede
afirmar sobre los materiales presentados en el siguiente apartado.

1.4.

Viscoelasticidad

El estado tensional de un material viscoelástico depende no sólo de su estado
de deformación, sino también de la velocidad con la que dicha deformación está
teniendo lugar, ası́ como de los estados de deformación y velocidad precedentes.
Conceptualmente, para un material viscoelástico podemos escribir
σ = σ (ε, ε̇, historia)

(1.8)

En el Capı́tulo 4 veremos que el estado tensional en los conocidos como materiales viscoelásticos simples se puede descomponer en una suma de una tensión, que
denominaremos equilibrada, y otra tensión adicional (“over-stress”, en inglés), que
denominaremos no equilibrada. Diremos que el material es visco-hiperelástico 2 si
2

Aun sabiendo que existe una sutil diferencia entre los términos viscoelasticidad y viscohiperelasticidad en el caso más general posible, en esta tesis emplearemos ambos términos para
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dichas tensiones derivan de sendos potenciales elásticos Weq y Wneq , respectivamente.
Desde un punto de vista termodinámico, la principal diferencia entre los materiales hiperelásticos y visco-hiperelásticos es que los segundos disipan energı́a
mediante mecanismos viscosos, la cual ya no es recuperable mecánicamente. Esto
significa que el trabajo interno realizado por las tensiones en un sólido viscoelástico
al pasar de un estado de deformación ε1 a otro estado ε2 depende tanto del camino seguido como de la velocidad de deformación aplicada a lo largo del proceso
—compárese con la Ec. (1.7). En terminologı́a anglosajona diremos que estos materiales son “path dependent” o “history dependent”. Otra diferencia fácilmente
apreciable entre los materiales elásticos y viscoelásticos es que, en estos últimos, el
paso entre distintos estados de equilibrio no se produce de manera instantánea, sino
mediante procesos de relajación de cierta duración. Los fenómenos asociados a una
relajación de tensiones (denominado, simplemente, relajación) o de deformaciones
(fluencia o “creep”) son de gran interés en ingenierı́a y han sido ampliamente
estudiados utilizando la mecánica de medios continuos.
En la Figura 1.5 se muestran varias curvas representativas del comportamiento
de un sólido viscoelástico para distintas velocidades de deformación en un ensayo
de tracción simple. La curva asociada a velocidad de deformación infinita σ (ε, ∞)
se denomina curva de carga instantánea. La curva de carga lenta (o infinitamente
lenta) es obtenida en el lı́mite de velocidad nula σ (ε, 0) y representa el comportamiento al que tiende el sólido en situación de equilibrio estático para cada valor
(fijo) de ε. En este caso, las correspondientes cargas y descargas no describen
necesariamente las mismas curvas de comportamiento.
Los materiales viscoelásticos se distinguen por presentar caracterı́sticas propias
de los sólidos (elasticidad) y de los fluidos (viscosidad). De hecho, los materiales
biológicos también pueden comportarse de manera viscoelástica [14], [15]. En ellos,
el comportamiento hiperelástico anisótropo se asocia con su estructura interna
formada por fibras (colágeno) embebidas en una matriz (elastina), mientas que su
posible comportamiento viscoso es fundamentalmente originado por su contenido
en agua. También se han observado fenómenos de relajación y “creep” en ciertos
tipos de gomas y otros polı́meros sintéticos y naturales [16].

referirnos a un comportamiento visco-hiperelástico puro.
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ε=∞

σ
ε

ε=0

ε
Figura 1.5: Curvas de comportamiento de un material visco-hiperelástico tı́pico
para distintas velocidades de deformación durante el proceso de carga en un ensayo
de tracción simple. Las deformaciones pueden ser finitas.

1.5.

DULCINEA3

Los modelos computacionales y algoritmos numéricos desarrollados en esta tesis se han implementado en un código propio de elementos finitos denominado
DULCINEA4 , programado en Fortran 90. En el programa DULCINEA se realizan las etapas de preproceso y cálculo. Las etapas de postproceso y visualización
de resultados se llevan a cabo en un postprocesador implementado a tal efecto
en MATLAB c . El programa DULCINEA permite una gran flexibilidad a la hora
de incorporar nuevas subrutinas, ya sean nuevos elementos, modelos de material
o cualquier otro procedimiento, integrándose fácilmente en la estructura principal
del programa. Asimismo, es especialmente útil para el investigador, ya que permite
un control exhaustivo de todos los procedimientos de cálculo.
El programa DULCINEA permite la realización de análisis lineales y no lineales, tanto estáticos como dinámicos. Se incorporan distintos tipos de métodos
de resolución del sistema de ecuaciones (LU, Gradiente conjugado, LDU y BiCGSTAB ) dependiendo de las caracterı́sticas del problema (matrices simétricas/no
simétricas, dimensión del sistema de ecuaciones, etc.). Para el caso no lineal, se
3

Este apartado ha sido extraı́do y actualizado a partir del correspondiente apartado de la
Tesis Doctoral “Elastoplasticidad anisótropa de metales en grandes deformaciones”, realizada por
Miguel Ángel Caminero Torija, miembro del presente tribunal, y dirigida también por Francisco
Javier Montáns Leal.
4
Programa creado por Francisco Javier Montáns Leal. El nombre DULCINFA es el acróni¯
mo de “Dynamic Updated/total Lagrangean Code for Incremental Nonlinear Finite Element
Analysis”.
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incorpora el método de Newton-Raphson, que es un método implı́cito que resuelve
el sistema de ecuaciones de forma iterativa. Por otra parte, también se incorporan búsquedas lineales (“line searches”), las cuales pueden activarse al detectarse
una divergencia durante las iteraciones globales. Además, se ha implementado un
procedimiento automático de subdivisión de paso de carga (“automatic time stepping”), que también se activa en casos de falta de convergencia de la solución.
Se espera incorporar un control mixto fuerza-desplazamiento, como el método de
longitud de arco (“arc-length”), como otra herramienta para intentar evitar la
divergencia de la solución ante la presencia de inestabilidades.
En este código de elementos finitos se pueden abordar análisis no lineales de
varios tipos, ya sean no linealidades del material (plasticidad, viscoplasticidad,
etc.) o no linealidades geométricas (hiperelasticidad, formulación en grandes deformaciones). En el programa están implementadas diversas subrutinas de material, tanto de materiales elásticos lineales, como materiales hiperelásticos isótropos
(Neo-Hookean, Ogden, Mooney-Rivlin, etc.) o modelos isótropos y anisótropos
de plasticidad con endurecimiento mixto en grandes deformaciones. Además, se
incorpora la hipótesis cinemática de pequeñas deformaciones y la formulación general de grandes deformaciones, ésta última implementada en dos formulaciones
lagrangianas: Updated Lagrangean (UL) y Total Lagrangean (TL). En la formulación de grandes deformaciones, se incorporan medidas de deformación materiales
y espaciales (deformación de Green, Almansi o Hencky) y de tensión (tensiones de
Cauchy, de Piola–Kirchhoff o generalizadas de Kirchhoff).
DULCINEA incorpora elementos bidimensionales, denominados QUAD, bajo
las hipótesis de tensión plana, deformación plana y formulación axisimétrica, ası́
como elementos tridimensiones, denominados BRCK. Estos elementos contemplan
las opciones de un número variable de nudos y de puntos de integración. Por
otro lado, se incorporan elementos para formulación mixta en grandes deformaciones (formulación u/p) bidimensionales, denominados QMIX, y tridimensionales,
denominados BMIX, que se utilizan en problemas con un alto grado de incompresibilidad. El programa incluye elementos que permiten distintas combinaciones de
nudos de desplazamientos y de presión, con un número también variable de puntos
de integración. También contiene elementos mixtos basados en modos incompatibles en grandes deformaciones BINC y BENH.
Desde el punto de vista del usuario, el preproceso se realiza a través de un
archivo de entrada que está compuesto por una serie de comandos ordenados secuencialmente. Este archivo de entrada permite la definición de parámetros, bucles,
condicionales y operaciones básicas entre variables, lo cual otorga cierta flexibilidad
a la hora de automatizar la definición e implementación de mallas de elementos,
condiciones de contorno y definición de cargas.
Los resultados obtenidos en DULCINEA se exportan en archivos de texto y
10
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se visualizan en un programa implementado en MATLAB c que actúa como postprocesador. Este postprocesador consta de un menú principal interactivo, implementado en formato de ventanas, en el cual se tiene acceso a todas las tareas
implementadas. Entre las funcionalidades del postprocesador se pueden destacar
las siguientes: visualización de elementos y su numeración, nodos y su numeración,
condiciones de contorno y cargas aplicadas, configuraciones deformadas, distribución (“band plots”) de medidas de tensión y deformación personalizadas, creación
de simetrı́as y reflexiones de la malla de elementos inicial, cambio del mapa de
colores y creación de secuencias y vı́deos.
Una de las tareas realizadas en este trabajo ha sido la revisión del programa
DULCINEA (varias subrutinas han sido modificadas y mejoradas) y la ampliación
de las funcionalidades del mismo. Se han incorporando elementos de contacto bidimensionales (TACT ) y tridimensionales (T3CT )5 , lo cual amplı́a el número de
ejemplos que se pueden simular mediante este código de elementos finitos. Se han
implementado las respectivas subrutinas de material para el tratamiento numérico
de los materiales hiperelásticos y visco-hiperelásticos isótropos, transversalmente
isótropos y ortótropos presentados en esta tesis. Asimismo, todas las tareas necesarias para el correcto tratamiento de los modelos basados en splines también
han sido programadas. Adicionalmente, las subrutinas de comportamiento hiperelástico citadas han sido implementadas en el programa comercial de elementos
finitos ADINA c mediante la incorporación de subrutinas de usuario6 . Por otro
lado, se han ampliado las funcionalidades del postprocesador implementado en
MATLAB c , incorporando la visualización de elementos de contacto. Finalmente,
con el fin de llevar un control sobre las distintas tareas que se van implementando en el programa DULCINEA, se ha iniciado un seguimiento de las sucesivas
versiones del programa que se han ido generando.

1.6.

Estructura de la tesis

En los capı́tulos siguientes se presenta, primero, un tratamiento formal de distintas medidas de deformación y tensión existentes en un contexto de grandes
5

Las subrutinas de elementos de contacto 2D sin fricción han sido programadas en DULCINEA
por el presente autor. Las tareas de extensión al caso 3D sin fricción, ası́ como de la incorporación
de un modelo de fricción 2D, han sido llevadas a cabo por el alumno Daniel Rodrı́guez Galán
(Trabajo Fin de Máster; Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenieros Industriales, UPM) bajo la
supervisión del presente autor.
6
La implementación en ADINA c de los modelos hiperelásticos ha sido llevada a cabo por
Luis López de Vega (caso isótropo; Beca de Colaboración del Ministerio de Educación, Cultura
y Deporte) y Xabier Romero Sáenz (casos anisótropos; Trabajo Fin de Grado), alumnos del
Grado en Ingenierı́a Aeroespacial de la Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenierı́a Aeronáutica y del
Espacio de la UPM. Los trabajos han sido supervisados por el presente autor.
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deformaciones, ası́ como de las correspondientes relaciones de transformación existentes entre ellas.
En segundo lugar se presenta una descripción detallada del tensor de deformaciones logarı́tmicas, tanto de sus útiles propiedades para el modelado constitutivo
como de la interpretación de sus componentes. Se incluye una discusión de ámbito
académico que originó esta publicación, suscitada por el Dr. Fiala.
Posteriormente, se presentan dos modelos constitutivos y formulaciones computacionales para materiales hiperelásticos incompresibles anisótropos. Los modelos
constituyen la extensión del modelo isótropo basado en splines de Sussman y Bathe
[17] a materiales transversalmente isótropos y ortótropos, respectivamente. Asimismo, se describe una nueva propiedad (“consistencia de simetrı́as en el material”)
que todo modelo hiperelástico anisótropo debe poseer para asegurar su convergencia al caso isótropo, tanto de la formulación analı́tica como de la implementación
práctica, cuando el material analizado presenta cuasi-isotropı́a.
Finalmente, se presentan dos modelos para visco-hiperelasticidad anisótropa
completamente no lineales (válidos para grandes desviaciones con respecto al equilibrio termodinámico) junto con los correspondientes algoritmos numéricos para
códigos de elementos finitos. El primero de ellos constituye la extensión formal
del modelo isótropo de Reese y Govindjee [18] al caso de anisotropı́a elástica. El
segundo modelo, basado en una hipótesis cinemática distinta (inversa), permite la
consideración adicional de un comportamiento viscoso también anisótropo.
Todos los modelos incluidos en esta tesis son fenomenológicos y están formulados en deformaciones materiales logarı́tmicas. En todos los casos se acepta
la hipótesis de (cuasi-)incompresibilidad. El contenido fundamental se presenta a
través de los distintos trabajos (ya publicados o en proceso de revisión) a los que
ha dado lugar esta tesis.
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Capı́tulo 2
MEDIDAS DE TENSIÓN Y
DEFORMACIÓN
2.1.

Introducción

En un contexto de grandes deformaciones como el que se ha introducido en el
Apartado 1.2 se pueden definir diversas medidas con las que evaluar el nivel de
deformación local de un sólido. Considérese, por ejemplo, la elongación uniforme de
un elemento unidimensional de longitud inicial 0 l y longitud final t l. Una posible
medida de deformación, referida a la longitud inicial del sólido, es
l − 0l
= t0 λ − 1
(2.1)
0l
donde t0 λ := t l/ 0 l es el alargamiento unitario. Las medidas de deformación de
este tipo, referidas a la configuración no deformada o de referencia, se denominan
deformaciones lagrangianas o materiales. La medida proporcionada en la Ec. (2.1)
se corresponde exactamente con la deformación axial ingenieril t0 ε, esto es
t (1)
0E

t

=

t (1)
0E

t
0 ∆l
0l

=

= t0 ε

(2.2)

Obviamente, la deformación sufrida por el sólido también se puede calcular con
respecto a su longitud final, dando lugar a medidas de deformación eulerianas o
espaciales. Por ejemplo, una opción es
t (1)
0e

t

=

t
l − 0l
0λ − 1
=
t
tl
0λ

(2.3)

La medida de deformación t0 e(1) expresada como función de t0 ε es
t (1)
0e

=

1
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t
0ε
+ t0 ε

(2.4)
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la cual, a diferencia de t0 E (1) , resulta ser no lineal en términos de t0 ε.
Las medidas de deformación anteriores se pueden generalizar mediante las siguientes expresiones —n es un número real tal que n ≥ 0
t (n)
0E

1
1 t ln − 0 ln
=
0
n
n
l
n

=

1 t ln − 0 ln
1 t0 λn − 1
=
t ln
n
n t0 λn

t n
0λ

y
t (n)
0e


−1

=

(2.5)

(2.6)

las cuales son conocidas como deformaciones unidimensionales de Seth–Hill [19].
Por ejemplo, las deformaciones de Green–Lagrange ( t0 A) y Almansi ( t0 a) se obtienen particularizando las Ecs. (2.5) y (2.6), respectivamente, para n = 2. Las
descripciones lagrangiana y euleriana de la deformación logarı́tmica (estudiada
con más detalle en el Apartado 2.3) se corresponden con el valor lı́mite n = 0 en
sendas expresiones.
Claramente, ninguna de las expresiones anteriores es lineal en términos de
t
t
t (1)
ε
=
. En la Figura 2.1 se representan varias medidas de
0
0 λ − 1, excepto 0 E
Seth-Hill en función de la deformación ingenieril t0 ε. Se puede apreciar que cada
medida de deformación alcanza un valor numérico distinto para cada valor de t0 ε.
Sin embargo, es importante entender que aunque dichas medidas tomen valores
numéricos distintos, todas ellas están representando realmente el mismo estado de
deformación, el cual queda únicamente determinado por la longitud final t l del
sólido unidimensional. Es evidente que si se conoce una medida de deformación en
un determinado instante, el resto de medidas quedan determinadas automáticamente. A las expresiones que relacionan una medida de deformación con cualquier
otra medida las llamaremos relaciones de transformación.
Finalmente, en la Figura 2.1 se aprecia que en el caso infinitesimal, esto es para
| t0 ε|  1, todas las medidas de deformación convergen a la misma recta t0 E = t0 ε
—se llega al mismo resultado desarrollando las Ecs. (2.5) y (2.6) en serie de Taylor
con origen en t0 ε = 0 y despreciando los términos no lineales
t (n)
0E

' t0 ε ' t0 e(n)

(2.7)

Ası́ pues, en un contexto de pequeñas deformaciones, todas las medidas de deformación son equivalentes, por lo que se define una única medida de deformación,
esto es, la deformación ingenieril t0 ε. Asimismo, cabe resaltar que en el caso infinitesimal la (única) medida de deformación t0 ε se refiere indistintamente a la
configuración inicial o a la final.
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medidas de Seth−Hill E(n) y e(n)

1

0.5

0
E(2)
E(1)

−0.5

(0)

(0)

E ≡e
e(1)

−1

−1.5
−0.5

e(2)

−0.25

0

0.25

deformación ingenieril ε

0.5

Figura 2.1: Medidas de deformación unidimensionales de Seth–Hill. Medidas lagrangianas E (n) y eulerianas e(n) . Casos n = 0, 1, 2.

2.2.

Tensiones y deformaciones conjugadas de trabajo

En Mecánica de Sólidos estamos interesados en conocer el estado tensional en
cada punto del sólido deformado. Al igual que ocurre en el campo de las deformaciones finitas, existen diversas medidas de tensión con las que evaluar el estado
tensional del sólido. De hecho, veremos que cada medida de deformación tiene
asociada su correspondiente medida de tensión.
En el sólido unidimensional en estudio, la potencia mecánica interna por unidad
de “volumen” deformado se obtiene a partir del producto de la tensión axial de
Cauchy por el gradiente espacial de velocidades, esto es
 t  0
 t  0
t
t
∂
∂ x ∂ x
∂ x ∂ x
t
t ∂
t 0 λ̇
t ∂ v
=
σ
=
σ
(2.8)
σ t = σ 0
t
∂ x
∂ x ∂t ∂ t x
∂t ∂ 0 x ∂ t x
0λ
donde el alargamiento unitario se ha calculado a partir del gradiente material local
t
0λ

:=

t
∂ tx
l
≡
0
0
∂ x
l

(2.9)

La relación entre los volúmenes final e inicial (o jacobiano J) viene dada por
= t V / 0 V . La potencia mecánica interna por unidad de volumen de referencia

t
0J
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resulta entonces

t
t t 0 λ̇
J
σ
0
t
0λ

= tτ

t
0 λ̇
t
0λ

(2.10)

donde t τ := t0 J t σ es la tensión (axial) de Kirchhoff.
Sabiendo que, por ejemplo, t0 E (0) = ln( t0 λ) y t0 E (2) = ( t0 λ2 − 1)/2, la potencia
(2.10) se puede expresar como
!
 t0 λ̇
t
= t T (0) t0 Ė (0)
τ
(2.11)
t
0λ
o también como



t

τ
t 2
0λ



t t
0 λ 0 λ̇



= t T (2) t0 Ė (2)

(2.12)

Ya que ambas expresiones proporcionan el mismo valor de potencia mecánica,
diremos que la medida de tensión t T (0) = t τ es conjugada de trabajo de t0 E (0) y que
la medida de tensión t T (2) = t τ / t0 λ2 es conjugada de trabajo de t0 E (2) . Asimismo,
ya que las deformaciones t0 E (0) y t0 E (2) son medidas materiales, diremos que las
tensiones t T (0) y t T (2) son también medidas materiales. De igual manera, se pueden
definir medidas eulerianas de tensión conjugadas de trabajo de las correspondientes
medidas eulerianas de deformación.
De forma similar a lo que ocurre con las distintas medidas de deformación, ya
que el estado tensional es único en cada instante, si se conoce el valor t T (0) (o
cualquier otro) asociado a un estado de deformación, entonces se puede calcular el
valor de la medida t T (2) (o cualquier otra) a través de la relación de transformación
correspondiente. En este caso
t

T (2) =

t

T (0)
t 2
0λ

(2.13)

Las respectivas velocidades de deformación lagrangianas se relacionan a través de
la transformación inversa
t (2)
= t0 λ2 t0 Ė (0)
(2.14)
0 Ė
Es fácil comprobar que en el lı́mite de pequeñas deformaciones, todas las medidas materiales y espaciales de tensión coinciden numéricamente (cuando se desprecian los términos no lineales en t0 ε). Como consecuencia, en estos casos se define
una única medida de tensión, esto es, la tensión ingenieril (de Cauchy) t σ.
En el siguiente artı́culo1 se extienden todos los resultados anteriores al caso
tridimensional. Además:
1

Stress and strain mapping tensors and general work-conjugacy in large strain continuum
mechanics. M. Latorre, F.J. Montáns. Enviado a la revista “Applied Mathematical Modelling”.
Actualmente en proceso de revisión.
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2.2. TENSIONES Y DEFORMACIONES CONJUGADAS DE TRABAJO
Se introduce un procedimiento sistemático útil para desarrollar ecuaciones
constitutivas en grandes deformaciones usando medidas de deformación y
tensión arbitrarias.
Las relaciones de transformación entre distintos pares de medidas conjugadas
de trabajo se presentan a través de sus descomposiciones espectrales.
Se proporcionan expresiones explı́citas de las transformaciones existentes entre los tensores de tensión y deformación usados habitualmente en ecuaciones
constitutivas.
El procedimiento desarrollado puede ser empleado para establecer ecuaciones
constitutivas usando el par de deformaciones-tensiones más conveniente (por
simplicidad) para luego convertir los resultados a cualquier otro par (por
exigencias del programa de cálculo usado, por ejemplo).
El procedimiento desarrollado es válido independientemente del tipo de ecuación constitutiva y de las simetrı́as del material.
Este procedimiento es utilizado en la implementación numérica de los modelos hiperelásticos y visco-hiperelásticos desarrollados en esta tesis.
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CAPÍTULO 2. MEDIDAS DE TENSIÓN Y DEFORMACIÓN
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Stress and strain mapping tensors and general work-conjugacy in
large strain continuum mechanics
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns

Abstract In this paper we show that mapping tensors may be constructed to
transform any arbitrary strain measure in any other strain measure. We present
the mapping tensors for many usual strain measures in the Seth-Hill family and
also for general, user-defined ones. These mapping tensors may also be used to
transform their work-conjugate stress measures. These transformations are merely
geometric transformations obtained from the deformation gradient and, hence, are
valid regardless of any constitutive equation employed for the solid. Then, advantage of this fact may be taken in order to simplify the form of constitutive equations
and their numerical implementation and thereafter, perform the proper geometric
mappings to convert the results to usually employed measures. Examples are the
transformation of small strains formulations and algorithms to large deformations
using logarithmic strains.
Keywords Logarithmic strains · Work-conjugacy · Mapping tensors · Hyperelasticity · Plasticity · Viscoelasticity
1 Introduction
Whereas in small strain continuum mechanics there is no debate about which ones
are the stress and strain measures to be used in constitutive equations, at large
strains the options are multiple. Regarding large strains, the Seth-Hill [1, 2] family
of strain measures (see also the previous work [3]) are typically used, although some
other deformation measures are being proposed [4]. Different authors have different
preferences over the strain measures. For example, in large strain hyperelasticity
it is typical to use the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (see for example [5–7]),
Marcos Latorre
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or alternatively the Green-Lagrange strain tensor. Deformation invariants used
in anisotropic hyperelasticity are almost always defined from the Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor [5]. The reason for this choice is that the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and the Green-Lagrange strain tensor are directly obtained from the
deformation gradient and the latter from the gradient of the displacements. Hence,
they are naturally included in the Updated Lagrangian and Total Lagrangian formulations in finite element codes [8, 9]. Logarithmic strains are also a good choice
not only for hyperelasticity [10–12] and visco-hyperelasticity [13–15], but specially
for plasticity [16–22]. It has been shown that a linear relation between logarithmic
strains and Kirchhoff stresses yield a rather accurate prediction of the behavior
of some metals and polymers [23, 24]. Furthermore, the use of a quadratic hyperelastic energy function of the logarithmic strains and an exponential integration
allows for simple, yet accurate stress integration algorithms in large strain elastoplasticity, where a small strain integration is employed teamed with geometric preand postprocessors [17, 21, 22]. Logarithmic strains have arguably also for a more
intuitive and meaningful interpretation, not only for uniaxial loading but also for
shear terms [25, 26].
However, one of the issues usually not well treated in the literature and, hence,
which yield some misunderstandings is the fact that the choice of one strain measure over another is essentially a matter of tradition and can be also a matter of
convenience. One of the purposes of this paper is to show that any strain measure may be directly related to any other strain measure and then, the proper
work-conjugate stress measure must be employed. Furthermore, generalized strain
measures, not only the Seth-Hill bundle [1,2], may be used if they are more convenient for the purpose, for example in order to possibly establish linear constitutive
relations between stresses and strains as, for example in [16–22] and in [4] in a
more general context. Then, the transformation from any strain measure (for example the deformation gradient or the Green-Lagrange one) to the generalized
one is simply performed using the proper mapping tensor which we also introduce.
In a similar way, the transformation of the resulting generalized stress measure
to Cauchy or Piola stresses, or the resulting constitutive tangent, may also be
performed using similar mapping tensors. An important point is that these transformations are valid regardless of the constitutive equations for the material and
of the material symmetries. In fact, we remark that no constitutive equation will
be used throughout the paper except in the given example. In essence, they can be
considered as deformation measures in locally transformed bodies. Invariants for
constitutive equations may also be defined using these generalized strain measures.
In the following section of the paper we depart from the stress power to establish
power conjugacy from scratch. Then we introduce the stress and strain mapping
tensors for most of the typically used strain and their work-conjugate stress measures. Finally we introduce generalized strain measures, their work-conjugate stress
20
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measures and the mapping between two arbitrary sets. We will assume a Cartesian representation to simplify the exposition, but of course the results are valid
regardless the system of representation employed.
2 The stress power and work-conjugacy
Assume we have a body with an original volume 0 V and a deformed volume
t
V , surrounded respectively by 0 S and t S. A point representing an infinitesimal
volume is denoted in the reference volume by 0 x, and in the current volume by
t

x = 0x + tu

(1)

where t u are the displacements. The body forces per unit current volume at time
t are b and the surface ones (per unit current surface) are t. Then by equilibrium
of forces
Z
Z
t
t d tS = 0
(2)
bd V +
tS

tV

By definition of the Cauchy stress tensor σ —Cauchy’s tetrahedron

t t x, n = σ( t x) · n = n · σ( t x)

(3)

where n is the unit vector normal to the plane related to the stress vector t and
where the dot implies an index contraction, i.e. a scalar product in the case of
vectors. The second identity holds because of equilibrium of angular moments.
Then
Z
Z
t
n · σ d tS = 0
(4)
bd V +
tS

tV

and by the Generalized Gauss Theorem —see Eq. (5.1.5) of Reference [27]
Z
(b + ∇ · σ) d t V = 0

(5)

tV

where ∇ · σ is the divergence of the Cauchy stress tensor respect to the current coordinates. By the Localization Theorem the well known local equilibrium equation
is obtained —c.f. Eq. (5.3.5) of Reference [27]
∇·σ+b = 0

(6)

Aside, if v is the velocity field at time t, such that
v = t ẋ = t u̇
the Mechanical Power is
P=

Z

t

tV

b·v d V +
21

Z

tS

(7)

t · v d tS

(8)
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Then using again Eq. (3) and the Generalized Gauss Theorem
Z
Z
t
n · σ · v d tS
b·v d V +
P=
tS
tV
Z
Z
t
∇ · (σ · v) d t V
b·v d V +
=

(9)
(10)

tV

tV

Using for example index notation, the integrand of the second addend is
∂
(σik vk ) = σik,i vk + σik vk,i
∂ t xi
= (∇ · σ) · v + σ : ∇v

∇ · (σ · v) =

(11)
(12)

where the double-dot implies a double index contraction and we have used the
symmetry of σ. Then Eq. (10) results in
Z
σ : ∇v d t V
(13)
P=
tV

where Eq. (6) has been used. The deformation gradient is defined by —note that
frequently this tensor is denoted by F but we use the notation of Reference [8]
∂ tx
∂ 0x
so


∂ 0x
∂v ∂ 0 x
∂ ∂ tx
−1
∂v
: t = ẊX
∇v = t = 0 : t =
0
∂ x
∂ x ∂ x
∂t ∂ x
∂ x
We note that since σ is a symmetric tensor, the integrand in Eq. (13) is
X=

σ : ∇v = σ : sym (∇v) = σ : d
where we defined the spatial deformation rate tensor by
i
1h
−1
T
−T
d := sym (∇v) =
ẊX + X Ẋ
2
By Euler’s formula —see for example Eq. (4.5.24) of Reference [27]
d tV = J d 0 V

(14)
(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

where J := det X. Then, the stress power Eq. (13) may be written in the reference
volume as
Z
Z
t
τ : d d 0V
(19)
σ:dd V =
P=
0V

tV

where τ := Jσ is the spatial Kirchhoff stress tensor.
Now consider the material Green-Lagrange strain tensor

1
XT X − I
A=
2
22
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Then, its objective time derivative, performed in the reference configuration, is

1 T
Ẋ X + X T Ẋ
(21)
Ȧ =
2

The (covariant) push-forward to the spatial configuration of the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor is the Almansi strain tensor

1
a = X −T AX −1 =
I − X −T X −1
(22)
2

and the (covariant) push-forward to the spatial configuration of the Green-Lagrange
strain rate tensor is the deformation rate tensor

−1
−1
1  −T T
X Ẋ + ẊX
≡d
(23)
X −T ȦX =
2

which means that d is the Lie derivative along v of the Almansi strain tensor a.
In index notation these last two Equations can be written as
−T
−T
aij = Xik
Akl Xlj−1 = Xik
Xjl−T Akl

−T
and dij = Xik
Xjl−T Ȧkl

(24)

Here we note that these are merely kinematic relations which existence should
be obvious from physical grounds.
3 Stress and Strain mapping tensors
According to the preceding kinematic relations, we can define a fourth-order mapping tensor (a merely geometric tensor completely defined from the deformation
gradient) with components —to shorten this exposition we omit symmetrization
issues
−T
(MaA )ijkl = (MdȦ )ijkl := (X −T ⊙ X −T )ijkl := Xik
Xjl−T
(25)
so
MaA : A = a and MdȦ : Ȧ = d

(26)

Also note that a geometric mapping tensor may be established between Ẋ and d,
i.e.
1
1
(MdẊ )ijkl := (X −T ⊡ I + I ⊙ X −T )ijkl := (Xil−T δjk + δik Xjl−T )
(27)
2
2
such that
d = MdẊ : Ẋ
(28)
and so on.
Now consider the following identities
τ : d = τ : X −T ȦX

−1

= X −1 τ X −T : Ȧ = S : Ȧ
23
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where we identify the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S := X −1 τ X −T . The
following geometric mapping tensor defines the associated (contravariant) pullback operation
−1 −1
(MSτ )ijkl := (X −1 ⊙ X −1 )ijkl = Xik
Xjl
(30)
so

S = MSτ : τ

(31)

Alternatively we can use the transpose
−1 −1
(M̄Sτ )ijkl := (X −T ⊙ X −T )ijkl = Xki
Xlj = (MSτ )klij

(32)

S = τ : M̄Sτ

(33)

τ : d = τ : (MdȦ : Ȧ) = (τ : MdȦ ) : Ȧ

(34)

S = τ : MdȦ

(35)

so
Also note that
so
which provides the relation (compare to Eq. (33))
M̄Sτ = MdȦ

(36)

In a similar way as before
τ : ∇v = τ : ẊX

−1

= τ X −T : Ẋ = P : Ẋ

(37)

where P := τ X −T is the First Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (transpose of the
so-called Nominal stress tensor). Hence, another relation is obtained through the
mapping tensor of Eq. (27)
τ : d = (τ : MdẊ ) : Ẋ =⇒ P = τ : MdẊ

(38)

and so on. Consider also the Right Polar Decomposition of the deformation gradient
X = RU

(39)

where R is the rotation tensor and U is the material stretch tensor. Then


P : Ẋ = P : RU̇ + ṘU
T

= P : RU̇ + P : ṘR RU

T

= RT P : U̇ + τ X −T : (ṘR )X
T

(40)
(41)
(42)

= sym(RT P ) : U̇ + τ : (ṘR )

(43)

= β : U̇

(44)
24
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T

T

where (ṘR ) is a skew-symmetric tensor, τ : (ṘR ) = 0 due to symmetry considerations and we recognize β := sym(RT P ) = 21 (RT P + P T R) as the Biot stress
tensor. Of course, the identities hold if power-conjugate tensors are consistently
rotated by any rotation tensor, in particular by R
τ : d = RT τ R : RT dR = τ̄ : d¯
(45)
−1

where d¯ := RT dR = sym(U̇ U ) is the rotated deformation rate tensor and
τ̄ := RT τ R is the rotated Kirchhoff stress tensor. Then we note that a mapping
tensor that preserves the metric during the transformation and that may be used
for both covariant and contravariant tensors may be also defined in this case
(MR )ijkl := (R ⊙ R)ijkl = Rik Rjl

(46)

so d = MR : d¯ and τ = MR : τ̄ .

4 Generalized stress and strain measures
In general, we can define a Generalized Material Strain Measure E ∗ as a function
of the Stretch tensor U
E ∗ = f∗ (U )
(47)
Of course a basic requirement for a strain measure to be valid is that there exist
a one-to-one tensorial relation (not necessarily component-to-component) between
U and E ∗ [25]. Examples are the Green-Lagrange strain tensor A = 12 (U 2 − I),
the Biot strain tensor (U − I) and the material logarithmic strains E = ln U .
Several requirements need to be fulfilled for general strain and stress measures
so the transformation is uniquely defined and is valid for the complete range of
deformations; we refer to the work of Curnier and Zysset [4] for further details. We
consider herein isotropic transformations of the stretch tensor. Hence, the spectral
decomposition of the Stretch tensor is
U=

3
X
i=1

λ i ni ⊗ ni

(48)

where λi are the principal stretches and ni are the principal strain directions in
the reference configuration. Then
U̇ =

3
X
i=1

λ̇i ni ⊗ ni +

3
X
i=1

3

λi

X
dni
dni
⊗ ni +
λ i ni ⊗
dt
dt
i=1

(49)

but since ni is a unit vector, its derivative may be written as (see Reference [8],
Section 6.2.2, for an alternative derivation)
dni
= Ω · ni
dt
25
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where
Ω=

3 X
3
X
i=1 j=1

Ωij ni ⊗ nj =

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

Ωij ni ⊗ nj

(51)

is the spin of the material principal directions (a skew-symmetric tensor) projected
in that basis, so
!
3 X
X
dni
= Ω · ni =
Ωjk nj ⊗ nk · ni
(52)
dt
j=1 k6=j
=

3 X
X

Ωjk nj δki =

j=1 k6=j

U̇ =

i=1

=

3
X
i=1

λ̇i ni ⊗ ni +
λ̇i ni ⊗ ni +

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

Ωji nj

(53)

j=1 i6=j

Then Eq. (49) can be written as
3
X

3 X
X

λi Ωji nj ⊗ ni +

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

λi ni ⊗ Ωji nj

(λj − λi ) Ωij ni ⊗ nj

(54)

(55)

where the antisymmetry property Ωij = −Ωji has been used. The spectral decomposition of the Generalized Strain Measure is of the form
∗

E =

3
X
i=1

f ∗ (λi ) ni ⊗ ni

(56)

so following similar algebra, the rate of that measure is
∗

Ė =

3
X
df ∗ (λi )
i=1

dλi

λ̇i ni ⊗ ni +

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

[f ∗ (λj ) − f ∗ (λi )] Ωij ni ⊗ nj

(57)

By inspection of the previous expressions we can establish a geometric mapping
tensor such that
∗
∗
Ė = MU̇Ė : U̇
(58)
which is given in the principal deformation basis as
3

∗
MĖ
U̇

3

X X f ∗ (λj ) − f ∗ (λi )
∂E ∗ X df ∗(λi )
≡
=
Mi ⊗ Mi +
M Sij ⊗ M Sij (59)
∂U
dλi
λj − λi
i=1
i=1 j6=i

where we use the (full-symmetric) basis tensors
1
M Sij = (ni ⊗ nj + nj ⊗ ni )
2
M i = M Sii = ni ⊗ ni (no sum on i)
26
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Moreover, if E † is another general strain measure
E† =

3
X
i=1

f † (λi ) ni ⊗ ni

(62)

a similar mapping tensor may be established between both general strain measures
such that
∗
†
∗
Ė = MĖ
: Ė
(63)
Ė †
3

∗

Ė
MĖ
† ≡

∂E ∗ X df ∗ (λi )/dλi
Mi ⊗ Mi
=
† (λ )/dλ
df
∂E †
i
i
i=1
+

3 X ∗
X
f (λj ) − f ∗ (λi )
i=1 j6=i

f † (λ

j)

−

f † (λ

i)

M Sij ⊗ M Sij

(64)

which existence should be obvious from physical grounds since the state of deformation of the medium is unique and we required a one-to-one relation between
them and the stretch tensor.
We can in general write
∗

) : Ė = T ∗ : Ė
S : Ȧ = (S : MȦ
Ė ∗

∗

(65)

where we have defined the Generalized Stress Measure by the following purely
geometric relation
∂A
(66)
=S:
T ∗ := S : MȦ
Ė ∗
∂E ∗
For example, for the particular case of the material Logarithmic Strain tensor E
we can write
∂A
=S:
T := S : MȦ
(67)
Ė
∂E
with
MȦ
Ė

3
3 X
X
λ2j − λ2i
∂A X 2
=
λi M i ⊗ M i +
M Sij ⊗ M Sij
≡
∂E
2(ln
λ
−
ln
λ
)
j
i
i=1
i=1 j6=i

(68)

relating the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S (work conjugate of A) to the
Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor T (work conjugate of E). Hence
τ : d = τ̄ : d¯ = S : Ȧ = T : Ė

(69)

To understand why we call the tensor T Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor, we
show now the relation between this stress tensor and the rotated Kirchhoff stress
tensor τ̄ . Note that
−1
¯
d¯ = RT dR = U −1 ȦU = (U −1 ⊙ U −1 ) : Ȧ = MdȦ : Ȧ

27
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so
¯
τ̄ : d¯ = τ̄ : MdȦ : Ȧ

= τ̄ :
= τ̄ :

(71)

¯
(MdȦ : MȦ
Ė
d¯
MĖ : Ė

) : Ė
: MȦ
Ė

(72)
(73)

= T : Ė

(74)

and we obtain the desired relationship
¯

T = τ̄ : MdĖ

(75)

¯

where the geometric mapping tensor MdĖ is
¯

¯

MdĖ = MdȦ : MȦ
Ė

(76)

¯

The tensor MdȦ = U −1 ⊙ U −1 projected in principal Lagrangian axes is
U −1 ⊙ U −1 =
=

3
3 X
X
i=1 j=1

3 X
3
X
i=1 j=1

−1
Uii−1 Ujj
ni ⊗ nj ⊗ ni ⊗ nj

(77)

−1
λ−1
i λ j ni ⊗ nj ⊗ ni ⊗ nj

(78)

which is clearly a fourth-order “diagonal” (in matrix notation) tensor. Thus, using
this last result and Equation (68), Equation (76) can be rewritten as
¯
MdĖ

=

3
X
i=1

Mi ⊗ Mi +

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

λ2j − λ2i
M S ⊗ M Sij
2λi λj (ln λj − ln λi ) ij

(79)

Projecting now T and τ̄ in the material principal strain directions and using
¯
Equation (75) and the previous expression for MdĖ , we get
T =

3 X
3
X
i=1 j=1

τ̄ =

3
3 X
X
i=1 j=1

Tij ni ⊗ nj

(80)

τ̄ij ni ⊗ nj

(81)

with components
Tij = τ̄ij

if i = j
λ2j − λ2i
Tij =
τ̄ij
2λi λj (ln λj − ln λi )
28
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which somewhat explain the choice of the name Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor
for the tensor T , since the diagonal components of T and τ̄ coincide when they
are represented in the basis of principal stretches. Moreover, in the case of two
principal stretches being equal, the next result holds
λ2j − λ2i
lim
=1
λi →λj 2λi λj (ln λj − ln λi )

(84)
¯

In the special case of the stretches being λ1 = λ2 = λ3 , then (MdĖ )ijkl = (IS )ijkl =
1
(δik δjl + δil δjk ) and T = τ̄ in this particular state of deformation. We also note
2
that Eq. (83) is readily obtained from Eq. (6.61) of Reference [8] using Eq. (74).
In fact, some of the previous results are given in Section 6.2.2 of that Reference,
but using a different presentation style.
Until now we have mainly worked with material measures made function of
the material stretch tensor U . However we note that we can also apply the same
procedures to spatial measures, where the strain measures are function of the
spatial stretch tensor V obtained from the Left Polar Decomposition Theorem of
the deformation gradient
e∗ = f∗ (V )

(85)

In this case, the previous expressions are valid with the simply substitution of the
directions of the principal stretches in the reference configuration by the spatial
ones (rotated by R).
At this point, we want to emphasize that no hypothesis has been assumed in
order to obtain all the previous results, so they are valid for any constitutive
equation. In particular, we want to note that the Generalized Kirchhoff stress
tensor T is work conjugate of the material Logarithmic Strain tensor E regardless
of the constitutive model being assumed for the material. That is, those tensors
are work-conjugate even for the most general anisotropic case. Now, if we assume
isotropic behavior, obviously all stress and strain material tensors commute and, as
a direct result in Eq. (83), Tij = τ̄ij = 0 for i 6= j. Hence, for isotropic constitutive
behavior, T = τ̄ (another reason for the choice of the name for T ) and T can be
¯
also regarded to be power-conjugate of d.
In a general constitutive equation, the mapping tensors may be employed to
transform the constitutive tangent moduli relating strain increments and stress
increments. Assume just as an example that we have derived the constitutive
tangent C∗ for a generalized strain measure E ∗ and its work conjugate stress
measure T ∗ such that (note that time derivatives are objective for Lagrangian
measures)
∗
∂T ∗
∗
∗
∗
Ṫ =
(86)
∗ : Ė = C : Ė
∂E
29
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As usual in finite element codes, assume that we actually need the constitutive tangent tensor C associated to Green-Lagrange strains A and Second-Piola Kirchhoff
stresses S. Then
∗
∂E ∗
∗
Ė =
: Ȧ = MĖ
: Ȧ
(87)
Ȧ
∂A
∗

Ṫ =

∂T ∗
∗
: Ṡ = MṪṠ : Ṡ
∂S

(88)

Combining the previous equations we arrive to
Ṡ =



∗
MṪṠ

h
= MṠṪ ∗

−1

∗
MĖ
Ȧ

∗



:C :
: Ȧ
i
Ė ∗
∗
: C : MȦ : Ȧ = C : Ȧ

(89)
(90)

where the required tangent moduli are given in brackets. The explicit expression for
∗
MĖ
is readily obtained from Eq. (64). Hence, only MṠṪ ∗ remains to be determined
Ȧ
in order to obtain C in terms of the (known) tangent moduli C∗ . From Eq. (66)2,
the mapping tensor MṠṪ ∗ = ∂S/∂T ∗ is obtained as
∂2E∗
∂A ∂E ∗
∂E ∗ S
∂S
∗
:
I
+
T
:
:
=
:
∂T ∗
∂A
∂A∂A ∂E ∗ ∂T ∗
∗ −1
∗
∗
) : (C∗ )−1
: (MĖ
+ T ∗ : LĖ
= MĖ
Ȧ
Ȧ
Ȧ

(91)
(92)
∗

where we have used the major symmetry of ∂E ∗ /∂A and we have defined LĖ
:=
Ȧ
∗
2 ∗
∂ E /∂A∂A as the sixth-order geometric tensor relating the rate of ∂E /∂A and
the rate of A. Therefore
C = MṠṪ ∗ : C∗ : MĖ
Ȧ
Ė ∗

∗

Ė ∗

(93)
Ė ∗

= MȦ : C∗ : MȦ + T ∗ : LȦ
∗

(94)
∗

and both geometrical mapping tensors MĖ
= ∂E ∗ /∂A and LĖ
= ∂ 2 E ∗ /∂A∂A
Ȧ
Ȧ
are required in order to formally map the tangent moduli associated to one strain
measure to the tangent moduli associated to the other strain measure. However,
∗
in practice, computing the fourth-order tensor T ∗ : LĖ
is computationally more
Ȧ
Ė ∗
efficient than computing the sixth-order tensor LȦ and then perform the two-index
contraction. Following similar lines as above, i.e. by inspection of the spectral
decompositions of the rate of ∂E ∗ /∂A and the rate of A (see Ref. [12] for the
particular case of logarithmic stress and strain measures), the explicit expression
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∗

for T ∗ : LĖ
with minor and major symmetries is found to be
Ȧ
3

T∗ :

X
∂2E∗
=
F (λi ) Tii∗ M i ⊗ M i
∂A∂A
i=1
+

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

+

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

where

(95)

G (λi , λj ) Tii∗ M Sij ⊗ M Sij
G (λi , λj ) Tij∗ M i ⊗ M Sij + M Sij ⊗ M i

(96)


(97)

3 X X
X

1
+
H (λi , λj , λk ) Tik∗ M Sij ⊗ M Sjk + M Sjk ⊗ M Sij (98)
2
i=1 j6=i j6=k6=i

2
λ4i
8 (f ∗ (λj ) − f ∗ (λi )) − 4Λij /λ2i
G (λi , λj ) =
Λ2ij
−Λjk f ∗ (λi ) − Λki f ∗ (λj ) − Λij f ∗ (λk )
H (λi , λj , λk ) = 8
Λij Λjk Λki
F (λi ) = −

(99)
(100)
(101)

with Λij = λ2j − λ2i . Note that H (λi , λj , λk ) = H (λj , λi , λk ) = H (λi , λk , λj ) =
H (λk , λj , λi ) but that G (λi , λj ) 6= G (λj , λi ). Furthermore, when two or three
principal stretches converge to the same value we obtain

and so forth.

H (λi , λj , λk → λi ) = G (λi , λj )

(102)

H (λi , λj → λi , λk → λi ) = G (λi , λj → λi ) = F (λi )

(103)

5 Example
In this example we see how work-conjugate stress and strain measures may be
employed to naturally extend the small strains plasticity theory to large strains.
As usually done, we decompose the total small strains rate tensor into elastic
and plastic parts ε̇ = ε̇e + ε̇p so the stress power per unit volume is
P = σ : ε̇e + σ : ε̇p

(104)

We can interpret the strain rate split as
ε̇e (ε̇, ε̇p ) = ε̇ − ε̇p = ε̇e |ε̇p =0 + ε̇e |ε̇=0
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where the first addend is the elastic predictor rate and the last addend is the plastic
corrector rate. By subscript ε̇p = 0 we generically imply that no plastic flow is
taking place when performing the derivative and by subscript ε̇ = 0 we imply that
the system is mechanically isolated. This last contribution may be divided into
two parts accounting for microstructural elastic strain rates and microstructural
plastic dissipation
ε̇p ≡ − ε̇e |ε̇=0 = ε̇pe + ε̇pd = − ε̇e |ε̇=0,conservative − ε̇e |ε̇=0,dissipative

(106)

Then, the internal power may be enlarged with two terms which cancel out each
other
pe
pe
P = σ : ε̇e + σ : ε̇p = σ : ε̇e + σ : ε̇p + s
+ spd : ε̇pd}
(107)
| : ε̇ {z
=0

where spe and spd are stress-like internal variables. The free energy is written as
ψ = W (εe ) + H (εpe ). Then the dissipation equation takes the form




∂H
∂W
e
p
pe
: ε̇ +σ : ε̇ + s − pe : ε̇pe +spd : ε̇pd ≥ 0 (108)
D = P − ψ̇ = σ −
∂εe
∂ε

Following the Coleman-Noll procedure, since the equality holds for purely elastic responses σ = ∂W/∂εe . During plastic flow there is an additional part of
the internal energy which is not dissipated taking (these are proportional to the
backstresses)
∂H
(109)
spe = pe ≡ β,
∂ε
The plastic dissipation is now
D p = σ : ε̇p + spd : ε̇pd
= σ : ε̇p − spe : ε̇pe ≥ 0

(110)

If one considers, by convention, the typical form of the yield function fy (σ − β, κ)
where κ is a material parameter, then we can establish the Lagrangian

so ∇L = 0 implies

L = σ : ε̇p − β : ε̇pe − ṫfy

(111)

ε̇p = − ε̇e |ε̇=0 = ṫ ∂fy /∂σ

(112)

ε̇

pe

= −ṫ ∂fy /∂β = ṫ ∂fy /∂σ

(113)

∂2H
: ε̇pe = 23 H ṫ ∂fy /∂σ
∂εpe ∂εpe

(114)

i.e. ε̇pe = ε̇p , which emerges as a result of the usually adopted convention for
fy (σ − β, κ). The associated hardening rule results into
ṡpe =
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where H is the usual uniaxial kinematic hardening modulus. Note that
D p = (σ − β) : ε̇p = − (σ − β) : ε̇e |ε̇=0 ≥ 0

(115)

In References [25,26] we have shown that logarithmic strains may be interpreted
as the integral of engineering strains through a fictitious path. Furthermore, Anand
[23, 24] has shown that engineering constants for small strains may be applied to
large logarithmic strains to obtain a good prediction of the material behavior up
to moderate large strains. Hence we can arguably write Eqs. (105) and (106) as
e

Ė = Ė

e
Ẋ p =0

and

+ Ė

p

Ė = Ė

e
Ẋ=0

pe

=

+ Ė

tr

e

Ė − Ė

p

(116)

pd

(117)
p

where Ẋ is the rate of the deformation gradient and Ẋ is the plastic part from
e
the Lee decomposition. The tensor tr Ė is the rate of elastic strains when plastic
p
flow is frozen (i.e. the rate of the trial elastic strains) and Ė is the rate of the
plastic correction. Then, using the work-conjugate stress measures, we can write
p

L = T : Ė − B : Ė

pe

− ṫf¯y

(118)

where f¯y (T − B, κ̄) is the yield function. It can be seen that a parallel frame to
that of small strains is recovered. We here note that Eq. (116) does not imply
the use of a plastic metric because it is evaluated in rate form. For example, the
(incremental) integration of Eq. (116) using a backward-Euler scheme becomes
t+∆t e
tE

≡

t+∆t e
0E

− t0 E e =

tr

E e − t0 E e − ∆t

∂ f¯y
∂T

(119)
t+∆t

which is the typical update expression used in the integration algorithms for large
strains computational plasticity, see form example [17] and [21] and in finite viscoelasticity [13–15]. However, we note that Expression (119) is employed here as a
consequence of Eq. (116) whereas in the mentioned references for elastoplasticity
it is employed as a consequence of an algorithmic approximation of the integration
of the plastic deformation gradient using the exponential mapping (see [16])

p
t+∆t p t
t+∆t
L 0X p
(120)
0 X = exp ∆t
so

e
t+∆t
0X

=

p−1
t+∆t
t+∆t
0X
0X

=

p−1
t+∆t
t
exp
0X 0X

−∆t t+∆t Lp



(121)

Upon the usual assumption of vanishing plastic spin and the assumption for the
flow rule

∂ f¯y
D p = ṫ
⇒ exp −∆t t+∆t Dp ≃ I − ∆t t+∆t Dp
(122)
∂T
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and the definitions


E e = 21 log (C e ) = 21 ln X eT X e


tr e
E = 12 log tr C e = 21 ln tr X eT tr X e

(123)
(124)

the plastic correction results into Eq. (119), see [16, 17, 21]. We note also that
although T is not coincident with the symmetric part of the Mandel stress tensor,
the difference may be neglected for practical purposes [21]. Similar frameworks
using plastic metrics can be found in [19] and [20].
Then, the development of a large strains algorithm which keeps the structure
of the small strains parent algorithm becomes a simple task. Furthermore, the
algorithmic tangent can also be computed using the general Eq. (94) employing
logarithmic strains and generalized Kirchhoff stresses as the (∗) stress and strain
measures. This expression is simpler than that given in [21] and does not employ
any further approximation.
Other similar examples may be found in Refs. [14] and [15] for the case of
anisotropic finite non-linear viscoelasticity based on logarithmic stress and strain
measures.
6 Conclusions
The purpose of this paper is to remark that a mapping tensor may be constructed
to transform any arbitrary strain measure in any other strain measure. We present
the mapping tensors for many usual strain measures and also for general ones.
These mapping tensors may also be used to transform the work conjugate stress
measures. An important point is that the transformations are valid regardless of
any constitutive equation employed for the solid. Then, as a result the choice of the
particular stress and strain measure may be considered simply a matter of convenience. Advantage of this fact may be taken in order to simplify the form of constitutive equations and their numerical implementation and thereafter, perform the
proper geometric mappings to convert the results to usually employed measures. In
fact, this procedure has already been applied in the past to large-strain anisotropic
computational elasto-plasticity using logarithmic stress and strain measures and
recently to anisotropic computational finite visco-hyperelasticity.
Acknowledgements Partial financial support for this work has been given by grant DPI2011-26635 from the
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2.3.

Deformaciones logarı́tmicas

Las descripciones material y espacial de la deformación logarı́tmica unidimensional, las cuales denotaremos simplemente como t0 E y t0 e, se obtienen tomando
el lı́mite n → 0 en las Ecs. (2.5) y (2.6), respectivamente
t
0E

:= t0 E (0) = lı́m t0 E (n) = ln t0 λ = lı́m t0 e(n) = t0 e(0) =: t0 e
n→0

n→0

(2.15)

Se observa que la deformación logarı́tmica toma el mismo valor según ambas descripciones para un alargamiento unitario t0 λ dado. De este resultado se deduce
que la medida de deformación logarı́tmica no cambia la métrica entre la configuración no deformada y la deformada. Conviene recordar que este mismo resultado se
obtiene cuando se consideran deformaciones infinitesimales, donde sólo existe una
única medida de deformación t0 ε, tanto si se calcula con respecto a la configuración
de referencia o con respecto a la final. Ningún otro par de deformaciones finitas
material/espacial (E (n) /e(n) ), asociado a un determinado valor n > 0, cumple esta
propiedad. En el espacio tridimensional, la conservación de la métrica implica que
los tensores E (n) y e(n) se diferencien simplemente por una rotación, por lo que las
operaciones de empuje y tiro entre ambos tensores de deformaciones logarı́tmicas
se realizan a través de la rotación correspondiente.
Otra propiedad importante de las deformaciones logarı́tmicas unidimensionales
es que la composición de deformaciones es aditiva. De este modo, si se tiene un
alargamiento unitario compuesto por t0 λ = tτ λ τ0 λ, donde 0 < τ < t, entonces la
composición de deformaciones logarı́tmicas correspondiente es
t
0E

= ln t0 λ = ln tτ λ + ln τ0 λ = tτ E + τ0 E

(2.16)

De nuevo, las deformaciones infinitesimales cumplen esta misma propiedad. En el
espacio tridimensional, este hecho propicia que la descomposición del estado de
deformación en sus partes volumétrica y desviadora sea aditiva cuando se realiza
en términos de deformaciones logarı́tmicas.

2.3.1.

Interpretación del tensor de deformaciones logarı́tmicas

En el apartado anterior se han comentado algunas propiedades que comparten la medida de deformación logarı́tmica y la ampliamente conocida deformación
infinitesimal o ingenieril. En el siguiente artı́culo2 se demuestra que el tensor de
2

On the interpretation of the logarithmic strain tensor in an arbitrary system of representation. M. Latorre, F.J. Montáns. International Journal of Solids and Structures. Vol. 51. Pag. 1507–
1515. c 2014. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2013.12.041 (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0020768314000080). Incluido en esta tesis con el permiso de Elsevier.
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deformaciones logarı́tmicas representa la extensión natural del tensor de deformaciones infinitesimales al campo de las grandes deformaciones. Este hecho ya era
conocido en cuanto a las componentes axiales, pero no se habı́a demostrado para el tensor completo en cualquier sistema de representación. En resumen, en el
siguiente artı́culo:
Se proporciona una nueva definición geométrica del tensor de deformaciones
logarı́tmicas en términos de gradientes espaciales de velocidad.
Las componentes tangenciales del tensor de deformaciones logarı́tmicas se
interpretan como una distorsión de áreas en el medio continuo.
Esta interpretación también es válida para el tensor de deformaciones infinitesimales, lo cual refuerza la equivalencia cualitativa existente entre ambas
medidas.
Se comparan las componentes de cortante de las deformaciones logarı́tmicas
y cuadráticas en dos ensayos de cortante tı́picos.
Se muestran las limitaciones del ensayo de cortante simple para caracterizar
algunos modelos de comportamiento.
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On the interpretation of the logarithmic strain tensor in an
arbitrary system of representation
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns

Abstract Logarithmic strains are increasingly used in constitutive modeling because of their advantageous properties. In this paper we study the physical interpretation of the components of the logarithmic strain tensor in any arbitrary
system of representation, which is crucial in formulating meaningful constitutive
models. We use the path-independence property of total logarithmic strains to
propose different fictitious paths which can be interpreted as a sum of infinitesimal engineering strain tensors. We show that the angular (engineering) distortion
measure is arguably not a good measure of shear and instead we propose area distortions which are an exact interpretation of the shear terms both for engineering
and for logarithmic strains. This new interpretation clearly explains the maximum
obtained in some constitutive models for the simple shear load case.
Keywords Logarithmic strain tensor · Nonlinear behavior · Shear tests ·
Constitutive modelling

1 Introduction
Traditional constitutive modelling is frequently developed for small (engineering)
strains [1, 2]. The extension of these models to large strains is not obvious. There
are many fundamental issues when extending such models to large strains, as
for example objectivity and energy preservation during elastic deformation processes [3–6], which do not usually deserve special attention for small strains. One
important decision to be made at large strains is which stress and strain measures
to employ.
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In the small strain kinematically linear context the engineering infinitesimal
stress and strain measures are the ones employed because distinction is not relevant
among the different measures. Engineers are used to engineering strains, so they
have a rather deep understanding of the physical meaning of their components. In
the large strain context, unfortunately there are many choices for stress and strain
measures and, of course, that choice strongly affects the constitutive equations of
the model, which is usually formulated with a given strain measure in mind. Of
course one strain measure may always be mapped to any other strain measure,
but for example, a constitutive equation linear in one strain measure will not be
so in any other measure. Hence, some fundamental conclusions obtained using one
measure may not be valid using others.
The Green-Lagrange and Almansi-Euler deformation measures are often used
because of two reasons: they are directly obtained from the deformation gradient
and they naturally appear in the nonlinear terms of the finite element formulations.
However, these deformation measures are not intuitive, even for uniaxial loading,
so using them in constitutive equations may bring difficulties interpreting results
or material constants of the models.
The large strain measures arguably most intuitive are the logarithmic (Hencky
or “true”) strain measures. As we will briefly review below, they preserve the
physical meaning of the trace operator (and hence the volumetric and deviatoric
strains), they are additive in uniaxial situations and they are symmetric respect
to the percentage of stretching: doubling the length of an specimen gives the same
amount of logarithmic strain than halving the length of the specimen, except for
the change of sign. For logarithmic strains, the push-forward and pull-back operations are performed using rotations, so they also preserve the metric. Furthermore,
in isotropic metals a linear hyperelastic relationship between logarithmic strains
and Kirchhoff stresses has been found to be an accurate representation if the elastic
strains are not too large but only moderately large [7,8]. This fact added to the special structure of the exponential tensor operators on logarithmic strains facilitate
enormously the formulation of elastoplastic constitutive models that are physically
well grounded, accurate and efficient for finite element implementation, both for
the isotropic [9–14] and anisotropic cases [15–17]. It has been shown that logarithmic strains appear naturally as a consequence of the combination of hypoelasticity
and hyperelasticity into a single equation in the context of elastoplasticity [18].
Logarithmic strain measures are also increasingly being used in highly nonlinear
hyperelasticity to model the behavior of elastomers and living tissues. For example,
recent models based on spline interpolation of experimental data are formulated
using logarithmic strains, both for isotropic materials [19] and for anisotropic materials [20, 21]. However these models necessitate some experimental data, which
must be correctly interpreted. The correct interpretation of the components of the
logarithmic strain tensor in any system of representation is a key for obtaining a
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correct and accurate description for such models. Furthermore, as we show below,
if a good understanding of the strain tensor is achieved, some useful expressions
involving functions of such tensor may be obtained [22, 23].
The purpose of this paper is to make some progress in the interpretation of
the components of the logarithmic strain tensor in any system of representation,
paying special attention to the off-diagonal terms, and to link some conclusions
with observed phenomena in the literature when these measures are being used. In
particular, we are specially interested in elucidating a correct meaning and a correct
measure for the shear deformation. This is of crucial importance in constitutive
modelling.
The layout of the paper is as follows. First we briefly review some well-known
facts about general strains with the objective of properly motivate the definition
and the construction of the logarithmic strain tensor in such a way that the components of the tensor may be better understood. Then we analyze some typical
shear deformation examples in order to explain the geometrical meaning of the
logarithmic strain measures and to understand the limitations of these shear tests
when used in constitutive modelling.

2 General strain measures
The strain measure of a uniformly stretched longitudinal rod with initial (time
t0 ) and current (time t) total lengths L0 and L, respectively, may be expressed in
multiple ways. It is well-known that all those usual strain measures are given by
the general Seth-Hill formula [24]
En =

1 n
(λ − 1)
n

(1)

where λ = ∂x (X, t) /∂X = L/L0 is the current stretch ratio, n is a number that
characterizes each uniaxial strain measure and x (X, t) represents the motion of
material points X ∈ [0, L0 ] at time t. The identity λ = L/L0 holds due to the homogeneous deformation assumed along the rod. As it is widely known, the general
formula given in Eq. (1) can be used to locally define the strains in principal directions of a three-dimensional deformation state. In that way, Eq. (1) is generalized
to

3
X

1 n


(λ − 1) N i ⊗ N i if n 6= 0
E
=

n

n i
i=1
(2)
3
X



ln λi N i ⊗ N i
if n = 0

 E0 =
i=1
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Fig. 1 Deformation of two arbitrary orthogonal directions.

where λi are the principal stretches and N i are the principal directions of the
stretch tensor U obtained from the right polar decomposition, or equivalently

1

 E n = (U n − I) if n 6= 0
n
(3)


E 0 = ln U
if n = 0

with I being the second-order identity tensor.
From Eqs. (2), one can easily calculate all the strain tensors E n , including
the case n = 0, using the principal stretches λi and the eigenvectors N i (previously computed). This way, since (En )i = N i · E n N i = (λni − 1) /n, any possible
physical meaning for unidimensional strains can obviously be interpreted in the
same manner along the principal stretching directions in the three-dimensional
case. However, from Eqs. (2) expressed in that way, nothing can be said about the
components of E n when these tensors are represented in a general basis.
In order to understand the description of the cases n 6= 0 in a general system of representation (not only in principal directions), the general expression
given in Eq. (3)1 for E n can be used. We will use the deformation gradient
U = ∂ x̄ (X, t) /∂X, where x̄ (X, t) represents the motion of material points X
with the rotation R removed, which yields a compatible homogeneous rotationless
deformation. Hence, for example, the Biot strain tensor, obtained for n = 1, is
E 1 = U − I = ∂ ū (X, t) /∂X, where it can be seen that E 1 represents the material gradient of the displacement field ū (X, t) = x̄ (X, t) − X. For any pair of
orthogonal unit vectors P and Q in the reference configuration, see Figure 1, we
have
∂ ū (X, t)
(E1 )P Q = P · E 1 Q = P ·
Q = P ·∆Q
(4)
∂X
which reveals the meaning of the components of E 1 in a reference frame in which
P and Q are basis vectors, that is, (E1 )P Q is the projection onto the P direction of
the relative displacement ∆Q = ū (X + Q, t) − ū (X, t) when the deformation is
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assumed to be homogeneous in the solid. Note that if P is not a principal direction
of deformation, the diagonal components of E 1 can not be understood as in the
associated unidimensional case, that is, in general
(E1 )P P 6= λP − 1

(5)

where λP = |p|, being p = U P the transformed vector into the current configuration corresponding to the basis vector P . Aside, in this case in which the rotation R
is removed, E 1 is equivalent to the engineering strain tensor ε = sym (∂ ū/∂X) =
∂ ū/∂X = E 1 . However, the well-known physical descriptions of the diagonal and
off-diagonal components of ε (εP P ≈ λP − 1 and εP Q ≈ γP Q/2, being γP Q the
angular distortion associated to directions P and Q) can only be assigned to E 1
if |u| ≪ 1, that is within the small strain framework.
The values n = 2 and n = −2 provide the well-known Green-Lagrange and
Euler-Almansi strain tensors, respectively. If the first of them is expressed by
means of Eq. (3), it results in E 2 = 1/2(U 2 − I). As before, one can get a physical
interpretation of the P Q-component of E 2 when this last expression is pre- and
post-multiplied by the orthogonal material basis vectors P and Q. Proceeding in
that way

 12 (λ2P − 1)
if P = Q
(E2 )P Q = P · E 2 Q =
(6)
 1 λ λ cos θ
if
P
=
6
Q
PQ
2 P Q

with λP = |p| and λQ = |q|. In this case, unlike for E 1 –see Eq. (5)– the diagonal
terms of E 2 correspond to the unidimensional E2 -strain measures of the fibers
initially located along the reference frame axes. In a general situation, however,
these fibers are not disposed along the reference axes in the current configuration.
On the other hand, the off-diagonal term (E2 )P Q gives a measure of the angular
deformation corresponding to the initially orthogonal material directions P and Q,
quantified by means of the angle θP Q formed between both deformed lines p and
q, but also affected by the stretching ratios λP and λQ . In the following section,
we will see that in some cases this shear measure may lead to some misleading
physical interpretations.
However, for the three-dimensional interpretation of the logarithmic strain tensor E 0 , one cannot turn to the corresponding expression in Eq. (3), as we did for
the cases n = ±1 and n = ±2. In order to introduce a handy procedure to better
grasp the physical meaning of this measure, we define a time-like variable τ , with
its domain of definition being 0 ≤ τ ≤ t. The time alike τ (pseudotime) variable
is a parameter that continuously maps the reference configuration (τ = 0) to the
current configuration (τ = t) following any uniform fictitious motion ξ (X, τ̂ ),
0 ≤ τ̂ = τ /t ≤ 1, which preserves the principal strain directions of the current
configuration N i for every value of τ̂ . The homogeneous deformation gradient (it
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can also be considered as a local gradient) associated to ξ (X, τ̂ ) is then
Υ (X, τ̂ ) =

3
X
i=1

Λi (τ̂ ) N i ⊗ N i

(7)

where Λi (τ̂ ) are the principal stretches associated to the considered fictitious motion at the normalized (pseudo) time τ̂ . Then, we perform an integration process from the reference configuration (Λi (0) = 1) to the current configuration
(Λi (1) = λi ), with the restrictions Λi (τ̂ ) > 0 and the eigenvectors N i being fixed.
Note that the actual rotationless motion x̄ (X, τ ) will not necessarily be included
in the set ξ (X, τ̂ ). If we denote the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of the
fictitious velocity field by υ (X, τ̂ ) and υ (ξ, τ̂ ) respectively (note the abuse of
notation), the spatial velocity gradient associated to the motion ξ (X, τ̂ ) is


∂υ (X, τ̂ ) ∂X (ξ, τ̂ )
∂ ∂ξ (X, τ̂ ) ∂X (ξ, τ̂ )
−1
∂υ (ξ, τ̂ )
=
=
= Υ̇ Υ
(8)
∂ξ
∂X
∂ξ
∂τ̂
∂X
∂ξ
This tensor may be written using the basis of principal directions as
3

X Λ̇i
∂υ (ξ, τ̂ )
−1
= Υ̇ Υ =
Ni ⊗ Ni
∂ξ
Λ
i=1 i

(9)

where the terms involving time-derivatives of eigenvectors N i vanish. Using any
of these motions, Eq. (2)2 provides

3
3 Z λi
X
X
dΛi
Ni ⊗ Ni
(10)
E 0 = ln U =
ln λi N i ⊗ N i =
Λi
1
i=1
i=1
!
Z 1 X
Z 1
Z 1
3
Λ̇i
−1
∂υ (ξ, τ̂ )
=
N i ⊗ N i dτ̂ =
Υ̇ Υ dτ̂ =
dτ̂
(11)
Λ
∂ξ
0
0
0
i=1 i
Proceeding this way, we observe that E 0 represents a direct measure of the sum
(integral) of the infinitesimal spatial displacement gradients
∂υ (ξ, τ̂ )
dτ̂ =: dε0 (ξ, τ̂ )
∂ξ

(12)

relating positions between two consecutive intermediate configurations at times τ̂
and τ̂ + dτ̂ on any motion ξ (X, τ̂ ) evolving from the reference configuration to the
current configuration with constant strain eigenvectors, hence the introduced dε0
notation. Using this infinitesimal strain tensor with respect to the configuration
at time τ , i.e. dε0 , Eq. (11) can be written symbolically as
Z E0
E 0 = ln U =
dε0
(13)
0
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This symbolic expression is based on the well-known physical meaning of the components of an infinitesimal strain tensor, hence giving a clear meaning to the P Qcomponent of E 0 . However, unlike the unidimensional case and similar to what
happened with E 1 , note that in general
(E0 )P P 6= ln λP

(14)

The identity in Eq. (14) only holds when P is a principal direction of deformation.
Also, it can be considered as an acceptable approximation if P is not a principal
direction but small strains are assumed, that is (E0 )P P ≈ ln λP ≈ λP − 1 ≈ εP P .
In the following section we give more insight into the components of this tensor in
an arbitrary system of representation through a couple of well-known shear tests.
Using the interpretation given by Eq. (13) one should not be surprised by some of
the special and intuitive properties of the logarithmic strain tensor. For example,
the volumetric and isochoric parts are computed as in the small strain context

E V0 = ln J 1/3 I = 13 (ln J) I = 31 tr (E 0 ) I
(15)


D
1
−1/3
−1/3
E 0 = ln J
U = ln U J
I = E 0 − 3 tr (E 0 ) I

where J = det (U ), J 1/3 I is the volumetric part of the deformation gradient from
Flory’s decomposition and J −1/3 U is the isochoric deformation part of the rotationless deformation gradient. As a result, they are additive: E 0 = E V0 + E D
0 . It
can also be easily shown that superposed deformation gradients result in additive logarithmic strains if principal directions are preserved. These facts have been
used in many algorithms for elastoplasticity which preserve the simple and efficient
structure of small strain formulations, both in the isotropic case [9–11, 13] and in
the anisotropic case [15].
Another interpretation that can be given to the tensor E 0 arises when one
−1
imposes the specific fictitious spatial velocity gradient Υ̇ Υ to be independent of
the time-parameter τ̂ , that is, the fictitious motion is steady. Then
Z 1
Z 1
−1
−1
−1
E 0 = ln U =
Υ̇ Υ dτ̂ = Υ̇ Υ
dτ̂ = Υ̇ Υ
(16)
0

0

which tell us that the logarithmic strain tensor E 0 = ln U can be interpreted as a
constant spatial velocity gradient which, acting over the continuum during a unit
of time, leads the reference configuration to the current (rotationless) configuration under a steady motion. The specific deformation gradient Υ that fulfills this
condition can be obtained from Eq. (16) in principal directions
ln λi =
45

Λ̇i
Λi

(17)
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which, integrated between τ̂ = 0 and a generic value of τ̂ gives
Λi = (λi )τ̂

(18)

Υ = U τ̂

(19)

or symbolically
which, effectively, is a monotonically increasing deformation gradient between the
reference (τ̂ = 0) gradient tensor Υ = U 0 = I and the current (τ̂ = 1) gradient
tensor Υ = U 1 = U .
All the previous derivations yield very interesting tools in order to interpret
the shear components in different load cases and experimental procedures. Strain
measures are an absolute local measure between two given configurations which do
not depend on the specific path that brings one to the other. Hence, an important
observation is that we can define any fictitious path to compute and interpret
the meaning of the logarithmic strains. We have seen that those which keep the
principal directions are better suited for the physical interpretation, regardless of
the time evolution used on each of the principal axes.
3 Examples
In this section we consider some examples and select for them some specific fictitious paths in which the previous concepts are better understood.
3.1 Pure Shear
The deformation gradient of a pure shear state, see Figure 2, represented in a basis
X e = {e1 , e2 } rotated clockwise 45o with respect to the principal strain directions
X N = {N 1 , N 2 }, is


3
X
1 λ2 + 1 λ2 − 1
(20)
U=
λi N i ⊗ N i =
2λ λ2 − 1 λ2 + 1 X e
i=1
where λ and 1/λ are the principal√stretches with respect to the reference configuration and, for example N 1 = 1/ 2 [1, 1]TX e . A plain strain state is assumed, so
the remaining components U13 = 0, U23 = 0 and U33 = 1 are omitted in Eq. (20).
The subscript X e means that the tensor U is being expressed in the Cartesian
basis X e .
In order to obtain the strain tensors E 1 and E 2 we may perform a direct
calculation, i.e.


λ−1 λ−1λ+1
(21)
E1 = U − I =
λ + 1 λ − 1 Xe
2λ
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Fig. 2 Pure Shear State. From left upper corner clockwise: (a) Reference configuration represented in principal strain basis {N i }. (b) Deformed configuration and corresponding principal stretches. (c) Pure shear state
represented in the reference basis {ei }. (d) Reference configuration represented in {ei }.



 λ2 − 1 λ2 − 1 λ2 + 1
1
2
U −I =
E2 =
2
2
2
(2λ)2 λ + 1 λ − 1 X e

(22)

with the interpretation of their components already explained above. Visualizing
Figure 2.c, one could have deduced that no component of both tensors could be
zero and, furthermore, that all of them are monotonically increasing with λ, as it
is effectively apparent from Eqs. (21) and (22).
Unlike E 1 and E 2 , the usual approach to calculate the logarithmic strain tensor
is through the spectral decomposition:
E0 =

3
X
i=1


0 ln λ
ln λi N i ⊗ N i =
ln λ 0 X e


(23)

Both longitudinal logarithmic strains vanish, and the interpretation of these results
in the considered reference frame is lost (note the difference with the two previous
strain measures). However, we can understand this last result if we compute E 0
performing the integration process detailed in the previous Section. In this example, the principal directions of U have always the same orientation, whatever the
value of λ (or t). Hence, for each time t, a suitable virtual motion ξ (X, τ̂ ) as
defined in the previous section is given by the true path ξ (X, τ̂ ) = x (X, τ ), with
0 ≤ τ̂ = τ /t ≤ 1, and Υ (X, τ̂ ) = U (X, τ ). Denoting the principal stretches at
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time τ̂ by Λ and 1/Λ, the integrand (spatial velocity gradient ∂υ/∂ξ) of Equation
(11)2 is
#
" 2
" 2
#−1
#
"
Λ̇
Λ −1 Λ2 +1
Λ +1 Λ2 −1
0
−1
2
2
2Λ
2Λ
Υ̇ Υ = Λ2Λ
Λ̇ Λ2Λ
= Λ̇ Λ
(24)
2 +1 Λ2 −1
2 −1 Λ2 +1
0
2
2
2Λ
2Λ
2Λ
2Λ
Λ
Xe
Xe
Xe
Therefore, tensor E 0 is



Z 1
Z λ
−1
0 ln λ
0 1/Λ
(25)
dΛ =
E0 =
Υ̇ Υ dτ̂ =
ln λ 0 X e
1/Λ 0 X e
0
1
recovering the previous result, i.e. Eq. (23). Obviously, recalling Eqs. (10)–(13),
since the longitudinal (diagonal) components of each infinitesimal spatial displacement gradient relating configurations at times τ̂ and τ̂ + dτ̂ are always identically
zero in this case, their sum from the reference to the current configuration results
zero as well. Or, in other words, the large strain pure shear state is a deformation
state formed from successive spatial small strain pure shear states. Logarithmic
strains simply manifest this fact, the other strain measures do not.
As shown in the previous section, Eq. (19), another possible fictitious deformation gradient that can be considered and will be used below is Υ (X, τ̂ ) =
(U (X, t))τ̂ , so Λi (X, τ̂ ) = (λi (X, t))τ̂ . However, in this particular example
τ̂

Υ =U =

3
X
i=1

λτ̂i

1
N i ⊗ N i = τ̂
2λ




λ2τ̂ + 1 λ2τ̂ − 1
λ2τ̂ − 1 λ2τ̂ + 1 X e

(26)

which is only a specific time dependence for Υ which provides a constant spatial
velocity gradient


−1
0 ln λ
(27)
Υ̇ Υ =
ln λ 0 X e
included in the more general expression given in Eq. (24), since Λ̇/Λ = ln λ for
this specific fictitious motion.
We remark that the pure shear example is a special case in which the deformation gradient U , defined between time t = 0 and time t, has always the same
principal directions of strain. Thus, it can directly be used to define some fictitious deformation gradients Υ , defined between τ = 0 and τ = t, for each time
t. However, other intermediate configurations that preserve the orientation of the
principal directions of deformation may be used to perform all the previous integrals. This should not be of surprise since total strain measures are measures of
state, not of the path yielding to that deformation state. For instance, the following
deformation gradient tensor
Υ = I + τ̂ (U − I)
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gives the same result for E 0 when Eq. (11)2 is applied. As a main difference from
that given in Eq. (26), note that the gradient Υ of Eq. (28) provides a non-τ̂ dependent material velocity gradient, i.e Υ̇ = U − I, associated to a non-steady
−1
motion. In this case, the diagonal components of the spatial velocity gradient Υ̇ Υ
are not zero at each normalized time τ̂ , but the total contribution to the integral
from the reference to the current configuration vanishes. For example, the results
for λ = 5 are




1 8τ̂ + 5 12τ̂
1 13 12
=⇒ Υ = I + τ̂ (U − I) =
(29)
U=
12τ̂ 8τ̂ + 5 X e
5 12 13 X e
5


1
16τ̂ − 8 −12
Υ̇ Υ =
−12 16τ̂ − 8 X e
16τ̂ 2 − 16τ̂ − 5


Z 1
−1
0 ln 5
E0 =
Υ̇ Υ dτ̂ =
ln 5 0 X e
0
−1

(30)
(31)

For a space dimension n, Jog [23] provides an explicit formula for the logarithm of
a tensor exploiting the specific, first-order in τ̂ , decomposition given in Eq. (28).
Hence, Jog’s work can be viewed as an application obtained following a specific
fictitious path, which is valid thanks to this path invariance principle.
Other simple possibility is given by the fictitious deformation gradient

Υ =




1
2



1+

τ̂
T

1
2

(trU − 1) I +

(trU − 1) − 1
τ̂ −T
1−T

1
2



I

U − (trU − 1) I



if 0 ≤ τ̂ ≤ T

(32)

if T < τ̂ ≤ 1

which first accounts for a pure volumetric contribution (0 ≤ τ̂ ≤ T ) and subsequently for the remaining contribution of U (T < τ̂ ≤ 1). It can be shown that
the integral Eq. (11)2 gives the same final result for E 0 , i.e. Eq. (23), when Eq.
(32) is used.
The path followed to compute the integrals for the virtual deformation gradients
Υ = U (X, τ ) (or as a particular case, Υ = U τ̂ ), Υ = I + τ̂ (U − I) and that
given in Eq. (32) can be seen in Figure 3, where the evolution of Υ from τ̂ = 0
to τ̂ = 1 is represented in the Mohr’s plane corresponding to directions e1 and
e2 . Any other fictitious path from the point which represents the unit tensor I
(reference configuration) to the circumference associated to the tensor U (current
configuration) which preserves the principal directions (vertical lines are preserved)
leads to the same final result, i.e. the expression given in Eq. (23), when the
logarithmic strain tensor E 0 is calculated using Eq. (11)2.
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the intermediate deformation gradient Υ from the reference configuration I (big solid dot)
to the current configuration U (solid squares) of a pure shear state. Left (a): Υ = U (X, τ ). Center (b): Υ =
I + τ̂ (U − I). Right (c): Υ given in Eq. (32). The orientation of the principal strain directions is preserved in all
three cases. Subscript “D” means “Diagonal component” and subscript “O” means “Off-diagonal component”.

Fig. 4 Pure shear state in the small strain case. From left drawing (a): ε12 = γ12 /2. From right drawing (b):
ε12 = 2Â12 = 2(A12 /L2 ).

3.1.1 Geometrical interpretation of the shear logarithmic strain
For deformation states in which strains are small, it is well known that the offdiagonal component P Q of the infinitesimal strain tensor ε represent a measure of
the angular distortion associated to the initially orthogonal directions P and Q,
ie. εP Q = γ/2, see Figure 4.a.
In a more general context in which large strains are considered, the off-diagonal
component P Q of the logarithmic strain tensor E 0 can be considered as the natural
extension of this measure since it accounts for the sum of the infinitesimal angular
distortions associated to initially orthogonal directions P and Q, as we have shown
in the previous section, see Eq. (13). However, the geometrical interpretation of
this component is apparently lost because, as shown below, (E0 )P Q is not the
total angular distortion associated to the initially orthogonal directions P and
Q, ie. (E0 )P Q 6= γP Q /2. A more accurate meaning is obtained using the fact
that εP Q also represents twice the dimensionless area indicated in Figure 4.b, i.e.
εP Q = 2ÂP Q . Then, we can give another more general interpretation (valid for both
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Fig. 5 Sketch: incremental engineering shear strains ε12 with associated angular distortions dγ and area distortions dÂ.

small and large strains) of the off-diagonal components of tensor E 0 , which is based
in area distortions rather than angular distortions and that provides a geometrical
interpretation for any state of deformation and system of representation.
In order to see the difference between angular and area distortions, consider the
example in Fig. 5. As it can be seen in that figure, if dy1 = dy2 , then dA1 = dA2
without any approximation. However, dγ1 6= dγ2 if we do not consider infinitesimal
deformations. Furthermore, dγ/2 is only an approximation of the engineering shear
strain increment dε12 if we again assume infinitesimal deformations, whereas 2dÂ is
exactly the amount of engineering strain increment by definition. When integrating
engineering strains the correct interpretation is crucial because total deformations
may no longer be infinitesimal. This example helps us to understand why area
distortions must be considered as the correct interpretation at large strains.
Using the surface-like measure, component 12 of Eq. (13) reads
Z τ̂ =1
Z τ̂ =1
(E0 )12 =
dε012 (τ̂ ) =
2dÂ12 (τ̂ ) = 2Â12
(33)
τ̂ =0

τ̂ =0

where 2Â12 accounts for the sum of all the infinitesimal dimensionless area distortions (Fig. 4.b) occurring between τ̂ = 0 and τ̂ = 1, each one of them being
measured with respect to the unit differential volume at time τ̂ (Eulerian description). Considering the plain strain condition and that the motion described by
the deformation gradient given in Eq. (26) is isochoric, as can be seen by the fact
that det Υ = 1 for any value of τ̂ , it can be readily deduced that Â12 is coincident with the area swept by each side of the reference unit infinitesimal volume
element (Lagrangian description) when the continuum evolves following the con−1
stant spatial velocity gradient Υ̇ Υ = ln U given in Eq. (27). This area is shown
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Fig. 6 Pure Shear State with λ = 2, represented in a basis {x1 , x2 } rotated clockwise 45o with respect to
the principal strain directions {N 1 , N 2 } (see Figure 2). Geometrical interpretation of the dimensionless areal
distortion Â12 and the total angular distortion γ12 .

in Figure 6, where the specific pure shear deformation state for λ = 2 is illustrated. In this example, it is straightforward to obtain that Â12 = 0.34657 and
(E0 )12 = ln 2 = 0.69314, hence effectively 2Â12 = (E0 )12 .
On the other hand, using the angular-like measure γ, component 12 of Eq. (13)
reads
Z τ̂ =1
Z τ̂ =1
(E0 )12 =
dε012 (τ̂ ) =
dγ12 (τ̂ ) /2 = Γ12 /2
(34)
τ̂ =0

τ̂ =0

where Γ12 accounts for the sum of all the infinitesimal angular distortions (Fig.
4.a) occurring between τ̂ = 0 and τ̂ = 1, each one of them being measured with
respect to the unit differential volume at time τ̂ . As it has been explained before
using Figure 5, equal infinitesimal increments of shear strain dε012 generate equal
increments of swept area but different increments of swept angle, which implies
that
(E0 )12 = 2Â12 = Γ12 /2 6= γ12 /2

(35)

where γ12 is the total angular distortion, see Figure 6. For the particular deformation state represented in Figure 6, it is obtained that γ12 /2 = 0.54 6= ln 2 = (E0 )12 .
We mention that with this geometrical interpretation one can easily understand
why the component (E0 )12 = 2Â12 increases until infinite with the deformation
evolution, which is the result deduced from the analytical calculation, i.e. Eq.
(23). This does not happen with γ12 .
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Fig. 7 Simple Shear State. Left (a): Definition of the amount of shear strain γ̄ over the current configuration.
Right (b): Lagrangian principal strain directions, their corresponding stretches and definition of angle ψ.

3.2 Simple Shear
The deformation gradient F and the right stretch tensor U of the simple shear
state, under a plain strain condition, shown in Figure 7 are, expressed in the system
of representation X e = {ei } in terms of the angle ψ (cf. Ref. [25])




1
0
10

2
=
F =
(36)
γ̄ 1 X e
1
tan (2ψ)
Xe

1 + cos2 (2ψ)
cos (2ψ)

U=
λi N i ⊗ N i =  sin (2ψ)
i=1
cos (2ψ) sin (2ψ) X e
3
X



(37)

where ψ = (1/2) arctan (2/γ̄) is the angle between the Lagrangian axes {N i } and
the basis {ei }, whereas γ̄ is the so-called amount of shear strain. Both measures,
ψ and γ̄, are shown in Figure 7. The principal stretches have been expressed in
terms of the angle ψ, being λ2 =: λ = tan ψ the compressive stretch associated to
direction N 2 and λ1 = 1/λ the stretch in direction N 1 , as shown in Figure 7.b.
We want to note here the difference between the amount of shear measure used
in this example, i.e. γ̄, and the total angular distortion measure used in the pure
shear example explained above, denoted by γ. Within the small strain framework
they are coincident and no distinction is needed, but for large strains they can
differ to a large extent. In this example, the angular distortion γ goes to π/2 when
the amount of shear strain γ̄ goes to infinite. At the same time, as shown below,
(E0 )12 goes to zero.
There is a fundamental difference between the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E 2
and the logarithmic strain tensor E 0 corresponding to this example. This difference
has to do with the shear (off-diagonal) components of both tensors when they are
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projected into the reference frame {ei }. On the one hand (not considering the
zero-value components involving direction N 3 ), the tensor E 2 is
"
#
2


γ̄
/2
γ̄/2
1
1
E2 =
FTF − I =
U2 − I =
2
2
γ̄/2 0
Xe

(38)

where we note that the component (E2 )12 = γ̄/2 increases monotonically until
infinite with the shear deformation. Recalling the expression for this component
given above, Eq. (6)2 in which e1 and e2 play the role of P and Q, respectively, this
result can be easily inferred from Figure 7.a, since both λx1 and cos θx1 x2 increase
with γ̄ (λx1 from 1 to ∞ and cos θx1 x2 from 0 to 1) while λx2 = 1 remains constant.
On the other hand, the tensor E 0 is
E0 =

3
X
i=1

"

cos (2ψ) sin (2ψ)
ln λi N i ⊗ N i = − ln (tan ψ)
sin (2ψ) − cos (2ψ)

#

(39)

Xe

where the evolution of (E0 )12 = − ln (tan ψ) sin (2ψ) with the shear deformation
process have to be analyzed with ψ decreasing from ψ = π/4 (i.e. γ̄ = 0) to ψ → 0
(i.e. γ̄ → ∞). In Figure 8, the component (E0 )12 is plotted as a function of the
amount of shear strain γ̄. As can be seen, this component reaches a maximum value
for γ̄ = 3.018, which corresponds to the principal stretches λ1 = 3.319 and λ2 =
0.301. This could be regarded an unexpected result because the shear deformation
(if represented by γ̄) increases indefinitely, so one could expect that (E0 )12 was
an increasing function as well. Moreover, the “direct” extrapolation of the small
strain behavior to large strains might lead to the same erroneous conclusion. At
this point, the difference between the behavior of the shear components of the
two tensors being analyzed is thus apparent. As another appreciation regarding
both strain measures, note that although the correspondence between components
(E0 )12 and γ̄ (or (E2 )12 ) is not unique in this example, which is clear in Figure 8,
the correspondence between tensors E 0 and E 2 is obviously a one-to-one mapping.
The a priori contradictory result mentioned just above, that is, the change
from increasing to decreasing tendency of the shear logarithmic strain when the
amount of shear strain increases in the simple shear example, can be satisfactorily
explained if one computes the tensor E 0 by means of the corresponding integration
process detailed above. As seen before, for each deformation state, we can define
a fictitious motion ξ (X, τ̂ ) with an associated deformation gradient Υ = U τ̂ and
−1
a constant spatial velocity gradient Υ̇ Υ = ln U . The integration of this velocity
gradient between τ̂ = 0 and τ̂ = 1 provides the final result (i.e. E 0 ) as an additive
contribution of equal infinitesimal strain states acting over the continuum. For any
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Fig. 8 Logarithmic shear strain as a function of the amount of shear strain γ̄ for the simple shear example,
illustrating the maximum value reached by (E0 )12 . The three points marked over the curve correspond to the
deformation states represented in Figure 9. For γ̄ > 8, (E0 )12 keeps on decreasing and tends to zero when γ̄ tends
to ∞.

deformation state defined by the angle ψ in the rotated configuration, Υ is
"
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)
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ψ
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ψ
λ
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ψ
+
λ
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Xe
where λ = tan ψ with ψ fixed for τ̂ ∈ [0, 1]. The three deformation states marked
over the graph in Figure 8 are represented in Figure 9. For each one of them (ψ =
(1/2) arctan (2/γ̄)), the path followed from the reference configuration (τ̂ = 0)
to the current configuration (τ̂ = 1) by the corresponding fictitious motion with
deformation gradient given in Eq. (40) are shown. Focusing on this geometrical
interpretation of the shear components of the logarithmic strain tensor, note that,
although the amount of shear strain γ̄ increases, the surface distortion measure
(E0 )12 (the area swept using constant incremental infinitesimal strains) reaches
a maximum. This fact tells us that the contribution of the constant incremental
infinitesimal shear strains needed to obtain the deformation state corresponding
to γ̄ = γ̄(E0 )12max ≈ 3.018 is greater than for the other cases: γ̄ < γ̄(E0 )12max , where
longitudinal strains are of lower or equal order of magnitude than shear strains,
and γ̄ > γ̄(E0 )12max , where longitudinal strains become more and more relevant than
shear strains when γ̄ increases. Moreover, note that the limit γ̄ → 0 can also be
represented by Figure 4 and that for the limit γ̄ → ∞, (E0 )12 = 2Â12 → 0. Hence,
once we have understood how any simple shear state can be additively generated
and why the shear logarithmic strain reaches a maximum value in this example, one
should question if the amount of shear γ̄ is the most correct variable to effectively
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measure the amount of shear undergone by the continuum. This appreciation is
crucial in the choice of the constitutive law which models the mechanical behavior
of a material. Obviously, the shear response of a material model will be significantly
different if stresses are assumed to be linear in (E2 )12 or in (E0 )12 . That is, arguably
the best strain measure to represent the shear behavior may be (E0 )12 and so if
a linear relationship is to be assumed over a strain measure to compute stresses,
(E0 )12 is a strong candidate. Furthermore, a linear relation between stress and
strain measures would be equivalent to the small strain linear relation if E 0 is
used as the strain measure, since we have seen that this measure may be considered
as the sum of constant infinitesimal engineering strains. This is a fact somehow
observed experimentally by Anand for metals [7, 8].
The objective rate-form constitutive model presented by Xiao et al. [26] predicts a maximum value for the shear stress at the simple-shear deformation. Although they directly work over the (Eulerian) stress response rather than over the
(Lagrangian) strain behavior, note that the maximum Cauchy shear stress that
they calculate is only a consequence of the linear relationship between Cauchy
stresses σ and logarithmic strains in the spatial configuration ln V that they obtain, i.e. σ = 2µ ln V (cf. Eq. (71) in that paper taking into account that the
simple shear motion is isochoric). Thus, if the Cauchy stress–logarithmic strain
relation is linear and, as explained just above, the shear component of the material logarithmic strain tensor E 0 = ln U = RT (ln V ) R reaches the maximum
value (E0 )12max ≈ 0.663 at γ̄ = γ̄(E0 )12max , then the shear component of the rotated
Cauchy stress tensor σ R = RT σR has also to reproduce that maximum value at
that deformation state, which will be (σR )12max = 2µ(E0 )12max ≈ 1.325µ. Using
R = F U −1 , it is straightforward to verify that σ12 = (σR )12 . Hence, Xiao et al.
effectively obtain the same result —cf. Eq. (82)— analyzing the Eulerian stress response for their constitutive model based on the rate of spatial logarithmic strains,
which provides a hyperelastic relation when it is formally integrated [27, 28]. Note
that for materials fulfilling this specific constitutive law, the total Cauchy shear
stress can also be interpreted as an additive contribution of constant Cauchy shear
stresses in an analogous way as for shear logarithmic strains.
This maximum value taken by the logarithmic shear strain (E0 )12 in the simple
shear deformation example may also represent a limitation when defining certain
hyperelastic energy functions on uncoupled models. Recently, we have proposed
an uncoupled decomposition of the stored energy function in terms of logarithmic
strains to model incompressible transversely isotropic hyperelastic materials using
a spline-based methodology [20]. Since the contribution of the shear logarithmic
strain to the strain energy function is considered separately (in an uncoupled way)
from the other strain components, the corresponding term of the strain energy
function can only be defined up to the maximum amount of the shear deformation
E13 = (E13 )max (we use here the index numeration corresponding to that work),
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Fig. 9 Simple shear states corresponding to the values γ̄ = 1, γ̄ = γ̄(E0 )12max ≈ 3.018 and γ̄ = 5 (points marked
in Figure 8). The deformation states with the rotation removed, with the associated geometrical interpretation of
the logarithmic shear strain (E0 )12 or surface distortion, are also represented in order to illustrate the maximum
value taken by this strain component.
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or equivalently between E1 = 0 and E1 = 1 which correspond to the same values
of γ̄ = γ̄ (E13max ), respectively, as can be easily calculated. Otherwise the strain
energy function would be a bi-valued function. If logarithmic shear strains larger
than (E13 )max are needed to define the model (even though this value corresponds
to a really large shear deformation, see Figure 9), the pure shear test can be
used instead to define the energy density term with no limitation in its range, as
we properly address in Ref. [20]. Another possibility is to simply extrapolate the
energy function, which is an easy operation due to the intrinsic use of splines by
the model.

4 Conclusions
Logarithmic strain measures are increasingly being used in constitutive modelling
because of their special properties. One of these properties is the use of the same
additive nature of the volumetric-isochoric split as in small strains. Other properties are the also additive nature of strains due to deformation gradients when
the principal directions are preserved. Furthermore, some constitutive equations
developed for small strains can be naturally extended to large strains simply substituting the small strain tensor by the logarithmic strain tensor. As we have seen
in this paper, all these properties seem natural if one considers that the logarithmic strain tensor can be regarded as the sum of infinitesimal engineering strain
tensors.
However, the physical interpretation of the components of the logarithmic strain
tensor, both diagonal and off-diagonal, are not so evidently inherited from their
small strains counterpart. In order to obtain some insight we have used the fact
that total strain measures are path independent and, hence, logarithmic strains
can be computed using any arbitrary fictitious velocity gradient with the condition
that the final deformation gradient is the actual one. We have seen that the angle
γ of the engineering shear strain (angular distortion) is arguably not the best
measure of the amount of shear strain. Instead we propose the amount of surface
distortion which is also half the off-diagonal component of the logarithmic strain
tensor, and which for small strains has the same value as γ/4. This new physical
interpretation of the logarithmic shear strain explains the maximum obtained by
this measure and by the stress in some constitutive equations for the simple shear
load case.
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CAPÍTULO 2. MEDIDAS DE TENSIÓN Y DEFORMACIÓN

2.3.2.

Relación con la geometrı́a de Riemann (por el Dr. Fiala)

En la siguiente publicación, el Dr. Fiala encuentra una explicación basada en
la geometrı́a de Riemann para los caminos de deformación ficticios que se han
definido en el artı́culo anterior de deformaciones logarı́tmicas. En primer lugar, el
Dr. Fiala interpreta el gradiente de deformaciones ficticio
Υ (X, τ̂ ) = (U (X, t))τ̂

(2.17)

como un conjunto de curvas geodésicas definidas entre los estados de deformación
inicial Υ (X, 0) = I y final Υ (X, 1) = U . A partir de esta interpretación, el
Dr. Fiala deduce varios resultados que se corresponden con los presentados en el
anterior artı́culo de deformaciones logarı́tmicas.
Por otro lado, el Dr. Fiala critica uno de los gradientes ficticios empleados en
uno de los ejemplos, en concreto, la Ec. (32) del artı́culo anterior. Tal y como el
presente autor y el presente director de esta tesis argumentan en la respuesta a la
publicación del Dr. Fiala, dicha crı́tica no es aplicable al anterior trabajo puesto
que el citado autor no considera una restricción (concretamente, de deformación
plana) indicada en el artı́culo de deformaciones logarı́tmicas. Asimismo, en el caso
de no considerarse la hipótesis de deformación plana, también se puede demostrar
que la integración correspondiente se puede realizar en el campo de los números
complejos. Teniendo en cuenta que los caminos de deformación que definimos son
completamente ficticios, la interpretación inicial dada sigue siendo completamente
aplicable.
A continuación se presentan las dos publicaciones correspondientes a esta discusión de ámbito académico. En primer lugar se incluyen los comentarios del Dr.
Fiala sobre el artı́culo original de deformaciones logarı́tmicas3 . En segundo lugar
se incluye la respuesta proporcionada por los presentes autores4 .

3

Discussion of “On the interpretation of the logarithmic strain tensor in an arbitrary system of
representation” by M. Latorre and F.J. Montáns. International Journal of Solids and Structures.
Z. Fiala. Vol. 56–57. Pag. 290–291. c 2014. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2014.11.021 (http://www.
sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S002076831400448X). Incluido en esta tesis con el
permiso de Elsevier.
4
Response to Fiala’s comments on “On the interpretation of the logarithmic strain tensor
in an arbitrary system of representation”. M. Latorre, F.J. Montáns. International Journal of
Solids and Structures. Vol. 56–57. Pag. 292. c 2014. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2014.11.023 (http:
//www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0020768314004508). Incluido en esta tesis
con el permiso de Elsevier.
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Discussion of ‘‘On the interpretation of the logarithmic strain tensor in
an arbitrary system of representation’’ by M. Latorre and F.J. Montáns
Zdeněk Fiala
The Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics AS CR, v. v. i. Prosecká 809/76, 190 00 Praha 9, Czech Republic

This comment is in response to a recent paper by Latorre and
Montáns (2014), which employs ﬁctitious paths between the
second-order identity tensor I and the total logarithmic strain
tensor log U to analyse its properties. Next, we shall point out that
all the properties of the logarithmic strain tensor can be
thoroughly understood from the geometrical point of view by
relating it to the Riemannian geometry of the space of symmetric
positive-deﬁnite matrices of real numbers Symþ  Symþ ð3; RÞ –
the conﬁguration space of all deformation tensors. In this context
the rotation of principal axes of strain in the body, resulting in
non-commutativity of matrix multiplication, can be completely
grasp in terms of the non-Euclidean geometry of Symþ , see Fiala
(2011).
First, there is a clear geometrical meaning of the curve
s^

^Þ ¼ ðU1 Þ  expðs
^ log U1 Þ
!  Uðs

ð1Þ

describing the rotationless steady motion that preserves the principle strain directions of the current conﬁguration, as a geodesic in
Symþ ð3; RÞ.
In fact, applying the principle of virtual power, namely the
stress power (Fiala, 2011), we can introduce in the conﬁguration
space Symþ a Riemannian metric



XC ð:; :Þ :¼ tr C1 ð:ÞC1 ð:Þ ;

ð2Þ

analysis of general deformation processes. Let us highlight some
important results.
 Time-discrete integration of general deformation processes is
governed by evolution equations of Lie type on the Riemannian
manifold Symþ

C_ ¼ DT C þ CD; where D :¼ F1 dF;
^
^ :¼ R1 dR:
¼ 2UDU;
where D

ð4Þ
ð5Þ

Equations are derived from the relation C_ ¼ 2FT dF, where
F ¼ RU stands for the polar decomposition of the deformation
^ depend on time, as well as on deformagradient. If now D or D
tion state, then the principle strain directions in the body may
rotate during deformation process, see Fiala (2014).
 We can introduce a generalized logarithmic strain

LogC0 ðCÞ :¼

1
C0 log ðC1
0 CÞ
2

ð6Þ

for an initial conﬁguration C0 , different from the initial strainfree conﬁguration represented by I, see Fiala (2011).
 Due to high degree of symmetry of Symþ , there is no privileged
deformation state, such as the initial strain-free conﬁguration
represented by I, see Fiala (2011).
 Geometrically justiﬁed and unequivocal answers to the timelinearization of deformation processes within ﬁnite deformations are derived: (i) the stress rate in terms of the covariant
derivative in Symþ , resulting in the Zaremba–Jaumann time
derivative, and (ii) the incremental principle of virtual power,
see Fiala (2011).

making it a negatively curved Riemannian (globally) symmetric
manifold. Symbol C ¼ U2 stands for the Cauchy–Green deformation
tensor. Associated with the Riemannian metric, geodesics are
locally the shortest curves between points, which are parameterized with constant velocity. They represent a generalization of the
notion of a straight line to curved spaces. The ﬁctitious deformation
path (1) is precisely one of them. It is a solution to the geodesic
equation on Symþ , see Fiala (2011), in the ﬁnal form

Finally, the ﬁctitious deformation process (28) of Latorre and
Montáns (2014) represented by

^
C_ ¼ 2UDU

^Þ ¼ I þ s
^ðU1  IÞ
!ðs

ð3Þ

_
^ ¼ log U1 . Preservation
with initial conditions Cð0Þ ¼ I and Cð0Þ
D
of the principal strain directions of the current conﬁguration is then
^ be a matrix
a direct consequence of the requirement that D
constant.
Geometrical setting of solid mechanics on the conﬁguration
space Symþ with the Riemannian metric (2) makes it possible to
employ tools of differential geometry and Lie group theory in the
E-mail address: ﬁala@itam.cas.cz
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2014.11.021
0020-7683/Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ð7Þ

^ 6 1,
is lying wholly in the open symmetric cone Sym for 0 6 s
since any non-negative linear combination whose sum of coefﬁcients is positive belongs again to this cone, and integration (3)
applies. This is not the case for the ﬁctitious deformation process
(32) of Latorre and Montáns (2014). In fact, for U1 , such that
tr U1 ¼ 1  20 where 0 > 0, then !ðTÞ ¼ 0 I R Symþ (ﬁxed
^Þ for
T : 0 6 T < 1 is introduced in the paper). Then the curve !ðs
^ 6 1 is not wholly contained in Symþ , and so the integration
06s
of (3) fails.
þ
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Response to Fiala’s comments on “On the interpretation
of the logarithmic strain tensor in an arbitrary system of
representation”
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns
The comments of Dr. Fiala on our paper bring an interesting interpretation on
some of our derivations and conclusions in terms of Riemannian geometry. One
of the interesting highlights in his manuscript is that one of our fictitious paths
is a solution of Eq. (3) of his comments. This path is the geodesic in Riemannian
geometry (with constant velocity and principal strain directions), i.e. the shortest
possible path, which by intuition was the reason for that path to be one of our
selections.
Another interesting point highlighted in Fiala’s comments is that, according to
his work, a generalized logarithmic strain tensor is always well defined and can
be related to a configuration different to the strain-free configuration given by the
identity deformation gradient; see Eq. (6) of his comments.
The last paragraph of Fiala’s Comments manuscript points out one issue on
another of our fictitious paths, i.e. Eq. (32) of our paper. As it can be deduced
from the form of Formula (32), this path is intended for plane strain cases, i.e. the
trace of the stretch tensor is always greater than one. In fact, all tensors in Section
3.1 of our manuscript are in plane strain, as mentioned after Eq. (20).
The 3D extension case of Eq. (32) was not considered in our paper because this
path is explicitly built to be a 2D example. However, we note that this fictitious
path could also be a valid “fictitious path” for 3D, even if physically not possible
(with negative stretches), so the integral of Eq. (11) of our paper could also be
computed using complex numbers, but of course in this case the fictitious path
may not be a possible real path, just an imaginary path.
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Capı́tulo 3
HIPERELASTICIDAD
INCOMPRESIBLE ANISÓTROPA
3.1.

Introducción

En la actualidad existe una gran variedad de modelos con los que intentar
reproducir el comportamiento hiperelástico de materiales poliméricos y biológicos.
En la Tabla 3.1 se muestra, a modo de ejemplo, una revisión histórica de modelos
hiperelásticos incompresibles isótropos. Dos hitos importantes en dicha tabla son
el modelo de Fung (1967) para materiales biológicos y el modelo de Ogden (1972)
para materiales poliméricos.
Las variables I1 e I2 que aparecen en los modelos de la Tabla 3.1 son los dos
primeros invariantes principales del tensor métrico de Green-Cauchy C = X T X
—X es el tensor gradiente de deformaciones, definido en la Ec. (1.2)
I1 = trC = C : I
 1

1
I2 =
(trC)2 − tr(C 2 ) =
(C : I)2 − C : C
2
2
El tercer invariante principal
I3 = det C = (det X)2 = J 2

(3.1)
(3.2)

(3.3)

no se incluye en estos modelos ya el jacobiano de la deformación toma el valor
constante J = 1 en materiales puramente incompresibles y la dependencia en I3 es
inexistente (a excepción del modelo de Blatz-Ko, por ejemplo, el cual contempla
también posibles variaciones de volumen). Otros modelos mostrados en la Tabla
3.1 están formulados en términos de los alargamientos unitarios λ1 , λ2 , y λ3 . La
condición de incompresibilidad viene dada en estos modelos por la restricción adicional
J = λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1
(3.4)
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Año
1944
1951
1958

Modelo
Neo-Hookean
Mooney-Rivlin
Gent-Thomas

1962

Blatz-Ko

1967

1972

Fung
VerondaEstmann
Ogden

1977

Knowles

1981

Kilian

1981

Van der Waals

1986

Edwards-Vilgis

1970

1987
1990
1993

TakamizawaHayashi
Yeoh
Arruda-Boyce

Función de energı́a elástica
W = µ2 (I1 − 3)
P3
W = i+j=1 Cij (I1 − 3)i (I2 − 3)j
W = C1 (I1 − 3) + 3C2 ln I2
√
W = 21 G II23 + 2 I3 − 5
 b(I −3)

µ
W = 2b
e 1 −1


W = C1 eα(I1 −3) − 1 − C2 (I 2 − 3)
P µ i αi
W= N
(λ1 + λα2 i + λα3 i − 3)
i=1 h
αi
n
i
µ
1 + b(I1n−3) − 1
W = 2b
h 
 q
i
q
I1 −3
I1 −3
W = −µJL ln 1 −
+
JL
JL
h
3/2 i
2
1
2
W = µ − (λm − 3) (ln (1 + η) + η) − 3 a 2 I1 − 32
h

i
I1 −3
L −3)(I1 −3)
W = µ2 (JL +2)(J
+
ln
1
−
JL (JL −I1 +3)
JL


2 
W = −c ln 1 − I1J−2
L
PN
W = i=1 Ci0 (I1 − 3)i
P
Ci
i
i
W=µ N
i=1 λ2i−2 (I1 − 3 )
L

1993
1994

YamashitaKawabata
Davis-DeThomas

1996

Gent

1997

Gregory

1997

Yeoh-Fleming

1998
1999
2002
2002
2004
2006

Martins
3 Parameters
Gent
PucciSaccomandi
Amin
HorganSaccomandi
Bechir

W = C10 (I1 − 3) +

W=
W=
W

A
2(1−n/2)

C3
N +1

(I1 − 3)N +1

1−n/2

(I1 − 3 + C 2 )


W = − µ2 (IL − 3) ln 1 −

+ k (I1 − 3)2

I1 −3
IL −3

1−n/2
1+m/2
B
A
(I1 − 3 + C 2 )
+ 2+m
(I1 − 3 + C 2 )
2(1−n)




A
=B
1 − e−B(I1 −3) − C10 (IL − 3) ln 1 − IIL1 −3
−3



2

C4 (λf −1)
W = C1 e
− 1 + C3 e
−1
h


i
W = µ2 −α (IL − 3) ln 1 − IIL1 −3
+
(1
−
α)
(I
−
3)
2
−3


+ C2 ln 31 I2
W = − 12 µJL ln 1 − I1J−3
L
C2 (I1 −3)

W = C10 (I1 − 3) +

C3
(I
N +1  1

− µ2 JL

C4
− 
3)N +1 +
(I − 3)M +1
M +1  1
λ2

1− J 1

L

λ2

1− J 2

L

λ2

1− J 3

L


3
W=
ln
1− J1
L
P
P∞
r
r
2n
2n
2n
W= ∞
n=1
r=1 Cn (λ1 + λ2 + λ3 − 3)

Tabla 3.1: Modelos hiperelásticos para materiales isótropos [20].
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Los modelos anteriores dan lugar a tensiones puramente desviadoras asociadas al
comportamiento isocórico de estos materiales. La contribución adicional hidrostática de las tensiones se calcula en estos casos a través de las ecuaciones de equilibrio
y de las condiciones de contorno del problema en cuestión. En el siguiente apartado se muestra un ejemplo de cálculo de la presión hidrostática siguiendo este
procedimiento.
Tal y como se ha comentado en el Capı́tulo 1, los refuerzos que se añaden a
los materiales poliméricos y las cadenas de colágeno en los tejidos y otros materiales biológicos transfieren a estos materiales cierto grado de anisotropı́a mecánica.
Como ocurre en el caso isótropo, se han desarrollado una gran variedad de modelos hiperelásticos anisótropos, sobre todo transversalmente isótropos y ortótropos.
En los artı́culos que se presentan posteriormente en este capı́tulo se proporcionan
varias referencias con modelos ampliamente usados en este campo. La inmensa mayorı́a de los modelos hiperelásticos anisótropos empleados en la actualidad están
formulados en deformaciones cuadráticas, bien en términos de los invariantes y
pseudo-invariantes de C (según la teorı́a general de invariantes de Spencer [21]) o
bien en función de las componentes del tensor de deformaciones de Green–Lagrange
A en la base de direcciones preferentes del material.
Una caracterı́stica común de las funciones de energı́a isótropas y anisótropas
a las que se hace referencia en este apartado es que todas ellas presentan una
forma analı́tica predefinida que depende de ciertos parámetros. Dichos parámetros se determinan ajustando los resultados que predicen estos modelos a curvas
experimentales, utilizando para ello un determinado algoritmo de optimización,
tı́picamente el algoritmo de Levenberg-Marquardt.

3.2.

Modelo isótropo de Sussman y Bathe

En este apartado se describe un modelo hiperelástico isótropo cuya determinación a partir de datos experimentales no está basada en la metodologı́a estándar
anterior. La función de energı́a no tiene una forma predefinida y no depende de
parámetros. El modelo se construye mediante interpolaciones con splines cúbicos.
Su forma final se determina resolviendo las ecuaciones de equilibrio resultantes del
ensayo experimental usado para la caracterización del material.
Al igual que muchos modelos isótropos (y en particular, el de Ogden), el modelo
de Sussman y Bathe [17] está basado en la descomposición aditiva de Valanis–
Landel [22], en este caso en función de las deformaciones logarı́tmicas principales
Ei = ln λi , con i = 1, 2, 3
W (E) = ω (E1 ) + ω (E2 ) + ω (E3 )

(3.5)

donde la función de una variable ω(E) no tiene una forma predefinida en este caso.
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El modelo está ideado para representar el comportamiento mecánico de sólidos
incompresibles, por lo que se tiene la restricción siguiente entre las deformaciones
principales
ln J = trE = E : I = E1 + E2 + E3 = 0
(3.6)
Para determinar la función ω(E) se recurre a un ensayo de tracción y compresión uniaxial sobre una probeta del material a caracterizar. La ecuación de
equilibrio en la dirección de aplicación de la carga (indicada mediante el subı́ndice
1) es1
dω (E1 )
+ p = ω 0 (E1 ) + p
(3.7)
σ1 (E1 ) =
dE1
donde p es la presión hidrostática. El valor de p depende del estado de deformación
y se calcula a partir de las condiciones de contorno restantes. Como el material es
isótropo, el comportamiento en las direcciones transversales 2 y 3 es idéntico. De
la ecuación de equilibrio en la dirección 2, por ejemplo, se obtiene
σ2 (E2 ) =

dω (E2 )
+p=0
dE2

⇒

p = −ω 0 (E2 )

(3.8)

Sabiendo que E2 = E3 , la Ec. (3.6) proporciona E2 = −E1 /2. La ecuación de
equilibrio (3.7) resulta


1
0
0
σ1 (E1 ) = ω (E1 ) − ω − E1
(3.9)
2
La Ec. (3.9) se puede resolver exactamente para cualquier función continua
σ1 (E1 ) a través de la siguiente serie infinita (finita, en la práctica, por ser convergente) propuesta por Kearsley y Zapas [23]
 k !
 k !
∞
X
1
1 1
0
E1 + σ1 −
E1
(3.10)
ω (E1 ) =
σ1
4
2 4
k=0
la cual denominaremos fórmula de inversión. Sin embargo, lo habitual es tener los
datos del ensayo uniaxial en forma de puntos experimentales σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ), tal y como se
muestra en la Figura 3.1.a. Para poder evaluar la Ec. (3.10) se necesita una función
continua σ1 (E1 ). Entonces, los datos experimentales σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) se interpolan mediante
splines cúbicos para dar como resultado la función σ1 (E1 ) mostrada en la Figura
3.1.b. Seguidamente, el intervalo de deformaciones [E1mı́n , E1máx ] se discretiza uniformemente mediante los puntos Ēj , j = 1, ..., n. La fórmula de inversión de la Ec.
1

Las tensiones conjugadas de trabajo de las deformaciones logarı́tmicas E son las tensiones
generalizadas de Kirchhoff T . Sin embargo, recuérdese que si el comportamiento es isótropo,
entonces T = τ , y si además el material es incompresible, entonces T = τ = Jσ = σ.
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(3.10) se evalúa en esos puntos, tal y como se muestra en la Figura 3.1.c. Finalmente, los puntos ω̄ 0 (Ē1 ) se interpolan mediante splines para dar como resultado la
función buscada ω 0 (E1 ), como se muestra en la Figura 3.1.d. En la Referencia [17]
se puede observar que la función resultante de este procedimiento ω 0 (E1 ) reproduce
los datos experimentales iniciales de manera exacta (en la práctica).
Como consecuencia del tipo de interpolación empleado, la función ω 0 (E) tiene
primera y segunda derivadas continuas, con lo que las funciones ω 00 (E) y ω 000 (E) son
continuas en el rango de interés [E1mı́n , E1máx ]. La continuidad de ω 00 (E) implica
que el tensor de módulos tangentes, necesario en cálculos no lineales en análisis
por elementos finitos, es continuo. Como apunte final, simplemente se hace notar
que el término de la función de energı́a (sin derivar) ω(E) no es necesario para
realizar cálculos computacionales hiperelásticos o viscoelásticos, por lo que no ha
sido necesario calcular dicha función en ningún caso.

3.3.

Extensión a isotropı́a transversal

En la Referencia [24] se demuestra que la deformación local asociada a un
comportamiento transversalmente isótropo queda definida por 5 invariantes de
deformación independientes. Estos 5 invariantes expresados en función de las componentes del tensor material de deformaciones logarı́tmicas E en una base de
direcciones preferentes del material en la que la dirección e3 = a0 representa el eje
principal de simetrı́a del material y la componente tangencial en el plano transversal isótropo se anula (E12 = 0) son
2
2
2
2
E11 , E22 , E33 , E13
+ E23
y E11 E23
+ E22 E13

(3.11)

ln J = trE = E : I = E11 + E22 + E33 = 0

(3.12)

La restricción
reduce el número total de invariantes independientes a 4 para materiales transversalmente isótropos incompresibles.
El quinto invariante del conjunto (3.11) (el cual incluye un comportamiento
axial-cortante acoplado) no se considera en la teorı́a de pequeñas deformaciones.
En este caso, la función de energı́a elástica desviadora es cuadrática en términos
desacoplados de las componentes del tensor ε
W (ε, a0 ) = µ11 ε211 + µ11 ε222 + µ33 ε233 + 2µ13 ε213 + 2µ13 ε223

(3.13)

donde µ11 , µ33 y µ13 son los correspondientes módulos de elasticidad a cortadura.
El modelo infinitesimal depende entonces de 3 invariantes independientes y de 3
parámetros del material.
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σ1

σ1

(a)

(b)

E1

E1

ω

ω

(d)

(c)

E1

E1

Figura 3.1: Construcción de la función ω 0 (E) mediante splines a partir de datos experimentales obtenidos en un ensayo de tracción y compresión simples. a)
Distribución discreta de datos experimentales σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ). b) Función continua σ1 (E1 )
obtenida mediante interpolación de los datos experimentales. c) Puntos ω̄ 0 (Ē1 ) que
son solución de la Ec. (3.9). d) Función ω 0 (E1 ) obtenida mediante interpolación de
los puntos ω̄ 0 (Ē1 ).
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En el capı́tulo anterior se ha demostrado que las deformaciones logarı́tmicas
representan la extensión natural de las deformaciones infinitesimales al campo de
las grandes deformaciones (véase el artı́culo de la página 39). Este hecho permite
extender la Ec. (3.13) a un contexto en el que se consideran deformaciones finitas
desviadoras simplemente como
2
2
2
2
2
W (E, a0 ) = µ11 E11
+ µ11 E22
+ µ33 E33
+ 2µ13 E13
+ 2µ13 E23

(3.14)

Esta última extensión, expresada en términos desacoplados de las distintas componentes de deformación, serı́a más cuestionable si se realizara con otra medida de
deformación finita. De hecho, en el caso isótropo, las funciones de energı́a cuadráticas con coeficientes constantes que mejor predicen el comportamiento de algunos
metales y polı́meros bajo deformaciones moderadas están definidas en términos de
deformaciones logarı́tmicas [25, 26].
Sin embargo, el comportamiento hiperelástico de los materiales poliméricos y
biológicos puede ser no lineal incluso en términos de deformaciones logarı́tmicas.
Una extensión posible de la Ec. (3.14) al caso no lineal consiste en considerar
términos no lineales desacoplados
#
W (E, a0 ) = ω11 (E11 ) + ω11 (E22 ) + ω33 (E33 ) + 2ω13 (E13
)

(3.15)

#
donde E13
queda definida a través de
# 2
2
2
(E13
) = E13
+ E23

(3.16)

la cual constituye la expresión final del modelo transversalmente isótropo basado
en splines presentado en esta tesis. En el modelo de la Ec. (3.15) se ha despreciado
la contribución del quinto invariante del conjunto (3.11), ası́ como otros posibles
términos de acoplamiento entre los distintos invariantes de deformación. No obstante, en el siguiente artı́culo2 veremos que este modelo predice satisfactoriamente
el comportamiento mecánico de gomas y tejidos biológicos. La incorporación de
términos adicionales de acoplamiento entre las distintas componentes de deformación en el modelo no aportarı́a una mejora considerable, a la vez que dificultarı́a
enormemente el procedimiento de determinación de la función de energı́a a partir de datos experimentales. Como resultado, la función de energı́a hiperelástica
(3.15), basada en deformaciones logarı́tmicas, es intuitiva y facilita la interpretación del modelo como una extensión de la formulación de pequeñas deformaciones,
tal y como se verá en los distintos artı́culos incluidos en este capı́tulo.
2

Extension of the Sussman–Bathe spline-based hyperelastic model to incompressible transversely isotropic materials. M. Latorre, F.J. Montáns. Computers & Structures. Vol. 122. Pag. 13–
26. c 2013. DOI: 10.1016/j.compstruc.2013.01.018 (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0045794913000400). Incluido en esta tesis con el permiso de Elsevier.
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El modelo de la Ec. (3.15) contiene tres funciones diferentes que deben ser determinadas a partir de datos experimentales —compárese con los tres parámetros
del material presentes en las Ecs. (3.13) y (3.14). En el siguiente artı́culo describimos tres conjuntos diferentes de dos curvas que pueden ser empleadas para
#
0
0
0
(E11 ) y ω33
(E33 ). La función ω13
(E13
) se determina
determinar las funciones ω11
de forma separada a partir de un ensayo de cortante. En el artı́culo se describen
dos ensayos a través de los cuales se puede obtener este término de la función de
energı́a3 .
0
0
Para poder determinar las funciones ω11
(E11 ) y ω33
(E33 ) ha sido necesario
generalizar la fórmula de inversión original de la Ec. (3.10) empleada en el caso
isótropo. Para ello, se observa que dicho sumatorio se puede expresar de forma
más compacta como
 2k !
 2k !
∞
X
1
1
1
−
E1 + σ1 −
E1
(3.17)
ω 0 (E1 ) =
σ1
−
2
2
2
k=0
 2k+1 !
 2k !
∞
X
1
1
E1 + σ1
−
E1
(3.18)
=
σ1
−
2
2
k=0
 k !
∞
X
1
=
σ1
−
E1
(3.19)
2
k=0
donde el factor 1/2 se corresponde con el coeficiente de Poisson equivalente ν12 del
ensayo uniaxial
1
E2 (E1 ) = −ν12 E1 = − E1
(3.20)
2
esto es
∞


X
ω 0 (E1 ) =
σ1 (−ν12 )k E1
(3.21)
k=0

Por otro lado, se puede observar que para k = 2, por ejemplo

(2)

(−ν12 )2 E1 = −ν12 × (−ν12 E1 ) = E2 (−ν12 E1 ) = E2 (E2 (E1 )) = E2 (E1 ) (3.22)
(2)

donde E2 (E1 ) representa la composición de 2 funciones E2 (E1 ) del tipo (3.20).
3

En el artı́culo, la función de energı́a se define en la forma W = ω11 (E11 ) + ω11 (E22 ) +
ω33 (E33 ) + 2ω13 (E13 ) + 2ω13 (E23 ). Por lo visto en la Ec. (3.11), la interpretación correcta de
los términos de cortante es la proporcionada en la Ec. (3.15). Esta modificación no afecta a los
0
dos procedimientos de determinación del término ω13
descritos en el artı́culo ya que E23 = 0 en
ambos casos, por lo que siguen siendo válidos en su totalidad. La formulación programada en
DULCINEA está basada en la expresión (3.15), la cual permite el cálculo del tensor de módulos
tangentes de forma correcta.
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Como consecuencia, la expresión más general posible de la fórmula de inversión
queda —compárese con la Ec. (3.10)
0

ω (E1 ) =

∞
X
k=0



(k)
σ1 E2 (E1 )

(3.23)

la cual proporciona la solución exacta de la siguiente ecuación general de equilibrio,
con E2 (E1 ) pudiendo ser no lineal —compárese con la Ec. (3.9)
σ1 (E1 ) = ω 0 (E1 ) − ω 0 (E2 (E1 ))

(3.24)

En la siguiente publicación se proporciona la demostración de este último enunciado4 .
A modo de resumen, los puntos más importantes tratados en el siguiente artı́culo son:
Se extiende el modelo hiperelástico de Sussman y Bathe a materiales transversalmente isótropos usando una nueva fórmula de inversión.
Se proporcionan varios conjuntos de curvas experimentales con los que poder
determinar la función de energı́a basada en splines.
Se muestra la capacidad de predicción del modelo tanto para materiales
poliméricos como para tejidos biológicos.

4

El autor quiere mostrar su más sincero agradecimiento a Theodore Sussman por proporcionar
la expresión final de esta elegante solución.
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Extension of the Sussman–Bathe spline-based hyperelastic model
to incompressible transversely isotropic materials
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns

Abstract In this paper we extend the Sussman–Bathe spline-based hyperelastic
isotropic model to predict the behavior of transversely isotropic isochoric materials.
The model is based on an uncoupled decomposition of the stored energy function
and a generalization of the inversion formula used by Sussman and Bathe. The
present extension introduces some approximations that, in all studied cases, do not
yield relevant deviations from the experimental data. The isotropic model results in
a particular case of the present formulation. Several possibilities of user-prescribed
experimental data are addressed. The model is used to predict experiments of
calendered rubber and of biological tissues.
Keywords Hyperelasticity · nonlinear elasticity · incompressible materials ·
transverse isotropy · living tissues · rubber-like materials
1 Introduction
As it is well known, in the stress and strain analysis of solids there are important
practical consequences when considering large deformations. Whereas at small
strains the constitutive equations for elastic behavior are simply obtained from
the determination of some constants that linearly relate stress and strain components, at large strains the situation is considerably more complex [1]. Materials
that achieve large (or moderate) elastic strains behave in a nonlinear manner [2].
Polymers [3] and biological tissues [4] are just some examples. For metals elastic
behavior is frequently considered linear in elastoplastic models when using logarithmic stress and strain measures [5, 6], but nonlinear when using other strain
measures. In order to account for such nonlinearity, specially in computational
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elastoplasticity, initial formulations for finite element implementation used objective rate (incremental) forms in which the material parameters where constant or
a function of the strain state. Stress integration was complex in order to preserve
objectivity. In elasto-plasticity, the Rolph–Bathe [7] and Hughes–Winget [8] algorithms are just two examples. As shown by Simó and Pister [9], these formulations
are not truly elastic (hence hypoelastic), and energy is not preserved during closed
cycles [2]. In order to be elastic, the elastic tensor at large strains has to fulfill
some compatibility conditions, apart from full symmetry [10]. Those conditions
are automatically accomplished if the constitutive equation is directly obtained
from a known stored energy expression or model.
Many such models exist in the literature aimed at the prediction of the behavior
of different materials. The Ogden [11], Mooney-Rivlin [12, 13], Arruda-Boyce [14],
Blatz-Ko [15] and Yeoh [16] models are some of the best known. These models
have a given “shape” and some parameters to be determined from a best fit of the
experimental data for a given range of expected strains. In a practical problem,
the engineer must select the model and the strain range. If fortunate, the predicted
behavior may capture the global behavior, but it may miss some finer (probably
important) details. Thus one may wonder if having an error on the preserved
energy is more important than having an error on the stress-strain behavior if the
problem is not of repeated cyclic loading type, sacrifying accuracy for physical
and mathematical correctness. Furthermore, what an analyst would like is to just
prescribe some stress-strain points and automatically obtain a predicted behavior
consistent with the prescribed data. In that sense, there is a temptation to go back
to hypoelastic formulations.
A solution to this dilemma has been recently given by Sussman and Bathe [17].
In their work they propose the use of splines to model the stress-strain behavior.
The splines are computed such that they pass through experimental stress-strain
points and have the desired continuity. Hence, they “exactly” capture the experimental data. Stresses are then expressed in terms of those splines. The key point
of their paper is that whereas these initial interpolating splines are not derived
from a stored energy function (and hence the behavior is not hyperelastic), the
relationship may be inverted. A new set of functions is obtained, which still pass
through the experimental data and that is derived from a stored energy function
(hence the behavior is hyperelastic). Furthermore, computational efficiency is not
a relevant issue because the domain of the new set may be divided into equally
spaced subdomains so the location within the desired subdomain is a simple operation. The model is a genuine case of WYPIWYG (What You Prescribe is What
You Get) philosophy which is still physically and mathematically correct.
The Sussman–Bathe model is valid for isotropic hyperelasticity. The purpose
of the present work is to extend the model for transversely isotropic materials,
as for example some fiber composites, rubber-like materials or biological tissues.
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We consider the incompressible case, which of course may be extended to the
quasi-incompressible case through a volumetric stored energy. Unlike the isotropic
model, several cases need to be considered, each case for a given set of possible experimental data. We address those cases in the following sections and also consider
isotropy as a special case. Some predictions for actual experiments taken from the
literature are presented.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the following section we review some
concepts and procedures essential in our formulation (“building blocks”). Then we
can easily introduce the actual procedure on these footings, taking into consideration several possible sets of experiments to obtain the needed data. In the fourth
section we show some examples.
2 Building blocks
In this section we briefly review some concepts and formulations that we will use
in the procedure outlined in the following section. Once these building blocks are
explained and understood, the procedure is relatively simple.
2.1 Splines based piecewise interpolation used in the model
Assume that during a tensile test (or any other test), we have obtained some
experimental data given by N + 1 points of a stress-strain behavior (yi ≡ σ̃i , xi ≡
Ẽi ), i = 1, ..., N + 1 in any defined stress and strain measure. We are interested
in the interpolation of such data with a given degree of smoothness, see Figure
1. A handy well known method (specially in CAD) is the use of splines. In our
case we will use piecewise cubic splines. In essence the method consists on fitting
a third order polynomial between two points such that the slope y ′ (x = xi ) ≡ Yi
and the derivative of the slope y ′′ (x = xi ) ≡ Yi′ are also the same at both sides
of each experimental point. Physically, as seen below, this means that we wish
the moduli and its derivative to be continuous, which are attractive smoothness
requirements for hyperelastic behavior. In order to obtain the usual tridiagonal
system of equations, each subdomain is normalized to ξ = (x − xi ) / (xi+1 − xi ) ∈
[0, 1] so all N polynomia have the expression
Pi (ξ ∈ [0, 1]) = ai + bi ξ + ci ξ 2 + di ξ 3

(1)

For each subdomain, the conditions yi = Pi (0), yi+1 = Pi (1), are given, where yi
are the known experimental data. Between any two subdomains, two additional
conditions are established
′
Pi−1
(1) = Pi′ (0) =: Yi
′′
(1) = Pi′′ (0) ⇒ 2ci−1 + 6di−1 = 2ci
Pi−1
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where Yi are also unknowns. However, using (1) and (2), for each subdomain it is
straightforward to verify that

ai = yi (= Pi (0))



bi = Yi (= Pi′ (0))
(4)
 ci = 3 (yi+1 − yi ) − 2Yi − Yi+1 (= Pi′′ (0) /2)


di = 2 (yi − yi+1 ) + Yi + Yi+1 (= Pi′′′ /6)
so the Yi may be used as basic variables and Eq. (3) results for each subdomain in
Yi−1 + 4Yi + Yi+1 = 3 (yi+1 − yi−1 )

(5)

Only the first and last Yi cannot be determined with this set of equations. A usual
(“natural”) choice to obtain the additional equations is to set P1′′ (0) = 0 and
PN′′ (1) = 0 in Eq. (3), where N is the number of subdomains. Then the following
tridiagonal system of N + 1 equations is obtained

 


3 (y2 − y1 )
Y1
21
  Y2   3 (y3 − y1 ) 
1 4 1

 



  ...  = 

...
...
(6)

 








3 (yN +1 − yN −1 )
YN
1 41
3 (yN +1 − yN )
YN +1
12

which can be efficiently solved using the TDMA (Thomas) algorithm, well known
in the CFD literature. Obviously, other boundary conditions may be applied.
2.2 Assumed uncoupled decomposition of the stored energy function

The model is motivated by the widely accepted Valanis-Landel hypothesis [18]
which we briefly review and extend to transversely isotropic materials. Let 0 x be
the coordinates of a material point at a reference time (material configuration)
and t x the coordinates at time t. Using the notation given in References [1, 2], the
deformation gradient is
t
0X

=

∂ tx
=
∂ 0x

t
t
0R 0U

= t0 V t0 R

(7)

where t0 R and t0 U are respectively the rotation and stretch tensors from the Right
Polar Decomposition Theorem and t0 V is the stretch tensor from the Left Polar
Decomposition Theorem. The principal stretches λi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the eigenvalues
of both U and V . Hyperelastic behavior is obtained from the existence of a stored
energy function W. For the case of isotropy it may be written as (we employ the
typical abuse of notation preserving the same symbol for different strain energy
functions)

W (X) = W (U ) = W QU QT = W (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 )
(8)
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where Q is any rotation tensor. For the isotropic case, the Valanis-Landel hypothesis states that W (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) can be written as a sum of three independent, but
equal in form, functions ω (λi ):
W (U ) = W(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) =

3
X

ω (λi ) = ω (λ1 ) + ω (λ2 ) + ω (λ3 )

(9)

i=1

An equivalent form in terms of principal logarithmic stretches Ei = ln λi may be
used
W (E) = W(E1 , E2 , E3 ) =

3
X
ω (Ei ) = ω (E1 ) + ω (E2 ) + ω (E3 )

(10)

i=1

where E = ln U is the logarithmic strain tensor in the reference configuration.
In the case of transversely isotropic materials, there exist a material preferred
direction a0 and an isotropic plane perpendicular to a0 . Denoting by Qa0 any
rotation with a0 being the real normalized eigenvector, we still obtain W (U ) =
T
W(Qa0 U QTa0 ) or, equivalently, W (E) = W(Qa0 EQ

 a0 ). However, if a0 is not
T
the axis of rotation, in general W (U ) 6= W QU Q and W (E) 6= W QEQT .
In this case, the strain energy function should be expressed as

W (E, a0 ⊗ a0 ) = W QEQT , Qa0 ⊗ a0 QT
(11)

for any orthogonal tensor Q.
Let X ′ = {e′1 , e′2 , e′3 = a0 } be a Cartesian system of representation in which the
third direction is the preferred direction. Then, the logarithmic strain components
are
 ′
 E3 = a0 · E · a0 = E : (a0 ⊗ a0 ) 
E ′ = e′α · E · e′β = E : e′α ⊗ e′β
(12)
 αβ
′
′
′
′
Eα3 = E3α = eα · E · a0 = E : (eα ⊗ a0 )
where α, β = 1, 2 and the symbols (·), (:) and (⊗) are the one index contraction,
the two indices contraction and the dyadic product. In particular, one can choose
a reference frame X pr = {e1 , e2 , e3 = a0 } for which E12 = 0. In this last system
of representation, the strain energy function may be expressed as
W (E, a0 ⊗ a0 ) = W(E1 , E2 , E3 , E13 , E23 )

(13)

which is a valid function dependency fulfilling the invariance relation (11). We now
extend the Valanis-Landel expression to transversely isotropic materials as




E13 + E31
E23 + E32
W = ω1 (E1 ) + ω1 (E2 ) + ω3 (E3 ) + 2ω13
+ 2ω13
(14)
2
2
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where ω1 , ω3 , ω13 are three different, nonsimilar, functions. The arguments of the
two terms ω13 accounts for the minor symmetries of the fourth-order elasticity
tensor ∂ 2 W/∂E∂E. The factor of 2 is used for convenience, as seen below.
We want to note that the stored energy function given in Eq. (14) provides exact
results in any deformation state for incompressible transversely isotropic materials
with linear constitutive relations between logarithmic stress and strain measures,
W being in this particular case a quadratic function of each deviatoric strain
component, as it occurs in the small strains framework as well. For the nonlinear
case, as shown below, decomposition given in Eq. (14) still allows for an exact
match of the given experimental data in the material preferred directions, which
is the main advantage of this model. However, evidently, for a general deformation
state Eq. (14) predicts an hypothetical nonproportional behavior that, up to date
and to the authors’ knowledge, cannot be verified with the published experiments.
Of course, any existing constitutive model which use an explicit form of the strain
energy function for transversely isotropic or orthotropic hyperelasticity contains,
implicitly, other hypotheses on the coupling of strain components. The accuracy
of all those assumptions could be checked only through extensive experimental
testing.
Regarding material stability, it is clear that this property is guaranteed if every
function in expression (14) is convex. This condition will be easily verified once
the piecewise spline representations which define the strain energy function are
calculated. Nevertheless, as a result of the presented uncoupled decomposition
and the inversion formula, stable stored energy functions will be obtained for
stable transversely isotropic materials in most practical cases. Also note that, due
to the exact fitting of the experimental data, the model offers the possibility to
reproduce real behaviors of unstable materials. Obviously, this type of materials
cannot be modelled with other typical hyperelastic models found in the literature
that prescribe a stable free energy function by construction.
2.3 Stress tensors from hyperelasticity
The rate of change of the stored energy function, to be equilibrated with the stress
power in an elastic process is
P = Ẇ = S : Ȧ = T : Ė

(15)

where A is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, S = ∂W/∂A is the Second Piola
Kirchhoff stress tensor and T = ∂W/∂E is the Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor
[19, 20]. We have assumed that the preferred direction a0 remains constant in the
material configuration. Otherwise, some extra terms need to be added [19, 20].
In general, the Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor does not coincide with the
rotated Kirchhoff stress tensor τ̄ , except in the case of isotropy, where stresses and
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strains commute. However, if the principal directions of deformation are the preferred material directions in orthotropy (and hence, in transverse isotropy), then
stresses and strains have the same eigenvectors and hence both T and τ̄ are coincident in these particular load cases. Furthermore, for the case of incompressible
materials, since the Jacobian determinant J = λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1, T is also coincident
with the rotated Cauchy stress tensor σ̄.
As seen below, for these particular cases of a0 being an eigenvector of the
material deformation measures and of incompressible material behavior, we obtain
σ̄ = T =

∂W
+ pI
∂E

(16)

with p representing a pressure-like quantity (hydrostatic pressure) required to
maintain incompressibility, which must be calculated by means of equilibrium requirements and boundary conditions fulfillments. In view of decomposition (14),
this last expression lets us perform a stress calculation in the reference system X pr
in a very simple way:
σ̄1 =

dω1 (E1 )
+ p;
dE1

σ̄2 =

dω1 (E2 )
+ p;
dE2

σ̄3 =

dω3 (E3 )
+p
dE3

(17)

For the general case, we note that there exist a mapping between any two strain
measures and hence, between their work-conjugate stress measures. A simple use
of the chain rule gives
∂A
: Ė
(18)
Ȧ =
∂E
where ∂A/∂E is a fourth order mapping tensor such that
Ẇ = S : Ȧ = S :

∂A
∂A
: Ė = T : Ė ⇒ T = S :
∂E
∂E

(19)

with
MȦ
Ė

3
3 X
X
s
1 λ2j − λ2i
∂A X 2
=
λi M i ⊗ M i +
Mi ⊙ Mj
:=
∂E
2 ln λj − ln λi
i=1
i=1 j6=i

(20)

where λi are the principal stretches, N i are the principal directions of U and E,
and
Mi = Ni ⊗ Ni
s
1
M i ⊙ M j = (N i ⊗ N j + N j ⊗ N i ) ⊗ (N i ⊗ N j + N j ⊗ N i )
4
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Furthermore, if v is the velocity and ∇v is its spatial gradient, the deformation
rate tensor is

where

−1

−1

T

+ X −T Ẋ = X −T ȦX
h
i

−1 T
−1
−1
−1
= RU
: Ȧ RT
| ȦU
{z }R = R U ⊙ U
d¯

d = sym (∇v) = ẊX

h

i

−1 −1
U −1 ⊙ U −1 : Ȧ = Uik
Ujl Ȧkl , τ is the (spatial) Kirchhoff stress tenij

sor and the Stress Power is

P = τ : d = τ̄ : d¯ = τ̄ :



U

−1

⊙U

−1


 ∂A
¯
: Ė = τ̄ : MdĖ : Ė
:
∂E
| {z }
T

where (·) = RT (·) R are the rotated measures and U −1 =
¯
tensor MdĖ is
¯
MdĖ

:= U

−1

⊙U

−1

P3

i=1

(24)

λ−1
i N i ⊗ N i The

3
 ∂A X
:
=
Mi ⊗ Mi
∂E
i=1


3 X
X
s
1 λ2j − λ2i / (λi λj )
Mi ⊙ Mj
+
2 ln λj − ln λi
i=1 j6=i

where

(23)

(25)


1 λ2j − λ2i / (λi λj )
lim
=1
λi →λj 2
ln λj − ln λi

(26)

T = Tij N i ⊗ N j ; τ̄ = τ̄ij N i ⊗ N j

(27)


1 λ2j − λ2i / (λi λj )
Tij =
τ̄ij
2 ln λj − ln λi

(28)

Of course both T and τ̄ can be written in the basis of principal stretches

and

where in general Tij 6= 0 for i 6= j due to the lack of isotropy (τ̄ij 6= 0). Thus, the
diagonal terms of both T and τ̄ are coincident (and if J = 1 also coincident to the
rotated Cauchy stress tensor), whereas the shear terms differ slightly. In the case
of simple shear
1 (λ2 − 1/λ2 )
Tij =
τ̄ij
(29)
4
ln λ
where λ and 1/λ are the two principal stretches, see Section 3.2.2.
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2.4 The inversion formula
Consider the following relation, which generalizes the one given in Reference [17]
f (x) = g (x) − g (y (x))

(30)

where f (x) and y (x) are known functions and g (x) is the unknown, being all of
them continuous functions in all the domain of interest. Let y (K) (x) be the K-th
composition of function y (x), that is
y (0) (x) = x

(31)

y (1) (x) = y (x)

(32)

y (2) (x) = y (y (x))
..
.

(33)

y (K) (x) = y(y(...(y(x))...))
| {z }

(34)

K

Then, evidently

f (x) = g (x) − g (y (x))

(2)



f (y (x)) = g (y (x)) − g y (x)



f y (2) (x) = g y (2) (x) − g y (3) (x)
..
.



f y (K) (x) = g y (K) (x) − g y (K+1) (x)

(35)
(36)
(37)

(38)

Summing both sides of this set of equations gives
K
X
k=0



f y (k) (x) = g (x) − g y (K+1) (x)

(39)


If |y (x)| < |x| and g (0) = 0 hold, then lim g y (K) (x) = g (0) = 0 and Eq. (39)
K→∞

yields

g (x) =

∞
X

f y (k) (x)

k=0



(40)

for K → ∞, which provides an exact solution of Eq. (30). Also, note that for
x = 0, Eq. (40) provides the result f (0) = 0, which is another assumption to be
regarded.
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3 Strain-energy function determination from experimental data
There are several cases, depending on the available test data, in which the storedenergy function (14) may be determined using the concepts and formulations developed in the previous section. In each case, only the test data used to obtain
W (E, a0 ) will be reproduced almost exactly with the spline model, obtaining an
approximation for the remaining stresses. Hence, if there are available test data
that make it possible to follow more than one procedure, the user should select
the procedure that better fits the problem at hand.
Next, throughout Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3 we illustrate the methodology we follow
to obtain the first derivative of the unknown functions ω1 and ω3 in each one of the
′
three possible cases we consider. The procedures to calculate ω13
will be presented
subsequently, in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

3.1 Determination of ω1 and ω3
3.1.1 One uniaxial test in a (transversely) isotropic direction
It is not the most common case to have only this type of experimental data or to
consider it as the most important set. However, we start with this case because it
is the simplest one to analyze. Since this uniaxial test is carried out along one of
the preferred material axes of X pr , we will be able to refer indistinctly to σ, σ̄, τ̄
or T .
The initial measured data points are (Ẽ1 , σ̃1 ) and (Ẽ1 , Ẽ2 ), where the subscripts
indicate the corresponding directions of the reference system X pr and the tilde decoration has been used to indicate the experimental and discrete nature of these
data points. We will refer to that initial data points as σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ), where
the quantity in parenthesis specifies the type of test, i.e. σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) ⇔ (Ẽ1 , σ̃1 ). Thus,
σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) represents the normal Cauchy stress in the isotropic direction being tested
(e1 ) as a discrete function of the longitudinal logarithmic strain in that direction, for tension and compression. Data Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) represent the Hencky strain in the
transversely isotropic direction e2 , also as a discrete function of Ẽ1 . In this case
the function W (E, a0 ) to be obtained is able to closely (or exactly) predict the
experimental points σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ).
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From the known data σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ), according to (17) the following relations hold:

dω1 (E1 )


σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) =
+p



dE1 Ẽ1







dω1 (E2 )
+p
0=
(41)
dE2 Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )








dω3 (E3 )



+p
 0 = dE
3

Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 )

where the normal Cauchy stresses in both transversal directions (e2 and e3 ) have
been made equal to zero and the transversal strain in direction e3 is
Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ) = −Ẽ1 − Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )

(42)

which is a known discrete function of Ẽ1 obtained from the incompressibility constraint Ẽ1 + Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )+ Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ) = 0. Thus, factoring out the pressure from the second
equation of (41) and inserting the result in the first and third equations, we obtain
σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) =

dω1 (E1 )
dE1

dω1 (E2 )
dE2

Ẽ1

=
Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )

−

dω1 (E2 )
dE2

dω3 (E3 )
dE3

(43)
Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )

(44)
Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 )

From Equation (43) it is possible to determine the first derivative function
ω1′ (E1 ). Then, Equation (44), which may be interpreted as a compatibility condition involving the derivative functions ω1′ and ω3′ , provides the calculation of the
other unknown function ω3′ (E3 ). If the experimental transverse strains in the anisotropic direction Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ) were available instead of Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ), the initially unknown
distribution Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) could be directly obtained from the incompressibility condition and the procedure detailed next could be applied in the same manner. The
procedure using splines (Section 2.1) and the inversion formula (Section 2.4) is as
follows.
First, the measured data points σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) are interpolated using nonuniform piecewise cubic splines, as shown in Figure 1. In that figure, a set of
assumed “experimental” data points σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) are presented. We note
that the specific values of stresses and strains are irrelevant for the purpose of
this section. Actual experimental values are given in Section 4. We denote by
σ1 (E1 ) and E2 (E1 ) –solid lines– the piecewise spline functions interpolating the
data points σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) –solid circles–, respectively.
For increasing numerical efficiency during the finite element analysis, uniform
intervals are preferred, because then the specific interval for a given value of strain
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Fig. 1 Assumed “measured”data points σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ), their initial non-uniform piecewise spline interpolations σ1 (E1 ) and E2 (E1 ) and calculated stresses σ̄1 (Ē1 ) using Eq. (48) (or Eq. (49)) with the corresponding
spline-based energy functions (see Fig. 2).

can be easily determined. Therefore, the domain [Ẽ1min , Ẽ1max ] is divided into N1
uniform intervals with equally-spaced points Ē1 . Using these new N1 + 1 points
Ē1 and their corresponding values σ1 (Ē1 ) and E2 (Ē1 ), obtained from the spline
functions σ1 (E1 ) and E2 (E1 ) respectively, Eqs. (43) and (44) can be rewritten in
the following way

σ1 (Ē1 ) = ω1′ (Ē1 ) − ω1′ E2 (Ē1 )
(45)


ω1′ E2 (Ē1 ) = ω3′ E3 (Ē1 )
(46)

where E3 (E1 ) represents
the piecewise spline function that interpolates the data

points Ē1 , E3 Ē1 = Ē1 , −Ē1 − Ē2 . Note that Equation (45) adopts the form
of Equation (30). Hence, provided that σ1 (0) = 0 (the reference configuration is
stress-free) and |E2 (E1 )| < |E1 |, since it can also be assumed that ω1′ (0) = 0, the
solution (40) can be applied to calculate each value ω1′ (Ē1 ) in Eq. (45) through
ω1′ (Ē1 )

=

K
X

(k)

σ1 (E2 (Ē1 ))

(47)

k=0

In Eq. (47) the spline functions E2 (E1 ) and σ1 (E1 ) make possible the evaluation of
all the terms in the summation. Note also that this last expression is more compact
than the one provided in Reference [17]. In practical anisotropic cases, −E1 <
E2 (E1 ) < 0 (for isotropic materials, E2 (E1 ) = −E1 /2) so Eq. (47) can effectively
be applied to solve Eq. (45). In practice, the number of terms to consider is chosen
so that the contribution of the K-th term to the sum is negligible (smaller than
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Fig. 2 Uniform piecewise spline representations ω1′ (E1 ) and ω3′ (E3 ) obtained from “measured” data points
represented in Fig. 1. The splines have been built from the previously calculated values ω1′ (Ē1 ) using Eq. (47)
and ω3′ (E3 (Ē1 )) using Relation (46).

(K)

(0)

a given tolerance), that is, when σ1 (E2 (Ē1 )) ≪ σ1 (E2 (Ē1 )) = σ1 (Ē1 ). Once
all the N + 1 values ω1′ (Ē1 ) are calculated using Equation (47), the corresponding
piecewise spline function ω1′ (E1 ) can be constructed. Subsequently, the calculated
function ω1′ (E1 ) evaluated at points E2 (Ē1 ), together with Eq. (46), let us obtain
all the values ω3′ E3 (Ē1 ) . Then, as before, the piecewise spline representation
ω3′ (E3 ) can be constructed, as shown in Figure 2, where the spline function ω1′ (E1 )
has also been depicted.
These piecewise cubic spline representations, i.e. ω1′ (E1 ) and ω3′ (E3 ), described
by their respective spline coefficients (Section 2.1), are the functions to be implemented in the finite element code. Although these functions can not be expressed
in a compact analytical form, like Ogden’s or other hyperelastic models, note
that they are piecewise analytical functions with first and second derivatives being continuous in all their respective domains. This implies that the strain-energy
function given in Eq. (14) has continuous derivatives until third order, which is an
interesting property for equilibrium iterations.
In Figure 1 the stress points σ̄1 (Ē1 ) obtained from the energy functions ω1′ (E1 )
and ω3′ (E3 ), that is

σ̄1 (Ē1 ) = ω1′ (Ē1 ) − ω1′ E2 (Ē1 )
(48)

′
′
= ω1 (Ē1 ) − ω3 E3 (Ē1 )
(49)

are also represented. It can be seen that the calculated distribution σ̄1 (Ē1 ) reproduces exactly the original spline function σ1 (E1 ).
For convenience, the overall procedure is summarized in Table 1.
We finally note that if the compression interval [Ẽ1min , 0] is rather smaller than
the tension range [0, Ẽ1max ], then the value E2 (Ẽ1max ) may not be within the
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Calculation of ω1′ (E1 ) and ω3′ (E3 )
1. Experimental data: σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) from a tension-compression
uniaxial test.
2. Build (non-uniform) piecewise spline functions: σ1 (E1 ) from σ̃1 (Ẽ1 )
and E2 (E1 ) fromẼ2 (Ẽ1 ).
3. Divide the domain [Ẽ1min , Ẽ1max ] into N1 uniform intervals with
N1 + 1 equally spaced points Ē1 .

4. Build the spline representation E3 (E1 ) from points Ē1 , E3 Ē1 =
Ē1 , −Ē1 − Ē2 .
5. For each strain measure Ē1 , calculate ω1′ (Ē1 ) with Eq.(47).
6. With values ω1′ (Ē1 ) compute the uniform spline function ω1′ (E1 ).
7. With ω1′ (E1 ) evaluated at points E2 (Ē1 ), compute ω3′ E3 (Ē1 )
using Eq.(46) and the spline function E3 (E1 ).

8. Form piecewise spline ω3′ (E3 ) from all the values ω3′ E3 (Ē1 )
obtained in the previous step.

Table 1 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.1.1

interval [Ẽ1min , 0] and ω1′ (Ẽ1max ) could not be calculated using the spline function
σ1 (E1 ) in Eq. (47) at Step 5 of Table 1. In these cases, the domain [Ẽ1min , Ẽ1max ]
∗
has to be extended to a new larger domain [Ẽ1min
, Ẽ1max ] = [E2 (Ẽ1max ), Ẽ1max ],
being necessary to extrapolate the spline functions σ1 (E1 ) and E2 (E1 ) until the
∗
new lower limit Ẽ1min
. The case in which Ẽ1max < E2 (Ẽ1min ) is circumvented in
an analogous way. These issues should be checked before starting the procedure
detailed in Table 1. However, we do not include these checks in the table for
simplicity.

3.1.2 Two independent uniaxial tests in isotropic and anisotropic directions (case
A)
For the case in which two uniaxial tests have been performed separately over the
material under study, we show two possibilities to obtain the strain-energy function
given in Eq. (14) depending on the available test data.
For the procedure illustrated herein, the initial measured data points are (Ẽ3 , σ̃3 )
from the tension-compression test performed in the preferred direction e3 and
(Ẽ1 , Ẽ2 ) from the uniaxial test along direction e1 . We will denote those measured
data points as σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ). In this case, the function W (E, a0 ) to be obtained is able to predict very accurately the stress distribution σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ).
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From the experimental points σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ), according to Eq.(17) we can write

dω3 (E3 )


+p
σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) =



dE3 Ẽ3







dω1 (E1 )
0=
+p
(50)
dE

1
−
Ẽ
/2
3







dω1 (E2 )



+p
 0 = dE
2

−Ẽ3 /2

and proceeding as before

σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) =

dω3 (E3 )
dE3

dω1 (E1 )
dE1

Ẽ3

=
−Ẽ3 /2

−

dω1 (E1 )
dE1

dω1 (E2 )
dE2

(51)
−Ẽ3 /2

(52)
−Ẽ3 /2

where, due to the transverse isotropy and the incompressibility constraint, the
following relations have been used
Ẽ1 (Ẽ3 ) = Ẽ2 (Ẽ3 ) = −

Ẽ3
2

(53)

Moreover, note that Equation (52) is now an identity which always holds, so it will
be not necessary to consider this equation anymore.
For the other test, only the transverse strains Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) are known, so only the
transverse equations are considered

dω1 (E2 )



0=
+p


dE2 Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )

(54)


dω3 (E3 )


+p

 0 = dE3
Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 )
Then, we obtain

dω1 (E2 )
dE2

=
Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )

dω3 (E3 )
dE3

(55)
Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 )

where the transversal strains in direction e3 , Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ), would be easily calculated
from the incompressibility condition Ẽ1 + Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) + Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ) = 0.
From Equations (51) and (55), we can obtain the first derivative functions ω1′
and ω3′ as follows. In the same way as in the previous case, the experimental points
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Fig. 3 Assumed “measured”data points σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) from the test in anisotropic direction e3 and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) from the
test in isotropic direction e1 , their initial non-uniform piecewise spline interpolations σ3 (E3 ) and E2 (E1 ) and
calculated stresses σ̄3 (Ē3 ) using Eq. (61) (or Eq. (62)) with the corresponding spline-based energy functions (see
Fig. 4).

σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) are interpolated using non-uniform piecewise cubic splines, i.e.
σ3 (E3 ) and E2 (E1 ) respectively, as shown in Figure 3.
Then, the domains [Ẽ3min , Ẽ3max ] and [Ẽ1min , Ẽ1max ] are divided into N3 and
N1 uniform intervals, which define the new N3 + 1 and N1 + 1 points Ē3 and Ē1 ,
respectively. Using the spline functions σ3 (E3 ) evaluated at points Ē3 and E2 (E1 )
evaluated at points Ē1 , Equations (51) and (55) can be rewritten in the following
way
Ē3
σ3 (Ē3 ) = ω3′ (Ē3 ) − ω1′ (− )
(56)
2

ω1′ E2 (Ē1 ) = ω3′ E3 (Ē1 )
(57)

A crucial difference with respect to the previous case, in which Eq. (45) was
solved directly, is that two different functions ω3′ and ω1′ are present in Eq. (56),
so an inversion such as Eq. (47) can not be performed directly. However, note
that Eq. (57) gives a relationship that may be replaced into Eq. (56) to obtain an
expression which only depends on function ω3′ (E3 ) and, therefore, becoming an
invertible equation. To do this, it is convenient to eliminate the dependency of Ē1
in Eq. (57) and rewrite it again as

ω1′ (Ē2 ) = ω3′ E3 (Ē2 )
(58)
where the function E3 (E2 ) represents
the
that interpo
 piecewise spline function

lates the data points E2 Ē1 , E3 Ē1 = Ē2 , −Ē1 − Ē2 , all of them corresponding to the test in direction e1 . Equation (58) expressed in that way can be
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replaced into Eq. (56) to give
σ3 (Ē3 ) =

ω3′ (Ē3 )

−

ω3′



Ē3
E3 (− )
2

(59)

where E3 (−Ē3 /2) represents the value given by the spline function E3 (E2 ) when
E2 = −Ē3 /2. Now, in order to be able to apply the inversion formula given in Eq.
(40), we define a new function E(E3 ) such that E(Ē3 ) = E3 (−Ē3 /2), which will
play the role of function y (x) in Eq.(30). Then, the N3 + 1 values ω3′ (Ē3 ) can be
calculated through
K
X
ω3′ (Ē3 ) =
σ3 (E (k) (Ē3 ))
(60)
k=0

Subsequently, the construction of the corresponding piecewise spline function ω3′ (E3 )
is carried out, which is depicted in Figure 4. As explained above, the mathematical constraint |E(E3 )| < |E3 | must be satisfied so that the summation (60) converges to a finite value for each strain Ē3 . It can be shown that the allowed range
−E3 < E(E3 ) < 0 is equivalent to −E1 < E2 (E1 ) < −E1 /3 and that the non-valid
values −∞ < E(E3 ) ≤ −E3 correspond to −E1 /3 ≤ E2 (E1 ) < 0. Hence, only
materials with the physical behavior −E1 < E2 (E1 ) < −E1 /3 may be dealt with
the procedure explained in this section. The values −E1 < E2 (E1 ) < −E1 /2 are
typical in most practical cases, for which stiffness along the preferred direction e3
is larger than in the transversely isotropic directions. Moreover, materials being
moderately less stiff along the preferred direction than in any direction belonging to the orthogonal isotropic plane, i.e. −E1 /2 < E2 (E1 ) < −E1 /3, may also be
studied with this methodology. The summation given in Eq.(60) does not converge
for the few (but physically possible) cases −E1 /3 ≤ E2 (E1 ) < 0, although it can
be shown that another inversion formula similar to Eq. (60) may be applied for
those particular cases.
The spline functions ω3′ (E3 ) and E3 (E2 ), together with relationship (58), let us
obtain the values ω1′ (Ē2 ) and, finally, construct the spline representation ω1′ (E2 ),
as shown in Figure 4.
The piecewise spline functions ω3′ (E3 ) and ω1′ (E2 ) may be used to calculate the
hyperelastic stress values through


Ē3
E3 (− )
σ̄3 (Ē3 ) =
−
2


Ē3
= ω3′ (Ē3 ) − ω1′ −
2
ω3′ (Ē3 )

ω3′

(61)
(62)

The stress values calculated using Eqs. (61) or (62) are represented in Figure 3,
where it can be seen that there exists a perfect agreement with the original test
measures.
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Fig. 4 Uniform piecewise spline representations ω3′ (E3 ) and ω1′ (E2 ) corresponding to the data represented in
Fig. 3. The splines have been constructed from the previously calculated values ω3′ (Ē3 ) using Eq. (60) and ω1′ (Ē2 )
using Relation (58).

The overall procedure to obtain the first derivative functions ω3′ (E3 ) and ω1′ (E2 )
is summarized in Table 2.
Calculation of ω1′ (E1 ) and ω3′ (E3 )
1. Experimental data: σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) and Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) from tension-compression
uniaxial tests.
2. Build (non-uniform) piecewise spline functions: σ3 (E3 ) from σ̃3 (Ẽ3 )
and E2 (E1 ) from Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ).
3. Divide the domains [Ẽ3min , Ẽ3max ] and [Ẽ1min , Ẽ1max ] into N3 and N1
uniform intervals which define the new N3 + 1 and N1 + 1 points Ē3
and Ē1 , respectively.


4. Build the spline representation
E3 (E2 ) from points E2 Ē1 , E3 Ē1

= Ē2 , −Ē1 − Ē2 .
5. For each strain measure Ē3 , calculate ω3′ (Ē3 ) with Eq.(60)
using the composite function E(Ē3 ) = E3 (−Ē3 /2).
6. With all the values ω3′ (Ē3 ) compute the uniformspline function ω3′ (E3 ).
7. With ω3′ (E3 ) evaluated at E3 (Ē2 ), obtain ω1′ Ē2 usingEq. (58).
8. Form piecewise spline ω1′ (E2 ) from all the values ω1′ Ē2 obtained in
the previous step.

Table 2 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.1.2

The same way as in the previous case, in some specific circumstances, the splines
used in the procedure detailed in Table 2 must be extrapolated until new lower
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and upper limits. These checkings should be made before starting with the computations given in the table.
3.1.3 Two independent uniaxial tests in isotropic and anisotropic directions (case
B)
The case when the available test measures are the tension-compression stress distributions σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) is the most interesting and usual case. The procedure
to obtain the functions ω1 and ω3 is based on the two previous cases. The equations
to use for the uniaxial test in the isotropic direction e1 are very similar to those
applied in Section 3.1.1, namely:
σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) =

dω1 (E1 )
dE1

dω1 (E2 )
dE2

Ẽ1

=
Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )

−

dω1 (E2 )
dE2

dω3 (E3 )
dE3

(63)
Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 )

(64)
Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 )

where the only difference between Eqs.(43)–(44) and Eqs.(63)–(64) is that in
the latter expressions the distributions Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ) remain undetermined,
whereas in Eqs.(43)–(44) the distributions Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) and Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ) were known values.
However, in this case, these variables are still subjected to the incompressibility
condition of the material, i.e., Ẽ1 + Ẽ2 (Ẽ1 ) + Ẽ3 (Ẽ1 ) = 0.
On the other hand, the transverse strain distributions for the uniaxial test in
the preferred direction e3 are known from relations given in Eq.(53), so Eq.(51)
also applies in the present context
σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) =

dω3 (E3 )
dE3

Ẽ3

−

dω1 (E1 )
dE1

(65)
−Ẽ3 /2

We remind that the other equation for this test, i.e. Eq.(52), always holds. Hence,
Eqs.(63), (64) and (65) are the governing equations of this last and more usual
case and can be solved as follows.
We first assume a distribution Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) depending on a finite number of (yet
unknown) parameters, which will be determined as the final result of the procedure. The hat decoration is used to indicate that the distribution is assumed.
For instance, a linear behavior Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) = k Ẽ1 could be proposed, with only one
parameter to be calculated.
Assume now that specific values are given to those parameters. Then, the initial data which define each one of the two previous cases are recovered. On one
hand, stresses σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and transversal strains Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) are known, so we may calculate the first derivative function ω̂1′ (E1 ) with the inversion formula and the spline
methodology, as indicated in Table 1, steps 1 to 6. On other hand, with σ̃3 (Ẽ3 )
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and Ê2 (Ẽ1 ), it is also possible to obtain ω̂3′ (E3 ) as explained in Table 2, steps 1
to 6. Due to the exact results provided by the inversion formula, measured data
points σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) are exactly reproduced by Eqs. (48) and (61) using functions ω̂1′ (E1 ) and ω̂3′ (E3 ), respectively. However, since functions ω̂1′ (E1 ) and ω̂3′ (E3 )
have been calculated separately, in general, the compatibility relation (64) will
not be satisfied and the stresses obtained by means of Eqs.(49) and (62), which
involve the evaluation of both functions, will not reproduce the original distributions σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ). Hence, the key to solve this case is to find the specific
(pre-defined) distribution Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) which provides the best fulfillment of Equation
(64) and which, equivalently, results in the best fit for σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) by means
of Eqs.(49) and (62).
Let us define the errors associated to the fulfillment of Eq.(64) as




err(
c Ē1 ) = ω̂1′ Ê2 (Ē1 ) − ω̂3′ Ê3 (Ē1 )
(66)
which is calculated for the N1 + 1 strain values Ē1 . With this error distribution,
the least-squares method can be applied with the following objective function
N
1 +1 
2
X
(i)
Ŝ =
err(
c Ē1 )
(67)
i=1

The distribution Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) which minimizes (67) provides the (approximated) solution of the governing Equations (63), (64) and (65).
A step-by-step implementation of the overall algorithmic procedure is given in
Table 3. We show the application of this procedure in two examples below.
Calculation of ω1′ (E1 ) and ω3′ (E3 )
1. Experimental data: σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) from tension-compression
uniaxial tests.
2. Propose a distribution Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) depending on several parameters
that you freely specify.
3. With σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) and Ê2 (Ẽ1 ), follow Steps 1 to 6 of Table 1 to obtain
the uniform spline function ω̂1′ (E1 ).
4. With σ̃3 (Ẽ3 ) and Ê2 (Ẽ1 ), follow Steps 1 to 6 of Table 2 to obtain
the uniform spline function ω̂3′ (E3 ).
5. Compute the error err(
c Ē1 ) for the N1 + 1 strain values Ē1 using
Eq. (66).
6. Minimize the function (67) to find the values of the parameters
with which Eqs. (63), (64) and (65) are best fitted.
Table 3 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.1.3
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3.2 Determination of ω13
Throughout previous subsections, according to the available test data or the user’s
priorities, we have seen the procedures to obtain the first derivative of functions
′
ω1 and ω3 . So, in every case, only the first derivative function ω13
remains to
be determined in order to have the stored energy function of Eq.(14) completely
defined. That is the purpose of this section.
3.2.1 Pure shear test
′
One of the possible tests that can be used to obtain the remaining function ω13
is a specific biaxial test, see Figures 5(a) and 5(b). The biaxial test is performed
in material (and spatial) principal directions N 1 and N 3 , direction N 1 being
loaded in tension and direction N 3 in compression. We regard a plane stress state
in which the faces of the body normal to the direction e2 are free of tractions.
The material fibers are initially oriented at 45o (direction a0 ) with respect to the
principal material axes. In this way, a pure shear state for strains and stresses
may be analyzed using the system of representation X pr , see Figures 5(c) and
5(d), and the shear energy term ω13 may be easily calculated. The experimental
measures give the points (λ̃, σ̃) or, equivalently, the distribution σ̃(Ẽ), where σ̃
is the normal Cauchy stress acting on the face normal to N 1 and Ẽ = ln λ̃ is
the longitudinal logarithmic strain in that direction. In direction N 3 , the stretch
λ3 = 1/λ is imposed.
In the homogeneous deformation state depicted in Figure 5, the Hencky strain
tensor E expressed in the basis of material principal stretches {N i } is:

[E]N



 

ln λ 0 0
E0 0


= ln [U ]N =  0 ln 1 0  =  0 0 0 
1
0 0 −E
0 0 ln
λ

(68)

where the result λ2 = 1 emerges as a consequence of the isochoric motion being
imposed on the plane {N 1 , N 3 } and the incompressibility constraint λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1.
The pure shear state is clearly seen when this strain tensor is represented in the
basis X pr

 

0 0 ln λ
0 0E
[E]X pr =  0 0 0  =  0 0 0 
(69)
ln λ 0 0
E00
where the only non-zero logarithmic strain that takes part in the strain energy
function given in Eq.(14) is the shear strain E13 = ln λ = E.
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Fig. 5 From left upper corner clockwise: (a) Reference configuration represented in principal strain basis {N i }.
(b) Kinematics of deformation in the biaxial test, with corresponding principal stretches. (c) State of deformation
(pure shear state) viewed in material reference frame X pr . (d) Reference configuration represented in X pr . a0
indicates the orientation of the preferred material direction (clockwise 45 degrees with respect to the compression
principal direction).

Next, for each experimental measure Ẽ = ln λ̃, we can obtain the associated
Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor T from
T =

∂W
+ pI
∂E

(70)

where the hydrostatic pressure p can be calculated from the plane stress condition:
σ̃2 = T̃2 = 0 = ω1′ (Ẽ2 ) + p =⇒ p = −ω1′ (Ẽ2 ) = −ω1′ (0) = 0

(71)

Thus, the tensor T is:
[T ]X pr




′
0 0 ω13
(Ẽ)
= 0 0 0 
′
ω13
(Ẽ) 0 0

(72)

Note that the strain-like pure shear state shown in Figure 5(c), Eq.(69), which
results from the homogeneous biaxial deformation shown in Figure 5(b), Eq.(68),
only leads to a stress-like pure shear state, Eq.(72), if the initial orientation of the
anisotropic direction a0 (axis e3 of X pr ) is as shown in Figure 5. In general, for
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other fiber orientations, the pure shear state for stresses is not obtained. Clearly,
this is the logical extension to large strains of the mechanical behavior that is obtained for small strains, which arises due to the use of logarithmic strain measures
and the uncoupled energy function given in Eq.(14).
Furthermore, in this particular case, the principal directions of strains and
stresses are coincident, which are N 1 and N 3 , so strain and stress tensors commute and T is also coincident with σ. Then, the Cauchy stress tensor in the basis
of principal stretches is
 ′
 

ω13 (Ẽ) 0
0
σ̃(Ẽ) 0 0
= 0 0 0 
0
[σ]N =  0 0
(73)
′
0 0 −ω13 (Ẽ)
0 0 −σ̃(Ẽ)
where the stress in direction N 3 predicted by our model is σ3 (E3 ) = −σ(E).
Hence, the first derivative of the strain energy term ω13 can be calculated from the
measured stress data points as
′
ω13
(Ẽ) = σ̃(Ẽ)

(74)

Note that a uniaxial test with the fibers oriented at 45o with respect to the load
direction would not be a valid test to obtain the function ω13 independently of the
functions ω1 and ω3 , because in that case there exists a coupling between longitudinal and shear strain components, even for the small strains case, as explained in
Reference [21].
′
The procedure to determine the spline function ω13
(E13 ) is summarized in Table 4. Unlike the previous cases, where tension and compression data points were
necessary, we only need experimental data points for Ē > 0. In this case, be′
fore constructing the odd spline function of the strains ω13
(E13 ), the calculation
σ̃(−Ẽ) = −σ̃(Ẽ) is performed for every strain Ẽ > 0.
′
Calculation of ω13
(E13 )

1. Experimental data: σ̃(Ẽ) from a biaxial test like the shown in Figures
5(a) and 5(b).
2. Perform the operation σ̃(−Ẽ) = −σ̃(Ẽ) for each value Ẽ > 0.
3. Build (non-uniform) piecewise spline function σ(E) from points σ̃(Ẽ).
4. Divide the domain [−Ẽmax , Ẽmax ] into N uniform intervals with
N + 1 equally spaced points Ē.
′
5. Calculate the value ω13
(Ē13 ) = σ(Ē) for all the strain points Ē13 = Ē.
′
′
6. Build uniform spline function ω13
(E13 ) from all the values ω13
(Ē13 ).
Table 4 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.2.1
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Fig. 6 Left (a), kinematics of deformation in the simple shear test. Right (b), orientation of the principal material
directions N i and definition of angle ψ (γ). a0 indicates the material orientation of the preferred anisotropic
direction.

3.2.2 Simple shear test
Other test from which it is possible to determine the derivative of the shear density
energy function ω13 is the Simple Shear Test, see Figure 6(a). We consider a plane
stress state throughout the incompressible specimen being tested in the sense that
the faces of the body normal to the direction e2 are free of surface tractions, being
the sheet embedded in the plane defined by the transversely isotropic direction
e1 and the preferred direction e3 , both defined in the reference configuration. In
this case, the experimental measures give the points (γ̃, σ̃13 ) or, equivalently, the
distribution σ̃13 (γ̃), where σ̃13 is the shear stress acting on the face normal to e1
and γ̃ the corresponding amount of shear strain.
In the homogeneous simple shear state depicted in Figure 6(a), the Hencky
strain tensor E in the basis of Lagrangian principal directions {N i } adopts the
following form:
 1
 

− ln (tan ψ) 0
0
ln
0 0



0
0
0
[E]N =  0λ ln 1 0  = 
(75)
0
0
ln
(tan
ψ)
0 0 ln λ
where the logarithmic strain in direction e2 is zero and λ = tan ψ, being ψ =
1/2 arctan (2/γ) the angle shown in Figure 6(b). The unit vectors {ei }, which
define the system of representation X pr , are expressed in the basis {N i } as:


cos ψ 0 sin ψ
[e1 , e2 , e3 ]N =  0 1 0 
(76)
− sin ψ 0 cos ψ

so, the logarithmic strains that take part in the strain energy function given in
Eq.(14) are:
E1 (ψ) = E : e1 ⊗ e1 = − ln (tan ψ) cos (2ψ)
(77)
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E2 (ψ) = E : e2 ⊗ e2 = 0

(78)

E3 (ψ) = E : e3 ⊗ e3 = ln (tan ψ) cos (2ψ) = −E1

(79)

E23 (ψ) = E : e2 ⊗ e3 = 0

(81)

σ̃2 = T̃2 = 0 = ω1′ (Ẽ2 ) + p =⇒ p = −ω1′ (Ẽ2 ) = −ω1′ (0) = 0

(82)

E13 (ψ) = E : e1 ⊗ e3 = − ln (tan ψ) sin (2ψ)

(80)

Note that E12 (ψ) is also zero by definition of the reference frame X pr .
With these expressions known for each experimental measure γ = γ̃, or equivalently ψ = ψ̃, we can now obtain the corresponding components of the Generalized
Kirchhoff stress tensor T from Eq.(70), where the hydrostatic pressure p can be
calculated again from the plane stress condition:

The symmetric tensor T expressed in the material reference frame X pr is, then:
 ′

′
ω1 (Ẽ1 ) 0 ω13
(Ẽ13 )

0
0
0
[T ]X pr = 
(83)
′
′
ω13 (Ẽ13 ) 0 ω3 (Ẽ3 )

′
where ω13
(Ẽ13 ) is undetermined and the values ω1′ (Ẽ1 ) and ω3′ (Ẽ3 ) can be computed
evaluating the previously calculated spline functions ω1′ and ω3′ at points given by
Eqs. (77) and (79), respectively. Representing now T in the principal deformation
basis {N i }, we can apply the relationship (29) for i 6= j in order to obtain the
Rotated Cauchy stress tensor σ̄ expressed in that system of representation. Then,
with σ̄ expressed in the basis {ei }, the push-forward operation σ = Rσ̄RT defined
by the rotation tensor


sin(2ψ̃) 0 − cos(2ψ̃)

0
1
0
(84)
[R]X pr = 
cos(2ψ̃) 0 sin(2ψ̃)

gives an expression for the experimental measures σ̃13 (γ̃), or equivalently σ̃13 (Ẽ13 ),
′
as a function of ω1′ (Ẽ1 ), ω3′ (Ẽ3 ), ω13
(Ẽ13 ) and ψ̃. This last expression gives the
′
desired value of the derivative ω13 (Ẽ13 ), namely:
h
ih
i
σ̃13 (Ẽ13 ) − 12 ω1′ (Ẽ1 ) − ω3′ (Ẽ3 ) cos 2ψ̃ + Ẽ13 sin(2ψ̃) sin(2ψ̃)
′
ω13
(Ẽ13 ) =
(85)
sin2 (2ψ̃)(1 − Ẽ1 )
Note that in this case, unlike for the pure shear test explained above, there
exists a coupling between the energy density shear term ω13 and the longitudinal
contributions ω1 and ω3 . Moreover, focusing on the expression appearing in the
denominator of Equation (85), which is zero for E1 = 1, one can view a limitation
of this procedure to obtain the function ω13 . Indeed, using Equations (77) and
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(80), it can be shown [22] that for the particular deformation state (value of γ)
for which E1 = 1, the shear logarithmic strain E13 reaches a maximum, unlike
the amount of shear strain γ or the Green-Lagrange shear strain γ/2, which are
monotonically increasing with the deformation evolution. Thus, from this test we
can only determine the function ω13 between E13 = 0 and the maximum value
reached by E13 , or equivalently, between the corresponding values taken by the
longitudinal strain E1 , i.e. E1 = 0 and E1 = 1. On the other hand, if ψ ≃ π/4,
′
Equation (85) results in T13 (E13 ) = ω13
(E13 ) ≃ σ13 (E13 ), which is an expected
result due to the fact that σ13 ≃ σ̄13 ≃ T13 for the small strain case.
′
From all the values ω13
(Ẽ13 ), calculated using Eq. (85) for all test data points γ̃,
′
the spline representation ω13
(E13 ) is finally built. For convenience, the procedure
is summarized in Table 5. In the given procedure, it is assumed that the functions
′
ω1′ (E1 ) and ω3′ (E3 ) have been previously calculated. As before, ω13
(E13 ).
′
Calculation of ω13
(E13 )
1. Experimental data: σ̃13 (γ̃) from a simple shear test performed in the
plane {x1 , x3 } with γ > 0.
2. Compute angle ψ̃ = ψ (γ̃) = 1/2 arctan (2/γ̃) and strain Ẽ13 = E13 (ψ̃)
from Eq. (80) for each measure γ = γ̃. Take ψ (0) = π4 .
3. Calculate σ̃13 (−Ẽ13 ) = −σ̃13 (Ẽ13 ) and ψ̃(−Ẽ13 ) = π2 − ψ̃(Ẽ13 ) for Ẽ13 > 0
4. Build (non-uniform) piecewise spline functions: σ13 (E13 ) from points
(Ẽ13 , σ̃13 ) and ψ(E13 ) from (Ẽ13 , ψ̃).
5. Divide the domain [−Ẽ13max , Ẽ13max ] into N uniform intervals with
N + 1 equally spaced points Ē13 .
′
6. Calculate the N + 1 values ω13
(Ē13 ) through Eq. (85) using splines
′
σ13 (E13 ), ψ(E13 ), ω1 (E1 ) and ω3′ (E3 ). Strains E1 (ψ̄) and E3 (ψ̄) are
obtained from Eqs. (77) and (79).
′
7. Build the uniform spline function ω13
(E13 ) from all the values obtained
in the two previous steps.
Table 5 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.2.2

4 Examples
In order to demonstrate the possibilities and applicability of the model, we have
selected three examples. The first one shows that the Sussman–Bathe model for
isotropic materials [17] is recovered as a special case of the present model. Then,
predictions for the uniaxial tensile tests of transversely isotropic calendered rubber
sheets published by Diani et al. [23] are given, and a comparison with a typical
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formulation based on a strain-energy function expressed in terms of invariants [24]
is made. Finally, the experimental curves obtained by Morrow et al. [25] from
skeletal muscle tissue are also predicted using our model. We want to note that if
this last experimental work contained full compression-tension measures from the
uniaxial tests, then the minimum set of experimental results needed to completely
determine the strain energy function given in Eq. (14) using the procedures detailed above would be available. However, only tensile data are provided, so some
assumptions regarding the compression behavior will be made in order to define
the model.
4.1 Incompressible isotropic hyperelastic materials
For isotropic materials, the free-energy may be formulated in the principal directions of the logarithmic strain tensor E, see Eq. (10), and only one function needs
to be determined from the experimental data, namely ω (Ei ). Sussman and Bathe
show how to obtain the derivative of this function by means of spline interpolations
from the measured data points σ̃(Ẽ) of a compression-tension uniaxial test.
Their model is exactly recovered by our model when the given tests correspond,
effectively, to an isotropic material. Indeed, the three cases detailed above in Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 converge to a single case when ω1 = ω3 = ω. This is
easily shown considering that, if the material being tested is incompressible and
isotropic, to the experimental measures σ̃1 (Ẽ1 ) we can also add the linear relations
Ẽ2 = Ẽ3 = −Ẽ1 /2 for the transverse strains (with 1, 2, 3 any orthogonal set of directions). Then compatibility Equations (44), (55) and (64) are always identically
satisfied. Aside, since ω1 = ω3 , Equations (43), (51), (63) and (65) converge to
the same equation and the procedures given in the above sections are completely
equivalent.
Moreover, since the free energy is formulated in principal directions for every
deformation state, it is not necessary to consider the function ω13 (E13 ). Hence, we
can conclude that the incompressible isotropic hyperelastic spline-based model is
a particular case of the transversely isotropic model presented herein.
An illustrative example for this type of materials is provided by Sussman and
Bathe. The considered tension-compression stress distribution, defined in the logarithmic strain range −2 ≤ E ≤ 2, is given by
σ (E) = 2 sinh (3E) (1 + 0.2 sin (10E)) + 2 sinh (1.5E) (1 − 0.2 sin (5E))

(86)

The prediction given by our model, following the procedure detailed in Table 1
and taking as initial data the transverse strain distribution E2 (E1 ) = −E1 /2, is
shown in Figure 7. As in Reference [17], no difference is observed between both
lines. Obviously, the comparisons with the Ogden hyperelastic model performed
in Ref. [17] and the conclusions reached therein are also applicable to our model.
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Fig. 7 Example for incompressible isotropic material given in Ref. [17]. Initial piecewise spline interpolation of
assumed data σ̃(Ẽ) and calculated stress using the transversely isotropic spline-based model. No difference is
observed between both lines.

4.2 Incompressible transversely isotropic hyperelastic materials
Diani et al. present in their work [23] experimental data from uniaxial tensile tests
for a calendered rubber-like material revealing transverse isotropy with respect to
the calendering direction. The observed stress-like anisotropy is of about 30% for
a stretch ratio of 150%. The purpose of this section is to show that similar results
to those obtained for isotropic materials are obtained. A comparison with a strainenergy formulation based on (generalized) invariants developed by Itskov & Aksel
[24] is also given. Obviously, the shear term ω13 can not be calculated with only
this pair of uniaxial tests, being the behavior of the incompressible transversely
isotropic material being tested not completely described by the given experimental
data. Thus, with this example we show the accuracy of our model to reproduce
some partial results and also how those results compare to the predictions obtained
from the model of Itskov & Aksel.
The measured data points by Diani et al., along with several interpolations, are
shown in Figure 8. As can be observed, the stresses calculated by application of
the methodology given in Section 3.1.3 (dashed lines) reproduce almost exactly
the experimental measures in both directions. It can also be seen that, though
the strain-energy function proposed by Itskov & Aksel gives a reasonable fit to
the data, there is some disagreement between the prediction obtained from their
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Fig. 8 Measured nominal tension points P̃3 (λ̃3 ) and P̃1 (λ̃1 ) from uniaxial tests on calendered rubber in the
anisotropic and transverse directions (Diani et al. [23]), their initial piecewise spline interpolations and calculated
stresses using the Spline model (Section 3.1.3) and results from Itskov & Aksel (Ref. [24]). No appreciable difference
is observed between stresses initially interpolated and subsequently calculated using the Spline model.

model (dotted lines) and the exact spline interpolation (solid lines), being more
noticeable within the lower stretch ranges (1 < λ < 2).
The experimental data by Diani et al. are given in terms of stretches (λi ) and
first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses (Pi ), as shown in Figure 8 and hence the proper
conversions have been previously performed (Ei = ln λi ; σi = Pi λi ). Furthermore,
since Diani et al. only provide uniaxial tension measures, both stress distributions
have been regarded odd functions of the corresponding strains in order to be able
to use expressions such as Eq.(47) and Eq.(60). If compression measures had been
available, they should have been employed instead and similar piecewise spline
representations would have been obtained for the shown range (λ > 1).
The calculated stresses using our model have been obtained through Equations
(49) and (62), which imply the simultaneous evaluation of functions ω1 and ω3 .
Hence, as explained in Section 3.1.3, the (least-squares) errors of the model are
indeed included in the results represented in Figure 8, being almost imperceptible
in this case. The transverse strain distribution Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) defined in Section 3.1.3 has
been assumed linear. If a linear distribution had not been realistic for the tested
material, then the prediction of the data could possibly have not been so accurate.
However, in that case, other more realistic non-linear transverse strain relations
(cubic polynomial, exponential functions, etc.) could have been used instead in
order to obtain good results again.
As a final example, we obtain a complete description of the strain energy function given in Eq. (14) from the set of three experimental curves measured from
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skeletal muscle tissue recently published by Morrow et al. [25]. As mentioned above,
it will be necessary to assume the uniaxial compression behavior to be able to calculate all the stored energy function terms.
This type of biological material may be considered transversely isotropic and
hyperelastic. In addition, following the approach generally adopted in soft tissue
mechanics, incompressible behavior is assumed. Morrow et al. tested the material
through two uniaxial tests and a simple shear test, as described in Sections 3.1.3
and 3.2.2, respectively. In Figure 9, we present some points (positive values) extracted from the experimental curves that they provide. In order to make our plots
comparable to those given in Ref. [25], the normal nominal stresses are represented
as functions of the Green-Lagrange longitudinal strain measure e = (λ2 − 1)/2,
whereas the shear nominal stress is represented as a function of the shear strain
measure e = tan γ, being γ the amount of shear strain defined in Section 3.2.2.
With the proper strain and stress conversions previously performed, the procedures detailed in Tables 3 and 5 are applied. As in the previous example, only
tension measures for the uniaxial tests are given. In this case, instead of freely
specify a particular (antisymmetric) behavior for the compressive stretches, we
have assumed compression stress distributions such as
σi (−Ei ) = −ki σi (Ei )

(87)

with Ei ≥ 0 and ki > 0, i = 1, 3. In that way, the least-squares method provides
the set of globally stable energy functions ω1 , ω3 and ω13 which “best” fits the
originally measured positive stresses and the shape-assumed compression normal
stresses. The two compression proportionality constants, i.e. k1 and k3 , have been
calculated as a part of the final solution of the procedure. The obtained results are
given in Figure 9. As before, the transverse strain distribution Ê2 (Ẽ1 ) has been
assumed linear. Finally, note that other uniaxial compressive behavior assumptions
could have been regarded instead, giving as a result other set of spline-based stored
energy function terms that would provide similar predictions for the real tension
and new assumed compression stress distributions.
5 Conclusions
In this work we have extended the Sussman–Bathe spline-based model for incompressible isotropic hyperelasticity to transversely isotropic materials. This extension to incompressible transversely isotropic materials presents some extra difficulties and needed approximations which we have properly addressed. We have also
shown that in practice, these approximations do not introduce relevant errors in
the interpolation of the data. Several possible experimental sets have been considered in order to properly define the material behavior. For each possible set, the
specific procedure to obtain the strain energy function has been detailed.
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Fig. 9 Predictions (solid lines) for the Morrow et al. [25] experiments (positive stress points) using the incompressible transversely isotropic spline-based model. First Piola-Kirchhoff normal tension stresses P̃1 and P̃3 and
shear stresses P̃13 are obtained from the corresponding uniaxial tensile tests and a simple shear test, respectively.
Compression normal stresses are calculated as a part of the procedure solution.

As shown, the model converges to the Sussman–Bathe model for the case of
isotropy. Predictions for the transversely isotropic rubber-like hyperelastic material
tested by Diani et al. are also given and compared to the predictions obtained from
the hyperelastic model of Itskov and Aksel for this type of material. A description
of our model is obtained using a set of three experimental curves as those given by
Morrow et al. for skeletal muscle tissue if compression data is also included and
assumed. We have shown that all these experiments are very accurately predicted
by our model.
The procedure presents an attractive option for practical finite element modelling since the user has to simply supply some stress-strain data and the formulation is able to closely predict such behavior without sacrificing physical and
mathematical correctness.
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3.4.

Extensión a ortotropı́a

La deformación local asociada a un comportamiento ortótropo queda definida
por 7 invariantes de deformación independientes [24]. Estos 7 invariantes expresados en función de las componentes del tensor material de deformaciones logarı́tmicas E en una base de direcciones preferentes del material en la que e1 = a0 y
e2 = b0 son
2
2
2
E11 , E22 , E33 , E12
, E23
, E31
, y E12 E23 E31
(3.25)
La restricción de la Ec. (3.12) reduce el número total de invariantes independientes
a 6 para materiales ortótropos incompresibles.
El modelo ortótropo desviador de elasticidad lineal infinitesimal es cuadrático
en términos desacoplados de las componentes del tensor ε
W (ε, a0 , b0 ) = µ11 ε211 + µ22 ε222 + µ33 ε233
+ 2µ12 ε212 + 2µ23 ε223 + 2µ31 ε231

(3.26)

donde el séptimo invariante del conjunto (3.25) (el cual incluye un acoplamiento
entre las tres componentes de cortante de forma simultánea) no se considera. El
modelo depende de 5 invariantes independientes y de 6 parámetros del material.
El anterior modelo infinitesimal ortótropo se puede extender al caso no lineal
en deformaciones logarı́tmicas adoptando las mismas hipótesis que en el modelo
transversalmente isótropo. La función de energı́a resultante es
W (E, a0 , b0 ) = ω11 (E11 ) + ω22 (E22 ) + ω33 (E33 )
+ 2ω12 (E12 ) + 2ω23 (E23 ) + 2ω13 (E13 )

(3.27)

donde Eij son las componentes del tensor de deformaciones logarı́tmicas en la base
de direcciones preferentes del material. Las funciones ω12 , ω23 y ω31 son simétricas
con respecto al origen para cumplir con las dependencias dadas en la Ec. (3.25).
En este caso, el modelo de Ec. (3.27) contiene seis funciones independientes que
tienen que ser determinadas a partir de datos experimentales —compárese con el
modelo (3.26). En el siguiente artı́culo5 describimos dos conjuntos diferentes de
0
tres curvas que pueden ser empleadas para determinar las funciones ω11
(E11 ),
0
0
0
0
0
ω22 (E22 ) y ω33 (E33 ). Las funciones ω12 (E12 ), ω23 (E23 ) y ω13 (E13 ) se determinan
de forma separada a partir de los respectivos ensayos de cortante puro, tal y como
se describe en el artı́culo.
5

What-You-Prescribe-Is-What-You-Get orthotropic hyperelasticity. M. Latorre, F.J.
Montáns. Computational Mechanics. Vol. 53(6). Pag. 1279–1298. c 2014. DOI 10.1007/s00466013-0971-3 (http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00466-013-0971-3). Incluido
en esta tesis con el permiso de Springer Science+Business Media (“With kind permission of
Springer Science+Business Media”).
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CAPÍTULO 3. HIPERELASTICIDAD ANISÓTROPA
Los modelos transversalmente isótropo y ortótropo basados en splines, incluyendo los correspondientes tensores de módulos tangentes (necesarios para realizar
simulaciones no lineales de forma eficiente), se han implementado en el código de
elementos finitos DULCINEA (véase el Apartado 1.5). En estos casos, la restricción de incompresibilidad dada por la Ec. (3.12), pág. 69, no se ha impuesto de
forma estricta, sino sólo de forma aproximada (J ≈ 1) mediante la consideración de
funciones de penalización volumétrica en el modelo. El comportamiento resultante
se puede considerar cuasi-incompresible. En estos casos pueden aparecer problemas de bloqueo volumétrico y de mal condicionamiento numérico dependiendo del
grado de penalización definido por el usuario [1]. En DULCINEA estos problemas
se evitan mediante el uso de formulaciones mixtas en las que los desplazamientos
y las presiones (internas en cada elemento) se interpolan de forma separada. Las
ecuaciones asociadas a los grados de libertad de presión se condensan posteriormente a nivel del elemento, por lo que el número de grados de libertad efectivos
en el sistema de ecuaciones global no se ve afectado. En la siguiente publicación
se dan más detalles sobre la formulación empleada en las simulaciones que se han
llevado a cabo. Además:
Se presenta formalmente un modelo hiperelástico basado en interpolaciones
mediante splines para materiales ortótropos.
Se describe en detalle la formulación algorı́tmica para códigos de elementos
finitos no lineales.
Se proporcionan varios conjuntos de curvas experimentales con los que poder
determinar la función de energı́a.
A través de varios ejemplos, se enfatiza la importancia de prescribir, al menos, un conjunto de seis curvas experimentales para la caracterización del
comportamiento hiperelástico ortótropo.
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What-You-Prescribe-Is-What-You-Get orthotropic
hyperelasticity
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns

Abstract We present a model for incompressible finite strain orthotropic hyperelasticity using logarithmic strains. The model does not have a prescribed shape.
Instead, the energy function shape and the material data of the model are obtained solving the equilibrium equations of the different experiments. As a result
the model almost exactly replicates the given experimental data for all six tests
needed to completely define our nonlinear orthotropic material. We derive the constitutive tensor and demonstrate the efficiency of the finite element implementation
for complex loading situations.
Keywords Hyperelasticity · Incompressible orthotropic materials · Finite
Elements · Living tissues · Rubber-like materials
1 Introduction
In the mechanics of deformation of solids, large strain kinematics introduce many
difficulties. The first one is the consideration of the adequate strain and stress
measures over which to build the constitutive model that represents the behavior
of the solid for the problem at hand [1–3]. Even though once a strain measure
is obtained any other strain measure may be readily obtained from the former
one [4, 5], the structure of a constitutive equation based on a specific measure
implies some hypothesis over the behavior predicted by the model, not only on
the form of the stress-strain curves but also on the form of the coupling between
components [3]. The second type of consideration relates to the physical and mathematical correctness of the derived constitutive equations which in the small strains
context are almost given for granted. For example, in large strain elasticity, care
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must be exercised in order to preserve energy during closed cycles [6]. Hence, the
use of hyperelastic models in nonlinear elasticity is nowadays rather standard in
computational mechanics [1].
Hyperelastic behavior is truly elastic because energy is exactly preserved in
conservative systems [6]. The reason is that hyperelasticity assumes the existence
of a stored energy function (a model) of the total deformations. The key for energy
preservation is at the same time the reason of the main difficulty. Stored energies
cannot be measured. Hence, a specific function dependency must be assumed (i.e. a
hyperelastic model). From the derivative of such function, stresses are obtained for
a given strain tensor. Of course the resulting stress-strain relation may, or may not
be close to the actual behavior of the material at hand. Therefore, many different
stored energy functions have been proposed for different classes of materials. For
isotropic materials the models of Ogden [7], Mooney [8] and Rivlin [9], Blatz and
Ko [10], Yeoh [11] and Arruda and Boyce [12] are well known. Ogden’s proposal [7]
is a very commonly used model because a variable number of parameters may be
obtained by an optimization algorithm [3, 13] in order to very closely capture
the global behavior of most isotropic nonlinear elastic materials. For transversely
isotropic materials or orthotropic materials the situation is not so optimal. Some
models have been proposed for transversely isotropic materials [14, 15] and for
orthotropic materials [16–18]. However, the results are not so successful as for the
isotropic case.
A significative change in the way the problem is addressed is given in the work
of Sussman and Bathe [19]. In their work, instead of directly assuming a stored
energy function form (i.e. the shape) they interpolate experimental stress-strain
data. In order to interpolate such data they use cubic splines. The key to the
procedure is to solve the equilibrium equation of the particular experiment from
which the stress-strain data is obtained to compute the derivative of the stored
energy function at each point. Once this stored energy function is obtained, it
is of course valid in any other situation, different from the experimental setup.
The main mathematical difficulty is that the equilibrium equation is nonlinear
and mostly recursive. However, the use of an inversion formula originally given by
Kearsley and Zapas [20] provides a gate to the solution of such equation for the
isotropic incompressible case.
The work of Sussman and Bathe [19] was developed for isotropic hyperelastic materials, where the above mentioned material models are often considered
satisfactory if an adequate parameter fitting procedure is performed. However,
the methodology is more far reaching because it can be extended both to incompressible transversely isotropic materials [21] and to incompressible orthotropic
materials under some conditions. For these materials, less satisfactory constitutive
models are available, so the contribution for these two classes of materials is important, specially if the experimental stress-strain data is “exactly” predicted by the
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model. In summary, it is a WYPIWYG (What-You-Prescribe-Is-What-You-Get)
procedure or model.
The extension of the Sussman–Bathe model to incompressible transversely isotropic materials and incompressible orthotropic materials is by no means evident.
The number of experimental curves to prescribe and to be reproduced by this type
of models is three for the transversely isotropic model and six for the orthotropic
model. Thus, the number of distinct equilibrium equation sets from experiments is
three and six respectively. Furthermore, the lack of isotropy invalidates the original
inversion formula of Kearsley and Zapas [20], which must be reformulated for a
more general case [21]. The procedure also requires some stored energy uncoupling
hypothesis in the spirit of (but different from) the Valanis-Landel hypothesis. For
such hypothesis, the use of logarithmic strain measures and a proper understanding
of their components is evident [22]. In Reference [21] we developed the procedure
for transversely isotropic materials, where the excellent capability of the model to
predict actual experimental behavior was apparent. The purpose of the present
manuscript is to extend the procedure to the even more complex orthotropic case.
The layout of the manuscript is as follows. First, in order to bring the manuscript
as self-contained as possible, we briefly review the piecewise nonuniform spline
interpolation (which slightly differs from the one presented in Ref. [21]), the new
inversion formula and the uncoupled form of the stored energy function that we
propose for the orthotropic case. We also pay special attention to the logarithmic
strain and stress measures employed in our orthotropic model. Once the basic
ingredients of the formulation have been introduced, we describe the procedure for
obtaining the different terms of the stored energy from stress-strain experimental
data taken from different typical sets of experiments. Then, through some examples
we show the predictive capabilities of the model. Finally, we include an academic
example to show the finite element implementation of the model and the efficiency
of the algorithm in complex loading situations.
2 Building blocks
In this section we introduce the basic ingredients of the formulation which will
be used in the remaining part of the paper. The understanding of these “building
blocks” is crucial to understand the overall procedure.
2.1 Spline-based piecewise interpolation used in the model
All the functions of the model presented in this work are built using a splinebased interpolation methodology. The aim of this subsection is to show how to
interpolate a set of experimental data points using piecewise cubic splines. The
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procedure detailed herein is valid for non-uniform subintervals, hence it is more
general than the one presented in Ref. [21]. Evidently, for equally spaced points
(abscissae), both procedures coincide.
Let {xi , yi }, with i = 1, ..., N + 1, be the set of points to be interpolated, where
xi usually corresponds to strain measures and yi to stress measures. Cubic splines
interpolate these points by means of cubic polynomials, which will be enforced to
fulfill some smoothness conditions. For each subinterval [xi , xi+1 ], a new normalized variable ξ = (x − xi ) / (xi+1 − xi ) is used, so each one of the interpolating
polynomials, i.e. Pi (ξ) with i = 1, ..., N, is defined in the corresponding uniform
unit-length subinterval [ξi , ξi+1 ] = [0, 1]. The cubic polynomial defined within the
ith subinterval is
Pi (ξ) = ai + bi ξi + ci ξi2 + di ξi3
(1)
0≤ξ≤1
i = 1, ..., N
The piecewise function, formed by N splines, has to fulfill several requirements.
These requirements, together with two extra end conditions, will let us calculate
the 4 × N polynomial coefficients. First of all, simply make
ai = yi

,

i = 1, ..., N

aN + bN + cN + dN = yN +1

(2)

so that the resulting function exactly passes through the measured data points.
Aside, continuity of the function at each break point xi implies that
ai−1 + bi−1 + ci−1 + di−1 = ai

,

i = 2, ..., N

(3)

Continuity of the first and second derivatives of the spline-based function provides
bi−1 + 2ci−1 + 3di−1
bi
=
hi−1
hi
2ci
2ci−1 + 6di−1
= 2
2
hi−1
hi

,

,

i = 2, ..., N
i = 2, ..., N

(4)
(5)

where hi = xi+1 − xi is the length of the subinterval [xi , xi+1 ] and appears in the
two previous equations because the smoothness requirements must be imposed
to the derivatives of the interpolating function with respect to x. Note that for
equally spaced subintervals, hi is the same for i = 1, ..., N and the equations
and the procedure detailed in Ref. [21] are recovered. However, using the present
procedure the intervals do not have to be equal in length. At this point, only
two more equations are needed to close the system. Several end conditions can be
used, such as prescribing the value of the first or second derivatives at both ends
or imposing any specific requirement to the first and last polynomial. The usual
approach is to simply make the second derivative of the 1st and Nth splines equal
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to zero at x1 and xN +1 , respectively (which is known as “natural” end condition),
or also impose third-derivative continuity between the first and second splines at
x2 and between the second to last and last splines at xN . For this last case, the
first (or last) two splines represent the same cubic polynomial, hence the name
“not-a-knot”.
To solve these equations, first note that from Eqs. (3) and (4) we can obtain

hi−1 
ci−1 = 3 (yi − yi−1 ) − 2Yi−1 −
Yi 
hi
(6)
hi−1  i = 2, ..., N

di−1 = −2 (yi − yi−1 ) + Yi−1 +
Yi
hi
where Eq. (2)1 has been used and we have denoted bi = Yi . The substitution of
these two last expressions in Eqs. (5) provides the following N − 1 (i = 2, ..., N)
equations


 2

h2i
hi
hi
h2i
hi
Yi−1 +2
+ 1 Yi +
Yi+1 = −3 2 yi−1 +3
− 1 yi +3yi+1 (7)
h2i−1
hi−1
hi+1
hi−1
h2i−1

where the unknowns are the N +1 values Yi . The equations for i = 1 and i = N +1
are obtained from the selected type of end conditions. For example, for “natural”
end conditions these two equations are
h1
(8)
2Y1 + Y2 = 3 (y2 − y1 )
h2
hN
YN +1 = 3 (yN +1 − yN )
(9)
YN + 2
hN +1

Once the values Y1 , ..., YN +1 are calculated from the previous linear system (or
any other for different end conditions), Equations (6) evaluated for i = 2, ..., N + 1
provide the remaining spline coefficients c1 , ..., cN and d1 , ..., dN . Finally, we note
that the value assigned to hN +1 , which appears in the previous equations and
which is initially unknown, is arbitrary and that the solution coefficients obtained
are independent of the selected value for hN +1 . One possible choice is just to take
hN +1 = hN .
2.2 The inversion formula
In this paper we will have to solve a particular type of equations in which the
unknown function cannot directly be factored out. In these cases, an “inversion
formula” (see Refs. [19, 21]) is to be used.
The type of these specific equations is as follows. Consider two known functions f (x) and y (x), which relates to another unknown function g (x) through the
following equation
f (x) = g (x) − g (y (x))
(10)
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all the functions being continuous in all the domain of interest. Then, obviously
f (x) = g (x) − g (y (x))



f (y (x)) = g (y (x)) − g y (2) (x)
..
.



(K)
f y (x) = g y (K) (x) − g y (K+1) (x)

(11)
(12)

(13)

where the notation y (k) (x) has been used to denote the kth recursive composition
of function y (x), that is
y (k) (x) = y(y(...(y(x))...))
| {z }

k≥1

(14)

k

For k = 0, the convention y (0) (x) = x is taken.
The sum of both sides of the set of Eqs. (11)–(13) provides the still implicit
relation
K
X


f y (k) (x) = g (x) − g y (K+1) (x)
(15)
k=0


which yields an explicit, useful, solution for g (x) if lim g y (K) (x) = 0, i.e.
K→∞

g (x) =

∞
X

f y (k) (x)

k=0



(16)

As we will see below, the functions f (x), y (x) and g (x) that we will employ are
such that f (0) = 0, |y (x)| < |x| and g (0) = 0. Therefore, g y (∞) (x) = g (0) = 0
and Eq. (16) can effectively be regarded an exact solution of Eq. (10).
The elegant form Eq. (16) is due to Sussman, who improved our original proposal (Ref. [21]).
2.3 Assumed uncoupled decomposition of the stored energy function
In Ref. [21], motivated by the initial work of Sussman and Bathe for incompressible
isotropic hyperelastic materials [19], we present a spline-based strain energy description separable in terms of logarithmic strains to model isochoric transversely
isotropic materials. In that work, we take advantage of the assumed additive decomposition of the stored energy function, the spline interpolation methodology
and the application of the inversion formula, to reproduce very accurately (exactly
in practical cases) the measured stress-strain data points obtained from experiments. Several possibilities of user-prescribed experimental curves are allowed as
input data to define the model, which are properly addressed therein.
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In this subsection, we extend the uncoupled formulation presented in Ref. [21]
to orthotropic symmetry conditions. We will see within next sections that, with
the proposed extension, the model is capable of providing a very good fitting for a
set of six experimental curves, which will be used to entirely define our orthotropic
model.
The orthotropic nature of a material is characterized by the existence of three
orthogonal symmetry planes with respect to which the mechanical behavior of
the material preserves the symmetries. The unit normal vectors to those planes
form a right-handed basis X pr = {e1 , e2 , e3 } = {a0 , b0 , c0 } defining the preferred
orthotropic directions in the reference material configuration. Obviously, this direction dependence has to be included into the energy function for these type of
materials in order to be able to reproduce the corresponding symmetries and to
fulfill the required invariance principles. Since c0 = a0 × b0 , the explicit dependence of the hyperelastic strain energy function reduces to W (E, a0 , b0 ), where
in our case E is the material logarithmic (Hencky) strain tensor for the considered isochoric deformation, and W (E, a0 , b0 ) can be regarded a function of seven
invariants expressed in terms of the components of E in the preferred orthotropy
directions X pr (cf. Ref. [3]), that is
2
2
2
W = W(E11 , E22 , E33 , E12
, E23
, E31
, E12 E23 E31 )

(17)

where Eij = ei · Eej , with i, j = {1, 2, 3}. Due to the incompressibility constraint
tr(E) = E : I = E11 +E22 +E33 = 0 and the list of independent invariants reduces
to six. The fully uncoupled decomposition of the strain energy function that we
propose is separable in terms of six of these seven invariants and it reads
W = ω11 (E11 ) + ω22 (E22 ) + ω33 (E33 ) + 2ω12 (E12 ) + 2ω23 (E23 ) + 2ω31 (E31 ) (18)
where the terms ωij for i 6= j are required to be symmetric functions and where the
dependence on the shear-strain-coupled-invariant E12 E23 E31 is not included. The
six different functions involved in Eq. (18) can be determined from a proper set of
six user-prescribed curves obtained from experimental testing, as it is explained
below. Regarding this decomposition, note that the number of (initially unknown)
independent functions coincide with the number of independent material parameters which define the fully uncoupled isochoric behavior of orthotropic materials
within the small strain framework. Also, it can be observed that for finite deformations in which the principal directions of strain are coincident with the preferred
material directions, Eq. (18) reduces to
W = ω11 (E1 ) + ω22 (E2 ) + ω33 (E3 )

(19)

which can be considered a generalization of the Valanis-Landel hypothesis (see
Refs. [3, 23]) applicable to incompressible orthotropic hyperelastic materials. Advantage of this fact can be taken in order to isolate the components of the strain
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energy function (we note that the adoption of the form of Eq. (18) means a special
(un)coupling of the different terms). However, a further motivation for the choice
of the decomposition given in Eq. (18) (additive, with uncoupled addends in terms
of logarithmic strain components and non-dependent on E12 E23 E31 ) will be apparent in Section 4.1, where we show that it exactly applies in some specific cases.
Then in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we show the very good prediction capability of this
model. For the sake of simplicity, symmetry considerations in Eq. (18) have not
been explicitly written. We take them into consideration in Section 2.5, where the
spectral decomposition of second-order stress tensors and fourth-order elasticity
tensors are obtained.
2.4 The stress tensor work-conjugate to the logarithmic strain tensor
Let 0 V and t V be the original volume and deformed volume at time t of a body, respectively. A point representing an infinitesimal volume is denoted in the reference
configuration by 0 x, and in the current configuration by
t

x=

0

x + tu

(20)

where t u are the displacements at time t. The deformation gradient is defined by
t
0X

∂tx
= 0
∂ x

(21)

—note that frequently this tensor is denoted by F but we use the notation of
Refs. [1] and [2]. Consider also the Right Polar Decomposition of the deformation
gradient
t
t
t
(22)
0X = 0R 0U
where t0 R is the rotation tensor and t0 U is the material stretch tensor. Work conjugacy may be very easily motivated by the existence of a stored energy W per
unit reference volume 0 V and by the mechanical power conservation principle (in
the equations to follow we omit the time left-indices)
P = Ẇ = S : Ȧ = T : Ė

(23)

where A = 1/2(X T X − I) is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, S = ∂W/∂A
is the Second Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor, E = ln U is the already mentioned
Hencky strain tensor and T = ∂W/∂E is the Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor,
which is work-conjugate of E in the most general anisotropic case. Note that the
preferred directions {a0 , b0 , c0 } are assumed to remain constant in the material
configuration and that possible additional terms to be considered in Eq. (23) due
to the rotation of the anisotropy axes are not considered herein. For a detailed
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understanding of these additional terms in the context of large strain anisotropic
elastoplasticity, the reader is referred to Refs. [4] and [24].
There exist a mapping between the stress tensors S and T . This mapping can
be easily obtained from the comparison of tensors Ȧ and Ė expressed in spectral
form, which yields (cf. Ref. [5])
Ȧ =

∂A
: Ė
: Ė = MȦ
Ė
∂E

(24)

3 X
3
X
X
λ2j − λ2i
∂A
2
Ȧ
λi M i ⊗ M i +
= MĖ =
M Sij ⊗ M Sij
∂E
2
(ln
λ
−
ln
λ
)
j
i
i=1
i=1

(25)

j6=i

where λi are the principal stretches and

1
(N i ⊗ N j + N j ⊗ N i ) = M Sji
2
M i = M Sii = N i ⊗ N i

M Sij =

(26)
(27)

are expressed in terms of the principal directions of deformation in the material
has minor and major symmetries and can,
description N i . Note that the tensor MȦ
Ė
therefore, be stored in the common compact form used for constitutive tensors.
For the special case of λi = λj for i 6= j, the following result is to be used
λ2j − λ2i
lim
= λ2i
λj →λi 2 (ln λj − ln λi )

(28)

Hence, using Eqs. (23) and (24) we obtain
 


Ȧ
:
Ė
=
S
:
M
S : MȦ
: Ė = T : Ė
Ė
Ė
⇒

⇒

(29)

:S
= MȦ
T = S : MȦ
Ė
Ė

A relationship between the Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor T and the rotated Kirchhoff stress tensor τ̄ = RT τ R (τ = Jσ being the Kirchhoff stress
tensor, J = det X the jacobian determinant of the deformation and σ the Cauchy
stress tensor) is obtained if we re-write the stress power, Equation (23), as
P = Ẇ = T : Ė = τ̄ : d¯

(30)

¯
d¯ = MdȦ : Ȧ

(31)

where d¯ = RT dR is the rotated deformation rate tensor, which is power-conjugate
−1
of τ̄ . Since d = X −T ȦX then
¯

where the full symmetric fourth-order mapping tensor MdȦ is



1 −1 −1
¯
−1
MdȦ
=
Uik Ujl + Uil−1 Ujk
ijkl
2
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The spectral decomposition of the tensor MdȦ may be readily obtained from Eq.
(32) using the components of U −1 in the Lagrangian basis, giving as a result
¯
MdȦ

=

3 X
3
X
i=1 j=1

S
S
−1
λ−1
i λj M ij ⊗ M ij

(33)

By simply substitution of Eqs. (31), first, and (24), then, in Eq. (30) we obtain
 


¯
¯
τ̄ : d¯ = τ̄ : MdȦ : Ȧ = τ̄ : MdĖ : Ė
(34)
¯

¯

obtained from the spectral
where the geometric mapping tensor MdĖ = MdȦ : MȦ
Ė
Ȧ
d¯
forms of MȦ and MĖ is
¯
MdĖ

=

3
X
i=1

Mi ⊗ Mi +

with
lim

λj →λi

3 X
X
i=1

λ2j − λ2i
M Sij ⊗ M Sij
2λ
λ
(ln
λ
−
ln
λ
)
i j
j
i
j6=i

λ2j − λ2i
=1
2λi λj (ln λj − ln λi )

(35)

(36)

The comparison of Eqs. (30) and (34) provides
¯

¯

T = τ̄ : MdĖ = MdĖ : τ̄

(37)

Finally, projecting T and τ̄ in the principal material strain directions N i and
combining Eqs. (35) and (37), we get the following useful relations between the
components of both tensors in the Lagrangian strain basis
Tij = τ̄ij

if i = j

λ2j − λ2i
Tij =
τ̄ij if i 6= j
2λi λj (ln λj − ln λi )

(38)

2.5 Elastic tangent moduli
The model presented in Section 2.3 is well suited to be implemented in a Finite
Element Analysis code. Frequently, the treatment of the incompressible hyperelastic model is based on a penalty method in which a relatively high volumetric
stiffness contribution is added to the isochoric strain energy function given in Eq.
(18), providing a behavior that can be considered as slightly compressible. The
value assigned to the penalty parameter will determine the accuracy of the results
in terms of incompressibility.
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To this end, the logarithmic strain tensor E is split into its (additive) isochoric
and volumetric parts
E = E iso + E vol
1
1
1
E vol = (ln J) I = (trE) I = (E : I) I
3
3
3

1
E iso = E − E vol = IS − I ⊗ I : E = PS : E
3

(39)
(40)
(41)

where J = det(X) and ISijkl = 1/2 (δik δjl + δil δjk ) is the fourth-order identity
tensor with minor and major symmetries. The deviatoric projector tensor PS =
IS − 1/3 (I ⊗ I), defined in terms of full symmetric tensors IS and I ⊗ I, preserves
the symmetries. The stored energy function, represented by Ψ (E), is then written
as

Ψ (E) = W E iso , a0 , b0 + U (J)
(42)

where W(E iso , a0 , b0 ), as given in Eq. (18), represents the pure isochoric contribution to the strain energy and U (J), for which a typical explicit form is given in
the examples below, represents the pure volumetric contribution to Ψ (E).
Using the additive decomposition of Eq. (42), the Generalized Kirchhoff stress
tensor T = ∂Ψ/∂E can be calculated as T = T iso + T vol , with
∂W ∂E iso
∂W
∂W
=
=
: PS
iso :
∂E
∂E
∂E
∂E iso
∂U ∂J ∂ (ln J)
dU
∂U
=
=J
I
=
∂E
∂J ∂ (ln J) ∂E
dJ

T iso =

(43)

T vol

(44)

The specific form of the strain energy Eq. (18) yields the following expression for
the stress-like symmetric tensor ∂W/∂E iso projected in the preferred orthotropic
directions X pr = {e1 , e2 , e3 } = {a0 , b0 , c0 }
3

3

X X dωij (Eijiso )
∂W
LSij
=
iso
iso
dE
∂E
ij
i=1 j=1
where

(45)

1
(ei ⊗ ej + ej ⊗ ei )
(46)
2
Note that we consider the inherent (symmetry) relations 2ωij (Eijiso ) = ωij (Eijiso ) +
iso
ωji (Eji
) for i 6= j in Eq. (18) before carrying out the differentiation ∂W/∂E iso .
The Second Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor is obtained from the inverse mapping
of Eq. (29)
∂E
∂Ψ ∂E
S=T :
=
:
(47)
∂A
∂E ∂A
LSij =
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. It is straightforward to obtain the spectral form of this
where ∂E/∂A = MĖ
Ȧ
= IS
: MȦ
mapping tensor using Eq. (25) and the identity MĖ
Ė
Ȧ
3

3

X
XX 2 (ln λj − ln λi )
∂E
−2
M Sij ⊗ M Sij
=
λ
M
⊗
M
+
= MĖ
i
i
i
2
2
Ȧ
∂A
λ
−
λ
j
i
i=1
i=1 j6=i

(48)

The elasticity tensor in the material description is then obtained by the formal
application of the chain rule over the tensor S given in Eq. (47)
C=

∂E
∂2Ψ
∂E
∂Ψ
∂2E
∂S
=
:
:
+
:
∂A
∂A ∂E∂E ∂A ∂E ∂A∂A

(49)

which, obviously, can also be split into its isochoric and volumetric parts C =
Ciso + Cvol . Expressions for both ∂E/∂A (which major symmetry has been taken
into account in Eq. (49)) and ∂Ψ/∂E = T = T iso +T vol have just been given above.
In what follows, we provide expressions for the remaining tensors in Eq. (49), that
is, the fourth-order moduli tensor ∂ 2 Ψ/∂E∂E and the sixth-order mapping tensor
∂ 2 E/∂A∂A.
The elasticity tensor ∂ 2 Ψ/∂E∂E is obtained from our model by means of
∂2Ψ
∂T
∂T iso ∂T vol
=
=
+
∂E∂E
∂E
∂E
∂E

(50)

Using Eqs. (43) and (44), we get
∂2W
∂2W
∂T iso
S
=
= PS :
iso
iso : P
∂E
∂E∂E
∂E
∂E


2
∂T vol
∂2U
dU
2d U
=
= J
+J
I⊗I
∂E
∂E∂E
dJ
dJ 2

(51)
(52)

where the second gradient tensor ∂ 2 W/∂E iso ∂E iso can be calculated in terms of
the second derivatives of the strain energy terms ωij , i.e.
3 X
3
X
d2 ωij (Eijiso ) S
∂2W
=
Lij ⊗ LSij
iso 2
(dE
)
∂E iso ∂E iso
ij
i=1 j=1

(53)

Although full symmetries are directly imposed to the tensor ∂ 2 W/∂E iso ∂E iso in
Eq. (53) (by means of the use of the basis tensors LSij ⊗LSij ), note that the isochoric
strain energy function given in Eq. (18) would also provide all these symmetries if
iso
)/2. However, we do not adopt
its arguments were written as Eijiso = (Eijiso + Eji
this full-symmetric notation for gaining simplicity throughout the text.
The last tensorial expression we provide is that of the sixth-order purely geometrical tensor ∂ 2 E/∂A∂A. This is also a (geometrical) mapping tensor, which
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relates the rate of the mapping ∂E/∂A and the rate of the Green-Lagrange strain
tensor A, i.e.
  
∂2E
∂E
=
: Ȧ
(54)
∂A
∂A∂A
This sixth-order tensor can be entirely determined following a similar procedure to
that inferred from Ref. [3] (where the result for the sixth-order tensor ∂ 2 A/∂U ∂U
is provided), that is, by means of the comparison of the spectral forms of the
rates of both ∂E/∂A and A. Alternatively, this tensor can be obtained by direct
derivation, as Miehe and Lambrecht show in Ref. [25]. However, to be more concise,
we only give herein the expression of the second addend of Eq. (49), i.e. T :
(∂ 2 E/∂A∂A) = (∂ 2 E/∂A∂A) : T , which can directly
efficiently) be
PP(and more
implemented in the finite elements code. Using T =
Tij M Sij , the fourth-order
tensor (∂ 2 E/∂A∂A) : T is found to be
3

X
∂2E
F (λi ) Tii M i ⊗ M i
:T =
∂A∂A
i=1
+

3 X
X
i=1 j6=i

+

3 X
X

(55)

G (λi , λj ) Tii M Sij ⊗ M Sij

(56)

G (λi , λj ) Tij LSiij

(57)

i=1 j6=i

where

3 X X
X
1
H (λi , λj , λk ) Tik LSijk
+
2
i=1 j6=i j6=k6=i

LSijk = M Sij ⊗ M Sjk + M Sjk ⊗ M Sij
2
F (λi ) = − 4
λi
8 (log λj − log λi ) − 4Λij /λ2i
G (λi , λj ) =
Λ2ij
−Λjk log λi − Λki log λj − Λij log λk
H (λi , λj , λk ) = 8
Λij Λjk Λki

(58)

(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)

with Λij = λ2j −λ2i . From Eq. (62), it can be seen that H (λi , λj , λk ) = H (λj , λi , λk ) =
H (λi , λk , λj ) = H (λk , λj , λi ). However, note that G (λi , λj ) 6= G (λj , λi ). Also, it is
straightforward to compute the special cases when two or three principal stretches
converge to the same value
H (λi , λj , λk → λi ) = G (λi , λj )
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H (λi , λj → λi , λk → λi ) = G (λi , λj → λi ) = F (λi )

(64)

Using the symmetric dependences of H (λi , λj , λk ), other equivalent results to Eq.
(63) hold. We note that each term of the summation given in Eqs. (55)–(58)
presents minor and major symmetries, so the final result obtained for (∂ 2 E/∂A∂A) :
T preserves them.
Hence, as a summary, the elasticity tensor C = Ciso + Cvol is
∂E ∂T iso ∂E
∂2E
:
:
+
: T iso
∂A ∂E
∂A ∂A∂A
∂2E
∂E ∂T vol ∂E
:
:
+
: T vol
=
∂A ∂E
∂A ∂A∂A

Ciso =

(65)

Cvol

(66)

where all the needed expressions to compute these tensors are provided above.
3 Strain-energy function determination from experimental data
In this section we explain the procedure to obtain the different terms that are
present in the isochoric strain energy function given in Eq. (18) from experimental
measures. Some of the concepts reviewed in the previous sections will be used.
As mentioned above, six experimental curves are needed to entirely determine the
strain energy function W of Eq. (18). Three of these curves will be used to calculate
the axial terms ωii (i = 1, 2, 3) of W using the particular case given by Eq. (19)
and the other three curves to determine the shear terms ωij (i 6= j).
3.1 Determination of ωii (i = 1, 2, 3)
The three longitudinal contributions ωii to the strain energy W can be obtained
from several sets of experimental data points. We present here the two of them
which we consider more usual and relevant.
3.1.1 Two independent uniaxial tests in two orthotropic directions
In this case, the measured data points are obtained from two tension-compression
uniaxial tests performed along two preferred directions of the material, which we
choose to be the directions e1 and e2 . In both cases, since the principal directions
of deformation are the orthotropic material directions, all the stress and strain
tensors have the same eigenvectors, i.e. Tij = τ̄ij = 0 for i 6= j in Eq. (38), and
hence both T and τ̄ are coincident in these particular load cases. Furthermore,
since the tested material is assumed to be completely incompressible, the Jacobian
determinant is J = λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1 and T is also coincident with the rotated Cauchy
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stress tensor σ̄ = τ̄ /J = τ̄ . Obviously, there is no rotation in these deformation
states, so R = I and σ = T .
Then, for these purely isochoric states of deformation, in which the constraint
E = E iso is enforced (note the difference with the nearly incompressible case
detailed in Section 2.5), we obtain

σ=T =

∂W
+ pI
∂E

(67)

where p represents a hydrostatic pressure required to maintain incompressibility,
which must be calculated by means of equilibrium equations and proper boundary conditions. In view of this last equation and of decomposition Eq. (18), the
principal Cauchy stresses, measured in the reference system X pr , are

σ1 =

dω11 (E1 )
+p
dE1

σ2 =

dω22 (E2 )
+p
dE2

σ3 =

dω33 (E3 )
+p
dE3

(68)

where E1 , E2 and E3 (principal logarithmic strains) are subjected to the incompressibility condition E1 + E2 + E3 = 0.
In what follows, we will add the superscripts 1 or 2 to the variables measured
in (or associated to) the tests performed in direction e1 or e2 , respectively. The
measures (pairs) to be taken from the uniaxial test in direction e1 are the axial
strain-stress data points {Ẽ11 , σ̃11 } and the longitudinal-transverse strains {Ẽ11 , Ẽ21 }.
From the second test, the strain-stress data points {Ẽ22 , σ̃22 } are required only. The
tilde decoration is used to denote discrete data values associated to the tests.
In the case of infinitesimal linear orthotropic elasticity, these experimental data
points would yield the Young’s modulus EY1 and the Poisson’s ratio ν12 from the
first uniaxial test and the Young’s modulus EY2 from the second test. Due to
the incompressible behavior, the remaining Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratios
are no longer arbitrary and would be easily calculated in terms of these three
independent material constants obtained from the experiments (the corresponding
relationships are detailed in Section 4.1).
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For the general case, Eqs. (68) yield for the test in direction e1
σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ) =

0=

0=

dω11 (E1 )
dE1

dω22 (E2 )
dE2

Ẽ21

dω33 (E3 )
dE3

Ẽ31

+p
Ẽ11

+p

(69)

+p

where the normal Cauchy stresses in both transversal directions have been made
equal to zero and the transverse strains in direction e3 are
Ẽ31 = −Ẽ11 − Ẽ21

(70)

which are known values obtained from the incompressibility constraint Ẽ11 + Ẽ21 +
Ẽ31 = 0. Factoring out the pressure from Eqs. (69), they can be rewritten as
′
′
σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ) = ω11
(Ẽ11 ) − ω22
(Ẽ21 )

(71)

′
′
(Ẽ31 )
ω22
(Ẽ21 ) = ω33

(72)

For the test in direction e2 , proceeding in the same way as before, the corresponding equilibrium equations are
′
′
σ̃22 (Ẽ22 ) = ω22
(Ẽ22 ) − ω11
(Ẽ12 )

(73)

′
′
ω11
(Ẽ12 ) = ω33
(Ẽ32 )

(74)

where in this occasion, unlike the test in direction e1 , the transverse strains Ẽ12
and Ẽ32 remain undetermined. However, they are restricted to Ẽ12 + Ẽ22 + Ẽ32 = 0.
Finally, if we want our model to reproduce the third possible uniaxial test
performed on the material, i.e. in direction e3 , the compatibility equation corresponding to this hypothetical test has to be considered, that is
′
′
ω11
(Ẽ13 ) = ω22
(Ẽ23 )

(75)

in which, again, the transverse strains Ẽ13 and Ẽ23 are unknown, although they
relate through Ẽ13 + Ẽ23 + Ẽ33 = 0. Without loss of generality, the values of the
longitudinal strains for this third uniaxial test may be taken to be Ẽ33 = Ẽ11 . Note
that the equilibrium equation in direction e3 is not needed in this case because
σ̃33 (Ẽ33 ) is assumed to be unknown. The strain-stress distribution σ̃33 (Ẽ33 ) is to be
′
′
′
predicted by the model once the first derivative functions ω11
, ω22
and ω33
are
obtained by means of the “best” fulfilling (in a least-squares sense) of Eqs. (71)–
(75). The computational procedure is as follows.
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First of all, the discrete distributions of experimental points σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ), Ẽ21 (Ẽ11 )
and σ̃22 (Ẽ22 ) are interpolated using non-uniform piecewise cubic splines (cf. Section
2.1), which we denote as σ11 (E11 ), E21 (E11 ) and σ22 (E22 ), respectively. Then, to increase numerical efficiency when the spline-based functions are evaluated during
1
1
2
2
the finite element computations, the domains [Ẽ1min
, Ẽ1max
], [Ẽ2min
, Ẽ2max
] and
3
3
[Ẽ3min , Ẽ3max ] are divided into N1 , N2 and N3 uniform intervals, which define the
new N1 + 1, N2 + 1 and N3 + 1 points of Ē11 , Ē22 and Ē33 , respectively (note the
bar decoration to emphasize the new strain discrete distributions). Second, we assume specific distributions (with their associated spline-based representations) of
the transverse strains for the real second test, Ê12 (E22 ), and the hypothetical third
test, Ê13 (E33 ), depending on a finite number of unknown parameters, which will
be determined as a part of the final solution. The hat decoration will be used to
indicate that a variable is being assumed or that a function is calculated using
an assumed distribution. For example, the linear dependences Ê12 = −ν̂21 E22 and
Ê13 = −ν̂31 E33 may be proposed, ν̂21 and ν̂31 being constant Poisson’s ratios defined within the logarithmic strain space. The remaining transverse strains may
be obtained by means of the incompressibility conditions.
Then, in a similar way as we did in Ref. [21], we combine Eqs. (71) and (75) to
arrive at an equation which adopts the specific form of Eq. (10), i.e.
′
′
σ11 (Ē11 ) = ω̂11
(Ē11 ) − ω̂11
(ŷ(Ē11 ))

(76)

which solution for each point Ē11 may be expressed as in Eq. (16)
′
(Ē11 )
ω̂11

=

∞
X

σ11 ŷ (k) Ē11

k=0



(77)

and calculated within any desired accuracy. In the previous two equations, the
function ŷ(E11 ) = Ê13 (E21 (E11 )) is the composite function which results from the
insertion of the spline function E21 (E11 ), known from the first test, as the argument
of the spline function Ê13 (Ê23 ), assumed from the third one. As explained above, the
mathematical constraint |ŷ(E11 )| < |E11 | must be satisfied so that the summation
(77) converges to a finite value for each strain Ê11 . Most orthotropic materials fulfill
this requirement. However, if Eq. (77) is non-convergent due to this reason, it can
be shown that this other inversion formula may be applied for those particular
cases
∞

X

′
1
σ11 ĥ(k) Ē11
(78)
ω̂11 (Ē1 ) = −
k=1

where ĥ (x) represents the inverse function of ŷ (x), i.e. ĥ (x) = ŷ −1 (x).
′
Subsequently, from the N1 + 1 values ω̂11
(Ē11 ), the construction of the corre′
sponding piecewise spline function ω̂11
(E1 ) is carried out. Then, Eq. (73) provides
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the N2 + 1 values

′
′
ω̂22
(Ē22 ) = σ22 (Ē22 ) + ω̂11
(Ê12 (Ē22 ))

Ê12 (E22 ),

′
ω̂11
(E11 )

(79)

σ22 (E22 )

where the splines
and
are to be used. The spline-based
′
′
function ω̂22
(E2 ) can be built using the N2 + 1 computed values ω̂22
(Ē22 ). At this
′
point, only the function ω̂33
remains to be determined. This function can be obtained, for example, from Eq. (72)
′
′
ω̂33
(E31 (Ē11 )) = ω̂22
(E21 (Ē11 ))

(80)

′
This last equation evaluated at the N1 +1 points Ē11 provides N1 +1 values ω̂33
(Ē31 ),
′
which can be interpolated to give the remaining piecewise spline function ω̂33
(E3 )
3
3
as a result, restricted to the given interval [Ẽ1min , Ẽ1max ].
′
′
′
Once the three first derivative functions ω̂11
(E1 ), ω̂22
(E2 ) and ω̂33
(E3 ) corre2
2
3
3
sponding to the assumed distributions Ê1 (E2 ) and Ê1 (E3 ) have been calculated
using Eqs. (71)–(73), the error associated to the fulfillment of Eqs. (74) and (75)
(note that Eq. (75) has been used to be inserted in Eq. (71) but then it has not
been enforced) can be computed as




2
′
2
2
′
2
2
err2 (Ē2 ) = ω̂11 Ê1 (Ē2 ) − ω̂33 Ê3 (Ē2 )
(81)




′
′
err3 (Ē33 ) = ω̂11
Ê13 (Ē33 ) − ω̂22
Ê23 (Ē33 )
(82)

and evaluated for the N2 + 1 and N3 + 1 strain values Ē22 and Ē33 . Hence, the
value of the parameters which define the distributions Ê12 (E22 ) and Ê13 (E33 ) and
that minimize the objective function
Ŝ =

N
2 +1
X

2

(err2 (i)) +

i=1

N
3 +1
X

(err3 (j))2

(83)

j=1

will provide the best approximated solution (in a least-squares sense and within the
space defined by the chosen form for the assumed transverse strain distributions) of
the governing Eqs. (71)–(75). Note that only in this last equation the superindex 2
represents a power of order two. In order to compute optimum values for Eq. (83),
we have used the Gauss-Newton procedure, which converged in very few iterations.
The initial guess was obtained from initial (infinitesimal) equivalent Poisson values.
In our numerical tests, the same minimum was always obtained using other initial
guesses in a rather wide window centered in the mentioned values. However, we
note that it is possible to obtain other minima far from that solution in which
cases the solutions may not be so optimal in replicating the experimental data.
Furthermore, we note that Eq. (83) is a compromise we took in fulfilling the system
of equations, but there are many other possibilities as well.
Table 1 summarizes the overall procedure to obtain the first derivative functions
′
′
′
ω11
(E1 ), ω22
(E2 ) and ω33
(E3 ).
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Table 1 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.1.1

′
′
′
Calculation of ω11
(E1 ), ω22
(E2 ), ω33
(E3 ). First case.

1. Experimental data: σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ), Ẽ21 (Ẽ11 ) and σ̃22 (Ẽ22 ) from two
tension-compression uniaxial tests (directions e1 and e2 ).
2. Build (non-uniform) spline-based functions: σ11 (E11 ), E21 (E11 ) and σ22 (E22 ).
3. Assume Ẽ33 = Ẽ11 and define new N1 + 1, N2 + 1 and N3 + 1 uniformly
distributed points Ē11 , Ē22 and Ē33 within their respective domains.
4. Propose two distributions Ê12 (E22 ) and Ê13 (E33 ) depending on several
parameters that you freely specify and build the required spline functions.
′
5. For each strain measure Ē11 , calculate ω̂11
(Ē11 ) with Eq.(77)
(or Eq. (78)) where ŷ(E11 ) is composed by Ê13 (Ê23 ) and E21 (E11 ).
′
′
6. With all the values ω̂11
(Ē11 ) compute the uniform spline function ω̂11
(E1 ).
′
2
′
1
7. Obtain ω̂22 (Ē2 ) and ω̂33 (Ē3 ) using Eqs. (79) and (80)
′
′
and build the associated uniform spline functions ω22
(E2 ) and ω33
(E3 ).
8. Minimize the function Eq. (83) to find the values of the parameters
which provide the best approximated solution of the Eqs. (71)–(75).

It is possible that some spline-based functions defined in this section were
needed to be evaluated beyond their lower and/or upper abscissa limits. In these
cases, the spline functions may be extrapolated in order to obtain the required
values. These (linear, quadratic or cubic) extrapolations should be considered during both the spline function determination (Table 1) and the later Finite Element
Analysis.
3.1.2 Three independent uniaxial tests in the three preferred directions
In this case, the measured data points are obtained from three tension-compression
uniaxial tests performed along the three preferred directions of the material, i.e. e1 ,
e2 and e3 . The required experimental distributions are the respective axial strainstress data points {Ẽ11 , σ̃11 }, {Ẽ22 , σ̃22 } and {Ẽ33 , σ̃33 }. Note that these experimental
data measures are equivalent to provide the three independent Young’s moduli
EY1 , EY2 and EY 3 within the small strain and linear elasticity context.
The governing equations for this case are the same set of equations as for the
case explained in Section 3.1.1, i.e. Eqs. (71)–(75), plus the additional equilibrium
equation involving the strain-stress distribution σ̃33 (Ẽ33 ), which was irrelevant in
the previous subsection. Herein, σ̃33 (Ẽ33 ) is part of the initial experimental data
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Table 2 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.1.2

′
′
′
Calculation of ω11
(E1 ), ω22
(E2 ), ω33
(E3 ). Second case.

1. Experimental data: σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ), σ22 (Ẽ22 ) and σ̃33 (Ẽ33 ) from three
tension-compression uniaxial tests (directions e1 , e2 and e3 ).
2. Build (non-uniform) spline-based functions: σ11 (E11 ), σ22 (E22 ) and σ33 (E33 ).
3. Define new N1 + 1, N2 + 1 and N3 + 1 uniformly distributed points
Ē11 , Ē22 and Ē33 within their respective domains.
4. Propose 3 distributions Ê21 (E11 ), Ê12 (E22 ) and Ê13 (E33 ) depending on several
parameters that you freely specify and build the required spline functions.
′
5. For each strain measure Ē11 , calculate ω̂11
(Ē11 ) with Eq.(77)
(or Eq. (78)) where ŷ(E11 ) is composed by Ê13 (Ê23 ) and Ê21 (E11 ).
′
′
6. With all the values ω̂11
(Ē11 ) compute the uniform spline function ω̂11
(E1 ).
′
2
′
3
7. Obtain ω̂22 (Ē2 ) and ω̂33 (Ē3 ) using Eqs. (79) and (85)
′
′
and build the associated uniform spline functions ω22
(E2 ) and ω33
(E3 ).
8. Minimize the function Eq. (86) to find the values of the parameters
which provide the best approximated solution of Eqs. (71)–(75) and (84).

and the following equilibrium equation must be taken into account
′
′
σ̃33 (Ẽ33 ) = ω33
(Ẽ33 ) − ω11
(Ẽ13 )

(84)

The procedure to solve the system formed by Eqs. (71)–(75) and Eq. (84) is similar
to the methodology presented in the previous subsection. The only differences are
′
that the transverse strains for the first test will also be assumed, that ω̂33
(E3 ) will
be calculated in this occasion through Eq. (84), i.e.
′
′
ω̂33
(Ē33 ) = σ33 (Ē33 ) + ω̂11
(Ê13 (Ē33 ))

(85)

and that the objective function will be
Ŝ =

N
1 +1
X

(err1 (i))2 +

i=1

(err2 (j))2 +

j=1

where
err1 (Ē11 )

N
2 +1
X

=

′
ω̂22

N
3 +1
X

(err3 (k))2

(86)

k=1





1
1
1
1
′
Ê2 (Ē1 ) − ω̂33 Ê3 (Ē1 )

(87)

Hence, we directly proceed to give a step-by-step implementation in Table 2 of the
overall algorithm corresponding to this case.
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3.2 Determination of ωij (i 6= j)
In Ref. [21] we describe two different procedures to obtain a shear term of the type
ωij . One method requires experimental data measures from a pure shear test and
the other procedure needs input data obtained from a simple shear test. In this
case, following similar steps, three simple shear tests could be used to calculate the
three different functions ωij present in Eq. (18). However, because of the simplicity
of this procedure, we only present herein the methodology to determine them if
the experimental data are obtained from three specific pure shear tests.
Following the same lines given in Ref. [21], we show next that some specific
biaxial tests performed over the orthotropic material being modelled lead to pure
shear state representations for logarithmic strains in certain reference frames. We
will further see that the use of our hyperelastic model predicts associated pure
shear state representations for the Cauchy stresses. Hence the determination of
the first derivative functions ωij′ is a very simple and direct task.
Three biaxial tests are required. In each one of them, two preferred material
directions are involved. We denote the variables measured in (or associated to) the
test performed in the plane defined by directions ei and ej with the superscript
ij = 12, 23, 31, which in turn will provide the first derivative spline-based function
ωij′ . For the test ij, Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate the orientation of the reference
configuration and the deformation being imposed to the material, respectively.
As it can be seen, the test is performed in material (and spatial) principal strain
directions N i and N j . The direction N i is loaded in tension and the direction
ij
N j in compression in order to achieve the prescribed stretches λij
i > 1 and λj =
1/λij
i . We consider a plane stress state in which the faces of the body normal to
the direction ek = N k (i 6= k 6= j) are free from tractions. Note also that the
preferred directions ei and ej are initially oriented clockwise 45o with respect to
the principal strain directions N i and N j . Then, a pure shear state for strains
may be analyzed using the system of representation X pr , see Figures 1(c) and 1(d).
ij
The required experimental data are the measured points (λ̃ij
i , σ̃i ) or, equivalently,
the distribution σ̃iij (Ẽiij ), where σ̃iij is the normal Cauchy stress acting on the face
normal to N i and Ẽiij = ln λ̃ij
i is the axial logarithmic principal strain in that
direction.
In the homogeneous deformation state depicted in Figure 1, the Hencky strain
tensor E expressed in the basis of principal stretches {N i , N j , N k } is
 ij

Ei
0 0
[E]N = ln [U ]N =  0 −Eiij 0 
(88)
0
0 0
ij
ij
ij
ij
where Ejij = ln λij
j = ln(1/λi ) = −Ei and the result Ek = ln λk = ln 1 = 0
emerges as a consequence of the isochoric motion being imposed on the plane
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Fig. 1 Pure shear test in the plane ij = 12, 23, 31. From left upper corner clockwise: (a) Reference configuration
represented in principal strain basis {N i , N j , N k } (i 6= k 6= j). (b) Kinematics of deformation in the biaxial test,
with corresponding principal stretches. (c) State of deformation (pure shear state) described in material reference
frame X pr . (d) Reference configuration represented in X pr . ei and ej define the orientation of the material
preferred directions (clockwise 45 degrees with respect to N i and N j , respectively)

ij ij
{N i , N j } and the incompressibility constraint λij
i λj λk = 1. The projection of this
strain tensor into the basis X pr = {ei , ej , ek } provides the pure shear description


0 Eiij 0
[E]X pr =  Eiij 0 0 
(89)
0 0 0

Therefore, the only non-zero component of the logarithmic strain tensor that takes
part in the strain energy function given in Eq.(18) is the shear strain Eij = Eiij .
As in the two previous subsections, the Generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor T
can be obtained from
∂W
+ pI
(90)
T =
∂E
where the hydrostatic pressure p is found to be zero from the plane stress condition
σkij = τkij = Tkij = 0, i.e.
′
′
0 = ωkk
(Ekij ) + p = ωkk
(0) + p = 0 + p = p

(91)

Thus, the tensor T is just
[T ]X pr




0
ωij′ (Eiij ) 0
=  ωij′ (Eiij )
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 3 Computational procedure for the case of Section 3.2

Calculation of ωij′ (Eij ) (ij = 12, 23, 31)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Experimental data: σ̃iij (Ẽiij ) from a biaxial test (see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)).
Perform the operation σ̃iij (−Ẽiij ) = −σ̃iij (Ẽiij ) for each value Ẽiij > 0.
Build (non-uniform) spline-based function σiij (Eiij ) from points σ̃iij (Ẽiij ).
Define new N ij subintervals with N ij + 1 evenly distributed points Ēiij .
Calculate the value ωij′ (Ēiij ) = σiij (Ēiij ) for all the strain points Ēiij .
Build uniform spline function ωij′ (Eij ) from all the values ωij′ (Ēiij ).

and a pure shear description for stresses is also obtained. Furthermore, as we mentioned above, note that this last fact implies that principal directions of strains and
stresses are coincident for this specific test, so strain and stress tensors commute
and T is completely coincident with σ (see Eq. 38). Then, for each strain value
Ẽiij , the Cauchy stress tensor in the basis of principal stretches is

 ′
ωij (Ẽiij )
0
0
[σ]N = 
(93)
0
−ωij′ (Ẽiij ) 0 
0
0
0

where we immediately identify

ωij′ (Ẽiij ) = σ̃iij (Ẽiij )

(94)

and, as a result, we also deduce that the stress in direction N j predicted by our
model is σjij = −σiij . Finally, from all the values ωij′ (Ẽiij ), the spline representation
ωij′ (Eij ) can be built.
For convenience, the procedure to determine the spline-based function ωij′ (Eij )
from each one of the three tests ij = 12, 23, 31 is summarized in Table 3. Unlike
the previous cases, where tension and compression data points were necessary,
we only need here experimental data points for Eiij > 0. In this case, symmetry
considerations are taken into account before constructing the odd spline function
of the strains ωij′ (Eij ) and the calculation σ̃iij (−Ẽiij ) = −σ̃iij (Ẽiij ) is performed for
every strain Ẽiij > 0.
4 Examples
4.1 Case of linear logarithmic stress-strain measures
In this simple example we show that the incompressible orthotropic model separable in terms of uncoupled logarithmic strains Eq. (18) provides exact results for
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hyperelastic materials with linear logarithmic strain-stress relations. This example
also illustrates that, for linear small strains, the strain energy function Eq. (18)
coincides with the isochoric stored energy function of orthotropic materials undergoing infinitesimal deformations. Hence, the more general spline-based orthotropic
model presented in this paper can be considered as an extension of this simple
case in which general material non-linearities and finite deformations may be fully
included.
For the case of linear logarithmic strain-stress relations, the strain energy function given in Eq. (18) is a quadratic function of the isochoric logarithmic strain
components Eijiso (i, j = 1, 2, 3) in the reference frame Xpr and it adopts the form
W=


1
iso 2
iso 2
iso 2
2µ11 (E11
) + 2µ22 (E22
) + 2µ33 (E33
)
2
iso 2
iso 2
iso 2
+2µ12 (E12
) + 2µ23 (E23
) + 2µ31 (E31
)

(95)

where it can be identified ωij (Eijiso ) = (1/2) · 2µij · (Eijiso )2 . Equation (95) is the
extension to large strains of the infinitesimal model

1
2
iso 2
iso 2
W=
2µ11 (εiso
)
+
2µ
(ε
)
+
2µ
(ε
)
22
33
11
22
33
2
(96)
iso 2
iso 2
iso 2
+2µ12 (ε12 ) + 2µ23 (ε23 ) + 2µ31 (ε31 )
Here, the use of logarithmic strains is a natural extension of the use of infinitesimal
strains [22]. It has been shown that using small strain constants and logarithmic
strains substituting engineering strains yield a rather accurate description of the
material behavior in metals up to moderate large strains [26, 27]. Furthermore,
the uncoupled stored energy function is also exact in this case for large strains.
Hence it has been extensively used in large strain computational plasticity [4,5]. In
Eq. (95), the unknown constants µij stand for the six independent Lame’s moduli
of the purely incompressible orthotropic material under study. Again, note that
iso 2
iso 2
iso 2
symmetries of the type 2µ12 (E12
) = (2µ12 (E12
) + 2µ21 (E21
) )/2 are implicit
in Eq. (95). As it is explained above, these constants are to be determined from
six independent experimental curves: the first three constants (slopes) from three
curves obtained from uniaxial testing (Sections 3.1.1 or 3.1.2) and the last three
constants from three pure shear tests (Section 3.2) or also by means of simple shear
or biaxial testing. Then, the correspondence to the small strain case is apparent.
For example, the experimental data for Section 3.1.2 would consist in these
three linear relations
σ̃ii = EYi Ẽii
i = 1, 2, 3
(97)
where EYi stands for the Young’s modulus in the i direction. For this case, since all
the functions present in the equilibrium equation of each uniaxial test are linear
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(see Eq. (76)), they can be solved analytically


νki
i
i
i
i
σi (Ei ) = 2µii Ei − 2µii
(−νij Ei )
ǫijk = 1
νkj


νij νki
i
Eii
ǫijk = 1
EYi Ei = 2µii 1 +
νkj

to give

2µii =

EY i
νij νki
1+
νkj

ǫijk = 1

(98)
(99)

(100)

where ǫijk = (ei × ej ) · ek represents the permutation symbol. Using these expressions for µii , i = 1, 2, 3, together with the incompressibility conditions νij = 1−νik ,
i 6= j 6= k 6= i, the three compatibility relations Eq. (72), Eq. (74) and Eq. (75)
can be solved to provide the following values of the Poisson’s ratios in terms of the
Young’s moduli (an expected result due to incompressibility)


1
1
1
1
νij = EY i
+
−
i 6= j 6= k 6= i = 1, 2, 3
(101)
2
EY j EY i EY k
These expressions are in concordance with the expressions given in Ref. [14] for
infinitesimal strains, where the index numeration of the Poisson’s ratios is inverted
with respect to the one presented herein. Hence, using Eqs. (100) and (101), it is
clear that we obtain the three longitudinal Lame constants µii as functions of the
three independent Young moduli EY i .
On the other hand, the necessary experimental data for Section 3.2 would consist in these other three linear relations
σ̃iij = 2Gij Ẽiij

ij = 12, 23, 31

(102)

where Gij is the elastic shear moduli corresponding to the test performed in the
ij plane. Then, from Eq. (94), we get
µij = Gij

ij = 12, 23, 31

(103)

where the correspondence with the small strain case is again apparent.
Once the six independent material parameters characterizing the purely incompressible material are known from experimental testing, the deviatoric strain
energy function Eq. (95) formed by uncoupled additive terms can be used to exactly predict the stress field associated to a general finite deformation state undergone by this type of materials. That is, in a similar way to what occurs in
the small strain case, the constitutive behavior does not depend on the coupled
term E12 E23 E31 (see Eq. 17) and the quadratic strain energy function given in
Eq. (95) is exact. Moreover, in the following Sections we show that for the more
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general, non-linear, case the consideration of the six functions present in Eq. (18)
is sufficient to very accurately predict the mechanical behavior of the material in
six different, independent, experimental tests. Hence, because of these two last
reasons, we do not consider relevant for practical purposes the absence of the term
depending on E12 E23 E31 in Eq. (18).
4.2 Uniaxial tests in preferred orthotropic directions
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no work in the literature which
contains a complete set of experimental tests performed over the same material
and which provides the needed data to define the non-linear model we present in
this paper (and of course none to completely define the orthotropic behavior of a
material). However, for the transversely isotropic model that we recently presented
in Ref. [21], we were able to completely describe the model (at least in the relevant
part) using the experimental results of Morrow et al [28]. In Refs. [14, 18] (see
also the references cited therein) and [29], it can be seen that a usual approach
to characterize an incompressible orthotropic hyperelastic material is by means of
the fitting of a set of two strain-stress curves obtained from mechanical testing.
All the strain energy functions presented in those works have a predefined shape
and contain several constants to be determined from the experimental data-fitting
process. Other works provide experimental results obtained from specific planar
biaxial tests, see for example Ref. [30], or from a set of simple shear tests, see
Ref. [31], which can be used to characterize the shear response of the chosen
hyperelastic model (cf. Ref. [17]). The difference between our approach and that of
those references is that in our case, if the mentioned complete set of experimental
test data were available for the same material, our model would be capable of
“exactly” capture the behavior for all tests simultaneously, regardless of the shape
of the curves. Hence, the fact that our model needs a complete set of six curves
should never be considered as a drawback because some of them can be “guessed”
or “assumed” without affecting the other ones. In contrast, in the previous works
the remaining curves are intrinsically imposed by the model, not by the material
behavior.
Then, in order to include some examples of “real” material behavior, we combine actual results obtained from experiments with other assumed “experimental”
distributions, used as input data to define the model given in Eq. (18). Although
we are characterizing an incompressible orthotropic material, we use experimental
data points from a transversely isotropic rubber-like material measured by Diani
et al [32]. We assume herein that these two curves are associated to an orthotropic
material and then proceed to perform a parametric study in terms of transverse
strain distributions, following the procedure detailed in Table 1 for each case. We
show how the consideration of several Poisson’s ratio “experimental” values ν12 as
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Fig. 2 Cauchy stresses σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ) and σ̃22 (Ẽ22 ) obtained from uniaxial tests performed on calendered rubber (adapted
from Ref. [32]). Predictions of the experimental data (Eqs. (104) and (105)) and of an hypothetical uniaxial test
in the material preferred direction 3 (Eq. (106)) using the Spline model (Section 3.1.1) with an initially prescribed
transverse strain distribution Ẽ21 = −0.3Ẽ11 . The material is assumed to be orthotropic for this parametric study

input data (Ẽ21 = −ν12 Ẽ11 ) will effectively lead to different orthotropic stored energy functions, recovering the transversely isotropic behavior of the material under
study when the specific value ν12 = 1/2 is prescribed.
We begin the parametric study of the axial terms ω11 , ω22 , ω33 with an equivalent Poisson’s ratio value of ν12 = 0.3. In Figure 2, the two strain-stress point
distributions obtained by Diani et al from tensile tests over the rubber-like material
are represented. We present the results in terms of logarithmic strains and Cauchy
stresses. Due to the absence of experimental data for the compression branch, the
antisymmetric stress distributions σ̃ii (−Ẽii ) = −σ̃ii (Ẽii ), for i = 1, 2 and Ẽii > 0,
are assumed. If real measured compression data points were available, they could
be used instead to compute the terms ω11 , ω22 , ω33 . In Figure 2, we also represent
′
′
′
the predictions provided by the first derivative spline-based functions ω11
, ω22
, ω33
and the Poisson’s ratios ν21 , ν31 which are solution of the procedure of Table 1.
These predicted stress values are calculated through
′
′
σ11 (Ē11 ) = ω11
(Ē11 ) − ω33
(−ν13 Ē11 )
′
′
σ22 (Ē22 ) = ω22
(Ē22 ) − ω33
(−ν23 Ē22 )

(104)
(105)

where ν13 = 1−ν12 = 0.7 is directly obtained from the initially prescribed Poisson’s
ratio ν12 = 0.3 and the value ν23 = 1−ν21 = 0.740 is calculated using the computed
value ν21 = 0.260.
The strain-stress curve predicted by the model for an hypothetical uniaxial test
in direction e3
′
′
σ33 (Ē33 ) = ω33
(Ē33 ) − ω11
(−ν31 Ē11 )
(106)

is also depicted in Figure 2. Since σ22 (E) > σ33 (E) for a given E > 0, the material
′
′
results to be stiffer in direction e2 than in direction e3 (ω22
(E) > ω33
(E) as well, as
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Fig. 3 Spline-based representation of the first derivative of the strain energy terms ωii (i = 1, 2, 3) calculated
using the Spline model (Section 3.1.1) with the experimental data from Fig. 2 (or Fig. 4) and the transverse strain
distribution Ẽ21 = −0.3Ẽ11

it can be seen in Figure 3). However, note that this is an expected result due to the
fact that the specific “experimental” value ν12 < 0.5 (and ν13 = 1 − ν12 > 0.5) has
been prescribed as input data to compute the spline-based stored energy function.
Clearly, the background on the small strain case is useful herein to understand the
behavior of the material undergoing finite deformations, which is a clear advantage
of this model. Moreover, this result shows that the calculated strain energy function
captures the important, inherent in the experiments, information contained in the
third curve and that the model provides mechanical responses in generic situations
which are consistent with the experimental data.
Using the same two strain-stress point distributions obtained by Diani et al,
we prescribe now a Poisson’s ratio value of ν12 = 0.7. That is, the third curve
defining the in-axis behavior of the material is changed with respect to the previous
example. In Figure 4 it can be seen that the model is again able to exactly predict
the experimental data.
In this case, since ν12 > 0.5 (and ν13 < 0.5), the material is stiffer in direction 3
than in direction 2. The computed strain energy function manifest this fact, which
is clear in Figures 4 and 5.
The solution values of the remaining Poisson’s ratios result in ν21 = 0.623 and
ν31 = 0.408, which are also in correspondence with the stress-strain distributions
shown in Figure 4 (σ33 (E) > σ11 (E) and σ11 (E) > σ22 (E)).
As a final case, it can be shown that for an initial value of ν12 = 1/2 (= ν13 ),
the procedure of Table 1 provides identical representations for the first derivative
′
′
(E). As a result σ22 (E) = σ33 (E) < σ11 (E) and the
functions ω22
(E) and ω33
procedure converges to the case presented in Section 3.1.3 of Ref. [21], with the
only exception of the index numeration. The Poisson’s ratios for this case are found
to be ν21 = ν31 = 0.435.
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Fig. 4 Cauchy stresses σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ) and σ̃22 (Ẽ22 ) obtained from uniaxial tests performed on calendered rubber (adapted
from Ref. [32]). Predictions of the experimental data (Eqs. (104) and (105)) and of an hypothetical uniaxial test
in the material preferred direction 3 (Eq. (106)) using the Spline model (Section 3.1.1) with an initially prescribed
transverse strain distribution Ẽ21 = −0.7Ẽ11 . The material is assumed to be orthotropic for this parametric study

Fig. 5 Spline-based representation of the first derivative of the strain energy terms ωii (i = 1, 2, 3) calculated
using the Spline model (Section 3.1.1) with the experimental data from Fig. 4 (or Fig. 2) and the transverse strain
distribution Ẽ21 = −0.7Ẽ11

This simplistic yet useful parametric study shows the relevance of considering
a third curve, additionally to σ̃11 (Ẽ11 ) and σ̃22 (Ẽ22 ), representing transverse strains
Ẽ21 (Ẽ11 ) or normal stresses σ̃33 (Ẽ33 ) to properly characterize the longitudinal behavior of an incompressible orthotropic material along the preferred material axes.
Hence, characterizations such as the ones performed in Refs. [14] or [29], which
consider only two behavior-curves obtained from uniaxial testing, are somehow
incomplete and can lead to some unexpected results regarding transverse strains,
as it can be seen in Ref. [16]. The importance of the third curve is apparent here.
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Fig. 6 Calculated Cauchy stress distribution σ̃112 (Ẽ112 ) using the model of Itskov and Aksel [15] and assumed
Cauchy stresses σ̃223 (Ẽ223 ) and σ̃331 (Ẽ331 ) for the three pure shear tests defined in Section 3.2. Spline-based repre′ (E ) ≡ σ 12 (E 12 ), ω ′ (E ) ≡ σ 23 (E 23 ) and ω ′ (E ) ≡ σ 31 (E 31 ), which are solution
sentations of functions ω12
12
23
31
1
1
23
2
2
31
3
3
of the procedure given in Table 3

4.3 Off-axis mechanical behavior
For deformation states in which the principal strain directions are coincident with
the preferred directions of the orthotropic material (in-axis deformation), the components Eij , i 6= j, are zero and the terms ωij are not needed to perform Finite
Element simulations or any other calculations regarding these particular deformation states. When considering a more general deformation state in which the
principal strain directions are not the preferred directions of the orthotropic material (off-axis deformation), the shear terms ωij must be previously calculated from
experimental data. If these test results are only known for small strains, that is,
the shear elastic moduli Gij are known, a possible approach would be to prescribe
σ̃iij = 2Gij Ẽiij , ij = 12, 23, 31, in the procedure of Table 3 and then to obtain a
quadratic contribution for ωij . If no data is available at all (or partially), the shear
curves are to be assumed, and the user of the model has to be aware of the fact
that the behavior which is being prescribed will be replicated by the model.
To completely define our model and to reproduce the actual user situation,
we will assume three pure shear test curves as detailed in Section 3.2. The prescribed “experimental” points and the direct spline-based representation of the
first derivative of the strain energy function terms ωij ≡ σiij are shown in Figure
6.
In order to prescribe “experimental” results for these tests, the invariant-based
transversely isotropic hyperelastic model of Itskov and Aksel of Ref. [15] has been
used with the material parameters given therein, which provide the best-fit to the
experimental data of Diani et al used in the previous example (cf. also Ref. [21]).
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Using this model, we have analytically reproduced the corresponding pure shear
test of Section 3.2 to obtain the data σ̃112 (Ẽ112 ) shown in Figure 6. The other two
distributions σ̃223 (Ẽ223 ) and σ̃331 (Ẽ331 ) plotted in Figure 6 have been assumed to be
proportional to σ̃112 (Ẽ112 ).
In what follows, we illustrate the simulation capabilities of the present model
through several numerical examples consisting in unidirectional elongations of a
three-dimensional plate with a hole made of nearly incompressible orthotropic
hyperelastic material. The formulation for slightly compressible materials implemented in the Finite Element code is the one presented in Section 2.5. In all
solutions, fully integrated finite elements (3 × 3 × 3 Gauss integration) were used.
We employ the 27-node u/p mixed formulation element (the 27/4 or Q2/P1 element) in order to prevent mesh locking [1, 33]. For the incremental analysis, a
Newton–Raphson scheme is employed and asymptotic quadratic convergence is
reached in each step, as should be expected due to the use of the elasticity tangent
tensor given in Eqs. (65)-(66). The achieved rate of convergence also manifests
the fact that the spline-based representations used to build the deviatoric strain
energy function Eq. (18) have the required smoothness, so they do not damage the
quadratic convergence rate during the Newton–Raphson iterations. That is, each
first derivative term ωij′ , i, j = 1, 2, 3, is a piecewise spline function with secondorder continuous derivatives, so the tangent moduli are continuously differentiable.
For the first numerical example, the employed isochoric strain energy function
W (Eq. (18)) which contributes to the total stored energy Ψ (Eq. (42)) is formed
by the three longitudinal terms ωii , i = 1, 2, 3, obtained in the previous Section
for the case in which ν12 = 0.3 and the three shear terms ωij , i 6= j, obtained
in this Section. In Figures 3 and 6 the first derivatives of these antisymmetric
functions are shown for positive strains. Recall that antisymmetry is assumed for
the longitudinal terms for this particular case, whereas antisymmetry is always
enforced for the shear terms. The volumetric contribution U to Ψ that we used in
the examples is described by the well-known, simple, volumetric function
1
U = κ (J − 1)2
2

(107)

where κ is the so-called penalty parameter (bulk modulus). To approximately
enforce incompressibility, a value of κ = 1000 MPa has been selected to perform
the simulations. We note that any other (penalty) volumetric function could be
used, we employed a simple one often encountered in the literature. We refer to
the work of Hartmann and Neff [34] for an analysis of some of these functions,
specially regarding policonvexity of the resulting stored energy function.
A rectangular plate with a concentric circular hole (see Fig. 7) with initial length
l0 = 32 mm, height h0 = 16 mm, hole radius r0 = 4 mm and thickness t0 = 0.5 mm
is stretched under a plane strain condition along its major dimension up to a total
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Table 4 Asymptotic quadratic convergence: Unbalanced energy and force during a typical computed step using
a Newton–Raphson scheme

Step

Iteration

Force

Energy

5/6
5/6
5/6
5/6

1/4
2/4
3/4
4/4

1.000E+00
9.266E– 03
1.838E– 04
3.707E– 08

1.000E+00
9.076E– 05
3.386E– 08
2.878E– 16

length of l = 44 mm. The finite element discretization of the plate is depicted in
Fig. 7. The plate is stretched by only prescribing the horizontal displacements along
the x axis at both vertical ends. The results for principal direction orientations of
α = 0◦ , α = 30◦ , α = 60◦ and α = 90◦ are shown in Fig. 8, where α is the angle
depicted in Fig. 7 between the x axis and the preferred material direction e1 . In Fig.
8, the deformed√shapes and band plots of the computed deviatoric Cauchy stress
norm kσ iso k = σ iso : σ iso for the different orientations are depicted. We employ
the tensor σ iso = PS : σ to directly see the influence of function W in the results.
As it could be expected, angular distortions appear for the orientations α = 30◦ and
α = 60◦ due to the off-axis deformation being imposed for this cases. Obviously,
for the other two cases, α = 0◦ and α = 90◦ , the geometry, load and material
symmetries lead to both symmetric deformed shapes. In these two cases, α = 0◦
and α = 90◦ , (principal) stretches of about λx ≈ 2 ≈ 1/λy (Exx ≈ 0.7 ≈ −Eyy )
are obtained in the central passing zone between the hole and the longest borders
of the plate, hence the functions depicted in Fig. 3 are evaluated at almost their
whole range of definition. As indicated above, for larger deformations, these splinebased functions should be accordingly extrapolated. Table 4 shows that quadratic
force and energy rates of convergence are obtained in a typical step during the
computations.
For comparison purposes, the same computations have been performed using
the isochoric strain energy function W formed in this case by the three longitudinal
terms ωii , i = 1, 2, 3, obtained in the previous Section for the case in which ν12 =
0.7 (see their derivatives in Fig. 5) combined with, again, the three shear terms
ωij , i 6= j, obtained in this Section (Fig. 6). The results obtained for α = 0◦ ,
α = 30◦ , α = 60◦ and α = 90◦ are shown in Fig. 9. From the comparison of
Figures 8 and 9, we note that the stress values are larger in the first case due
to the stiffer contribution of ω11 and ω22 (compare Figs. 3 and 5). Due to the
plain strain condition being imposed, the contribution of ω33 is not relevant in
any case. For this example, the combination of the horizontal displacement being
prescribed, the plane strain condition and the incompressibility constraint generate
little differences regarding deformations. Even though, from the computed results
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Fig. 7 Rectangular plate with a concentric hole: reference configuration, initial orientation (angle α) of the preferred material directions and finite element mesh. Dimensions of the plate: l0 ×h0 ×t0 = 32 mm ×16 mm ×0.5 mm.
Radius of the hole: r0 = 4 mm

and the deformed configurations for the orientation α = 0o depicted in Figures 8
and 9 (top configurations), we note that the dimension h of the deformed plate
in the transverse direction y is larger in the first case, h ≈ 13.15 mm (for which
ν12 = 0.3 was prescribed to obtain W) than in the second example, h ≈ 12.85 mm
(with an strain energy function W determined for ν12 = 0.7), as it should be. An
analogous interpretation can be performed comparing the configurations for the
orientation α = 90o (bottom configurations in Figures 8 and 9) and taking into
account that the value ν21 = 0.260 was obtained as a part of the solution during
the determination of the strain energy function used in the first case and the value
ν21 = 0.623 was obtained for the strain energy function used in the second case.
Finally, we want to emphasize that the only reason for obtaining different stress
and strain results in this example (under plain strain) is the selection of a specific
transverse strain distribution Ẽ21 (Ẽ11 ) (or a equivalent Poisson’s ratio ν12 ) used
as initial “experimental” data for the definition of the deviatoric strain energy
function W given in Eq. (18). It is important to remark that the remaining five
“experimental” curves are still very accurately replicated in both cases. Again,
this fact indicates the importance of defining the complete set of experimental data
indicated above (or other equivalent set), which should be accordingly captured by
the selected stored energy function to be able to perform realistic Finite Element
simulations.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we present a model for incompressible orthotropic hyperelasticity.
The model is based on piecewise spline interpolations of the experimental data,
from which the stored energy function if obtained. No specific shape is assumed
for the stored energy function. On the contrary, the equilibrium equations of the
corresponding set of six experimental tests are solved in order to obtain the func141
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Fig. 8 Uniaxial tension of a rectangular plate with a concentric circular hole under a plain strain condition:
Deformed configuration (length = 44 mm) and distribution of the deviatoric Cauchy stress norm σ iso =
√
σ iso : σ iso (MPa) for α = 0◦ , α = 30◦ , α = 60◦ and α = 90◦ (from top to bottom) using the isochoric strain
energy function W of Eq. (18) with the spline-based terms from Figures 3 and 6. Unaveraged results at nodes.
Upper limit of each color scale is defined by the maximum value (approx.) taken by σ iso for each case
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Fig. 9 Uniaxial tension of a rectangular plate with a concentric circular hole under a plain strain condition:
Deformed configuration (length = 44 mm) and distribution of the deviatoric Cauchy stress norm σ iso =
√
σ iso : σ iso (MPa) for α = 0◦ , α = 30◦ , α = 60◦ and α = 90◦ (from top to bottom) using the isochoric strain
energy function W of Eq. (18) with the spline-based terms from Figures 5 and 6. Unaveraged results at nodes.
Upper limit of each color scale is defined by the maximum value (approx.) taken by σ iso for each case
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tion directly from those experimental stress-strain curves. We do not assume the
existence of fibers and a matrix in the material, but consider the material as a
whole. Hence, the model may be used for a wide range of hyperelastic materials,
not only for fiber reinforced composites, and without the knowledge of the behavior of the isolated components. As a consequence of the procedure, the prescribed
experimental data for all tests is “exactly” reproduced by the model.
The model is based on an energy form using a special decomposition of the
stored energy function proposed in the spirit of the Valanis-Landel decomposition
for isotropic materials which is exact for quadratic energy functions and which
includes all structural invariants except one. Furthermore, the use of logarithmic
strains in the formulation facilitates the interpretation of the model as a natural
extension of the small strains one, a fact that is also in accordance to the experimental observations of Anand for some isotropic materials and with the geometric
interpretation of the logarithmic strains.
Finally, we have shown that the procedure may facilitate excellent predictions
for up to the six needed experiments to properly define the model. We also facilitate
the constitutive tangent moduli for a finite element implementation and show that
the formulation may be efficiently programmed in a finite element code in order
to obtain predictions for more complex, nonproportional situations.
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3.5.

Consistencia con las simetrı́as del material

El modelo ortótropo proporcionado en la Ec. (3.27) particularizado al caso
isótropo se reduce a
W (E, a0 , b0 ) = ω (E11 )+ω (E22 )+ω (E33 )+2ω (E12 )+2ω (E23 )+2ω (E31 ) (3.28)
donde la simetrı́a ω (E) = ω(−E) es necesaria debido a los términos de cortante.
Si suponemos que ω(E) sólo contiene términos cuadráticos, entonces —E1 , E2 , E3
representan deformaciones principales
2
2
2
2
2
2
+ 2µE12
+ 2µE23
+ 2µE31
+ µE33
+ µE22
W = µE11
= µ (E : E)
= µE12 + µE22 + µE32
= ω (E1 ) + ω (E2 ) + ω (E3 )

(3.29)
(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32)

con lo que se recupera la descomposición de Valanis–Landel para isotropı́a en
direcciones principales. Diremos entonces que la función de energı́a ortótropa (3.27)
presenta consistencia de simetrı́as en el material. En otras palabras, el modelo con
funciones ωij cuadráticas contiene al modelo isótropo como caso particular.
Sin embargo, si la función ω en la Ec. (3.28) contiene términos de cuarto orden,
por ejemplo, entonces —µ∗ representa otro parámetro del material
4
4
4
4
4
4
W = (...) + µ∗ E11
+ µ∗ E22
+ µ∗ E33
+ 2µ∗ E12
+ 2µ∗ E23
+ 2µ∗ E31

6= (...) + µ∗ E 2 : E 2
= (...) + µ∗ E14 + µ∗ E24 + µ∗ E34
= ω (E1 ) + ω (E2 ) + ω (E3 )

(3.33)
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)

de donde se deduce que la función (3.28) no contiene el invariante E 2 : E 2 completo. En este caso, W no es invariante ante cambios de sistema de representación y,
por lo tanto, no es un modelo hiperelástico isótropo válido. Diremos entonces que
el modelo proporcionado en la Ec. (3.27) no es consistente con las simetrı́as del material puesto que no es reducible a un modelo isótropo. No obstante, es importante
observar que dicho modelo sigue siendo válido en el caso general ortótropo.
La consistencia con las simetrı́as del material es deseable sobre todo en modelos usados para caracterizar materiales que son ligeramente anisótropos. De este
modo, la contribución anisótropa del modelo en cuestión tiene la función (reducida) de reproducir las distintas perturbaciones con respecto al comportamiento
isótropo. Otros modelos hiperelásticos existentes en la literatura no presentan esta
propiedad, como por ejemplo los modelos SFL (“Separated Fung-type Law”) y
146
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TL (“Tangent Law”), definidos en la Referencia [27] en función de las componentes del tensor de deformación de Green–Lagrange y utilizados en el campo de la
biomecánica.
En el siguiente artı́culo6 :
Se define formalmente la propiedad “consistencia con las simetrı́as del material”.
Se describen los términos adicionales que todo modelo hiperelástico anisótropo debe contener para ser consistente tanto con las simetrı́as del material como con los datos experimentales empleados para determinar los parámetros
del modelo.
En los ejemplos se muestra que dos modelos anisótropos consistentes analı́ticamente pueden perder esta propiedad cuando sus parámetros se determinan
a partir de un conjunto de curvas experimentales incompleto.

6
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Material-symmetries congruency in transversely isotropic and
orthotropic hyperelastic materials
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns

Abstract In this work we present the material-symmetries congruency property
for anisotropic hyperelastic materials. A transversely isotropic or orthotropic material model holding this property guarantees the recovery of the isotropic behavior
when, for example, the volume of reinforcement in a composite material vanishes.
A material presenting material-symmetries congruency must show it not only from
an analytical, theoretical point of view, but also from a numerical, practical point of
view. The former may be obtained from construction of the stored energy function,
whereas the latter must be obtained guaranteeing that the parameter-fitting procedure yields material parameters which combined with the specific model results
in an isotropic behavior prediction for isotropic materials. We show that some anisotropic models do not present either analytical or numerical material-symmetries
congruency.
Keywords Hyperelasticity · anisotropy · incompressible materials
1 Introduction
Many material models have been developed for analyzing hyperelastic transversely
isotropic materials and for orthotropic materials, see for example [1–16, 18, 19,
23], among others. The main objective of those material models is to account for
different material behavior encountered in different material directions for some
materials like rubber [1, 14, 17], fibre-reinforced composites [15, 16] and biological
materials [4–13, 18, 19].
The different material properties in the different directions are frequently due
to a reinforcing constituent which has some preference in alignment. This reinMarcos Latorre
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forcement may be laid-out during manufacturing or, as in biological tissues, by
nature. A common approach is to test the composite material as a whole, see for
example [12, 17, 23, 24], among others.
Hyperelastic material models typically consist on a stored energy function of
some deformation-based invariants [3], some of which are derived from structural
tensors obtained from the preferred material directions. These energy functions
have a pre-defined shape and some material parameters that are obtained fitting
experimental values from some tests using a proper optimization algorithm, typically the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, see for example [1, 25] and [26]. Some
proposed stored energy functions take into account the fact that anisotropy is
mainly due to reinforcement and they separate the stored energy into an isotropic
(bulk) part and a reinforcement part, see for example [3,15,18]. In fact, these models may include specific parameters that specifically take into account the amount
of anisotropy or reinforcement [3,15,16]. Other proposals are more phenomenological and consider from the onset the material as a whole, see for example [1, 2, 19].
Furthermore, in anisotropy it is also frequent to have available less experimental
data than those necessary to fully characterize the material [31] and then the
missing information may strongly influence the overall behavior [2].
Many of these available constitutive models for transversely isotropic and orthotropic materials intend to represent the behavior of different materials with different degrees of reinforcement, and they intend to do so with parameters obtained
from some tests over the composite. One would expect that when the reinforcement volume goes to zero in the composite, the material captures the behavior
of the isotropic matrix in an isotropic way. Furthermore, in a orthotropic material, if the reinforcement in one direction vanishes, one would also expect that
the model captures the behavior of the transversely isotropic material in a transversely isotropic manner. We say of a model behaving this way that the model
has material-symmetries congruency because it converges to an isotropic material
when the data corresponds to that of an isotropic material.
The material-symmetries congruency is not only an analytical issue on the form
of the stored energy function. A hyperelastic constitutive model may present congruency from an analytical standpoint by construction, but still lack that congruency from a numerical point of view, i.e. the model using the parameters obtained
from (quasi-)isotropic experimental curves may not behave in a (quasi-)isotropic
manner, simply because the parameter fitting algorithm does not distinguish between quasi isotropic, transversely isotropic and orthotropic materials. Many possible minima can be obtained during the parameter fitting procedure which strongly
influence the predicted behavior even in the isotropic case [26]. In this case, if a
model with analytical material-symmetries congruency loses this congruency due
to the actual parameters identified from the experiments, we say that whereas the
model has analytical material-symmetries congruency, it lacks the numerical one.
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Material-symmetries congruency is specially important when some experimental
data are not available, and also in models that use decompositions of the type
of Valanis-Landel [33] because this decomposition has been verified for isotropic
materials both experimentally and analytically up to high orders of strain [22],
but in general remains to be an assumption on the form of the stored energy for
anisotropic materials. If material-symmetries congruency is preserved, only the
decomposition on the deviation from isotropy remains as an assumption for moderate large strains. Furthermore, this deviation will tend to vanish in the limit of
isotropic behavior.
The purpose of this paper is to present the material-symmetries congruency for
anisotropic hyperelastic materials and to analyze some models as examples, both
from an analytical perspective and from a numerical one.
2 Theoretical and numerical material-symmetries congruency
Let us define the space L of the proper orthogonal tensors Q
Q ∈ L / QQT = I

and

det(Q) = 1

(1)

and the symmetry group for orthotropic materials Lor ⊂ L containing the set of
rotation tensors
Qor ∈ Lor = {Qπa0 , Qπb }
(2)
0

π

π

where Qa0 = a0 ⊗ a0 − b0 ⊗ b0 − c0 ⊗ c0 and Qb = −a0 ⊗ a0 + b0 ⊗ b0 − c0 ⊗ c0
0
represent two rotations of π radians around two preferred material directions,
defined by the orthogonal vectors a0 and b0 . Note that the tensor Qπc0 = Qπa0 Qπb
0
associated to the third preferred direction, c0 = a0 × b0 , is also included in Lor .
For an anisotropic hyperelastic material, in general

W (E) 6= W QEQT
(3)

for a given Q and a Lagrangian strain measure E. If the material is orthotropic, it
has two (subsequently, three) planes of material symmetry, with a0 and b0 defining
these two planes and being perpendicular to them. Then, it can be stated that

W (E, a0 , b0 ) = W Qor EQTor , a0 , b0
(4)

where Qor stands now for any arbitrary rotation included in the symmetry group
Lor . If Q ∈
/ Lor , then W(E, a0 , b0 ) 6= W(QEQT , a0 , b0 ) in general. If completely
arbitrary rotations Q are considered, this more general invariance relation (i.e.
frame independence) is to be fulfilled

(5)
W (E, a0 , b0 ) = W QEQT , Qa0 , Qb0
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that is, W(E, a0 , b0 ) must be an isotropic function with respect to its three arguments simultaneously. Note that Eq. (4) stands for symmetry considerations of the
strain energy function while Eq. (5) stands for frame independence so W(E, a0 , b0 )
must satisfy both of them. A material model satisfying only Eq. (5) and not Eq.
(4) has not necessarily orthotropic symmetries and it would not be an acceptable
formulation for an orthotropic material.
Another property that the function W(E, a0 , b0 ) must obey and which seem to
have never been suggested in the literature (to the best of the author’s knowledge)
is what we call material-symmetries congruency. This requirement states that for
an orthotropic hyperelastic material, the model being employed should tend to
an isotropic formulation when slightly orthotropic, nearly isotropic, materials are
being characterized. That is, the tendency of the orthotropic strain energy function
when the limit of isotropic behavior is considered should be such that

W (E, a0 , b0 ) ≈ W QEQT , a0 , b0
(6)

for any proper orthogonal tensor Q. Moreover, if an isotropic material is characterized using an orthotropic model, then it is required that

W (E, a0 , b0 ) = W QEQT , a0 , b0
(7)

for any Q, as it effectively occurs for isotropic materials, i.e. W(E) = W(QEQT ).
Note the difference between Eq. (4), only forced to be fulfilled for Qor ∈ Lor , and
Eqs. (6) and (7), enforced for arbitrary rotations Q ∈ L.
We find in the literature some formulations satisfying the requirements given in
Eqs. (4) and (5), but which do not fulfill Eqs. (6) and (7) either from a theoretical or
from a, practical, numerical point of view. For example, consider the incompressible
uncoupled orthotropic model
W (E, a0 , b0 ) = ω11 (E11 ) + ω22 (E22 ) + ω33 (E33 )
+ 2ω12 (E12 ) + 2ω23 (E23 ) + 2ω31 (E31 )

(8)

that we present in Ref. [2]. In Eq. (8), the arguments of the ω functions are the
components of the (deviatoric) Hencky strain tensor in the material preferred
basis X pr = {e1 , e2 , e3 } = {a0 , b0 , c0 }, that is Eij = ei · Eej , with i, j = {1, 2, 3}.
Note that these logarithmic strain components are deviatoric (traceless) due to
the incompressibility condition, and that the product of the principal stretches is
one because of the same reason. Thus, the invariance relation given in Eq. (5) is
automatically satisfied and the model is invariant under simultaneous rotations
of E, a0 and b0 . However, note that if any of the shear terms ωij , i 6= j, is
not an even function of its corresponding argument Eij , then the model does not
satisfy the symmetry requirement of Eq. (4) and the model would not be physically
correct. Therefore, we only consider even functions for the shear terms ωij as we
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properly address in Ref. [2]. This fact shows that both symmetry and invariance
requirements must be satisfied for any orthotropic model and that Eq. (5) is not a
sufficient condition for a material model to reproduce an orthotropic behavior, in
contrast to what one could erroneously infer from, for example, Ref. [3] (cf. page
274).
It can be readily shown that if the orthotropic model of Eq. (8) is used to
characterize an assumed symmetric-Valanis-Landel-type incompressible isotropic
material from the corresponding set of six different experimental data curves, then
the computed model using the procedure detailed in Ref. [2] reduces to
W (E, a0 , b0 ) = ω (E11 ) + ω (E22 ) + ω (E33 ) + 2ω (E12 ) + 2ω (E23 ) + 2ω (E31 ) (9)
with ω (E) being an even function of the strain component E. If as a result of
the model determination procedure the function ω contains quadratic terms on
its argument, it can be shown that the complete invariant E : E is recovered
in W multiplied by the proper coefficient. On the contrary, if as a result of the
model determination procedure the function ω contains fourth-order terms on its
argument, it can be shown that the complete invariant E 2 : E 2 is not recovered in
W multiplied by the proper coefficient, so Eq. (7) does not hold. Hence, although an
arbitrary strain energy for an orthotropic material can be approximated as closely
as desired by a suitable polynomial of the corresponding symmetry-preserving
invariants (cf. Ref. [22], pages 211–212), we remark that this “suitable” polynomial
should contain the isotropic formulation for the corresponding limit.
Regarding the previous formulation, a possibility to modify the model to obtain
material-symmetries congruency simply consists in adding an isotropic contribution to the orthotropic one
W (E, a0 , b0 ) = Wis (E) + Wor (E, a0 , b0 )

(10)

where Wis (E) is the Valanis-Landel-type isotropic model expressed in terms of
principal logarithmic strains defined by Sussman and Bathe in Ref. [20], i.e.
Wis (E) = ω (E1 ) + ω (E2 ) + ω (E3 )

(11)

and Wor (E, a0 , b0 ) is given by Eq. (8). With respect to the modified model provided in Eq. (10), the material-symmetries congruency requirements Eqs. (6) and
(7) will be effectively satisfied if both Wor (E, a0 , b0 ) tends to vanish when slightly
orthotropic, nearly isotropic, materials are characterized and Wor (E, a0 , b0 ) = 0
in the limit of pure isotropic behavior, respectively. In this case, due to the use of
the spline-based methodology and the inversion formula (cf. Refs. [2, 19, 20]), the
equilibrium equations of the tests are solved exactly for the isotropic model. This
important fact implies that Wis (E) exactly reproduces the prescribed isotropic
behavior and that, as a consequence, Wor (E, a0 , b0 ) vanishes for these type of
materials.
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3 Examples
3.1 Spline-based model according to Latorre and Montáns [19]
In Ref. [19] we present a spline-based transversely isotropic model which is capable
of reproducing the uniaxial experimental data of Diani et al. [23] over transversely
isotropic calendered rubber with a very good (exact in practice) agreement. In that
work, we also compare the results obtained with our model to those predicted by
the model of Itskov and Aksel [1], showing a better accuracy achieved by the spline
model. Following similar reasonings to those detailed above, it is readily shown
that the spline-based model that we presented in Ref. [19] does not have isotropic
material-symmetry congruency. However, as mentioned above, the addition of the
isotropic contribution of Eq. (11) circumvents this issue.
In this example, and the next ones, we study two limit cases in which the two
curves presented by Diani et al coalesce to one of both curves. The aim of these
examples is to predict with transversely isotropic models two possible isotropic behaviors obtained as isotropic limits of a transversely isotropic material and analyze
the numerical material-symmetries congruency of the models. Since the uniaxial
tests are performed on an initially assumed transversely isotropic material and
along its “preferred” material directions, no shear terms are needed and the extended spline-based transversely isotropic model of Ref. [19] reduces to
W (E, a0 ) = Wis (E) + Wtr (E, a0 )

= ω1# (E1 ) + ω1# (E2 ) + ω3# (E3 )

(12)
(13)

where the simplifications ωn# (E) = ω (E) + ωn (E), n = 1, 3, are considered for
practical purposes. As in Ref. [19], the subscripts 1 and 2 are associated to two
orthogonal directions within the isotropic plane and the subscript 3 represents the
assumed preferred direction of the material.
For the first case, we prescribe two discrete stress-stretch distributions which
are identical to the original measured data points in the uniaxial test performed
along the calendering direction, i.e. direction 3, as it is shown in Figure 1 with black
solid dots. Using these “experimental” distributions as initial data of the procedure
detailed in Table 3 of Ref. [19] (where the functions ωn are simply substituted by
ωn# ), the solution functions are found to be ω1# (E) = ω3# (E), with the transverse
strain distribution E2 (E1 ) = −E1 /2 (ν12 = 1/2) computed also as a part of the
solution. Clearly, the solution converges to the corresponding isotropic solution.
That is, considering the relations ωn# (E) = ω (E) + ωn (E), n = 1, 3, we deduce
ωn# (E) = ω (E) ;

ωn (E) = 0

(14)

These results indicate that the model given in Eqs. (12)–(13) has also isotropic
material-symmetry congruency from a numerical point of view, as one would ex154
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Fig. 1 Nominal stresses P3 and P1 in terms of the stretches λ3 and λ1 , respectively, from both uniaxial tests
(black solid dots) performed on a transversely isotropic material in a hypothetical limit of isotropic behavior
and predictions obtained with the spline-based model. Original experimental data is obtained from the test in
calendering direction from Diani et al [23].

pect. The stress predictions in both directions provided by the computed model
are also shown in Figure 1. A strictly exact fit of the experimental data is attained,
as it should occur within the isotropic context (cf. Refs. [20] and [19]).

3.2 Model of Itskov and Aksel [1]
Regarding the Itskov-Aksel work of Ref. [1], the orthotropic model provided therein
in terms of generalized invariants, namely Eq. (58) of that reference, includes
the isotropic generalized Mooney-Rivlin model, Eq. (68) of the same reference,
as a particular case. Hence, the proposed strain energy function has theoretical material-symmetries congruency. However, when certain slightly transversely
isotropic, nearly isotropic, materials are characterized with the parameter identification procedure detailed in their work, the tendency to the Mooney-Rivlin
formulation may not be observed. Furthermore, when two identical stress-strain
distributions are used to initialize the parameter identification process, i.e. pure
isotropic behavior is prescribed, several specific transversely isotropic solutions are
found to be more optimum (in a least-squares sense) than the isotropic solution.
This is due to the fact that the optimization process employed to identify the
material parameters does not ensure that their limit values for an isotropic material are obtained. This fact manifests that the Itskov-Aksel formulation, as given
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in their paper, does not have material-symmetries congruency from a numerical
point of view.
In order to show this unexpected result, the transversely isotropic incompressible model by Itskov and Aksel, namely Eq. (95) of Ref. [1]
 "


!αr
!β r
#
3
3
3


X
X
X
1
1 
1
(r)
(r)

W=
wi λ2i
wi λ−2
−1 +
−
1
(15)
µr
i

4 r=1  αr
βr
i=1
i=1
(r)

where µr , αr , βr and wi are material parameters, along with the symmetry relations in Eq. (98) of the same Reference, i.e.

1
(r)
(r)
(r)
(16)
1 − w1 , r = 1, 2, 3
w2 = w3 =
2
are employed to characterize the isotropic materials of the preceding example using
the minimization procedure detailed in Ref. [1]. A standard least squares curvefitting algorithm (specifically, the Matlab function lsqcurvefit) has been used to fit
the two point distributions shown in Figure 1 using Eqs. (100)–(102) of Ref. [1].
The optimization procedure has been initialized with the set of material parameters given in Ref. [1], i.e. Eq. (104), and the principal stretches in the calendering
(j)
direction λ1 (j = 1, ..., m) for the uniaxial test in the transversely isotropic direction 2 obtained as solution of their parameter identification procedure (note that
in this example we are using the index numbering of Ref. [1], which is different
from the one used in the preceding example). All these material parameters and
stretches initially correspond to a transversely isotropic behavior. In this first attempt to assess the numerical material-symmetries congruency of the model, the
values of the parameters which have been found as “best” solution using these
(r)
initial values are given in Table 1. The fact that w1 6= 1/3, r = 1, 2, 3 indicates
that the computed solution has not converged to the associated isotropic solution
(cf. Eqs. (67) and (98) in Ref. [1]). In Figure 2, it can be observed that the stresses
predicted by the model defined with the parameters given in Table 1 reproduce
the tendency of the “experimental” data, although little differences between both
curves (due to the lack of isotropy) are observable.
µ1 = 3.84 × 10−3 MPa
µ2 = 2.03 × 10−3 MPa
µ3 = 5.44 MPa

(1)

w1 = 0.900
(2)
w1
(3)
w1

= 0.0
= 0.323

α1 = 4.27
α2 = 6.84
α3 = 1.0

β1 = 9.44
β2 = 7.78
β3 = 1.59

Table 1 Computed material parameters for the transversely isotropic model of Ref. [1] corresponding to the first
approach in Figure 2. Initial guess (associated to a transversely isotropic material) obtained from Ref. [1].
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Fig. 2 Nominal stresses P3 and P1 in terms of the stretches λ3 and λ1 , respectively, from both uniaxial tests
(black solid dots) performed on a transversely isotropic material in a hypothetical limit of isotropic behavior and
predictions obtained with the model of Itskov and Aksel, Ref [1], with two different sets of material parameters.
Original experimental data is obtained from the test in calendering direction from Diani et al [23]. Index numbering
is consistent with Figure 1.

Clearly, the foregoing solution for the set of material parameters being investigated corresponds to the nearest local minimum to the initial values given in
Eq. (104) of Ref. [1]. Obviously, a local solution of any optimization procedure
is strongly affected by the initial numerical values given to the unknowns of the
optimization problem. Hence, one may arguably think that the isotropic limit solution could be obtained if another, more appropriate, set of initial values nearer
to the isotropic solution is taken. In a second attempt to assess the numerical
material-symmetries congruency of the model, we have previously obtained the
values of the nine material parameters µr , αr and βr , r = 1, 2, 3, of the isotropic
(r)
model (with w1 = 1/3, r = 1, 2, 3) which best fit one of the two identical experimental distributions of Figure 1. For this fist step, the experimental data points
(r)
have been fitted by means of Eq. (100) of Ref. [1] (with w1 = 1/3). The values of
the parameters which have been found as “best” solution for the isotropic model
are given in Table 2. These values provide a very good agreement of the isotropic
model with the experimental data.
Subsequently, as before, we have proceeded to fit the two point distributions of
Figure 1 using Eqs. (100)–(102) of Ref. [1]. In this second step, the optimization
procedure has been initialized with the computed material parameters given in
(r)
Table 2 together with the values w1 = 1/3, r = 1, 2, 3, and the principal stretches
(j)
(j)
λ1 = (λ2 )−1/2 (j = 1, ..., m), which initially describe an isotropic model. Again,
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µ1 = 2.30 × 10−1 MPa
µ2 = 2.46 × 10−3 MPa
µ3 = 5.39 MPa

α1 = 4.495
α2 = 4.338
α3 = 1.003

β1 = 1.004
β2 = 9.017
β3 = 1.0

Table 2 Material parameters of the isotropic model of Ref. [1] computed by means of the fitting of the experimental data (only one curve) of Figure 2.

a solution corresponding to a transversely isotropic description of the model, i.e.
(r)
with w1 6= 1/3, r = 1, 2, 3, is found to be the “best” solution for the considered initial values. In Figure 2, no noticeable differences are observable between
the stress distributions predicted by the model in both directions. However, this
is just an apparent isotropic response of the model in a specific situation (which
has been intentionally fitted). We want to emphasize that in other more generic
situations an isotropic mechanical response of the material will not be guaranteed if the (transversely isotropic) model defined with the constants in Table 3
is used. Finally, we have shown that this model, even though having theoretical
material-symmetries congruency, this congruency is not observed in practice using
the parameter identification procedure.

µ1 = 2.16 × 10−1 MPa
µ2 = 2.79 × 10−3 MPa
µ3 = 5.39 MPa

(1)

w1 = 0.310
(2)
w1
(3)
w1

= 0.0
= 0.336

α1 = 4.354
α2 = 4.663
α3 = 1.0

β1 = 1.0
β2 = 8.523
β3 = 1.0

Table 3 Computed material parameters for the transversely isotropic model of Ref. [1] corresponding to the
second approach in Figure 2. Initial guess (associated to an isotropic material) given in Table 2 along with
(r)
(j)
(j)
w1 = 1/3 (r = 1, 2, 3) and λ1 = (λ2 )−1/2 (j = 1, ..., m).

At this point, we note that, besides to the lack of numerical isotropic materialsymmetries congruency of this model, the optimization procedure has resulted to
be strongly dependent on the initial values given to the material parameters. Hence,
it is convenient that the material parameters of a model have a clear physical
meaning that facilitates the task of assigning proper initial values. This fact is also
encountered in isotropic materials [26].
Similar results are obtained if the two “experimental” discrete stress-stretch
distributions are assumed to be equal to the original measured data points in the
uniaxial test performed along the transverse direction, as it is shown in Figure 3.
Again, the solution for the spline model is such that ω1# (E) = ω3# (E) = ω (E)
and E2 (E1 ) = −E1 /2. That is, the transversely isotropic contribution Wtr (E, a0 )
in Eq. (12) vanishes and the model converges to the corresponding isotropic solu158
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Experimental points

Prediction (Itskov-Aksel model - First approach)

Prediction (Spline model)

Prediction (Itskov-Aksel model - Second approach)
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Fig. 3 Nominal stresses P3 and P1 in terms of the stretches λ3 and λ1 , respectively, from both uniaxial tests
(black solid dots) performed on a transversely isotropic material in another hypothetical limit of isotropic behavior.
Predictions obtained with the spline-based model and the Itskov-Aksel model of Ref. [1] with two different sets
of material parameters. Original experimental data is obtained from the test in transverse direction from Diani
et al [23]. Index numbering is consistent with previous Figures.

tion. The exact predictions of the prescribed data points provided by the computed
isotropic limit model are shown in Figure 3.
In that Figure, we also represent the predictions given by the Itskov-Aksel model
with two different “best” solutions for the material parameters being investigated.
The first set of them (first approach) corresponds to the transversely isotropic
solution given in Table 4. These material parameters have been computed with
the optimization procedure detailed in their work using as initial values the results
provided by these authors in Ref. [1], i.e. Eq. (104) and the associated principal
(j)
stretches λ1 (j = 1, ..., m) for the test in the isotropic direction 2. A second set of
transversely isotropic material parameters (second approach) are provided in Table
5. In this case, these material parameters have been obtained using as initial data
(r)
(j)
(j)
the values w1 = 1/3, r = 1, 2, 3, the stretches λ1 = (λ2 )−1/2 , j = 1, ..., m, and
the associated isotropic material parameters previously computed to fit only one
of the two stress-stretch distributions in Figure 3 using Eq. (100) of Ref. [1] along
(r)
with w1 = 1/3 (see Table 6). Again, we deduce from Tables 4 and 5 that numerical
convergence to the values of the associated isotropic model is not attained in any
case, even though apparent isotropic predictions are certainly observable in Figure
3.
3.3 Model of Holzapfel et al. [18]
Other types of strain energy functions widely encountered in the literature are
based on the notion of structural tensors and integrity basis, see Ref. [27]. For
an incompressible transversely isotropic hyperelastic material, the isochoric strain
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µ1 = 3.22 × 10−4 MPa
µ2 = 1.17 × 10−3 MPa
µ3 = 4.77 MPa

(1)

w1 = 0.0
(2)
w1
(3)
w1

= 0.136
= 0.330

α1 = 6.94
α2 = 7.18
α3 = 1.0

β1 = 1.0
β2 = 11.1
β3 = 1.0

Table 4 Computed material parameters for the transversely isotropic model of Ref. [1] corresponding to the first
approach in Figure 3. Initial guess (associated to a transversely isotropic material) obtained from Ref. [1].

µ1 = 1.26 × 10−3 MPa
µ2 = 1.82 × 10−3 MPa
µ3 = 4.75 MPa

(1)

w1 = 0.0
(2)
w1
(3)
w1

= 0.237
= 0.334

α1 = 6.35
α2 = 6.37
α3 = 1.0

β1 = 1.0
β2 = 12.4
β3 = 1.0

Table 5 Computed material parameters for the transversely isotropic model of Ref. [1] corresponding to the
second approach in Figure 3. Initial guess (associated to an isotropic material) given in Table 6 along with
(r)
(j)
(j)
w1 = 1/3 (r = 1, 2, 3) and λ1 = (λ2 )−1/2 (j = 1, ..., m).

µ1 = 1.15 × 10−3 MPa
µ2 = 3.80 × 10−3 MPa
µ3 = 4.76 MPa

α1 = 6.73
α2 = 6.72
α3 = 1.0

β1 = 1.01
β2 = 13.1
β3 = 1.0

Table 6 Material parameters of the isotropic model of Ref. [1] computed by means of the fitting of the experimental data (only one curve) of Figure 3.

energy function is then formulated in terms of the following four invariants
I1 = C : I

I2 =


1
(C : I)2 − C 2 : I
2
I5 = C 2 : A0

I4 = C : A 0

(17)
(18)

where C is the isochoric Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (i.e. det(C) = I3 = 1)
and A0 = a0 ⊗ a0 is the structural tensor associated to the anisotropic direction
a0 . Hence, in the most general case W = W (I1 , I2 , I4 , I5 ), where coupling terms
between the four invariants may be present in the expression of W. In biomechanics, it is convenient to split the strain energy function into a part Wis associated
with isotropic deformations and a part Wanis associated with anisotropic deformations [28]. For the case at hand, we write
W (I1 , I2 , I4 , I5 ) = Wis (I1 , I2 ) + Wtr (I4 , I5 )

(19)

Proceeding in that way, note that Eq. (12) has been retrieved, in this case formulated in terms of C, i.e.
W (C, a0 ) = Wis (C) + Wtr (C, a0 )
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so material-symmetries congruency is guaranteed for these models from a theoretical viewpoint. Eq. (19) is often simplified as (c.f. Ref. [29])
W (I1 , I4 ) = Wis (I1 ) + Wtr (I4 )

(21)

According to Refs. [30,31] the additive, uncoupled, decomposition given in Eq. (21)
can be determined from a specific set of two experimental curves as in Ref. [11].
That is, two independent behavior “curves” are used to determine the constitutive
functions Wis (I1 ) and Wtr (I4 ).
In the following example we show that (reduced) models of the form of Eq.
(21) may also lack the isotropic material-symmetries congruency from a numerical
standpoint if the parameter fitting procedure is not properly designed. As an example of Eq. (21) we take the transversely isotropic counterpart of the well-known
model of Holzapfel et al. [18] (see also Ref. [32]), namely
W (I1 , I4 ) =



k1
c
exp k2 (I4 − 1)2 − 1
(I1 − 3) +
2
k2

(22)

This model is specifically intended for describing the mechanical behavior of arterial walls, representing a simple starting point to model this type of materials.
However, one would expect that if two equal experimental data points representations (obtained from a material tested in different directions, as in the previous
example) are used to determine the model constants c, k1 and k2 , then k1 should
strictly vanish. This is, indeed, what we define as numerical material-symmetries
congruency.
Following an analogous procedure to that of the previous example, we have
tried to fit the nominal stresses given by the model Eq. (22) to the modified, purely
isotropic, experimental data of Figure 1. For isochoric deformations λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1.
Aside, for a uniaxial test performed in direction 1, λ2 = λ3 if the plane 2 − 3 is
−1/2
isotropic, so λ3 = λ1 . We have assumed an initial isotropic behavior for the
initial guess values of the parameters, i.e. for example
c = 1 MPa and k1 = k2 = 0

(23)
−1/2

along with the principal stretches in the “anisotropic” direction λ3 = λ1
for the
uniaxial test performed over the isotropic direction (denoted herein as axis 1). We
note that the first partial derivative of W (I1 , I4 ) with respect to I4 is given by

∂W (I1 , I4 )
= 2k1 (I4 − 1) exp k2 (I4 − 1)2
∂I4

(24)

so the initial specification k2 = 0 gives no evaluation problems in the derived stress
expressions. In order to fit the stress predictions of the model to the two point
distributions P1 (λ1 ) and P3 (λ3 ) given in Figure 1, the Matlab function lsqcurvefit
has been employed. The objective function has been defined as for the previous
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Fig. 4 Nominal stresses P3 and P1 in terms of the stretches λ3 and λ1 , respectively, from both uniaxial tests
(black solid dots) performed on a transversely isotropic material in a hypothetical limit of isotropic behavior and
predictions obtained with the model of Holzapfel et al., Ref [18], initialized with isotropic material constants.
Original experimental data is obtained from the test in calendering direction from Diani et al [23].

example. The solution for the material constants that have been computed in this
case are
c = 1.659 MPa , k1 = 1.024 × 10−4 MPa and k2 = 0.211

(25)

Moreover, as a result of the parameter identification procedure, the obtained pre(j)
(j)
diction for every “experimental” point (j) is also such that λ3 6= (λ1 )−1/2 for
the uniaxial test performed over the “isotropic” direction. From these results, it
is apparent that the numerical procedure has not converged to the corresponding
isotropic solution included in the model given in Eq. (22) because we have obtained
Wtr (I4 ) 6= 0. In Figure 4 it can be observed the different responses predicted by
the model over the two isotropic directions, respectively. We want to emphasize
that the fact that k1 is rather small, in relative terms (when compared to the
isotropic material constant c), causes that the isotropic behavior is dominant for
moderate stretches in both directions (so it is numerically congruent for moderately large strains). However, for larger values of λ the anisotropic contribution
becomes dominant for the test in the “anisotropic” direction, which causes the
response to be different from the one in the transverse isotropic direction.
Additionally, we show in Figure 5 the results obtained for the fitting of this
model to the two first Piola-Kirchhoff stress distributions of Figure 3. Numerical
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Fig. 5 Nominal stresses P3 and P1 in terms of the stretches λ3 and λ1 , respectively, from both uniaxial tests
(black solid dots) performed on a transversely isotropic material in another hypothetical limit of isotropic behavior.
Predictions obtained with the model of Holzapfel et al., Ref [18], initialized with isotropic material constants.
Original experimental data is obtained from the test in transverse direction from Diani et al [23].

convergence to the exact isotropic response of the model (with k1 = 0) is not
attained either, although better results are obtained for the range of deformations
under study.
Finally, we note that in order to prevent this undesired issue (specially when
slightly anisotropic, nearly isotropic materials are characterized with anisotropic
strain energy functions) it is possible to design a constrained parameter fitting procedure so as to attain numerical material-symmetries congruency for analytically
congruent models.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the material-symmetries congruency property for
anisotropic hyperelastic materials. This is a desirable material property for several
reasons. For example, it guarantees that the isotropic behavior of the matrix is
recovered when the volume of reinforcement vanishes, as one should expect. It also
guarantees for orthotropic materials that when the volume of one of the fibers
vanishes, the transversely isotropic behavior is recovered.
The material-symmetries congruency property is not only an analytical issue,
it is also a numerical one. The lack of numerical material-symmetries congruency
in analytically congruent materials is due to the design of the parameter-fitting
procedure inherent to the model from composite material experiments. The use
of material parameters with a clear physical interpretation in the material mod163
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els easies the development of procedures that preserve the material-symmetries
congruency not only from an analytical but also from a numerical point of view.
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Capı́tulo 4
VISCO-HIPERELASTICIDAD
INCOMPRESIBLE ANISÓTROPA
4.1.

Introducción

Los tipos de materiales estudiados en esta tesis pueden exhibir un comportamiento viscoelástico no lineal cuando se encuentran sometidos a ciertas cargas
mecánicas de interés en ingenierı́a. En el Apartado 1.4 se han introducido dos
fenómenos viscoelásticos especı́ficos: creep (relajación de deformaciones) bajo carga constante y relajación (de tensiones) bajo deformación constante. Sin embargo,
de forma general, el comportamiento viscoso es el responsable de los procesos de
evolución no instantáneos entre dos estados de equilibrio cualesquiera. La Mecánica de Sólidos Computacional trata de reproducir todos estos fenómenos mediante
modelos de comportamiento para poder resolver posteriormente problemas de contorno de estructuras formadas por dichos materiales mediante técnicas numéricas
como el método de los elementos finitos.
En visco-hiperelasticidad las opciones de modelado aumentan con respecto al
caso hiperelástico. A la necesidad de tener que seleccionar un tipo determinado de
funciones de energı́a para describir el comportamiento elástico, se suma la posibilidad de desarrollar la formulación en base a funcionales de las variables externas
de tensión o deformación o en base a variables internas también de tipo tensión o
deformación. En las secciones de Introducción de sendos artı́culos incluidos en este
capı́tulo se proporcionan más detalles sobre todos estos modelos, haciendo especial
hincapié en las distintas formulaciones basadas en variables internas. Como particularidad, esta última opción es más habitual en formulaciones computacionales ya
que permite calcular el estado de tensión en cada paso temporal utilizando información asociada al paso temporal inmediatamente anterior (por ello se denominan
modelos simples o de memoria corta). Los modelos presentados posteriormente en
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dichos artı́culos están formulados usando variables internas de tipo deformación.
Los modelos basados en deformaciones internas existentes en la actualidad son,
en esencia, isótropos, suponen una descomposición aditiva de la función de energı́a
y la descomposición multiplicativa del gradiente de deformaciones de Sidoroff.
Esta última tiene su origen en la descomposición de Lee, ampliamente usada en
elastoplasticidad. El gran atractivo del modelo isótropo de Reese y Govindjee [18]
reside en que la formulación es completamente no lineal. Sin embargo, aunque la
descomposición de Lee ha dado lugar a modelos fenomenológicos tanto isótropos
como anisótropos en plasticidad computacional, no existe una formulación continua
puramente anisótropa para materiales viscoelásticos basada en la descomposición
de Sidoroff. Las formulaciones anisótropas en este contexto son microestructurales
y emplean el modelo de Reese y Govindjee para cada uno de los constituyentes.
En este capı́tulo se desarrollan dos modelos anisótropos continuos completamente no lineales, uno basado en la descomposición de Sidoroff y otro basado en
la descomposición multiplicativa inversa del gradiente de deformaciones. Ambos
modelos están formulados en deformaciones logarı́tmicas y conservan la simplicidad del modelo computacional de pequeñas deformaciones. La integración de
la ecuación del flujo viscoso se realiza de forma similar que en las formulaciones
elastoplásticas anisótropas, con la dificultad añadida de tener que considerar un
comportamiento elástico interno no lineal. Finalmente, el uso de los conceptos introducidos en el Capı́tulo 2 (véase el artı́culo de la página 19) ha permitido la
implementación eficiente de estos modelos basados en deformaciones logarı́tmicas
en el programa de elementos finitos DULCINEA.

4.2.

Descomposición multiplicativa de Sidoroff

En el siguiente artı́culo1 presentamos un modelo viscoelástico anisótropo basado en la descomposición multiplicativa del gradiente de deformaciones de Sidoroff
X = X eX v

(4.1)

el cual se puede considerar como la extensión a anisotropı́a del modelo isótropo de
Reese y Govindjee [18]. Como principal novedad con respecto a este último modelo,
todos los tensores de tensión y de módulos tangentes asociados a la contribución
no equilibrada se han interpretado formalmente a partir de derivadas parciales de
la función de energı́a correspondiente. En esta misma lı́nea, todas las operaciones
de empuje y tiro entre la configuración de referencia y la intermedia se han definido
1

Anisotropic finite visco-hyperelasticity based on the Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition
and logarithmic stress and strain measures. M. Latorre, F.J. Montáns. Enviado a la revista
“Computational Mechanics”. Actualmente en proceso de revisión.
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también mediante aplicación directa del concepto de derivada parcial. Todo ello
ha permitido desarrollar una formulación en descripción puramente material, muy
compacta y con validez para materiales anisótropos.
La presente formulación algorı́tmica basada en la descomposición de Sidoroff
comparte ciertos aspectos con las formulaciones computacionales para elastoplasticidad anisótropa basadas en la descomposición de Lee, como son el uso de un
esquema de integración predictor/corrector, la actualización de variables internas
a través de iteraciones locales en los puntos de integración y la necesidad de considerar ciertas hipótesis con respecto a la evolución de las direcciones preferentes
del material desde la configuración de referencia a la intermedia. Con el fin de
facilitar la implementación numérica de este modelo se ha optado por suponer que
el flujo viscoso es puramente isótropo y, por lo tanto, no altera la orientación de
las direcciones principales de ortotropı́a. Las funciones hiperelásticas empleadas
son anisótropas basadas en splines, tal y como se han presentado en el Apartado
3.4 (véase el artı́culo de la página 109). No obstante, la siguiente formulación es
genérica y permite el uso de otras funciones de energı́a.
Las principales contribuciones del siguiente artı́culo son:
El modelo visco-hiperelástico desarrollado se obtiene como una extensión
natural de la formulación infinitesimal al espacio de deformaciones materiales
logarı́tmicas.
Toda la fı́sica del problema tiene una base matemática sólida basada en el
concepto de derivada parcial (con respecto a variables internas).
La ecuación de evolución del flujo viscoso es intuitiva y permite el uso de una
función de energı́a no equilibrada anisótropa. La actualización algorı́tmica
resultante es aditiva en deformaciones logarı́tmicas y permite desviaciones
no lineales con respecto al equilibrio termodinámico.
El tensor de viscosidades es isótropo. Como consecuencia directa, existen seis
tiempos de relajación, aunque sólo uno es independiente.
Se precisan seis ensayos de relajación en grandes deformaciones para determinar las funciones hiperelásticas equilibrada y no equilibrada incluidas en el
modelo. Un ensayo de relajación adicional en pequeñas deformaciones sirve
para determinar el tiempo de relajación caracterı́stico del modelo.
Varios ejemplos muestran la capacidad de predicción del modelo y su fácil
interpretación a partir del caso infinitesimal.
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Anisotropic finite visco-hyperelasticity based on the Sidoroff
multiplicative decomposition and logarithmic stress and strain
measures
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns
Abstract In this paper a purely phenomenological formulation and finite element
numerical implementation for quasi-incompressible transversely isotropic and orthotropic materials is presented. The stored energy is composed of distinct anisotropic equilibrated and nonequilibrated parts. The nonequilibrated strains are
obtained from the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. The
procedure can be considered as an extension of the Reese and Govindjee framework
to anisotropic materials and reduces to such formulation for isotropic materials.
The stress-point algorithmic implementation is based on an elastic-predictor
viscous-corrector algorithm similar to that employed in plasticity. The consistent
tangent moduli for the general anisotropic case are also derived. Numerical examples explain the procedure to obtain the material parameters, show the quadratic
convergence of the algorithm and usefulness in multiaxial loading. One example
also highlights the importance of prescribing a complete set of stress-strain curves
in orthotropic materials.
Keywords Viscoelasticity · Hyperelasticity · Logarithmic Strains · Anisotropy ·
Living tissues · Polymers
1 Introduction
Polymers above the glass transition temperature and biological materials present
highly nonlinear hyperelastic (rubbery) behavior coupled with viscous dissipation,
see for example [1–5]. Many material models have been proposed for large strain
viscoelasticity. Two main approaches may be clearly distinguished [6]: approaches
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based on functionals or hereditary integrals which are used to account for the timedependent and large memory behavior [1,7–13], see review in [14], and approaches
based on internal state variables frequently motivated on rheological models better
suited for short memory behavior, see [15–20] among others. Between both approaches, the latter one is preferred for finite element implementation [2,16,18,21]
because the stresses and strains can be computed from the variables at the immediate previous step and there is no need to store a large bulk of information.
Furthermore, researchers usually prefer the latter approach because it is also easier
to obtain the material parameters from experiments [6]. Both approaches can be
made equivalent only in some cases, for example in finite linear viscoelasticity [15].
Among internal variable computational approaches, we can distinguish two
clearly different types of formulations with important theoretical and numerical
implications. The first one was proposed by Simo [15, 21], motivated on a similar
small strains framework. This framework has been subsequently used by Holzapfel
[16, 19], Kaliske and Rothert [22], Peña et al [17, 18], Liefeith and Kolling [20],
among others. The second type of formulation has been proposed by Reese and
Govindjee [23]. This formulation is built upon the works of Lubliner [24] who
considered a stored energy function consisting on an equilibrated and a nonequilibrated part and the multiplicative decomposition of Sidoroff [25] which is motivated on the similar Lee multiplicative decomposition in elastoplasticity [26, 27].
From a computational standpoint, the formulation of Simo using stress-like
internal variables with their respective evolution equations is attractive because
it results in a relatively simple numerical algorithm with reduced memory needs
thanks to a one-step second-order accurate recurrence formula [15]. This procedure is based on the ideas of Herrmann and Peterson [28] and Taylor et al [29].
However, Reese and Govindjee [23] and Haslach [30] argued that the formulation
is only adequate for small deviations from thermodynamical equilibrium because
the evolution equations are linear differential equations connected to linear finite
elasticity [14], whereas the problem is fully nonlinear. See also [7], Sec. 40, and discussion in [30] regarding a formulation valid for large deviations from equilibrium
using this framework.
In essence, the framework from Simo consists on an initial stored energy which
may be anisotropic and from which the initial (second Piola-Kirchhoff) stresses are
obtained. The internal stresses, whose evolution is given in the form of a linear rate
equation typical of the (three parameter) standard solid, subtract from the initial
stresses to yield the actual stresses. Then, the actual stresses are not directly derived from a stored energy, although from a theoretical point of view the existence
of such potential may be assumed [16]. As noted in [21], the resulting formulation
only recovers nonlinear elasticity for instantaneous and equilibrium deformations.
For the latter relaxed case, the stored energy is usually set to be a fraction of the
initial one given by a material parameter. Furthermore, the procedure is only con172
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sistent with the multiplicative decomposition of Sidoroff [25] in some special cases,
as when using neo-Hookean stored energies in terms of the right Cauchy-Green
metric [21].
The approach followed by Reese and Govindjee [23] is more appealing in the
sense that it is fully nonlinear, based on the Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition and arguably more adequate (simpler) for situations arbitrarily away from
thermodynamic equilibrium. The additive split of the stored energy used in the
formulation results in an also additive split of the stress tensor into equilibrated
and nonequilibrated addends, a feature which simplifies considerably the formulation. Additive decompositions of energies and hence of stresses have also been
used by Holzapfel [16, 19], Pioletti et al [31] and Merodio and Goicolea [32] but in
these last two cases including rate effects in the viscous potential which easies the
theoretical treatment in terms of some selected invariants. Other similar formulations based on isotropic equilibrated and nonequilibrated contributions are those
of Bonet [33], Perić and Dettmer [34] and Nedjar [35] among others.
As mentioned, the model of Reese and Govindjee is also based on the (Sidoroff)
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into a nonequilibrated
elastic deformation gradient and a viscous one. The former results in the internal
variable used by the model to compute the distinct fully nonlinear nonequilibrated
part, a clear difference with Simo’s approach. Furthermore, their formulation uses
logarithmic stress and strain measures, which result in a more intuitive framework [36] and an attractive computational procedure in which logarithmic strains
are updated in an additive way, or alternatively stretches in an exponential form.
This is a similar set-up to that used in large strain computational elastoplasticity in which the natural properties of logarithmic strains are exploited, performing volume-preserving inelastic flows and even employing small strains integration
algorithms during the plastic correction either for isotropic cases [37, 38] or anisotropic ones [39, 40]. A parallelism with computational elastoplasticity can be
established. Many anisotropic constitutive models —see [41, 42], among others—
are based on plastic metrics which are interpreted as internal variables and conveniently integrated and updated. A similar additive formulation for viscoelasticity
using viscous Green-Lagrange strains can be found in [43] and [44]. However, it is
possible to develop formulations which do not rely on those metrics but directly
on Lee’s decomposition and in which the elastic strains are directly computed
from the trial state [37–40] as in the small strain case. In a similar fashion the
formulation of Reese and Govindjee uses the Sidoroff decomposition to build the
nonequilibrated strains which are again computed directly from the trial state.
However, despite of its attractive features, the formulation of Reese and Govindjee is valid only for isotropy [23, 45], whereas the framework of Simo is valid
for anisotropic stored energies even though the viscous contribution is isotropic [15,16,21]. Hence, Simo’s framework is still widely used for anisotropic materi173
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als [20], particularly for fibre-reinforced materials like many living tissues, see for
example [17, 18, 46]. It is interesting to note that most hyperelastic formulations
on anisotropic materials are built upon their constituents, also when using frameworks similar to that of Reese and Govindjee, see for example [47, 48]. Whereas
this micromechanical approach is interesting in order to understand the physics
behind the problem and simplifies the numerical treatment considerably, it is difficult to include all interactions among components or even frequently to accurately
measure the behavior of them in an isolated manner as it is the case of living
tissues. Moreover, the addition of a viscous component complicates the problem
substantially. Hence, a continuum finite viscoelastic formulation which considers
the anisotropic material as a whole and is valid for large deviations from thermodynamical equilibrium is needed.
Recently we have presented a novel formulation for isochoric transversely isotropic materials [49] and for isochoric orthotropic materials [50] in which the shape
of the stored energy is not given a priori, but directly obtained from experiments
by solving the proper equilibrium and compatibility equations. We considered the
material as a whole and we have been able to simultaneously and accurately (exactly for practical purposes) predict the material behavior for three (transversely
isotropic materials) or six (orthotropic materials) experimental tests. We note that
all curves are essential in properly capturing the multiaxial behavior of the material, as it is for the case of the three or six material constants needed to correctly
characterize linear transversely isotropic or orthotropic incompressible materials.
If properly formulated, these models retain material symmetries congruency not
only from an analytical point of view but also from a numerical one [51].
The purpose of this paper is to present a purely phenomenological, continuumbased visco-hyperelastic model and finite element implementation for anisotropic
materials. The formulation is built upon the ideas given in Reese and Govindjee [23], i.e. we use the Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition [25] and an additive
split of the stored energy into equilibrated and nonequilibrated parts [24]. The
only internal variables are the nonequilibrated logarithmic elastic strains which
are obtained from the Sidoroff decomposition. The stored energies may be isotropic, transversely isotropic or orthotropic. The fully nonlinear formulation and finite
element implementation takes advantage of the singular properties of the logarithmic strains as the natural extension of the infinitesimal strains [36]. The use of the
Sidoroff decomposition in orthotropy implies that some assumption needs to be
taken as for the evolution of the material preferred directions due to viscous flow.
A similar situation is found in large strain elastoplasticity formulations [40,52,53].
We assume here that the preferred material directions are not modified by the
viscous flow, i.e. the material symmetries are the same in the reference and in the
intermediate configurations. In line with this assumption, we consider the viscos174
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ity tensor to be isotropic. For the purely isotropic case, the present formulation
recovers that of Reese and Govindjee [23].
In the following sections we first motivate the ideas using small strains and
quadratic large strain measures and then develop the formulation and numerical
algorithm using logarithmic strains. Finally, some demonstrative examples show
some features of the model and the applicability for finite element analysis.

2 Motivation: infinitesimal viscoelasticity
The visco-hyperelasticity model for large deformations presented in the next sections is derived using logarithmic strains. Logarithmic strains naturally extend
the well-known physical meaning of the infinitesimal strains, both for axial and
shear components [36], to the large strain setting. Then, as a natural consequence,
we will show in next sections that the finite visco-hyperelasticity formulation presented in this work is just an extension of the infinitesimal theory introduced in
this section.
Unidimensional viscoelasticity is satisfactorily motivated from the rheological
model represented by the well-known standard solid [15], schematically outlined
by a mechanical device consisting of two springs and a dashpot being arranged as
in Figure 1, where the small elongations of the springs and the viscous dashpot
per unit device-length (i.e. infinitesimal strains) are related through
ε = εe + εv

(1)

On purely physical grounds, the total strain energy density of this unidimensional
solid at a given instant t accounts for the stored elastic energy on both springs
and it can be additively split as
Ψ (ε, εe ) = Ψeq (ε) + Ψneq (εe )

(2)

where Ψeq and Ψneq represent the so-called equilibrated and non-equilibrated strain
energy functions associated to the elastic deformations ε and εe , respectively. This
denomination arises from the fact that Ψneq (εe 6= 0) > 0 accounts for the deviation
(in terms of stored energy) from static thermodynamical equilibrium when the total
strain ε is fixed. If static equilibrium is attained for that value of ε, then both εe
and Ψneq vanish and the resulting strain energy function is Ψ (ε, 0) = Ψeq (ε).
The dissipated power in this rate-dependent system is directly dependent on the
rate of εv so, even though the natural arguments of the strain energy functions in
Eq. (2) are the strain components ε and εe , it is convenient to take the total strain
ε and the viscous, inelastic strain εv as the independent variables of the problem.
Then the elastic strain of the non-equilibrated part εe = ε − εv is obtained as
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ε
Eeq
σ
η

Eneq

εv

εe

Fig. 1 Standard solid

result. In rate form, we directly write
ε̇e =

∂εe
∂ε

ε̇ +
ε̇v =0

∂εe
∂εv

ε̇=0

ε̇v = ε̇ − ε̇v

(3)

which, for further use, can be interpreted as
ε̇e = ε̇e |ε̇v =0 + ε̇e |ε̇=0

(4)

The rate of the strain energy function in terms of ε̇ and ε̇v reads


∂Ψeq
∂εe
∂Ψneq
∂εe
Ψ̇ =
ε̇ +
ε̇v
ε̇ +
ε̇e = σeq ε̇ + σ̂neq
∂ε
∂εe
∂ε ε̇v =0
∂εv ε̇=0

(5)

where we intentionally use the notation σeq = ∂Ψeq /∂ε (differentiation with respect
to total strains ε) and σ̂neq = ∂Ψneq /∂εe (differentiation with respect to the elastic
strains εe ).
The mechanical power dissipated in the device must be non-negative, hence we
arrive to the inequality


∂εe
∂εe
ε̇ − σ̂neq
ε̇v ≥ 0
(6)
σ ε̇ − Ψ̇ = σ − σeq − σ̂neq
∂ε ε̇v =0
∂εv ε̇=0
In the absence of viscous strain rate, i.e. ε̇v = 0, the deformation is conservative
and the equality must hold, so the total (external) stress in Figure 1 is
σ = σeq + σ̂neq

∂εe
∂ε

= σeq + σneq

(7)

ε̇v =0

This last expression gives the way in which the non-equilibrated stress σneq is
obtained from the non-equilibrated strain energy function Ψneq
σneq =

∂Ψneq ∂εe
∂εe ∂ε

=
ε̇v =0
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i.e. taking the partial derivative of Ψneq (εe ) = Ψneq (εe (ε, εv )) = Ψneq (ε, εv ) with
respect to ε (note the abuse of notation employed for Ψneq ). In this particular case,
note that ∂εe /∂ε|ε̇v =0 = 1 so
σneq = σ̂neq

∂εe
∂ε

= σ̂neq

(9)

ε̇v =0

However, the distinction between taking derivatives with respect to either total
strains or elastic strains will be relevant in the finite deformation context. On the
other hand, for the case ε̇ = 0 the work per unit time dissipated by the dashpot
must be non-negative
−σ̂neq

∂εe
∂εv

ε̇=0

ε̇v = σ̂neq ε̇v ≥ 0

(10)

In order to enforce this physical restriction, we previously rewrite it using the
interpretation given in Eq. (4), i.e.
−σ̂neq

∂εe
∂εv

ε̇=0

ε̇v = −σ̂neq ε̇e |ε̇=0 ≥ 0

(11)

which is automatically satisfied if we choose the following flow rule
dεe
dt

ε̇=0

1
1 ∂Ψneq
=: − σ̂neq = −
η
η ∂εe

⇒

1 2
σ̂ ≥ 0
η neq

(12)

where η > 0 is the so-called dynamic viscosity of the dashpot, which measures the
motion resistance via viscous friction (the greater the value of η, the longer the
internal relaxation process to reach static equilibrium for a given Ψneq and a fixed
ε).
The constitutive equation proposal for one-dimensional viscous flow given in Eq.
(12)1 is non-linear, in general. Since εe is a function of ε and εv , this viscous flow
rule can be integrated by means of a two-step, elastic predictor/viscous corrector
incremental scheme to give the internal deformation state at t + ∆t when the state
at t is known and the total strain ε at t + ∆t is given. Within the elastic predictor
substep there is no viscous dissipation, so ε̇v = 0 and the trial state at t + ∆t is
tr
tr

εv = t0 εv
εe =

t+∆t
0ε

(13)
−

tr

εv =

t+∆t
0ε

−

t
0 εv

(14)

where t0 (·) represents the amount from the reference state to time t and tr (·) stands
for trial state quantities. Within the viscous corrector substep the total strain rate
is frozen and the integration of Eq. (12)1 yields
Z t+∆t
Z t+∆t
1 ∂Ψneq
dεe |ε̇=0 = −
dt
(15)
η ∂εe
t
t
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i.e. using a backward-Euler integration
t+∆t
0 εe

−

tr

εe ≃ −∆t



1 ∂Ψneq
η ∂εe



(16)

t+∆t

which in general provides a non-linear viscous correction for
tr
εe through


1 ∂Ψneq
t+∆t
= tr εe
0 εe + ∆t
η ∂εe t+∆t

t+∆t
0 εe

in terms of
(17)

In the sections below we will discuss how to deal with equations of this type in a
finite element procedure. For the special case of infinitesimal linear viscoelasticity
η is a constant and Ψneq = 1/2Eneq ε2e , so the evolution Equation (12)1 results in
dεe
dt

ε̇=0

=−

Eneq
1
εe = − εe
η
τ

(18)

where τ := η/Eneq is the relaxation time associated to the Maxwell element in
Figure 1. Hence, the viscous correction Eq. (17) becomes linear, i.e.


tr
∆t t+∆t
εe
tr
t+∆t
1+
(19)
ε
=
ε
⇒
ε
=
e
e
e
0
0
∆t
τ
1+
τ
Finally, note that Eq. (18) is essentially the classical evolution equation for linear
viscoelasticity, i.e.
1
1
(20)
ε̇v = εe = (ε − εv )
τ
τ
which may be analytically integrated with the proper initial condition using the
convolution representation [15]. These type of analytical solutions have motivated another type of incremental integration algorithms for finite (linear) viscohyperelasticity based on stress-like internal variables, c.f. for example Refs. [15–17,
21] or strain-like ones [43, 44], which qualitatively differ from the computational
schemes based on the Sidoroff decomposition [25] in, for example, Refs. [23, 24, 45]
and that we also employ in this work.
3 Finite visco-hyperelasticity: material and spatial formulations
The preceding one-dimensional viscoelastic model for small strains has been built
on the basis of the kinematical assumption of additive elastic εe and inelastic εv
internal strains. Within the context of three-dimensional large deformations, a
generalization of this decomposition in terms of some finite deformation measure
is needed as point of departure in order to formulate strain-based constitutive
viscoelastic models. To this end, following the lines of the Lee decomposition for
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X

Xe
Xv
Fig. 2 Sidoroff’s multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient X = X e X v .

finite elastoplasticity, the so-called Sidoroff’s multiplicative decomposition of the
deformation gradient t0 X assumes [25]—from now on we adopt the notation given
in Ref. [54]
t
t
t
(21)
0X = 0X e 0X v
where t0 X v includes the viscous contribution to the total deformation and t0 X e
accounts for the remaining elastic contribution, see Figure 2. Having in mind
the standard solid of Figure 1, the intermediate state may be seen as the internal, stress-free configuration obtained by the hypothetical elastic unloading of the
equivalent Maxwell element from the current configuration by means of X −1
e [55].
However, note that the rheological model of Figure 1, based on additive internal
strains, does not exactly corresponds to the one-dimensional version of Eq. (21),
based on multiplicative internal stretches, i.e. λ = λe λv . Interestingly, the same additive structure shown in Figure 1 is recovered if finite logarithmic strain measures
are considered, i.e. ln λ = ln λe +ln λv . Hence, upon the acceptation of the Sidoroff’s
decomposition hypothesis within the large strain visco-hyperelastic framework, the
logarithmic strain measure naturally arises as the large strain measure to be used
in constitutive modelling in order to exactly preserve the same algorithmic structure of the small strains formulation. A similar reasoning has led to a variety of
finite elastoplasticity formulations based on Lee’s decomposition and that preserve
the classical return mapping algorithm of the small strain case [37–39, 56].

3.1 Material description
From Eq. (21), the expression of the elastic right Cauchy-Green tensor C e =
X Te X e (we omit any reference to the time step when no confusion is possible) in
terms of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C = X T X and the viscous deformation
gradient X v (both C and X v taken as the independent variables) results
−1
−T
−T
C e (C, X v ) = X −T
:C
v CX v = X v ⊙ X v
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where we have introduced the notation (Y ⊙ Y )ijkl = Yik Yjl and have omitted
symmetrization issues for the matter of notation simplicity. In terms of GreenLagrange strain measures we have
Ae (A, X v ) =

1
−1
−T
−T
(C e − I) = X −T
: (A − Av ) (23)
v (A − Av ) X v = X v ⊙X v
2

The material rate of this last equation gives
Ȧe =

∂Ae
∂A

: Ȧ +
Ẋ v =0

∂Ae
∂X v

: Ẋ v

(24)

Ȧ=0

Then, analogously to Eq. (4), we identify
Ȧe = Ȧe

Ẋ v =0

+ Ȧe

(25)

Ȧ=0

which is a very useful interpretation when one has the total strain energy function
expressed in terms of Lagrangian strain tensors. We will take advantage of this fact
in the two-step predictor-corrector integration scheme used below. At this point
and for further use, we just note that the fourth-order geometrical tensor
∂Ae
∂A

Ẋ v =0

−T
= X −T
v ⊙ Xv

(26)

obtained by direct differentiation in Eq. (23), defines the push-forward and pullback operations (when the viscous flow is frozen) between Ȧ, defined in the reference configuration, and Ȧe , defined in the intermediate configuration. The partial
gradient ∂Ae /∂X v with Ȧ = 0 is easily obtained taking the time derivative of
Eq. (22) and identifying terms. However, it is not needed in the formulation we
present below.
Motivated by the small strain case, the total stored energy density function is
assumed to contain two hyperelastic contributions, an equilibrated one associated
to the (right) stretch of X and a non-equilibrated one associated to the (right)
stretch of X e . For example, in terms of Green-Lagrange strains, the stored energy
function is
Ψ = Ψeq (A) + Ψneq (Ae )
(27)
and its material rate
Ψ̇ = Ψ̇eq (A) + Ψ̇neq (Ae ) =

∂Ψeq
∂Ψneq
: Ȧ +
: Ȧe = S eq : Ȧ + Ŝ neq : Ȧe
∂A
∂Ae

The insertion of Eq. (24) into Eq. (28) yields


∂Ae
∂Ae
Ψ̇ = S eq + Ŝ neq :
: Ȧ + Ŝ neq :
∂A Ẋ v =0
∂X v
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The dissipation inequality in material description


∂Ae
S : Ȧ − Ψ̇ = S − S eq − Ŝ neq :
: Ȧ
∂A Ẋ v =0
∂Ae
− Ŝ neq :
: Ẋ v ≥ 0
∂X v Ȧ=0

(30)

is fulfilled in any case if, first (Ẋ v = 0 implies no dissipation, so the equality must
hold)
∂Ae
= S eq + S neq
(31)
S = S eq + Ŝ neq :
∂A Ẋ v =0
and, second, the stresses Ŝ neq dissipate power when the viscous flow is taking place
by means of
∂Ae
−Ŝ neq :
: Ẋ v ≥ 0
(32)
∂X v Ȧ=0
Equation (31) gives the existing geometrical mapping between the non-equilibrated
Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors S neq , operating in the reference configuration, and Ŝ neq , defined in the relaxed configuration —note the abuse of notation
Ψneq (Ae ) = Ψneq (Ae (A, X v )) = Ψneq (A, X v )
−T
S neq = Ŝ neq : X −T
=
v ⊙ Xv

∂Ψneq ∂Ae
:
∂Ae
∂A

=
Ẋ v =0

∂Ψneq
∂A

(33)
Ẋ v =0

which is in correspondence with its strain counterpart given in Eq. (24). Note that
the mechanical power S neq : Ȧ is coincident to the mechanical power Ŝ neq : Ȧe
when the viscous flow is frozen, in general, i.e.
S neq : Ȧ = Ŝ neq : Ȧe

Ẋ v =0

= Ψ̇neq

(34)

Ẋ v =0

On the other hand, the dissipation inequality Eq. (32) becomes more familiar if
one uses the interpretation given in Eq. (25) —c.f. Eq. (11)
−Ŝ neq :

∂Ae
∂X v

Ȧ=0

: Ẋ v = −Ŝ neq : Ȧe

Ȧ=0

≥0

(35)

i.e.
Ψ̇neq

Ȧ=0

≤0

(36)

which will be very useful in order to define a general anisotropic constitutive equation for the viscous flow in the next Section.
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3.2 Spatial description
From Eq. (21) one can also obtain the expression of the spatial velocity gradient
−1
l = ẊX in terms of the elastic velocity gradient le = Ẋ e X −1
e and the viscous
−1
velocity gradient lv = Ẋ v X v
l = le + X e lv X −1
e

(37)

where l and le operate in the current configuration and lv does in the stress-free
configuration. Hence, the elastic deformation rate tensor de = sym(le ) is obtained
as a function of the deformation rate tensor d = sym(l) and lv (taken as the
independent variables in rate form) through

de (d, lv ) = d − sym X e lv X −1
(38)
e
or

de (d, lv ) = Mdde

l v =0

: d + Mdlve

d=0

: lv

(39)

with the fourth-order mapping tensors Mdde lv =0 and Mdlve d=0 playing the role of
the partial gradients present in Eq. (24). For further use, we just recognize herein
that
Mdde lv =0 = IS
(40)
where IS stands for the fourth-order symmetric projector tensor, see Appendix A.
Analogously to Eq. (25), we can write Eq. (38) as
de = de (d, 0) + de (0, lv ) = de |lv =0 + de |d=0

(41)

Since Ȧe is the pull-back of de from the actual configuration to the intermediate
configuration by means of
e
Ȧe = X Te de X e = X Te ⊙ X Te : de =: MȦ
de : de

(42)

note that Eqs. (24) and (41) are just the same expression, but written in different
configurations:
Ȧe
Ȧe
e
Ȧe = MȦ
de : de = Mde : de |lv =0 + Mde : de |d=0 = Ȧe

Ẋ v =0

+ Ȧe

Ȧ=0

(43)

We want to note that this last relation between the additive decompositions of
Ȧe and de may also be obtained taking the time derivative of Eq. (22) and then
identifying the decomposition of Eq. (38). It is instructive to observe in Eq. (43)
T
T
e
that the same mapping tensor, i.e. MȦ
de = X e ⊙ X e , is employed to relate de to
Ȧe independently of whether they represent generic rates or are associated to any
of the particular cases lv = 0 or d = 0. This consideration will be useful below.
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The spatial counterpart of Eq. (28) is
Ψ̇ = S eq : X T dX + Ŝ neq : X Te de X e
= XS eq X T : d + X e Ŝ neq X Te : de
= τ eq : d + τ̂ neq : de

(44)

where we have defined the symmetric Kirchhoff stress tensors τ eq and τ̂ neq in the
actual configuration as
τ eq := XS eq X T = S eq : X T ⊙ X T = S eq : MȦ
d

(45)

e
τ̂ neq := X e Ŝ neq X Te = Ŝ neq : X Te ⊙ X Te = Ŝ neq : MȦ
de

Using Eq. (39), Ψ̇ is expressed as

Ψ̇ = τ eq + τ̂ neq : Mdde

l v =0



: d + τ̂ neq : Mdlve

d=0

: lv

(46)

(47)

It is straightforward to obtain that the fulfillment of the dissipation inequality
in the spatial description τ : d − Ψ̇ ≥ 0 requires that, first
τ = τ eq + τ̂ neq : Mdde

l v =0

= τ eq + τ neq

(48)

and, second, the Kirchhoff stresses τ̂ neq dissipate power with the push-forward of
lv from the intermediate to the current configuration
−τ̂ neq : Mdlve

d=0

: lv = τ̂ neq : X e lv X −1
e ≥ 0

(49)

where Eq. (38) and the symmetry of τ̂ neq have been used. From Expression (48)
for the total Kirchhoff stress tensor τ we readily identify
τ neq = τ̂ neq : Mdde

lv =0

= τ̂ neq : IS = τ̂ neq

(50)

which is an obvious result due to the fact that they represent the same stress tensor
defined in the actual configuration, i.e. the non-equilibrated Kirchhoff stresses, even
though they have been pushed forward from different configurations —compare to
Eqs. (9) and (33)1 . We notice that
τ neq : d = τ̂ neq : de |lv =0 = Ψ̇neq

l v =0

(51)

Finally, the dissipated power due to viscous effects can be rewritten using Eqs.
(39) and (41) as
−τ̂ neq : Mdlve

which can be read as

d=0

: lv = −τ̂ neq : de |d=0 ≥ 0

Ψ̇neq

d=0

≤0

(52)
(53)

Equations (35) and (52) are equivalent in the sense that the fulfillment of one
of them implies the fulfillment of the other one. In other words, we are just invoking the equivalence between the material and spatial descriptions of the same
(dissipative) mechanical power.
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4 Finite visco-hyperelasticity based on logarithmic stress-strain
measures
In Section 3.1 we have taken advantage of the fact that an analytical decomposition
in terms of A and X v is known for the elastic Green-Lagrange strains Ae , i.e. Eq.
(23). For the reasons discussed above, we are interested in developing a model
based on material logarithmic strain measures. The (only apparent) problem that
arises herein is that we do not know the general analytical expression that relates
the three tensors E e = 1/2 ln C e , E = 1/2 ln C and X v . Hence the gradient
∂E e /∂E with the viscous flow frozen is unknown in general —compare to Eq.
(26). However, as we show below we can circumvent this issue making use of
several known mapping tensors, in this case relating the rate of logarithmic strains
to either the rate of Green-Lagrange strains or the corresponding deformation rate
tensors.
Following the aforementioned arguments, we propose a strain energy function
based on material logarithmic strain measures
Ψ = Ψeq (E) + Ψneq (E e )

(54)

This model is intended to capture the viscoelastic behavior of (nearly-)incompressible
orthotropic materials undergoing large deformations. Then, the usual split in
deviatoric-volumetric uncoupled behaviors is further assumed


Ψ = Weq (E d ) + Ueq (J) + Wneq (E de )
(55)


= Weq (E d ) + Wneq (E de ) + Ueq (J) = W + U
(56)

where W = Weq + Wneq accounts for the contributions to the stored energy Ψ due
to the total and elastic deviatoric (true) behaviors, through E d and E de respectively, and U = Ueq is just used herein to impose a volumetric constraint to the
deformation (J = det(F ) ≈ 1) in the Finite Element simulations being carried
out. Furthermore, we enforce Jv = det(F v ) = 1, i.e. the viscous flow is purely
incompressible, so Je = det(F e ) = J ≈ 1 is constrained by the equilibrated part.
Note that with this assumption at hand, the deviation from equilibrium in terms of
stored energy, due to Ψneq , is only associated to a pure deviatoric (internal) behavior, as one would expect of an incompressible material. Hereafter in this Section,
we assume that the three functions present in Eq. (56)1 are known, the former two
Weq and Wneq being determined from experimental data and Ueq being proposed
as a proper penalty volumetric function.
The key idea when formulating computational algorithms in finite-element procedures for materials with a history-dependent behavior is to use a recurrence
formula involving internal variables that makes possible to compute the internal
state at an instant t + ∆t when the internal state at t is known [15]. Hence, the
entire history of strains is not needed and only the internal variables at t are to be
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stored at the integration points. Particularizing to this case, we need to compute
the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor t+∆t S derived from the stored energy
function given in Eq. (55) and the corresponding tangent moduli t+∆t C when the
multiplicative decomposition t0 X = t0 X e t0 X v is known at t and only the deformation gradient t+∆t0 X is known at t + ∆t. To this end, it is convenient to make
use of the split given in Eq. (55) into equilibrated and non-equilibrated parts of Ψ
and then simply add both contributions to t+∆t S = t+∆t S eq + t+∆t S neq and to
t+∆t
C = t+∆t Ceq + t+∆t Cneq .
As we will see below, the equilibrated part presents no difficulty because it is
readily obtained from the hyperelastic constitutive relation from the total deformation gradient. The more difficult part comes from the non-equilibrated contribution, which needs a viscous constitutive equation and a local iterative procedure
in the most general case. We first address the non-equilibrated contribution and
then we address the simpler equilibrated one.
5 Non-equilibrated contribution
In order to obtain the purely deviatoric contribution to S and C at instant t + ∆t
due to Ψneq , where only the total gradient X is known, it is apparent that we
previously need to compute the elastic logarithmic strains E e at t + ∆t from the
internal variables at t. That is, we need to propose a viscous flow rule that gives
the evolution of elastic (and viscous) finite strains during the time step ∆t. We will
see that we can proceed as introduced in Section 2 for infinitesimal viscoelasticity,
with the only added difficulty being the non-linear kinematic relations involved in
the finite deformation context.
5.1 Constitutive equation for the viscous flow
The dissipation inequality in material description given in Eq. (35) can be formulated in terms of material logarithmic stress-strain measures through


∂Ae
= −Ŝ neq :
−Ŝ neq : Ȧe
(57)
: Ė e
Ȧ=0
∂E e
Ė =0


∂Ae
= − Ŝ neq :
: Ė e
(58)
∂E e
Ė =0
dE e
≥0
(59)
= −T̂ neq :
dt Ė =0
where the elastic-deformation-dependent fourth-order tensor ∂Ae /∂E e (see Ref.
[50]) maps, on the one hand, any material rate Ė e (in particular Ė e
, recall
Ė =0
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Eq. (43)) to its respective material rate Ȧe and, on the other hand (by power
conjugacy), the generalized Kirchhoff stresses T̂ neq := ∂Ψneq /∂E e to the Second
Piola-Kirchhoff stresses Ŝ neq = ∂Ψneq /∂Ae , i.e.
Ȧe =

∂Ae
: Ė e ,
∂E e

T̂ neq = Ŝ neq :

∂Ae
∂E e

(60)

Due to the fact that Ψneq (E e ) = Wneq (E de ), we note that the non-equilibrated
stresses T̂ neq present in Eq. (59) are purely deviatoric, i.e.
T̂ neq =

∂Wneq
∂Wneq ∂E de
∂Wneq
∂Ψneq
d
S
=
=
=
:
:
P
=
T̂
neq
∂E e
∂E e
∂E e
∂E de
∂E de

(61)

where PS is the fourth-order fully-symmetric projector tensor, see Appendix A.
Equation (59) can be satisfied enforcing the following viscous flow rule —c.f. Eq.
(12)1
dE e
= −V−1 : T̂ neq
(62)
dt Ė =0
for a given fourth-order positive-definite viscosity tensor V−1 , thereby Eq. (59)
T̂ neq : V−1 : T̂ neq ≥ 0

(63)

is automatically fulfilled.
The constitutive equation in material rate form given in Eq. (62) can be integrated by means of a two-step, elastic predictor/viscous corrector method. Within
the elastic predictor step there is no viscous dissipation, whereupon Eq. (32) —
equivalently, Eq. (52)— yields
Ẋ v = 0

⇒

Ė e = Ė e

Ẋ v =0

(64)

and the trial state at time t + ∆t is given by (see Figure 3)
tr
tr

X v = t0 X v
Xe =

(65)

−1
t+∆t
tr
0X X v

=

t+∆t
t
t X 0X e

(66)

where t0 X v and t+∆tt X = t+∆t0 X t0 X −1 are known. Hence, clearly, the increment
of deformation t+∆tt X is completely applied to the elastic deformation gradient
t
0 X e within the trial substep. The trial logarithmic strain tensor is then
1
1
ln( tr C e ) = ln( tr X Te tr X e )
2
2
Subsequently, during the viscous corrector step we enforce
tr

Ee =

Ė = 0

⇒

Ė e = Ė e
186

Ė =0

(67)

(68)
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and then we integrate Eq. (62) using a first-order accurate, backward Euler scheme
on its right-hand side (note that the left-hand side is exactly integrated)
Z t+∆t
Z t+∆t
dE e |Ė=0 = −
V−1 : T̂ neq dt
(69)
t
t


t+∆t
tr
−1
E
−
E
≈
−∆t
V
:
T̂
(70)
e
neq
0 e
t+∆t

which provides a non-linear viscous correction for t+∆t0 E e in terms of
—compare to Eq. (17)


−1 ∂Wneq
t+∆t
= tr E e
:
0 E e + ∆t V
∂E e t+∆t

tr

E e through

(71)

For the most general, non-linear anisotropic case, Eq. (71) is to be solved by means
of a local Newton iterative scheme at the quadrature point level of the finiteelement procedure (see next Section). Therefore, if V−1 and Wneq are known, we
can compute t+∆t0 E e for a given time step ∆t and then proceed to obtain the
deviatoric non-equilibrated stresses and tangent moduli at t + ∆t. One important
issue that arises herein is due to the fact that V−1 and Wneq (E de ) are defined in
the intermediate configuration. Hence, for example, if the material is orthotropic,
one has to make some assumptions about how the preferred material axes (internally) evolve from the reference to the intermediate configuration. Then, the
strain energy function Wneq should be accordingly defined in order to describe the
material anisotropy in the relaxed state. One possibility consists of assuming that
the preferred material directions transform like material line elements by means of
the viscous deformation gradient X v , thereby the reference orthotropic symmetry
is lost in the intermediate configuration and the formulation becomes impractical to apply for most problems of interests, so further simplifications are needed,
c.f. [47]. Other proposed transformations perform a push-forward of the preferred
structural tensors such as for velocity gradients, i.e. using the gradient X v and
its inverse, see [57]. As in Ref. [58] in the context of anisotropic viscoelasticity or
Ref. [39] for anisotropic elastoplasticity, we will assume herein that the preferred
material orientations remain the same in both the intermediate and reference configurations, thus making possible the use of orthotropic spline-based strain energy
functions in both configurations [50], i.e. Weq (E d ) and Wneq (E de ). Obviously, any
of these important constitutive assumptions (not experimentally verified) is not
needed if the material is assumed isotropic in both the reference and the stressfree configurations, in which case the formulation can be developed in the space
of principal strain-stress directions, c.f. [23, 45].
At this point, only the fourth-order viscosity tensor V−1 remains to be defined.
We will assume that V−1 is an isotropic tensor, with its deviatoric and volumetric
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t+Δt
0

t
0

X
t+Δt

X

t

t
0

X

Xe
tr

t
0

Xe

Xv

Fig. 3 Multiplicative decomposition of the trial state at t + ∆t. Note tr X v = t0 X v .

projections (the latter not needed herein) given in terms of the deviatoric and
volumetric scalar viscosities η d and η v through
V−1 =

1 S
1
P + vI ⊗ I
d
2η
9η

(72)

The evolution equation in rate form, Eq. (62), and its solution in terms of incremental elastic strains, Eq. (71), reduce then to
dE e
dt

Ė =0

and
t+∆t
0E e

+

=−

1 ∂Wneq
2η d ∂E e

∆t ∂Wneq
2η d ∂E e

=

(73)

tr

Ee

(74)

t+∆t

which, note, are purely deviatoric. For orthotropic materials, ∂Wneq /∂E e and E e
do not commute. Hence, in general, t+∆t0 E e and tr E e in Eq. (74) will not have the
same Lagrangian principal basis, which becomes an essential difference between
this anisotropic formulation and the isotropic ones. This distinction is similar to
that found in anisotropic elastoplasticity [39]. In fact, Eq. (74) may be written as
1
log
2
i.e. for ∆t/η d → 0
t+∆t
0C e

t+∆t
0C e



=

1
log
2

tr


C e + ∆E e |Ė =0

≃ exp (∆E e |Ė =0 ) tr C e exp ( ∆E e |Ė =0 )

(75)

(76)

which has a similar format to that of the update in anisotropic elastoplasticity. The
difference is that whereas Eq. (76) is an approximation of Eq. (75), in plasticity
the situation is reversed. In this case, once a converged solution t+∆t0 E e has been
obtained, we update

t+∆t
tr
Re t+∆t0 U e = tr Re exp t+∆t0 E e
(77)
0X e =
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or
t+∆t
0X v

=

−1 t+∆t
t+∆t
0X e
0X

=

−1 tr
t+∆t
Ue
0U e



t
0X v

=

t+∆t
t
t X v 0X v

(78)

The value of the material parameter η d in Eq. (74) may be related to, for
example, a relaxation time measured from a given experimental test. In order to
obtain this relation we linearize the response of the non-equilibrated orthotropic
strain energy function Wneq in the flow rule of Eq. (73) to obtain
dE e
dt

Ė =0

1 ∂ 2 Wneq
: Ee
2η d ∂E e ∂E e lin


1 ∂ 2 Wneq
S
: PS : E e
= −P :
2η d ∂E de ∂E de lin
!
3 X
3
neq
X
µ
ij
= −PS :
LSij ⊗ LSij : PS : E e
d
η
i
j
!
3
3
XX 1
S
S
Lij ⊗ Lij : PS : E e
= −PS :
τ
ij
i
j

=−

where
Wneq (E de ) lin

=

3 X
3
X
i

d 2
µneq
ij (Eeij )

(79)

(80)

j

is expressed in terms of the orthotropic reference shear moduli µneq
ij and the compod
nents of E e in the material orthotropy basis {e1 , e2 , e3 }. The subscript lin implies
a linearized constitutive law (usually at the origin), i.e. quadratic strain energy
with constant coefficients. In the preceding expressions LSij = 1/2(ei ⊗ ej + ej ⊗ ei )
stand for the structural tensors associated to the preferred basis. Thus, we obtain
ηd
τij = τji = neq ,
µij

i, j = {1, 2, 3}

(81)

which represent the orthotropic relaxation times associated to the relaxation processes defined by the components of Eq. (73) (just consider six different onedimensional standard solids based on finite logarithmic strains describing each one
of those separated deformation processes, all of them having the same dashpot
parameter but different spring constants). Note that we use the same symbol for
the relaxation times as for the Kirchhoff stresses but by context confusion is hardly
possible. From Eqs. (80) and (81) we observe that the stiffer the non-equilibrated
contribution to the material deformation about a given preferred “direction” LSij ,
the shorter relaxation time associated to that deformation process. We want to
remark that with this orthotropic formulation based on an isotropic viscous behavior we can only prescribe one (characteristic) relaxation time obtained from a
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given relaxation test, for example τmm from uniaxial testing in the preferred direction em . In Section 7 we show how to obtain this characteristic relaxation time
for orthotropic viscoelasticity. Then, the deviatoric viscosity included in V−1 is
η d = τmm µneq
mm =

τmm ∂ 2 Wneq
d
2 (∂Eemm
)2

(no sum)

(82)

lin

and the model predicts relaxation times for the tests in the other directions being
weighted by the existing relations between the different deviatoric moduli, i.e.
τpq = τmm

µneq
mm
µneq
pq

(no sum on m)

(83)

Once the viscosity parameter η d has been determined from Eq. (82), the non-linear
Equations (73) and (74) are to be used. In those equations we will assume that η d
is deformation independent, which is a usual hypothesis in finite viscoelasticity.
5.2 Local Newton iterations for the non-equilibrated part
Once the trial elastic logarithmic strains tr E e have been obtained using Eq. (67),
we proceed to solve Eq. (74) in residual form
R (E e ) = E e +

∆t ∂Wneq
−
2η d ∂E e

tr

Ee

(84)

for the most general case when hyperelasticity is non-linear in logarithmic strains.
Since T̂ neq = ∂Wneq /∂E e is deviatoric, recall Eq. (61), we can deal with the
deviatoric residue
∆t ∂Wneq
− tr E de
(85)
Rd (E e ) = E de + d
2η ∂E e
In order to apply Newton’s method, take the initial approximation (k = 0)
=
E d(k)
e

tr

E de

(86)

then evaluate the residual
Rd(k) = E d(k)
+
e

∆t ∂Wneq
2η d ∂E e

E de

(87)

and proceed as usual for every iteration, i.e.


∂Rd
(k)
: E (k+1)
−
E
=0
Rd(k) +
e
e
∂E e (k)

(88)



∆t ∂ 2 Wneq
S
: PS
I + d
2η ∂E de ∂E de

(89)

(k)

−

tr

Using Eq. (85) we employ

∂Rd
= PS :
∂E e
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so the update is
E d(k+1)
e

=

E d(k)
e

∂Rd
−
∂E e

⊟

: Rd(k)

(90)

(k)

where we define the deviatoric inverse operator (·)⊟ such that —see Appendix A
∂Rd
∂E e

⊟

∂Rd
:
= PS
∂E e

(91)

We perform iterations (k = 1, 2, ..., m) until the norm of the residual tensor Rd(k)
reaches the desired tolerance. Then, at the last iteration, say k = m, we can take
d(m)
t+∆t
+ tr E ve . It is apparent that this iterative solution for t+∆t0 E e
0Ee = Ee
preserves the volumetric part of tr E e , if any. We remark that the same solution
is obtained if we deal with the total residual R of Eq. (84) and we compute the
inverse of ∂R/∂E e as usual. However, the deviatoric inverse may be computed in
closed-form, bypassing the computation of the inverse of a fourth-order tensor at
each local iteration.
5.3 Deviatoric contribution to S and C
Once the elastic strains E e are known at t + ∆t we can proceed to compute the
deviatoric non-equilibrated contribution to the stress and global tangent tensors.
In order to obtain the non-equilibrated stresses and tangent moduli consistent with
the integration algorithm employed, it is convenient to deal with variations of tr Ae
instead of variations of A. Due to the fact that —c.f. Eq. (23)

−T
tr
tr
tr
Ae = tr X −T
⊙
X
:
A
−
A
(92)
v
v
v

the material rates tr Ȧe and Ȧ relate to each other through the mapping ∂ tr Ae /∂A =
−T
tr
tr
X −T
v ⊙ X v , which remains constant during the finite-element global iterations
at time t + ∆t. Upon this change of independent variable, the dependencies in Eq.
(23) may be rewritten as Ae = Ae (A (tr Ae ) , X v ) = Ae (tr Ae , X v ) and the dependencies of the non-equilibrated strain energy become Wneq (Ae ) = Wneq (tr Ae , X v ).
The consideration of this change of variables in Eq. (33) yields
S neq =

∂Wneq
∂A

=
Ẋ v =0

∂Wneq
∂ tr Ae

:
Ẋ v =0

∂ tr Ae
= S̃ neq :
∂A

tr

X −T
v ⊙

tr

X −T
v

(93)

where the modified Second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses
S̃ neq :=

∂Wneq
∂ tr Ae
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are the push-forward of S neq from the reference configuration to the trial (fixed)
intermediate configuration. The consistent tangent moduli in the reference configuration Cneq relates to the consistent tangent moduli in the trial intermediate
configuration C̃neq through —note that ∂ tr Ae /∂A has only minor symmetries
 tr T
∂ Ae
∂ S̃ neq ∂ tr Ae
∂S neq
:
=
: tr
Cneq =
∂A
∂A
∂ Ae
∂A
=

tr

X −1
v ⊙

tr

X −1
v : C̃neq :

tr

X −T
v ⊙

tr

X −T
v

(95)

tr
remains constant at each time step has been
X −T
where the fact that tr X −T
v
v ⊙
used. Thus, we are dealt with the task of obtaining the modified stress and tangent
moduli tensors S̃ neq and C̃neq and then just performing their pull-back to the
reference configuration by means of Eqs. (93) and (95). We want to emphasize
herein that there exists a fundamental difference between the gradient respect to
A (equivalently, tr Ae ) taken in Eqs. (93) and (95). In Eq. (93), the stresses S neq
(S̃ neq ) are obtained through the gradient of Wneq with respect to A ( tr Ae ) when
the viscous flow is frozen, hence the subscript Ẋ v = 0 is emphasized. This is our
theoretical definition of the stresses S neq , see Eq. (33), which naturally arises from
the dissipation inequality. On the other hand, in Eq. (95) we are interested in
computing the algorithmic gradient of S neq (S̃ neq ) with respect to A ( tr Ae ) to be
used between consecutive global iterations in the finite element procedure at time
step t + ∆t. Since X v does not remain constant at each time step (note that X v
is implicitly changed by the different viscous corrector substeps), this variation
has to be taken into account when computing the gradients given in Eq. (95).
Accordingly, the subscript Ẋ v = 0 is intentionally not indicated in the tangent
moduli ∂S neq /∂A and ∂ S̃ neq /∂ tr Ae present in that equation. This consideration
will lead to the consistent linearization of the integration algorithm employed.
The tensors S̃ neq and C̃neq may be obtained from our model, based on logarithmic strains, through

S̃ neq =

∂Wneq
∂ tr Ae

=
Ẋ v =0

∂Wneq
∂ tr E e

:
Ẋ v =0

∂ tr E e
∂ tr Ae

(96)

and —note that ∂ tr E e /∂ tr Ae has major and minor symmetries
C̃neq =

∂ tr E e ∂ T̃ neq ∂ tr E e
∂ 2 tr E e
∂ S̃ neq
=
:
:
+
T̃
:
neq
∂ tr Ae
∂ tr Ae ∂ tr E e ∂ tr Ae
∂ tr Ae ∂ tr Ae

(97)

where the generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor in the fixed intermediate configuration
∂Wneq
T̃ neq := tr
(98)
∂ E e Ẋ v =0
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is to be previously related to the generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor in the updated
intermediate configuration T̂ neq , which is the resulting stress tensor at each global
iteration obtained from Wneq (E e ) using Eq. (61). Taking into consideration the
dependencies E e = E e ( tr E e , X v ), the application of the chain rule gives
T̃ neq =

∂Wneq
∂ tr E e

=
Ẋ v =0

∂Wneq
∂E e
: tr
∂E e
∂ Ee

∂E e
∂ tr E e

= T̂ neq :
Ẋ v =0

(99)
Ẋ v =0

Note the analogy between Eq. (99) and Eq. (33) (just change E e by Ae and tr E e
by A). Analogously as we did therein, the mapping tensor ∂E e /∂ tr E e with the
viscous flow frozen is to be obtained taking the corresponding partial derivatives
in the analytical expression E e ( tr E e , X v ). For example, for the simplified cases of
isotropic materials under generic deformations or orthotropic materials undergoing
finite deformations along the preferred material directions, the trial and updated
elastic stretch tensors commute. Then, from the relation between the trial and
updated states tr X e tr X v = X e X v , and taking tr Re = Re , we readily arrive
to —note that only the axial components are relevant and that tr Ẋ v = 0 by
definition
∂E e
= IS ⇒ T̃ neq = T̂ neq
(100)
∂ tr E e Ẋ v =0
For the more general case addressed herein of orthotropic materials undergoing offaxis deformations, the trial and updated elastic material tensors do not commute in
general and the analytical expression of ∂E e /∂ tr E e with Ẋ v = 0 is to be computed
following another approach (see Appendix B). However, if the time step increment
∆t is small with respect to the characteristic relaxation time τ of the orthotropic
model at hand, i.e. ∆t/τ ≪ 1, then
∂E e
∂ tr E e

Ẋ v =0

≈ IS

⇒

T̃ neq ≈ T̂ neq

(101)

From now on we will assume that T̃ neq = T̂ neq and, as a return, we obtain a much
simpler and efficient tangent moduli which are algorithmically consistent with
these generalized Kirchhoff stresses. Note that an approximation of this kind is also
usual in the context of finite anisotropic elasto-plasticity, see for example Ref. [39],
Section 6.4, and note that the assumption S̃ neq = Ŝ neq (using the nomenclature of
this paper) is implicitly considered therein. Then the algorithmic consistent elastoplastic tangent moduli associated to those stresses is computed in that Reference.
If we do not wish to take this approximation, we should compute the analytical
mapping tensor present in Eq. (99) and its derivatives in the numerical algorithm,
as shown in Appendix B. The Second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses S neq are obtained
combining Eqs. (93), (96), (99) and (100)1, which can be compacted as
S neq =

∂Wneq
∂A

=
Ẋ v =0

∂Wneq ∂E e
:
∂E e
∂A
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Ẋ v =0

∂E e
∂A

(102)
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In order to obtain the consistent tangent moduli ∂ T̃ neq /∂ tr E e , needed in Eq.
(97), we have to take into consideration that the trial logarithmic strains tr E e and
the updated logarithmic strains t+∆t0 E e are related by the algorithm through Eq.
(74). Hence
∂ T̂ neq
∂ T̂ neq ∂ t+∆t0 E e
∂ T̃ neq
=
=
:
(103)
∂ tr E e
∂ tr E e
∂E e
∂ tr E e
with the tensor ∂ t+∆t0 E e /∂ tr E e providing the consistent linearization of the algorithmic formulation. Taking derivatives in Eq. (74) and separating into deviatoric
and volumetric parts
−1

∂ t+∆t0 E e
∆t ∂ 2 Wneq
S
= I + d
∂ tr E e
2η ∂E e ∂E e t+∆t
−1

1
∆t ∂ 2 Wneq
S
+ I ⊗I
= P + d
2η ∂E e ∂E e t+∆t 3

⊟
∆t ∂ 2 Wneq
1
S
= P + d
(104)
+ I ⊗I
2η ∂E e ∂E e t+∆t
3
we arrive to

∂ T̃ neq
∂ T̂ neq ∂ t+∆t0 E e
∂ 2 Wneq
=
:
=
∂ tr E e
∂E e
∂ tr E e
∂E e ∂E e

t+∆t

∂Rd
:
∂E e

⊟

(105)
t+∆t

where the deviatoric contribution to the algorithmic gradient ∂ t+∆t0 E e /∂ tr E e is
given by the deviatoric inverse of Eq. (89) evaluated at the updated strains t+∆t0 E e ,
see Section 5.2. It can be shown that the consistent tangent tensor ∂ T̃ neq /∂ tr E e , as
given in Eq. (105), is symmetric, which is a direct consequence of the fact that the
right-hand side of Eq. (62) derives from a Lagrangian creep potential (see Ref. [23]
for a formal proof based on an Eulerian creep potential and notice that only the
deviatoric contribution is relevant in our formulation). It is again important to
emphasize the difference between the gradients ∂E e /∂ tr E e given in Eqs. (100)1
(or (101)1 ) and (104): the former is obtained from a theoretical expression with
the viscous flow frozen and is needed to calculate the stresses, whereas the latter
is computed from the algorithm when the total deformation gradient is frozen (i.e.
during the viscous correction substep) and is needed to calculate the derivatives
of the stresses (i.e. consistent tangents). Finally, the consistent (fully symmetric)
tangent moduli Cneq for the non-equilibrated part is obtained combining, first,
Eqs. (97), (100)2 and (105)
C̃neq =
+

∂ tr E e ∂ 2 Wneq
:
∂ tr Ae ∂E e ∂E e
∂Wneq
∂E e

:
t+∆t

∂
∂

:
t+∆t
2 tr

tr A

∂ t+∆t0 E e ∂ tr E e
: tr
∂ tr E e
∂ Ae

Ee
tr
e ∂ Ae
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and then performing the pull-back to the reference configuration with Eq. (95).
All the preceding calculations involving mapping tensors between tr Ae and tr E e
can be performed in an analogous way, from a numerical perspective, to those
corresponding to a typical hyperelastic calculation in terms of total strains A and
E (c.f. Ref. [50], Section 2.5).
The present formulation is derived in full material description and is therefore
valid for any system of representation. As we show in the first example below,
this formulation gives exactly the same results than the spatial formulation in
principal directions of Ref. [23] for the particular case of isotropy. Furthermore,
the present model provides the formal extension of the model of Ref. [23] to the
general anisotropic case, even though the model has been particularized then to
the case of material orthotropy symmetry.
5.4 Linearized case: Finite linear viscoelasticity
There are two specific cases in which the constitutive Equation (73) for the viscous
flow derived above may be simplified. One of them corresponds to the case in
which the hyperelastic constitutive relation between logarithmic stress and strain
measures of the non-equilibrated part is linear. For this first case, we just have
Wneq (E de ) =

3 X
3
X
i

j

d
d 2
µneq
ij (Eeij ) ≡ Wneq (E e )

lin

(107)

The second one corresponds to the case for which kE e k ≪ 1, i.e. only small
perturbations E e = εe away from the thermodynamical equilibrium occur, where
εe stands for the infinitesimal strain tensor. In this second case, we can take —note
we are linearizing the non-equilibrated response in the intermediate configuration
in this case
3 X
3
X
d 2
d
d
µneq
(108)
Wneq (εe ) = Wneq (E e ) lin =
ij (εeij )
i

j

We show next that both cases lead to the same linear-linearized solution for the
evolution equation, i.e. the so-called Finite Linear Viscoelasticity. However, one
has to take into account that the former is still valid for finite elastic deformations
away from the thermodynamic equilibrium (a linear theory in terms of logarithmic
strains for large internal strains), whereas the latter is only valid for small nonequilibrated perturbations (a linearized theory for infinitesimal internal strains).
Note that the total and viscous gradients X and X v may represent large deformations in both cases. Since E e = εe within the context of infinitesimal elasticity, we
will employ the notation E e in this section to represent the internal elastic strains
in both cases. Models that make use of the linearized formulation are discussed
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in, for example, Refs. [23] and [24] for viscoelasticity based on strain-like internal
variables and Refs. [16] and [21] for viscoelasticity based on stress-like internal
variables.
Introducing Eq. (107)1 in the viscous flow rule of Eq. (73) we obtain
dE e
dt

Ė =0

!
3 X
3
X
1
= −PS :
LSij ⊗ LSij : PS : E e
τ
ij
i
j
|
{z
}
−1
T

(109)

where the relaxation times τij are defined in Eq. (81). Even though V−1 has been
assumed isotropic, note that an orthotropic viscoelastic behavior (linear in logarithmic, or infinitesimal, strains) is obtained in terms of a fourth-order deviatoric
S
−1
orthotropic relaxation tensor T−1
: PS , where T−1 is “diagonal” (in
d := P : T
its matrix representation in preferred axes) and includes the six different, but not
independent, relaxation times τij . Equation (109) is to be directly compared to its
one-dimensional, infinitesimal version given in Eq. (18). Furthermore, even though
Eqs. (79) and (109) seem identical, the difference in nature between them must be
emphasized: Eq. (79) is only a particularization of the general non-linear constitutive Equation (73) used to determine the viscosity constant η d from experimental
data, whereas Eq. (109) represents the constitutive equation itself for the nonequilibrated part of the Finite Linear Viscoelasticity models. The former is only
employed to arrive at Eq. (81), whereas the latter is the equation employed to
integrate the strains in the particular linear case of this Section.
The integration of Eq. (109) gives an explicit update for t+∆t0 E e in terms of
tr
E e , i.e. —compare to Eq. (74) for the non-linear case

or


:
IS + ∆tT−1
d
t+∆t
0Ee

t+∆t
0Ee

= IS + ∆tT−1
d

=

−1

tr

:

Ee

(110)

tr

(111)

Ee

so the local Newton iterations at the quadrature points of the finite-element discretization, see Section 5.2, are not needed. We observe again that t+∆t0 E e and
tr
E e do not have the same principal basis due to the orthotropic nature of the
fourth-order deviatoric relaxation tensor T−1
d .
neq
Finally, it is interesting to note that for pure isotropic behavior µneq
, so
ij = µ
d
neq
only one relaxation time τ = η /µ is obtained, as one would expect. Then
S
−1
T−1
: PS = PS :
d = P : T
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and the “return mapping” for the elastic deviatoric logarithmic strains becomes
linear isotropic:
t+∆t
0E e



−1
∆t S
= I +
P
: tr E e
τ
1
tr d
E e + tr E ve = t+∆t0 E de +
=
∆t
1+
τ
S

t+∆t v
0E e

(113)

with t+∆t0 E e and tr E e being coaxial in this particular case. Note that the volumetric part of the internal elastic deformation remains unaffected during the viscous
correction, i.e. t+∆t0 E ve = tr E ve . This last equation clearly represents the extension
of Eq. (19) to the context of isotropic incompressible finite linear viscoelasticity
based either on linear logarithmic stress-strain relations or on infinitesimal elasticity for the non-equilibrated response.

6 Equilibrated contribution
If the total gradient t+∆t0 X is known at the time step t + ∆t, then the equilibrated
contributions t+∆t S eq and t+∆t Ceq are just obtained from Ψeq (E) as hyperelastic
calculations, i.e.
∂Ψeq ∂E
∂E
∂Ψeq
=
:
= T eq :
(114)
S eq =
∂A
∂E ∂A
∂A
∂S eq
∂E ∂T eq ∂E
∂2E
=
:
:
+ T eq :
Ceq =
∂A
∂A ∂E ∂A
∂A∂A

(115)

Furthermore, since Ψeq (E) = Weq (E d ) + Ueq (J), the computation of S eq and Ceq
can also be conveniently separated into their respective deviatoric and volumetric parts. These computations do not bring about further difficulties, so we omit
further details in this work. The interested reader can see the detailed formulae needed to compute these (hyperelastic) contributions for an incompressible
orthotropic material in Ref. [50], Section 2.5.

7 Determination of the relaxation time(s) of the orthotropic model
Consider a small strains uniaxial relaxation test performed about the preferred
material direction e1 of an incompressible material. Equation (79) represented in
preferred material axes and specialized at t = 0+ (just after the total deformation
in direction e1 is applied and retained) reads —note that shear terms are not
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needed and that ε0e = εe (t = 0+ ) = ε(t = 0+ ) = ε0 are isochoric (traceless)

 0 

neq 0
neq 0
neq
ν
ν
+
µ
ε̇e11
+
µ
2µ
33
13
22
12
11
ε0 
 0 
neq 0
neq 0 
(116)
= − 11d  −µneq
 ε̇e22 
11 − 2µ22 ν12 + µ33 ν13 
3η
neq
neq 0
neq 0
0
−µ11 + µ22 ν12 − 2µ33 ν13
ε̇e33 ǫ̇=0

0
where the relations of Eq. (81) have been used and the initial Poisson ratios ν12
=
0
0
0
0
0
−ε22 /ε11 and ν13 = −ε33 /ε11 are expressed below in terms of the equilibrated and
non-equilibrated reference shear moduli.
Stresses at t = 0+ are obtained through —note that in infinitesimal kinematics
there is no distinction among stress tensors

σ 0 = σ 0eq + σ 0neq =

∂Weq
∂Wneq
+
+ p0 I
∂ε ε0
∂εe ε0

(117)

where p0 is the (initial) hydrostatic pressure needed to fulfill the boundary conditions. In matrix notation we can write


 0 
0
0
2µ
+
p̂
11
σ11
0 0
0
 0  = ε011 
−2µ
(118)

22 ν12 + p̂ 
0
0
−2µ033 ν13
+ p̂0
where

neq
µ0ii = µeq
ii + µii

(no sum on i)

(119)

0
0
and we have defined p̂0 := p0 /ε011 . The boundary conditions σ22
= σ33
= 0, together
0
0
with the incompressibility constraint 1 − ν12 − ν13 = 0, let us obtain the expression
of the modified pressure p̂0 and also the Poisson ratios
0
ν12
0
ν13

neq
µ033
µeq
33 + µ33
= 0
= eq
eq
neq
µ22 + µ033
µ22 + µneq
22 + µ33 + µ33
neq
µeq
µ022
22 + µ22
= eq
= 0
eq
neq
µ22 + µ033
µ22 + µneq
22 + µ33 + µ33

(120)
(121)

0
The stress component σ11
is then

 0
0
0
0
0 0
σ11
= 2µ011 + µ022 ν12
+ µ033 ν13
ε11 =: E11
ε11

(122)

0
where we identify E11
as the instantaneous Young’s modulus in direction e1 .
In order to determine the relaxation time τ11 we need previously to obtain the
expression of the time derivative of the relaxation curve σ11 (t) at t = 0+ . To this
end, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (122) as —note that the same initial Poisson’s
0
0
ratios ν12
= −ε022 /ε011 = −ε0e22 /ε0e11 and ν13
= −ε033 /ε011 = −ε0e33 /ε0e11 are to be used
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in order to define the equilibrated and non-equilibrated instantaneous Young’s
eq
neq
moduli E11
and E11
neq 0
neq 0  0
eq 0
eq 0  0
0
2µneq
(123)
σ11
= 2µeq
11 + µ22 ν12 + µ33 ν13 εe11
11 + µ22 ν12 + µ33 ν13 ε11 +
{z
}
|
{z
}
|
eq
neq
E11
E11
whereupon

neq 0
0
ε̇e11
σ̇11
= E11

(124)

because of ε11 (t) = ε011 is retained for t > 0. Inserting the first component of Eq.
(116), with η d = τ11 µneq
11 , into Eq. (124) gives
0
σ̇11
=−

neq
1 E11
neq 0
E11
ε11
τ11 3µneq
11

(125)

neq
eq
0
+ E11
Therefore, by direct comparison of Eqs. (122) and (125), with E11
= E11
0
0
and t011 := −σ11
/σ̇11
, we arrive to

τ11 = t011

neq
E11
/(3µneq
11 )
neq
eq
1 + E11 /E11

(126)

where the numerical value t011 may be measured tracing the tangent to the experimental relaxation curve σ11 (t) at t = 0+ , see Figure 4. For further use, we can
generalize Eq. (126) to give the expression of the relaxation time τii (no sum on i)
associated to the preferred direction ei , i.e. for i 6= j 6= k 6= i = {1, 2, 3} and not
applying the summation convention
τii = t0ii

Eiineq /(3µneq
ii )
eq
1 + Eii /Eiineq

(127)

with
t0ii = −σii0 /σ̇ii0
neq 0
neq 0
Eiineq = 2µneq
ii + µjj νij + µkk νik
and
νij0 =

(128)
(129)

eq 0
eq 0
Eiieq = 2µeq
ii + µjj νij + µkk νik

(130)

neq
µeq
µ0kk
kk + µkk
=
neq
eq
neq
µ0jj + µ0kk
µeq
jj + µjj + µkk + µkk

(131)

Recall that we can only characterize one relaxation time τii (i.e. only one isotropic viscosity η d = τii µneq
ii ) from experimental data. Subsequently, the remaining
relaxation times predicted by the model for axial and shear behaviors are given
by Eqs. (81) or (83). Finally, note that for the case of incompressible isotropic viscoelasticity we get the single value ν 0 = 1/2, hence E eq = 3µeq and E neq = 3µneq ,
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σ11

t110

t
0 /σ̇ 0
−σ11
11

Fig. 4 Determination of the experimental factor t11 =
from the curve σ11 (t) obtained from a uniaxial
relaxation test performed about the preferred material direction e1 .

and we recover the usual value in all directions—compare to the compressible
model of Ref. [15]
t0
t0
=
(132)
τ=
1 + E eq /E neq
1 + µeq /µneq
with the special case τ ≈ t0 for µneq ≫ µeq .
8 Examples
In the following examples we make use of the spline-based strain energy functions
described in Refs. [59] and [50] for isotropic and orthotropic incompressible hyperelasticity, respectively. We see below that with this hyperelastic models we are
able to capture the equilibrated and non-equilibrated behaviors in an exact way.
As an additional material parameter, a relaxation time obtained from a relaxation
test about a specific preferred material direction will also be needed in order to
complete the definition of the model.
8.1 Isotropic material
In the first example of Ref. [23] a square specimen under a plane strain state
is subjected to cyclic shear loading, see Figure 5, where u(t) = u0 sin(ωt). In
the present example we reproduce the results of the simulations of that paper
using the general formulation for nearly incompressible materials presented in the
preceding Sections in order to show that it gives the same results that the isotropic
formulation in principal strain directions derived in [23].
First, we use the spline-based hyperelastic formulation for incompressible isotropic materials (see Ref. [59]) to obtain two strain energy functions Weq and Wneq
expressed in terms of principal deviatoric logarithmic strains, i.e.




Weq E d = ωeq E1d + ωeq E2d + ωeq E3d
(133)
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u(t)

u(t)

u(t)

h

h
Fig. 5 Cyclic shear of a square (h × h) specimen under plane strain. Mesh discretization, boundary conditions
and applied displacements u(t) = u0 sin(ωt) [23].





Wneq E de = ωneq Eed1 + ωneq Eed2 + ωneq Eed3

(134)

that exactly replicate the respective stresses associated to the two Ogden-type
energy functions used in the first example of Ref. [23]. Note that, actually, we would
determine these functions from experimental data from, first, an instantaneous
test (from which we would determine W = Weq + Wneq ) and, second, a sufficiently
slow test (from which we would determine Weq ). However, we want to predict
the results of Ref. [23] using our model. In Figure 6 the (analytical) stresses from
the respective uniaxial tests obtained using the Ogden strain energy functions are
shown. Subsequently, from discrete representations of those curves, two respective
spline-based strain energy functions Weq and Wneq are obtained separately (not
shown). Finally, in Figure 6 the stresses predicted by each spline-based strain
energy function are shown. The fact that both stress distributions are exactly
replicated indicates that the spline-based functions Weq and Wneq that we use
in the finite-element calculations are equivalent to those used by the authors in
Ref. [23]. Note that all of these functions, spline type and Ogden type, are based
on the same additive decomposition, i.e. the Valanis-Landel hypothesis. Of course
we could have equally used the Ogden model, but an additional purpose of this
example is to show the capabilities of the spline-based energy functions, where
no material parameter is employed and the behavior is exactly captured. On the
other hand, we prescribe the same relaxation time provided in that Reference, i.e.
τ = 17.5 s, so almost identical final results are expected to be obtained if the same
finite element formulation is employed.
The only difference between our strain energy proposal (see Eqs. (55)–(56))
and the one of Ref. [23] is that Reese and Govindjee initially assume volumetric
functions for both the equilibrated and the non-equilibrated stored energy contributions (see Eq. (56) of that Reference). However, Reese and Govindjee neglect
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Equilibrated contribution

Non−equilibrated contribution
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Fig. 6 Uniaxial stresses from the equilibrated and non-equilibrated Ogden-type strain energy functions given
in the first example of Ref. [23] and exact fitting of that data using the respective spline-based strain energy
functions.

the non-equilibrated volumetric part of the evolution equation in all the numerical
calculations that they perform in order to gain computational efficiency. Hence, the
strain energy proposals used in their calculations and our calculations become the
same (provided that the non-equilibrated volumetric contribution to the stresses
and tangent moduli are also neglected, see Section 5.3 above). We have seen above
that if a non-equilibrated volumetric part is not initially considered, then the viscous flow is deviatoric, as it should be for a totally incompressible material. Thus,
we note that we neglect that contribution from purely physical grounds. Since only
one volumetrical contribution is considered, the same mixed formulation [60] used
to avoid mesh locking in nearly-incompressible hyperelastic numerical calculations
(c.f. [50]) may be used herein. That is, all the variables needed to interpolate the
pressure at each finite-element are obtainable from Section 6; further modifications
due to the non-equilibrated deviatoric contribution to stress and tangent are not
required.
In this bi-dimensional example we employ the 4/1 quad element (or Q1/P0
element) for u/p mixed formulation [54] in order to carry out proper comparisons
to the results of Ref. [23] (because in the first example of Ref. [23] the authors
have used four elements with four displacement nodes each). We also assume that
the volumetric penalty function of the equilibrated part Ueq (J) used in Ref. [23]
is the same that the authors indicate for the non-equilibrated part, i.e.
Ueq (J) =


κeq 2
J − 2 ln J − 1
4
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Fig. 7 Cauchy shear stresses σ12 (t) versus engineering shear strains γ12 (t) = u(t)/h = u0 /h × sin(0.3t) for the
amplitudes: a) u0 /h = 0.01, b) u0 /h = 1, c) u0 /h = 2, d) u0 /h = 5. No differences are observable with respect
to the results of the first example of Ref. [23]. FV ≡ finite (non-linear) viscoelasticity case; FLV ≡ finite linear
viscoelasticity case.

where κeq is the bulk modulus. The exact numerical value assigned to the penalty
parameter κeq is not provided in the example under study of that reference, so high
enough ratios κeq /µeq are chosen so that (nearly-) incompressibility is attained at
each case. The reference shear modulus µeq is readily obtained from the splinebased strain energy function Weq through
µeq =

1 ∂ 2 Weq
2 (∂E d )2

=
lin

1 ∂ 2 Weq
2 (∂E d )2

E d =0

1 ′′
= ωeq
(0)
2

(136)

In Figure 7, the Cauchy shear stresses σ12 (t) are plotted against the engineering
shear strains γ12 (t) = u(t)/h = u0 /h × sin(0.3t) for the four amplitudes u0 /h =
{0.01, 1, 2, 5}. For these simulations, 100 time steps per cycle have been chosen.
No difference can be appreciated between these results and those presented in
Figure 3(a − d) of Ref. [23], even though both the formulation and the strain
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energy functions are “different”. Obviously, all the conclusions reached in that paper regarding the non-linear and linearized formulations are also applicable to our
model, which is essentially the same model of Reese and Govindjee but formulated
using a more general approach that makes possible its extension to anisotropic
materials, as we show in the next examples.
8.2 Orthotropic material with linear logarithmic stress-strain relations
In this example we perform three relaxation tests using the finite linear viscoelasticity model explained in Section 5.4 in order to show that the computational
results predict the relaxation times given by Eq. (127), together with the Poisson’s ratios of Eq. (131), and also agree with the existing relations between the
relaxation times given by Eq. (83).
Consider the following strain energy functions
eq
eq
d 2
d 2
d 2
Weq (E d ) = µeq
11 (E11 ) + µ22 (E22 ) + µ33 (E33 )

(137)

neq
neq
d
2
d
2
d
2
Wneq (E de ) = µneq
11 (Ee11 ) + µ22 (Ee22 ) + µ33 (Ee33 )

(138)

where only their axial components in principal material directions are needed in
order to simulate the different uniaxial relaxation tests about the preferred material
axes. We take, for example, the following values for the shear moduli in Eqs. (137)
and (138)
eq
eq
(139)
µeq
11 = 4 MPa , µ22 = 2 MPa , µ33 = 1 MPa
neq
neq
µneq
11 = 5 MPa , µ22 = 3 MPa , µ33 = 2 MPa

(140)

Finally, the value of the relaxation time τ11 = 20 s completes the definition of the
model.
In Figure 8 the undeformed (at t = 0) and deformed (at t = 0+ ) configurations
of the specimen being tested are shown. In this first computational calculation,
the specimen has been stretched in the material direction 1 up to λ1 = 3 with
the lateral faces being stress-free. Subsequently, the stretch λ1 = 3 is maintained
250 s, so the normal stresses in direction e1 and the transverse strains in directions
e2 and e3 relax up to the statically equilibrated configuration (t → ∞). The time
steps have been chosen as follows: ∆t = 0.1 s for 0+ ≤ t ≤ 5 s, ∆t = 0.5 s for
5 s < t ≤ 20 s and ∆t = 2 s for 20 s < t ≤ 250 s. The volumetric penalty function
of the equilibrated part Ueq (J) employed in this case is
Ueq (J) =

κeq
(J − 1)2
2

(141)

with κ = 104 MPa. The deformation is uniform, so only one u/p mixed finite
element (27/4 or Q2/P1 brick) has been used in the simulations.
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t=0
+
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t=0

Fig. 8 Uniaxial relaxation test in material direction e1 . Configurations at t = 0 and t = 0+ . Only the displacement
u1 = 200 mm (λ1 = 3) is prescribed for t > 0. Different transverse deformations in directions e2 and e3 are
obtained at t = 0+ (indicated in the figure) as a consequence of the single imposed elongation in direction e1
and the material orthotropy. The transverse deformations relax for t > 0+ up to reach the equilibrated state at
t → ∞.

The relaxation curve σ11 (t) that has been obtained is shown in Figure 9 (in red).
0
0
The values σ11
and σ̇11
used in Eq. (126) are easily measured from that graph at
+
t = 0 . Equation (126), with the initial Poisson’s ratios given in Eqs. (120) and
(121), gives as result
test
τ11
= 20.1 s

(142)

test
The fact that the experimental (“numerical”) relaxation time τ11
obtained from
+
the computed relaxation curve σ11 (t) at t = 0 is in very good agreement with the
prescribed (“theoretical”) relaxation time τ11 (with a difference of 0.5%) shows that
Eq. (126) is consistent with the present finite linear formulation. Thus, inversely,
Eq. (126) can be used in an actual situation in which τ11 is initially unknown in
order to properly characterize the model by means of an experimental relaxation
test
curve σ11 (t), i.e. we can take τ11 = τ11
. Subsequently, the viscosity parameter η d ,
needed to perform further finite non-linear viscoelasticty simulations, is just taken
test neq
as η d = τ11
µ11 .
The curves σ22 (t) and σ33 (t) corresponding to uniaxial relaxation tests in the
other preferred directions are also shown in Figure 9. Equations (127)–(131) give
the results
test
τ22
= 33.4 s ,

test
τ33
= 50.1 s

(143)

On the other hand, we can verify that the reciprocal relations of Eq. (83) are also
satisfied
test
test
τ22
µneq
τ33
µneq
11
11
= 1.66 ≈ neq ,
= 2.49 ≈ neq
(144)
test
test
τ11
µ22
τ11
µ33
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Fig. 9 Stress relaxation curves σ11 (t), σ22 (t) and σ33 (t) obtained from the uniaxial relaxation tests performed
about the preferred material directions e1 , e2 and e3 , respectively.

Hence, any of these stress relaxation curves obtained from experimental testing
(at small strains in general or at large strains for the very specific case of materials
with linear logarithmic constitutive relations) may be used to characterize the
model by means of the viscosity η d = τiitest µneq
ii (i = 1, 2, 3).
Finally, as expected, note that when the corresponding value t/τii is large
enough, each curve in Figure 9 tends to its respective equilibrated value σiieq —
just remove the non-equilibrated constants in Eqs. (120), (121) and (122) and
substitute ε by E = ln λ = ln 3 = 1.099
eq
eq
eq
σ11
= 10.25 MPa , σ22
= 6.15 MPa , σ33
= 5.13 MPa

(145)

test
test
test
Accordingly to Eqs. (142) and (143), i.e. τ11
< τ22
< τ33
, we observe that the
uniaxial stress σ11 relaxes faster (in relative terms respect to its initial value) than
σ22 and that σ22 relaxes (slightly) faster than σ33 .

8.3 Orthotropic material
In this example we study the use of the presented orthotropic visco-hyperelastic
model and algorithm based on material logarithmic strains in non-uniform off-axis
deformation cases. Two separated relaxation tests are performed over a threedimensional plate with a concentric circular hole in which the preferred material
axes are not aligned with the test axes. The geometry and finite element discretization of the undeformed plate are depicted in Figure 10. The plate is stretched in
x-direction by imposing an instantaneous total elongation of l = 40 mm at t = 0+ ,
which is then retained for t > 0. We assume perfectly lubricated grips at both ends
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Fig. 10 Rectangular plate with a concentric hole: reference configuration, initial orientation (α = 30o ) of the
preferred material directions and finite element mesh. Dimensions of the plate: l0 × h0 × t0 = 32 × 16 × 0.5 mm3 .
Radius of the hole: r0 = 4 mm.

and a plane strain condition throughout the plate. The deviatoric responses of the
equilibrated and non-equilibrated parts of our model are described by orthotropic
spline-based strain energy functions of the type —c.f. Ref. [50]
Weq (E d ) =

Wneq (E de )

3
3 X
X
i

ωijeq (Eijd )

j

3 X
3
X
d
ωijneq (Eeij
)
=
i

(146)

(147)

j

where six different terms ωij are needed for each strain energy function. The volumetric function is given in Eq. (141), in this case with κ = 2 × 103 MPa, and
the chosen relaxation time is τ11 = 10 s. In order to prevent mesh-locking, fully
integrated (3 × 3 × 3 Gauss integration) 27/4, u/p mixed finite elements are used
in all the simulations. A standard Newton–Raphson scheme, without line searches,
is employed for the incremental (global) solution.
The same off-axis uniaxial test, with the same reference configuration of the
plate and loading conditions, is simulated for two different materials. The only
neq
d
difference between these materials is the component ω12
(Ee12
) included in the
d
non-equilibrated strain energy function Wneq (E e ), i.e. eleven functions ωij over
a total of twelve functions needed to define each material are the same for both
materials. However, we will see that very different responses are obtained in both
cases, which reveals the importance of using a set of, at least, six curves (as for infinitesimal elasticity) to define an orthotropic strain energy function (equilibrated,
non-equilibrated or just purely hyperelastic). Obviously, if less than six behavior
curves are used to characterize an orthotropic hyperelastic strain energy function,
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then details as the ones shown in this example are surely lost in generic computational calculations.
For the first case we have chosen equal strain energy functions for the equilibrated and non-equilibrated parts, i.e. Weq = Wneq = WI , where the first derivatives of
the components ωijI used for both stored energy functions are shown in Figures 11.a
and 11.b. The values for these components have been taken from the orthotropic
hyperelastic function calculated in the first case of Section 4.3 of Ref. [50], i.e. the
I
case for which ν12 = 0.3. The component ω12
has been intentionally made less stiff
than in that Reference in order to increase the overall observed angular distortion
(γxy < 0 or clockwise angular distortion) undergone by the plate, see Appendix C.
In Figure 12, the deformed configurations of the plate at several instants are depicted. For t = 0+ the internal elastic strains are coincident to the total strains, i.e.
E 0e = E 0 , so the instantaneous response of the plate is given by the initial strain
energy function W 0 = Weq + Wneq = 2WI . On the other hand, for t → ∞ the
elastic strains have vanished throughout the plate, so W ∞ = Weq = WI = W 0 /2.
Hence, for this case, it is observed that the instantaneous (t = 0+ ) and relaxed
(t → ∞) plate deformations and relative distributions of deviatoric Cauchy stresses
are almost identical. The only observed difference between them is that the magnitude of the deviatoric stresses in the initial state is twice the magnitude of the
deviatoric stresses in the relaxed state. For 0+ < t < ∞, the plate deformation
and distribution of stresses over the plate may slightly vary (when compared to
the initial and final states) due to the non-uniform evolution of E e from t = 0+ to
t → ∞; see Eq. (73) and notice that the evolution of the elastic strains at a given
point depends on the stresses in that point. The time steps have been chosen as
follows: ∆t = 0.125 s for 0+ ≤ t ≤ 5 s and ∆t = 1.5 s for 5 s < t ≤ 155 s.
neq
d
For the second case being analyzed, the curve ω12
(Ee12
) of the non-equilibrated
contribution is modified as shown in Figure 11.d, i.e. in this case we have Weq = WI
(Figures 11.a and 11.b) and Wneq = WII (Figures 11.c and 11.d). Note that eleven
components ωij (six equilibrated and five non-equilibrated) are exactly the same
than in the preceding case. In this case Weq 6= Wneq and W 0 6= 2W ∞ (even though
the initial strains E 0e = E 0 are again coincident), so the instantaneous and relaxed
plate deformations and distributions of stresses are not expected to be equal. In
Figure 13, the deformed configuration of the plate and the distribution of deviatoric
Cauchy stresses are depicted at several instants. Interestingly, the modification of
neq
with respect to the previous case makes that the instanthe single function ω12
taneous overall angular distortion γxy of the plate at t = 0+ becomes positive.
This fact may be easily understood from the small strains theory, see Appendix
C. Subsequently, the internal elastic strains and the influence of the modified term
neq
ω12
continuously decrease, so the angular distortion also decreases (relaxes) from
the initial (positive) value to the completely relaxed (negative) value. Note that
the same equilibrated state is reached in both simulations because both materials
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Fig. 11 (a) and (b): First derivatives of the components of the strain energy function WI . (c) and (d): First
derivatives of the components of the strain energy function WII . For the first case addressed in this example (see
Figure 12) we use Weq = Wneq = WI . For the second case addressed in this example (see Figure 13) we use
Weq = WI and Wneq = WII . Note that the only difference between WI and WII is the component ω12 . The
′ (−E ) = −ω ′ (E ) are considered for all the functions shown in this figure.
symmetries ωij
ij
ij
ij

have the same equilibrated strain energy function Weq (E d ) = WI (E d ). However,
remarkably different instantaneous responses (in terms of plate deformations and
magnitude and distribution of stresses) are obtained in both cases. We emphasize
that these differences are a consequence of the consideration of just one different
neq
curve ω12
in the strain energy functions of the materials under study.
Tables 1 and 2 show that quadratic force and energy rates of convergence are
obtained in typical steps during the computation of the second case addressed in
this example. In the incremental calculations for the first case, even faster rates of
convergence are obtained.
Finally, note that this example has been designed as to let us show the capabilities of the presented orthotropic finite visco-hyperelastic model and at the same
time to highlight the importance of considering all twelve experimental curves. In
actual situations, the non-equilibrated strain energy function may be completely
different to the equilibrated strain energy function and very different instantaneous
and final responses may be obtained. In those cases, this model is of course still
capable of simulating the relaxation or creep evolutions of those materials.
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Fig. 12 Relaxation process of the plate with equal equilibrated and non-equilibrated strain energy functions
Weq = Wneq = WI (see Figures 11.a and 11.b). Deformed configurations and distributions of σ d (MPa) at
instants t = 0+ s, t = 5 s, t = 80 s and t = 155 s. Unavereged results at nodes.
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Fig. 13 Relaxation process of the plate with equilibrated and non-equilibrated strain energy functions Weq = WI
(see Figures 11.a and 11.b) and Wneq = WII (see Figures 11.c and 11.d), respectively. Deformed configurations
and distributions of σ d (MPa) at instants t = 0+ s, t = 5 s, t = 80 s and t = 155 s. Unavereged results at nodes.
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Table 1 Asymptotic quadratic convergence: Unbalanced energy and force during a typical computed step of size
∆t = 0.125 s using a Newton–Raphson scheme

Step

Iteration

Force

Energy

20
20
20
20

1/4
2/4
3/4
4/4

1.000E+00
2.913E– 01
3.401E– 03
2.050E– 07

1.000E+00
8.257E– 04
1.459E– 08
2.267E– 16

Table 2 Asymptotic quadratic convergence: Unbalanced energy and force during a typical computed step of size
∆t = 1.5 s using a Newton–Raphson scheme

Step

Iteration

Force

Energy

50
50
50
50

1/4
2/4
3/4
4/4

1.000E+00
2.669E– 01
3.870E– 04
6.079E– 08

1.000E+00
4.022E– 04
2.634E– 09
4.802E– 17

9 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a formulation for anisotropic visco-hyperelasticity
and a stress-point integration algorithm for finite element analysis. The purely
phenomenological formulation is based on the ideas given by Reese and Govindjee
for isotropic materials. As proposed by Lubliner, the stored energy is split into an
equilibrated part and a nonequilibrated contribution. The only internal variable
used by the formulation are the elastic nonequilibrated strains obtained from the
nonequilibrated deformation gradient component by the Sidoroff multiplicative
decomposition.
The model has been motivated on the small strains formulation for the rheological standard solid. Applications of partial derivatives yielding to elastic-predictor,
viscous-corrector algorithms have been carefully introduced in order to extend
them to large strain kinematics. Ideas central to the large strains formulation and
to the algorithmic development have been given in terms of simpler quadratic
stress and strain measures. However, the actual formulation has been fully developed in logarithmic strains using mapping tensors in order to directly employ
stored energies expressed in such measures. The model is fully nonlinear, i.e. a
finite viscoelasticity model and requires local iterations at the integration point
level. For the simpler case of finite linear viscoelasticity, no local iterations are
needed. The procedure to seamlessly obtain the material parameters has also been
explained.
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The model may be used with any phenomenological isotropic, transversely isotropic or orthotropic stored energy function. However, greatest advantage may be
taken when combined with spline-based stored energies because both the instantaneous and the equilibrium responses may be predicted to a great detail.
The numerical examples show that the computational results are in agreement
with the expected ones and that the formulation yields the same response as the
Reese and Govindjee formulation for the isotropic case. They also show that the solution may be obtained in few steps achieving second order convergence. A numerical example also emphasizes the importance of all components of the equilibrated
and non-equilibrated stored energies in the predictions.
A Deviatoric inverse operator
Consider the fourth-order symmetric projector tensor IS and the fourth-order deviatoric projector tensor PS = IS − 13 I ⊗ I, with components in any given basis

1
IS ijkl = (δik δjl + δil δjk )
(148)
2

1
1
(149)
PS ijkl = (δik δjl + δil δjk ) − δij δkl
2
3
Consider now a fourth-order deviatoric orthotropic tensor of the type —see Eq.
(89)
!
3 X
3
X
Ad = P S : A : P S = P S :
Aij LSij ⊗ LSij : PS
(150)
i

j

where the tensor A is diagonal when represented (in Voigt Notation) in the orthotropic basis of eigentensors LSij = 1/2(ei ⊗ ej + ej ⊗ ei ) and Aij = Aji > 0. We
can define the deviatoric inverse of Ad as a tensor
!
3 X
3
X

⊟
Ad = Bd = PS :
Bij LSij ⊗ LSij : PS
(151)
i

j

such that

Bd : Ad = Ad : Bd = PS
(152)
Considering the non-shear components with duplicated indices (ii)(jj) only, we
can write in Voigt notation in the system of reference Xpr = {e1 , e2 , e3 }




2 −1 −1
A11 0 0
2 −1 −1
 d
1
(153)
A Xpr =  −1 2 −1   0 A22 0   −1 2 −1 
9
−1 −1 2
0 0 A33
−1 −1 2




2
−1
−1
B
0
0
2
−1
−1
11
 d
1
B Xpr =  −1 2 −1   0 B22 0   −1 2 −1 
(154)
9
−1 −1 2
0 0 B33
−1 −1 2
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Equation (152) in matrix notation reads




2 −1 −1



1
Bd Xpr Ad Xpr =  −1 2 −1 
3
−1 −1 2

(155)

The following solution is obtained

−A11 + 2A22 + 2A33
A11 A22 + A22 A33 + A33 A11
2A11 − A22 + 2A33
=
A11 A22 + A22 A33 + A33 A11
2A11 + 2A22 − A33
=
A11 A22 + A22 A33 + A33 A11

B11 =

(156)

B22

(157)

B33

(158)

In addition, it is readily obtained for the shear components that
for i 6= j

Bij = 1/Aij

(159)

This solution in closed-form may be used in Eqs. (89) and (90), where we
identify
∆t ∂ 2 Wneq
A = IS + d
(160)
2η ∂E de ∂E de
with Wneq (E de ) being uncoupled in terms of the components of the deviatoric
logarithmic strain tensor in the preferred material basis, see Ref. [50].
B General expressions for T̃ neq and ∂ T̃ neq /∂ tr E e
If the approximation of Eq. (101) is not considered adequate, we can compute the
mapping tensor ∂E e /∂ tr E e with the viscous flow frozen, needed for the computation of the stresses in Eq. (99), and its gradient with respect to tr E e , needed for
the computation of the consistent tangent moduli.
From the relation tr X e = X tr X −1
v we obtain
tr

de = sym( tr Ẋ e tr X −1
e ) = sym(ẊX

−1

)=d

(161)

which represents the spatial counterpart, in rate-form, of the change of variable
given in Eq. (92). Accordingly, the independent variables of Eq. (38) may be
changed from (d, lv ) to ( tr de , lv ) to give


de tr de , lv = tr de − sym X e lv X −1
(162)
e

or

de

tr


de , lv = Mdtre de

l v =0

:
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de + Mdlve

tr d

e =0

: lv

(163)
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with Mdtre de

lv =0

= IS . Equivalently to Eq. (50) we can write
τ̃ neq = τ̂ neq : Mdtre de

l v =0

= τ̂ neq : IS = τ̂ neq

(164)

where τ̃ neq is the Kirchhoff stress tensor such that
τ̃ neq :

tr

de = τ̂ neq : de |lv =0 = τ neq : d = Ẇneq

(165)

lv =0

Although τ̃ neq = τ̂ neq = τ neq represent all them the same Kirchhoff stress tensor
operating in the actual configuration, we use different decorations to emphasize the
fact that this stress tensor may be obtained from different Lagrangian stress tensors
defined in different configurations. In terms of Generalized Kirchhoff stresses, Eq.
(164) reads
tr
Ėe
de
e
(166)
T̃ neq : M tr Ė
de = T̂ neq : Mde : M tr de l =0
v

e
MĖ
de

where, for example,
is the fourth-order tensor that maps, on the one hand,
the elastic deformation rate tensor de to the material rate tensor Ė e and, on the
other hand, the stresses T̂ neq to the stresses τ̂ neq , compare to Eqs. (42) and (46).
Hence
de
e
T̃ neq = T̂ neq : MĖ
de : M tr de

tr

l v =0

de
: M tr Ė
= T̂ neq : MĖtreĖ
e

Taking into consideration that Mdtre de
∂E e
∂ tr E e

Ẋ v =0

l v =0

= T̂ neq :

e l =0
v

∂E e
∂ tr E e

Ẋ v =0

= IS we arrive to



tr d¯
tr d
tr d
tr d¯
d¯e
Ėe
e
e
e
e
e
= MĖ
:
M
:
M
:
M
= MdĖ¯ee : M tr Ė
=
M
: M tr Ė
tr d¯
tr Ė
de
de
d¯e
e

e

e

e

where we have defined the rotated deformation rate tensors
¯
d¯e := RTe ⊙ RTe : de = Mddee : de
tr ¯
tr ¯
de := tr RTe ⊙ tr RTe : tr de = M tr ddee :

and we have used the fact that
expression for Eq. (99) reads
T̃ neq = T̂ neq :

tr

¯

(167)
tr

de

(168)

tr

Re = Re , so Mddee : M tr dd¯ee = IS . Thus, the general

∂E e
∂ tr E e

tr

Ẋ v =0

¯

de
e
= T̂ neq : MĖ
: M tr Ė
d¯e

e

(169)

which defines the mapping between the stress tensors T̂ neq , defined in the updated
intermediate configuration, and T̃ neq , defined in the trial (fixed) intermediate configuration. The reader is referred to Ref. [50], Eq. (35), to see the specific spectral
form of the mapping tensors present in Eq. (169), where the Lagrangian basis and
the stretches are to be adapted to each case. Note that if the deformation occurs
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about the preferred material directions, then the shear terms of these mapping
tensors do not take place in the relation between T̃ neq and T̂ neq (because they are
tr d¯
e
coaxial), so from the spectral forms of MdĖ¯ee and M tr Ė
we obtain T̃ neq = T̂ neq ,
e
recall Eq. (100)2 . Furthermore, the approximation of Eq. (101)2 is also based on
tr d¯
e
e
and on the fact that the eigenvectors
and M tr Ė
the specific spectral forms of MĖ
d¯e
e
tr
of E e and E e are almost coincident for ∆t/τ ≪ 1, as one may deduce from Eq.
(74).
For the computation of the consistent tangent moduli, we must take into consideration that the trial logarithmic strains tr E e and the updated logarithmic strains
t+∆t
0 E e are related in the algorithm through Eq. (74), so their increments relate
through Eq. (104), see also Eq. (105). Then, taking derivatives in Eq. (169) —note
tr d¯
e
that MdĖ¯ee and M tr Ė
have major and minor symmetries
e

∂ T̃ neq
∂ T̂ neq ∂ t+∆t0 E e
tr d¯
Ėe
e
= M tr Ė : Md¯e :
:
e
∂ tr E e
∂E e
∂ tr E e
!
∂MdĖ¯ee
∂ t+∆t0 E e
tr d¯
e
:
+ M tr Ė : T̂ neq :
e
∂E e
∂ tr E e
tr

+ T̂ neq :

MdĖ¯ee

:

¯

de
∂M tr Ė

e

∂ tr E e

(170)

or, equivalently
T

∂ 2 Wneq ∂ t+∆t0 E e
:
∂E e ∂E e
∂ tr E e
Ẋ v =0
¯ !
T
∂MdĖe
∂E e
∂ t+∆t0 E e
e
− tr
: τ̂ neq :
:
∂ E e Ẋ v =0
∂E e
∂ tr E e

∂ T̃ neq
∂E e
= tr
tr
∂ Ee
∂ Ee

:

tr

¯

de
∂M tr Ė

e
(171)
∂ tr E e
where the result obtained from taking derivatives with respect to E e in the identity
d¯e
e
MĖ
: MĖ
= IS has been used and τ̂ neq stands for the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ̂ neq
d¯e

+ τ̂ neq :

e

e
rotated by RTe , i.e. τ̂ neq = T̂ neq : MĖ
. Following customary arguments, the sixthd¯e
¯
order tensors of the type ∂MdĖ /∂E present in this last equation may be obtained
¯
from the comparison of the spectral decompositions of the material rate of MdĖ
and the material rate of E, i.e.

¯

∂MdĖ
=
: Ė
∂E
see Refs. [39, 50, 61] for similar derivations and further details.
¯
ṀdĖ
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σxx

y

x
α=30º

2
σxx

1

Fig. 14 Uniaxial test over an incompressible orthotropic specimen in which the preferred material axes {1, 2}
are not aligned with the test axes {x, y}.

C Interpretation of off-axis shearing effects
From the third example above we infer that two different orthotropic materials
subjected to the same off-axis finite deformation and with the same orientation of
the preferred material axes may undergo angular distortions of opposite sign. Based
on the fact that finite logarithmic strains extend the small strains meaning to the
large strains setting [36] and on the fact that in that example we are using strain
energy functions based on the same invariants used in infinitesimal orthotropy
elasticity, we can explain these different mechanical responses from the infinitesimal
theory and then extend the results to the case of Example 3.
Consider as an example the uniaxial test of Figure 14 performed over a perfectly
incompressible orthotropic material with the preferred material direction 1 oriented
at α = 30o with respect to the test axis x. We consider a plane strain state, so the
out-of-plane strains vanish, i.e. ε31 = ε32 = ε33 = 0. The in-plane contribution of
the (deviatoric) strain energy function is expressed in terms of the components of
the infinitesimal strain tensor ε in the preferred material axes as

W (ε, e1 , e2 ) = µ11 ε211 + µ22 ε222 + µ12 ε212 + ε221
(173)
The stresses in principal material directions are

σ11 = 2µ11 ε11 + p
σ22 = 2µ22 ε22 + p = −2µ22 ε11 + p
σ12 = 2µ12 ε12 = 2µ12 ε21 = σ21

(174)
(175)
(176)

where the incompressibility constraint ε22 = −ε11 has been used and p is the
initially unknown hydrostatic pressure. Since σ12 < 0, Eq. (176) yields ε12 < 0.
From the Mohr’s circle of in-plane stresses shown in Figure 15 we get the relation
σ11 = 3σ22 (note that the axes {x, y} are the principal directions of stresses because
σxy = 0). Combining Eqs. (174), (175)2 and the relation σ11 = 3σ22 we arrive to
σ11 = 3 (µ11 + µ22 ) ε11

(177)

The sign of the angular distortion γxy = 2εxy undergone by the specimen may
be obtained by direct comparison of the Mohr’s representations of stresses and
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σt

εt
(ε11 ,-ε12)

(σ11 ,-σ12)
60º

(0 ,0)

2θ

(σxx ,0)
σn

(-εxx ,εxy)

60º

(εxx ,-εxy)
εn

(-ε11 ,ε12)

(σ22 ,σ12)

Fig. 15 Mohr’s circles for stresses (left) and strains (right) associated to the uniaxial test under plane strain
of Figure 14 with α = 30o . In the Mohr’s circle of stresses we use σxy = σyy = 0 (boundary conditions). In
the Mohr’s circle of strains we use εyy = −εxx (incompressibility). Subscript n means “normal” and subscript t
means “tangential”.

strains, see Figure 15. On the one hand, in the Mohr’s circle of stresses we have
−σ12 / (σ11 /3) = tan (2 × 30o ) = tan (60o ). On the other hand, from the Mohr’s
circle in the strain space we obtain −ε12 /ε11 = tan (2θ). These angles are related
by Eqs. (176) and (177), i.e.
2µ12 −ε12
−σ12
=
σ11 /3
µ11 + µ22 ε11

(178)

Hence we distinguish three different possibilities
2µ12 = µ11 + µ22 ⇒ 2θ = 60o ⇒ γxy = 0
2µ12 > µ11 + µ22 ⇒ 2θ < 60o ⇒ γxy > 0
2µ12 < µ11 + µ22 ⇒ 2θ > 60o ⇒ γxy < 0

(179)
(180)
(181)

which, note, satisfactorily explain the different behaviors obtained for the instantaneous (equilibrated plus non-equilibrated) and equilibrated responses in the Example 3 above. Finally, we remark that the condition 2µ12 = µ11 + µ22 does not
imply isotropic behavior in the plane 12. Evidently, if the material is isotropic in
the plane 12, then µ11 = µ22 = µ12 and the condition 2µ12 = µ11 + µ22 is also
satisfied, as one would expect.
Interestingly, the strain components εxx and εxy obtained for the orientations
of α = 30o and α = 60o for the same uniaxial stress σxx relate through
o

o

30
ε60
xx = εxx
60o

30o

γxy = −γxy

(182)
(183)

which, again, let us explain the symmetric responses in the finite deformation context shown in Figures 8 and 9 of Ref. [50] (compare the cases α = 30o and α = 60o
of each figure). Note that the reference configurations for α = 30o and α = 60o are
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different (i.e. they are not a reflection from each other). The symmetric responses
are just a consequence of the plane strain condition, the incompressible behavior
and the symmetry of the strain energy terms ωij (Eij ) = ωij (−Eij ) considered in
that paper (as in the small strains case).
Another interesting view of this phenomenon may be obtained through the skew
part of the Mandel stress tensor, used in Refs. [40,53,62] in the context of plasticity
to account for the update of the principal material directions. This tensor, workconjugate to spins and which may be interpreted as fictitious angular moments per
unit volume (couple-stress), accounts for the lack of commutativity due to elastic
anisotropy and is obtained from the elastic strains and stored energy function as
T w := ET − T E
For this particular case, using Eq. (173) and small strains


0 −σw21 0
σ w := εσ − σε =  σw21 0 0 
0
0 0

(184)

(185)

where

σw21 = 2ε11 ε12 (µ11 + µ22 − 2µ12 )

(186)

Note that there is a change of sign if either µ11 + µ22 − 2µ12 (material dependent)
changes sign or if ε11 ε12 (load dependent) changes sign. Furthermore, for in-axis
(axial) loading ε12 = 0 or pure shear loading ε11 = ε22 = 0, the tensor σ w vanishes.
Obviously for the isotropic case all µij are coincident and σ w also vanishes.
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CAPÍTULO 4. VISCO-HIPERELASTICIDAD ANISÓTROPA

4.3.

Descomposición multiplicativa inversa

El modelo visco-hiperelástico que se describe en el siguiente artı́culo2 está basado en la descomposición multiplicativa inversa del gradiente de deformaciones
X = XvXe

(4.2)

Como consecuencia, una de las principales diferencias con respecto al modelo basado en la descomposición de Sidoroff radica en que todas las variables no equilibradas de interés quedan definidas en la configuración de referencia, lo cual permite la
definición de un tensor de viscosidades con las mismas simetrı́as del material que
la función de energı́a no equilibrada. De acuerdo con el conocimiento del autor,
la consideración de un comportamiento continuo completamente ortótropo, tanto
para la parte elástica como para la parte viscosa, constituye una novedad en este
campo.
Otras diferencias a destacar entre el modelo que se presenta en el siguiente
artı́culo y el anterior son:
La formulación se basa en una descripción co-rotacional del problema. Su
tratamiento cinemático es más complejo.
El tensor constitutivo asociado a la parte no equilibrada puede resultar ligeramente no simétrico. En todos los ejemplos estudiados, su simetrización ha
seguido dando muy buenos órdenes de convergencia.
Un ejemplo de cortante simple bajo deformaciones finitas muestra que la
distinta descomposición multiplicativa considerada proporciona resultados
diferentes incluso en el caso completamente isótropo. El comportamiento
bajo carga axial es idéntico según ambos modelos.
El modelo ortótropo queda definido por un conjunto de seis tiempos de relajación independientes (a determinar a partir de los correspondientes ensayos
de relajación en pequeñas deformaciones). Esta caracterı́stica mejora considerablemente la capacidad de predicción del modelo, tal y como se muestra
en dos ejemplos.

2

Fully anisotropic finite visco-hyperelasticity based on a reversed multiplicative decomposition
and logarithmic stress and strain measures. M. Latorre, F.J. Montáns. Enviado a la revista
“Computers & Structures”. Actualmente en proceso de revisión.
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Fully anisotropic finite visco-hyperelasticity based on a reverse
multiplicative decomposition and logarithmic stress and strain
measures
Marcos Latorre · Francisco Javier Montáns
Abstract In this paper we present a novel formulation for phenomenological anisotropic finite visco-hyperelasticity. The formulation is based on a multiplicative
decomposition of the equilibrated deformation gradient into nonequilibrated elastic and viscous contributions. The proposal in this paper is a decomposition reversed respect to that from Sidoroff allowing for anisotropic viscous contributions.
Independent anisotropic stored energies are employed for equilibrated and nonequilibrated parts. The formulation uses logarithmic stress and strain measures in
order to be teamed with spline-based hyperelasticity. Some examples compare the
results with formulations that use the Sidoroff decomposition and also show the
enhanced capabilities of the present model.
Keywords Viscoelasticity · Hyperelasticity · Logarithmic Strains · Anisotropy ·
Living tissues · Polymers
1 Introduction
Rubberlike materials and biological tissues are capable of sustaining large strains
and are frequently considered quasi-incompressible and hyperelastic in finite element analyses, see for example [1–7]. In the observed behavior of these materials,
specially in biological tissues, there is frequently a relevant viscous component [3,4].
Hence, visco-hyperelastic models are very important in both the engineering and
biomechanics fields.
Among the many types of formulations proposed for isochoric viscoelasticity,
two approaches stand out in finite element simulations. The first one was advocated by Simo [6, 8] and successfully used by other researchers [3, 9–12], among
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others. This formulation is based on stress-like internal variables and allows for
anisotropic stored energies. However, this formulation is not adequate for large
deviations from thermodynamical equilibrium [13, 14] (i.e. finite linear viscoelasticity). Furthermore, the instantaneous and relaxed stored energies are usually
proportional [6, 8].
The second approach has been proposed by Reese and Govindjee [13] and
used also in References [15] and [16] among others. In this approach the Sidoroff
multiplicative decomposition [17] is employed and the stored energy is separated
into equilibrated and nonequilibrated parts following the framework introduced by
Lubliner [18]. The main advantage of this formulation is that it is valid for deformations away from thermodynamical equilibrium and that distinct instantaneous
and relaxed stored energies may be considered. As a drawback, the phenomenological formulation is only valid for isotropy, although anisotropic formulations are
possible following these ideas and modelling the microstructure [19].
Recently we have developed a formulation following the ideas from Reese and
Govindjee which is valid for anisotropic hyperelasticity and for deformations arbitrarily away from thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e. finite nonlinear visco-elasticity)
[20]. This formulation uses the Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition of the total
(equilibrated) deformation gradient into non-equilibrated and viscous parts. The
equilibrated and non-equilibrated stored energies are formulated in terms of logarithmic strains. These strain measures are intuitive [21–23] and allow for simple formulations in large strain elasto-plasticity [24–26]. Furthermore, they are employed
in spline-based hyperelasticity [27–29]. Spline based-hyperelasticity introduced by
Sussman and Bathe permits the exact (in practice) replication of experimental
data and also facilitates the interpretation of the material constants [20] in viscohyperelasticity. Furthermore, it may be formulated as to preserve both theoretical
and numerical material symmetries consistency [30]. However, the inconvenience of
the formulation of Reference [20] based on Sidoroff’s decomposition is that whereas
the stored energies may be anisotropic, the viscous component should be isotropic.
This is due to the intermediate configuration imposed by the Sidoroff multiplicative
decomposition. Hence, only one relaxation time can be considered as an independent parameter (i.e. obtained from an experiment). The relaxation times for the
remaining components are given by the prescribed stored energies [20].
The purpose of this paper is to present a formulation for anisotropic viscohyperelasticity in which both the stored energies and the viscous contribution are
anisotropic. Therefore, in orthotropy up to six independent relaxation times may
be independently prescribed, i.e. obtained from six different experiments as for the
case of isochoric spline-based orthotropic equilibrated and nonequilibrated stored
energies [29]. The procedure employs a reversed multiplicative decomposition from
that used by Sidoroff. The intermediate configuration from this decomposition allows for the formulation of the stored energies using the same structural tensors
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and, hence, facilitates the use of anisotropic viscosity tensors. The algorithm is
introduced using a special co-rotational formulation in order to facilitate a parallelism with the formulation introduced in Reference [20]. As an inconvenience of
the present formulation when compared to the one presented in [20], the resulting
non-equilibrated consistent tangent moduli tensor is slightly non-symmetric for
off-axis nonproportional loading. However, for the numerical nonproportional examples presented in this paper typically only one additional iteration is employed
when using a symmetrized tensor. For the case of nonproportional off-axes loading,
the observed behavior is also slightly different due to the also different multiplicative decomposition employed. Therefore, if the viscosity is considered isotropic,
the formulation given in [20] may be preferred, but for more general anisotropic
viscosities, the present formulation must be employed.
In this paper we focus mainly on the large strain formulation using the reversed
decomposition. For a detailed small strains motivation and for some concepts used
in the kinematics of the multiplicative decomposition, the reader can refer to Reference [20].
2 Sidoroff’s and Reverse multiplicative decompositions
Unidimensional viscoelasticity is motivated by the standard solid rheological model
[6], see Figure 1, where the small elongations of the springs and the viscous dashpot
per unit device-length (i.e. infinitesimal strains) are related through
ε = εe + εv

(1)

Within the context of three-dimensional large deformations, a generalization of
this additive decomposition in terms of some finite deformation measure is needed
as point of departure in order to formulate strain-based constitutive viscoelastic
models. One possibility was proposed by Sidoroff [17], who considered a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient motivated on the similar Lee
multiplicative decomposition in elastoplasticity [31, 32] —from now on we adopt
the notation given in Ref. [1]
t
0X

= t0 X e t0 X v

(2)

where t0 X v includes the viscous contribution to the total deformation from the
reference state to time t and t0 X e accounts for the remaining elastic (nonequilibrated) contribution, see Figure 1. Motivated on the standard solid of Figure
1.a, the intermediate state may be interpreted as the internal, non-equilibrated
“stress-free” configuration obtained by the virtual elastic unloading of the equivalent Maxwell element from the current configuration by means of t0 X −1
e [33]. The
t
t
hypothetically relaxed total gradient is t0 X ∗ = t0 X −1
X
=
X
.
However,
as
v
e 0
0
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ε

X

Eeq
σ
η

εv

Eneq

Xe
Xv

εe

Fig. 1 Sidoroff’s multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient X = X e X v . Left: Equivalent standard
linear solid. Right: Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition

a clear difference with finite elastoplasticity, note that this internal unloading is
only fictitious even under homogeneous deformations (i.e. the intermediate configuration is not strictly speaking a “stress-free” configuration). The presence of an
elastic deformation gradient makes the system to be internally unbalanced, so the
system is continuously evolving in order to reach thermodynamic equilibrium in
the sense that t0 X e → I and t0 X v → t0 X, for a given (fixed) total gradient t0 X.
Hence, the intermediate configuration is truly relaxed only when internal static
equilibrium is attained. In that case, note that the intermediate configuration has
relaxed to (is coincident to) the actual configuration, i.e. t0 X = I t0 X v at t → ∞.
Consider now the standard solid of Figure 2. Of course, due to the additive
decomposition used in infinitesimal viscoelasticity, the mechanical devices of Figures 1 and 2 may be considered equivalent from a quantitative standpoint. That
is, the same model for the small strain case is obtained in both cases [20]. However, they admit different physical interpretations even for the small strains case.
Furthermore, they lead to different formulations in the large strains setting. The
extension of the rheological model shown in Figure 2 to the finite deformation
context is given by the reversed multiplicative decomposition of the deformation
gradient
t
t
t
(3)
0X = 0X v 0X e
where t0 X e includes the elastic contribution to the total deformation from the reference state to time t and t0 X v accounts for the remaining viscous contribution.
An apparent difference with the multiplicative decomposition of Figure 1 is that in
this second case, the virtual elastic unloading of the equivalent Maxwell element
is performed from the intermediate configuration to the reference configuration
by means of t0 X −1
e . The same hypothetically relaxed total gradient is obtained
−1 t
∗
−1 t
t
t
t
t
0 X = ( 0 X v 0 X e 0 X v ) 0 X = 0 X v in this case (we emphasize that these situations are only fictitious). However, for a fixed total gradient t0 X the intermediate
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Fig. 2 Reverse multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient X = X v X e . Left: Equivalent standard
linear solid. Right: Reverse multiplicative decomposition

configuration will have “relaxed” to (will be coincident to) the reference configuration, i.e. t0 X = t0 X v I at t → ∞, which become the main difference between
both multiplicative decompositions.
Viscoelasticity formulations based on strain-like internal variables are built on
the hypothesis of the existence of a strain energy density containing an equilibrated
contribution and a non-equilibrated one [13,18]. Given a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient X into an elastic part X e and a viscous one X v ,
the total stored energy function Ψ is therefore written as —we omit any reference
to the time step when no confusion is possible
Ψ = Ψeq (A) + Ψneq (Ae )

(4)

where A and Ae are the Green-Lagrange strain tensors obtained from the total deformation gradient X and the internal elastic gradient X e , respectively.
Of course, Ψeq and Ψneq may be expressed in terms of other Lagrangian strain
measures. However, we employ for now quadratic strain measures because they
facilitate the analytical derivation of the material formulation, as we show in the
following section.
There exists a crucial difference in the non-equilibrated part of the constitutive hypothesis given in Eq. (4) when one uses either the Sidoroff or the reverse
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient X. On the one hand, if
X = X e X v , the non-equilibrated Green-Lagrange strains Ae and the strain energy function Ψneq are both defined in the intermediate configuration. Hence, the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses that directly derive from Ψneq (i.e. Ŝ neq , using the
nomenclature introduced in Ref. [20]) also operates in that configuration. On the
other hand, if X = X v X e , both Ae and Ψneq are defined in the reference configuration and Ŝ neq operates in the reference configuration as well. This consideration
will be relevant when deriving the constitutive equation for the viscous flow in
Section 5.1.
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3 Finite visco-hyperelasticity based on the reversed decomposition
In Ref. [20] we derived a computational model for finite fully non-linear anisotropic
visco-hyperelasticity based on the Sidoroff’s multiplicative decomposition of the
deformation gradient given in Eq. (2). Departing from this kinematical hypothesis,
we show that the material formulation of the finite theory can be derived following
analogous steps to those followed in the infinitesimal case. This is possible due to
the fact that the second-order tensor on which depends Ψneq in Eq. (4), i.e. the nonequilibrated elastic strain tensor Ae , can be expressed as an explicit function of A
and X v , which may both be taken as the independent variables of the continuum
formulation
−1
−T
−T
: (A − Av )
Ae (A, X v ) = X −T
v (A − Av ) X v = X v ⊙ X v

(5)

The symbol ⊙ in the preceding expression denotes the mixed dyad product between
second-order tensors (Y ⊙ Z)ijkl = Yik Zjl .
The setting is different for the reversed decomposition given in Eq. (3) because
an explicit expression of Ae in terms of A and X v is not found, so the material
formulation cannot be, a priori, derived as made with the original multiplicative
decomposition. However, we show next that the material formulation for the reversed decomposition (and analogously, for the Sidoroff’s one) can be alternatively
derived departing from the spatial formulation. Subsequently, we will be able to
develop a model for finite anisotropic visco-hyperelasticity based on the reverse
multiplicative decomposition and logarithmic strains following analogous conceptual steps to those explained in Ref. [20]. The only added difficulty in this case
will lie in a more complex kinematics.
3.1 Spatial description
From the reverse multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient X =
−1
X v X e , the expression of the spatial velocity gradient l = ẊX in terms of
the viscous velocity gradient lv = Ẋ v X −1
v and the elastic velocity gradient le =
Ẋ e X −1
reads
e
l = lv + X v le X −1
(6)
v
where l and lv operate in the current configuration and le does in the intermediate
configuration. As made in Ref. [20], we are interested herein in obtaining the elastic
deformation rate tensor de = sym(le ) as a function of both the deformation rate
tensor d = sym(l) and the viscous velocity gradient lv (or some quantity related
to the latter one). From Eq. (6) we obtain — c.f. Eq. (5)


−1 ◦
de (d, l◦v ) = sym X −1
(7)
v dX v − sym X v lv X v
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where l◦v stands for the co-rotational viscous velocity gradient


◦
−1
lv := lv − skew(l) = lv − w =: X̊ v X v = Ẋ v − wX v X −1
v

(8)

and Ẋv for the co-rotational rate of the viscous gradient. Since the co-rotational
total velocity gradient is given by l◦ := l − w = d, note that the two independent
variables in rate form in Eq. (7) may be seen as co-rotational (Jaumann-Zaremba)
rates, i.e. de (d, l◦v ) = de (l◦ , l◦v ). Equation (7) may be rewritten as
de (d, l◦v ) = Mdde

l◦
v =0

: d + Mdlv◦e

d=0

: l◦v

(9)

where, for further use, we just identify the purely geometrical fourth-order mapping tensor —we omit (minor) symmetrization issues for the matter of notation
simplicity
Mdde

l◦
v =0

=


s
1
T
T
T
−1
X −1
=: X −1
v ⊙ Xv + Xv ⊙ Xv
v ⊙ Xv
2

(10)

This tensor lacks major symmetry in general and is responsible for the lack of
symmetry of the global tangent as it will be seen below. Equations (7) or (9) may
also be interpreted as
de = de (d, 0) + de (0, l◦v ) = de |l◦v =0 + de |d=0

(11)

This interpretation will be useful in the two-step predictor-corrector integration
scheme used below. Note that with the consideration of the co-rotational rate of
the viscous gradient instead of its total rate, we arrive to a formulation which is
conceptually analogous to the spatial formulation based on the Sidoroff’s decomposition of Ref. [20]. In this case the virtual state for which l◦v = 0, representing
the state in which the viscous velocity gradient relative to a reference frame with
spin w vanishes, naturally emerges from the (reversed) kinematic decomposition
given in Eq. (7). This state will define the internal kinematic constraint for no
dissipation, as we see below.
The material rate of Eq. (4) yields
Ψ̇ = Ψ̇eq (A) + Ψ̇neq (Ae )
∂Ψeq
∂Ψneq
=
: Ȧ +
: Ȧe
∂A
∂Ae
= S eq : Ȧ + Ŝ neq : Ȧe

(12)

where we have used the hat decoration in Ŝ neq to indicate total differentiation of
Ψneq with respect to the internal elastic strains (Ae in this case). This distinction
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will be relevant below. Since Ȧe is the pull-back of de from the intermediate
configuration to the reference configuration by means of
e
Ȧe = X Te de X e = X Te ⊙ X Te : de =: MȦ
de : de

(13)

and Ȧ is the pull-back of d from the actual configuration to the reference configuration
(14)
Ȧ = X T dX = X T ⊙ X T : d =: MȦ
d : d
the respective push-forward operations of the terms in the right-hand side of Eq.
(12) become
Ψ̇ = S eq : X T dX + Ŝ neq : X Te de X e
= XS eq X T : d + X e Ŝ neq X Te : de
= τ eq : d + τ̂ neq : de

(15)

In Eq. (15) we have defined the symmetric Kirchhoff stress tensors τ eq (operating
in the actual configuration) and τ̂ neq (operating in the intermediate configuration)
as
τ eq := XS eq X T = S eq : X T ⊙ X T = S eq : MȦ
d

(16)

e
τ̂ neq := X e Ŝ neq X Te = Ŝ neq : X Te ⊙ X Te = Ŝ neq : MȦ
de

The insertion of Eq. (9) into Eq. (15) gives


Ψ̇ = τ eq + τ̂ neq : Mdde l◦ =0 : d + τ̂ neq : Mdlv◦e
v
|
{z
}
{z
|
Ψ̇

Ψ̇

l◦
v =0

d=0

d=0

: l◦v
}

(17)

(18)

where the mapping tensors Mdde l◦ =0 and Mdlv◦e
perform the adequate transforv
d=0
mations to the spatial configuration for work-conjugacy.
The dissipation inequality in spatial description


de
: l◦v ≥ 0
(19)
τ : d − Ψ̇ = τ − τ eq − τ̂ neq : Md l◦ =0 : d − τ̂ neq : Mdlv◦e
v

d=0

(l◦v

= 0 implies no dissipation, so the equality must
is fulfilled in any case if, first
hold)
τ = τ eq + τ̂ neq : Mdde l◦ =0 = τ eq + τ neq
(20)
v

and, second, the Kirchhoff stresses τ̂ neq dissipate power with the pull-back of l◦v
from the current configuration to the intermediate one
−τ̂ neq : Mdlv◦e

d=0

◦
: l◦v = τ̂ neq : X −1
v lv X v ≥ 0
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where Eq. (7) and the symmetry of τ̂ neq have been used. Equation (20) shows that
the existing geometrical mapping between the non-equilibrated Kirchhoff stress
tensors τ neq , operating in the actual configuration, and τ̂ neq , defined in the intermediate configuration, is given by the same mapping tensor that relates d to de
when l◦v = 0, i.e that of Eq. (10) —compare to the original Sidoroff’s decomposition
where τ neq = τ̂ neq
τ neq = τ̂ neq : Mdde

s

l◦
v =0

T
= τ̂ neq : X −1
v ⊙ Xv

=


1
T
−1
X −T
v τ̂ neq X v + X v τ̂ neq X v
2

(22)

From the definition of τ neq in terms of τ̂ neq , we notice the equivalence between the
following non-dissipative mechanical powers
τ neq : d = τ̂ neq : de |l◦v =0 = Ψ̇neq

(23)

l◦
v =0

Finally, the dissipated power due to viscous effects given in Eq. (21) can be rewritten using Eq. (11) as
−τ̂ neq : Mdlv◦e

d=0

: l◦v = −τ̂ neq : de |d=0 ≥ 0

(24)

which can be read as
Ψ̇neq

d=0

≤0

(25)

The dissipation inequality in spatial description given in Eq. (24) will let us define
a general anisotropic constitutive equation for the viscous flow based on material
elastic logarithmic strains in the next sections.

3.2 Material description
From Eqs. (9)–(11) we obtain
de |l◦v =0 = Mdde

l◦
v =0

:d

(26)

Using Eqs. (13) and (14), the Lagrangian counterpart of Eq. (26) is —note that
we can equivalently use the subscripts l◦v = 0 or X̊ v = 0 in order to refer to the
same non-dissipative state
Ȧe

X̊ v =0

de
e
= MȦ
de : Md

l◦
v =0

: MdȦ : Ȧ =
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where we define the modified partial gradient
δAe
de
d
e
:= MȦ
de : Md l◦v =0 : MȦ
δA X̊ v =0
s

T
−T
⊙ X −T
= X Te ⊙ X Te : X −1
v ⊙ Xv : X
s

= C e C −1 ⊙ I

(28)

as the fourth-order tensor that maps the strain rate Ȧ to the strain rate Ȧe
when there is no dissipation. We may arrive to the same result given in Eq. (28)
following an alternative approach, see Appendix A. In contrast to the formulation
presented in Ref. [20], the viscous gradient X v does not remain completely constant
when the mapping tensor given in Eq. (28) is calculated (recall that X̊ v = 0
implies Ẋ v = wX v ). As a result, that mapping tensor does not correspond in
general to the partial gradient of Ae with respect to A from a mathematical
point of view. This fact will be relevant below. Interestingly, a clear parallelism
between the formulations based on the reversed multiplicative decomposition and
the Sidoroff’s one may be established if we use the symbol δ (instead of ∂) to
represent the variation of a non-equilibrated variable constrained by X̊ v = 0
(instead of Ẋ v = 0). Hereafter we adopt that notation.
Using Eq. (27) we obtain the following equivalent material descriptions of the
non-dissipative mechanical power per unit reference volume —compare to Eq. (23)
Ŝ neq : Ȧe

X̊ v =0

= S neq : Ȧ = Ψ̇neq

(29)

X̊ v =0

This interpretation gives the existing mapping between the non-equilibrated Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors S neq and Ŝ neq —note the abuse of notation
Ψneq (Ae ) = Ψneq (Ae (A, X v )) = Ψneq (A, X v )
S neq = Ŝ neq :

δAe
δA

=
X̊ v =0

∂Ψneq (Ae ) δAe
:
∂Ae
δA

=
X̊ v =0

δΨneq (A, X v )
δA

(30)
X̊ v =0

Both stress tensors S neq and Ŝ neq operate in the reference configuration but they
are associated to different deformations, represented by A and Ae respectively.
Furthermore, Identity (30)3 provides the way in which the non-equilibrated stresses
S neq are obtained from Ψneq in this case, i.e. by means of the variation of Ψneq with
respect to A along the non-dissipative, corotational path X̊ v = 0.
4 Finite visco-hyperelasticity based on logarithmic stress-strain
measures
In the preceding section we have obtained all the required tensors needed to properly formulate a finite fully nonlinear visco-hyperelastic model based on the reversed decomposition defined in terms of quadratic Green-Lagrange measures.
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However, we are mostly interested in expressions using logarithmic strains because
of their special properties [21] and the possibility of using spline-based hyperelastic
models [27–29] based on logarithmic strains.
In order to achieve our objective, we rewrite Eq. (4) in terms of material logarithmic strain measures
Ψ = Ψeq (E) + Ψneq (E e )
(31)
with both E and E e defined in the reference configuration as


E = 21 ln (C) = 21 ln X T X and E e = 21 ln (C e ) = 12 ln X Te X e

(32)

These strain tensors may be split into their volumetric and deviatoric parts, i.e.
E d = E − 31 tr (E) with tr (E) := ln J := ln (det (X))

(33)

As it is usual when modelling the mechanical behavior of (nearly-)incompressible
materials with application in finite element procedures, Eq. (31) is further divided
into uncoupled deviatoric and volumetric parts
Ψ = W + U = Weq (E d ) + Wneq (E de ) + Ueq (J)

(34)

where W = Weq + Wneq (both Weq and Wneq to be determined from experimental
data) depends on deviatoric, true, behaviors only and U = Ueq introduces the
required volumetric penalty constraint to the deformation (J = det(X) ≈ 1). As
a result of the constitutive hypothesis of Eq. (34), we will obtain a purely volumepreserving internal viscous flow, i.e. Jv = det(X v ) = 1, and a volume-constrained
internal elastic gradient, i.e. Je = det(X e ) = J ≈ 1.
In the next sections we derive the expressions of the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor t+∆t S and the corresponding tangent moduli t+∆t C when the multiplicative decomposition t0 X = t0 X v t0 X e is known at t and only the deformation gradient t+∆t0 X is known at t + ∆t. We first address how to compute
the non-equilibrated contribution and then we address the simpler equilibrated
one. Finally, the total stresses and tangent moduli are obtained through t+∆t S =
t+∆t
S eq + t+∆t S neq and t+∆t C = t+∆t Ceq + t+∆t Cneq
5 Non-equilibrated contribution
In this section we first propose a viscous flow rule from which the evolution of
the finite elastic logarithmic strains during the time step ∆t can be computed and
then address all the formulae required to map the stresses and the tangent moduli
from the logarithmic strain space to the quadratic strain space. We will see that
we can proceed as explained in Ref. [20], but in this case taking into account that
the non-dissipative (trial) state is given by the internal kinematic constraint l◦v = 0
during the correction phase.
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5.1 Constitutive equation for the viscous flow
In order to enforce the physical restriction given in Eq. (24)2 in the logarithmic
strain space, we merely rewrite it using the existing kinematic relation between the
elastic deformation rate tensor de and the material rate of the elastic logarithmic
strains Ė e , see Ref. [20], Appendix B
Ẇneq

d=0

= −τ̂ neq : de |d=0 = −T̂ neq : Ė e

Ė =0

= Ẇneq

Ė =0

≥0

(35)

where the non-equilibrated purely deviatoric generalized Kirchhoff stresses
T̂ neq :=

∂Wneq ∂E de
∂Wneq
∂Wneq
d
=
=
:
: PS = T̂ neq
d
d
∂E e
∂E e
∂E e
∂E e

(36)

relate to the Kirchhoff stresses τ̂ neq through
T̂ neq = τ̂ neq : MdĖe

(37)

e

and the mapping tensor MdĖe (not needed herein) may be easily obtained in spectral
e
form [20]. Equation (35) is automatically satisfied if we choose the following flow
rule
dE e
= −V−1 : T̂ neq
(38)
dt Ė =0
for a given fourth-order positive-definite viscosity tensor V−1 , whereupon
T̂ neq : V−1 : T̂ neq ≥ 0

(39)

As an important difference with respect to the models based on the Sidoroff decomposition, note that all the entities present in Eq. (38) are defined in the reference
configuration.
The non-linear viscous flow rule given in Eq. (38) can be integrated by means
of a two-step, elastic predictor/viscous corrector incremental scheme. Within the
elastic predictor substep there is no viscous dissipation, so Eq. (24)1 yields
tr ◦
lv

=0

⇒

tr

lv =

t+∆t

w

⇒

tr

Ẋ v =

t+∆t

w tr X v

which may be integrated, employing the usual exponential mapping

tr
X v = exp t+∆t w∆t t0 X v

(40)

(41)

The tensor exp( t+∆t w∆t) can be identified after the integration of the equation
Ẋ = lX, i.e.



t+∆t
t+∆t
l∆t t0 X ≈ exp t+∆t d∆t exp t+∆t w∆t t0 X
(42)
0 X = exp
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and then comparing this approximation to the incremental multiplicative decomposition
t+∆t
t+∆t
t
t+∆t
t+∆t
t
(43)
0X =
t X 0X =
tV
tR 0X
where t+∆tt V and t+∆tt R are the stretch and rotation tensors from the left polar decomposition of the incremental deformation gradient t+∆tt X relating the
configurations at t and t + ∆t. Note that, in general, t+∆t0 V 6= t+∆tt V t0 V and
t+∆t
t+∆t
t
t R 0 R. Hence, we can take
0 R 6=


exp t+∆t d∆t = t+∆tt V
and
exp t+∆t w∆t = t+∆tt R
(44)
Equations (41) and (44)2 provide the definition of the trial state at time t + ∆t as
—the right arrow decoration means “rotated by t+∆tt R”
tr

=: t0 X v
−→
t+∆t
t
t
t+∆t
tr
X
=
( t0 X −1
X e = tr X −1
t V 0X v ) 0X e =
v
v
0
−
→
−−→
Xv =

t+∆t
t
t R 0X v

(45)
t+∆t
t
t Υ 0X e

(46)

where all the quantities needed in the calculation of tr X v and tr X e are known.
Note that trial states are defined in base of Eq. (41) and have different form
from usual set-ups based on the Sidoroff decomposition [13, 17, 20] or the Lee
decomposition in plasticity [24, 26, 31]. Hence, in this case, we may interpret that
the increment of total deformation t+∆tt V is completely applied to the elastic
deformation gradient t0 X e within the trial substep by means of the pull-back of
t+∆t
t V to the intermediate configuration through, see Figure 3.a
t+∆t
t
(47)
:= t0 X −1
tV 0X v
v
−→
−−→
A more intuitive interpretation is obtained if we previously rotate the actual configuration at t + ∆t with t+∆tt RT (i.e. if we remove the rotation t+∆tt R from the
two-point total and viscous deformation gradient tensors) as shown in Figure 3.b.
In that case we have —the left arrow decoration means “rotated by t+∆tt RT ”
t+∆t
tΥ

t+∆t
0X
←
−
tr

:=

t+∆t T t+∆t
tR
0X
t+∆t T tr
Xv
tR

=

t+∆t
t
t U 0X

(48)

t
0X v

X v :=
=
←−
−1 t+∆t
t
t
t+∆t
t
tr
X e = tr X −1
0X
t U 0X v ) 0X e =
←
− = ( 0X v
←−v−

(49)
t+∆t
t
tΥ 0X e

(50)

where t+∆tt U ≈ exp( t+∆t ←
d
−∆t) is the stretch tensor from the right polar decomt+∆t
position of
t X. Thus we observe that, equivalently, the increment of total
deformation t+∆tt U is completely applied to the elastic deformation gradient t0 X e
within the trial substep by means of the pull-back of t+∆tt U to the intermediate
configuration through —c.f. Eq.(47)
t+∆t
tΥ

t+∆t
t
= t0 X −1
v
t U 0X v
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In any case, the trial logarithmic strain tensor is
tr

Ee =

1
1
ln( tr C e ) = ln( tr X Te tr X e )
2
2

(52)

t+∆t
t+∆t
tr
X e = t0 X −1
X e = t0 X −1
0 X or
0X
v
v
←
−.
−−→
Trial states associated to the models based on either the Sidoroff’s decomposition or the reversed one are different in general. The respective trial states, and
hence the respective integration algorithms, are coincident for the very special
cases of axial loadings in isotropic materials or in orthotropic materials along the
preferred material directions.
Subsequently, during the viscous corrector substep the total strain rate d is
frozen. We exactly proceed as in Ref. [20]

with

tr

Ė = 0

⇒

Ė e = Ė e

(53)

Ė =0

i.e. using a backward-Euler integration in Eq. (38)


t+∆t
tr
−1
E
−
E
≈
−∆t
V
:
T̂
e
e
neq
0

(54)

t+∆t

which provides a non-linear viscous correction for t+∆t0 E e in terms of


t+∆t
−1 ∂Wneq
:
= tr E e
0 E e + ∆t V
∂E e t+∆t

tr

E e through
(55)

The same non-linear evolution equation is obtained for the model based on the
Sidoroff’s decomposition that we derived in Ref. [20]. In both frameworks, once
V−1 and Wneq are known, we can compute t+∆t0 E e for a given time step ∆t performing local iterations at the integration point level and then proceed to obtain
the deviatoric non-equilibrated stresses and tangent moduli at t + ∆t. However,
two differences of distinct nature have to be emphasized regarding the update of
Eq. (55) associated to either the Sidoroff or to the reverse decompositions. On
the one hand, we have just seen that the numerical calculation of the trial state
is different for both decompositions and that the respective trial states are only
coincident in very specific cases. On the other hand, upon the acceptation of the
reversed kinematic decomposition, we have seen that Eq. (55) is completely defined in the reference configuration. Hence, no further hypothesis regarding the
evolution of the preferred directions are required in this case because the nonequilibrated strain energy function Wneq is defined in the reference configuration
and the corresponding Lagrangian non-equilibrated stresses are properly derived
in that configuration, whatever the material symmetries are. The tensor V−1 may
also be defined with the same material symmetries of Wneq . These last differences
become relevant if we compare both frameworks when they are used to analyze the
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t+Δt

a)

0

X

b)
t+Δt

tR

t
0

t
tr
t

0

0

Xv = 0Xv

0

t+Δt

X

t

t
0

t+Δt

U

Xv

Xv
t

tr

tr

t

t

Xe

X

tV

X
0

t

t+Δt

t+Δt

0

Xe

tr

Xv = Xv
t+Δt

ϒ

t

tr

Xe

t
0

Xv

ϒ

Xe

Fig. 3 Multiplicative decomposition of the trial state at t + ∆t. Two equivalent interpretations.

mechanical behavior of anisotropic visco-hyperelastic materials, as we see below.
Recall that with the model based on the Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition,
some assumptions need to be taken in order to describe the evolution, due to the
viscous flow, of the material preferred directions from the reference configuration
to the intermediate one, where V−1 and Wneq are defined. See the discussion in
Ref. [20].
Due to the aforementioned arguments, for practical purposes but without loss
of generality of the present formulation, we will assume herein that V−1 is an
orthotropic tensor with uncoupled deviatoric and volumetric contributions given
d
in terms of six deviatoric and one volumetric scalar viscosity, ηijd = ηji
and η v ,
through
!
3 X
3
X
1
1
S
S
S
−1
L
⊗
L
:
P
+
V−1 = PS :
I ⊗ I = V−1
(56)
ij
ij
d + Vv
d
v
9η
2ηij
i
j
|
{z
}
−1
V̄

where LSij = 1/2(ei ⊗ ej + ej ⊗ ei ) stand for the structural tensors associated to
the material preferred basis {e1 , e2 , e3 } = {a0 , b0 , c0 } and PS is the fourth-order
symmetric projector tensor, see for example [20]. The evolution equation in rate
form, Eq. (38), and its solution in terms of incremental elastic strains, Eq. (55),
reduce to —note that the volumetric part of V−1 is irrelevant for this formulation
= −V−1
d :

∂Wneq
∂E e


∂Wneq
+ ∆t V−1
d :
∂E e



dE e
dt
and
t+∆t
0Ee

Ė =0
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(57)

=

tr

Ee

(58)
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which are purely deviatoric and fully anisotropic. It is apparent that, in general,
t+∆t
tr
E e in Eq. (58) will not have the same Lagrangian principal basis. In
0 E e and
Section 7 we show how to obtain the values of the material parameters ηijd from
experimental testing. Once the viscosity parameters ηijd are known, the non-linear
Equations (57) and (58) are to be used. In those equations we will further assume
that the viscosity parameters are deformation independent.
The value of the material parameters ηijd in Eq. (58) may be related to a set of
six independent relaxation times τij = τji for the orthotropic case. Note that we
use the same symbol for the relaxation times as for the Kirchhoff stresses but by
context confusion is hardly possible.
In order to obtain the existing relations between ηijd and τij we must linearize
the response of the non-equilibrated orthotropic strain energy function Wneq in the
flow rule of Eq. (57) to obtain


dE e
∂ 2 Wneq
S
−1
S
= −P : V̄ : P :
: PS : E e = − T−1
(59)
d lin : E e
d
d
dt Ė =0
∂E e ∂E e lin
{z
}
|
T̄−1
lin
where

Wneq (E de )

lin

=

3 X
3
3 X
3
X
X
d
2
d 2
µneq
(e
·
E
e
)
=
µneq
i
e j
ij
ij (Eeij )
i

j

i

(60)

j

is expressed in terms of the orthotropic reference shear moduli µneq
ij and the compod
nents of E e in the material orthotropy basis {e1 , e2 , e3 }. The subscript lin implies
a linearized constitutive law (usually at the origin), i.e. quadratic strain energy
with constant coefficients. The linearized fourth-order deviatoric relaxation ten−1
sor T−1
d lin present in Eq. (59) is given in terms of the tensor T̄lin , whose matrix
(Voigt) representation in the preferred axes Xpr is


1 ρ21 1 ρ31
2 1
−
−
0 0 0

 3 τ11
3 τ22 3 τ33



 1 ρ12 2 1
1
ρ
32
−
−
0 0 0 

 3τ
3 τ33
11 3 τ22



 1ρ
1
ρ
2
1


13
23
 −1 
−
0
0
0
−


T̄lin Xpr =  3 τ11 3 τ22 3 τ33
(61)



1
 0
0
0
0 0 


τ
12


1


 0
0
0
0
0 


τ23

1 
0
0
0
0 0
τ31
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The relaxation times τij and the coupling coefficients ρij are given by
τij :=

ηijd
,
µneq
ij

i, j = {1, 2, 3}

(62)

ρij :=

ηiid
,
d
ηjj

i 6= j = {1, 2, 3}

(63)

The tensor T̄−1
lin , as given in Eq. (61), is non-symmetric in general. We remark that,
as a main difference with the isotropic viscosity/orthotropic elasticity formulation
presented in Ref. [20], the six relaxation times given in Eq. (62) are completely
independent, hence leading to a more general anisotropic visco-hyperelasticity formulation. We show the high (enhanced) versatility of the present model in the
examples below. If the viscosity tensor is regarded as isotropic in Eq. (56), then
d S
we can write V−1
d = 1/(2η )I and the update formula Eq. (58) adopts the same
form as in Ref. [20], even though it is formulated herein in the reference configura−1
−1
S
tion. Equation (61) reduces in this case to T̄−1
lin = P : Tlin , with Tlin resulting in
a tensor with diagonal matrix representation, which was for simplicity the shape
chosen in Reference [20] for isotropic viscous behavior.
Finally, once a converged solution t+∆t0 E e has been obtained from Eq. (58), the
following update may be performed

t+∆t
tr
Re t+∆t0 U e = tr Re exp t+∆t0 E e
(64)
0X e =
or

t+∆t
0X v

=

−1
t+∆t
t+∆t
0X
0X e

=

tr

X v tr V e t+∆t0 V −1
e

(65)

5.2 Local Newton iterations for the non-equilibrated part
Once the trial elastic logarithmic strains tr E e have been obtained using Eq. (52),
we proceed to solve Eq. (58) in residual form for the most general case when
hyperelasticity is non-linear in logarithmic strains. In order to apply Newton’s
method, we take the initial approximation (k = 0)
E (k=0)
=
e

tr

Ee

(66)

then evaluate the residual equation
−1
R(k) = E (k)
e + ∆t Vd

∂Wneq
:
∂E e

(k)

!

−

tr

Ee

(67)

and proceed as usual for every iteration
R(k+1) −→ 0

⇒

R(k) +

∂R
∂E e
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(k)



(k)
: E (k+1)
−
E
=0
e
e

(68)
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Using Eq. (67) we obtain the non-symmetric gradient




∂ 2 Wneq
∂ 2 Wneq
∂R
S
−1
S
S
−1
S
: PS (69)
= I +∆t Vd :
= I +P : ∆t V̄ : P :
d
d
∂E e
∂E e ∂E e
∂E e ∂E e
so the update is as usual
E (k+1)
= E (k)
e
e −

∂R
∂E e

−1

: R(k)

(70)

(k)

We perform iterations (k = 1, 2, ..., m) until the norm of the residual tensor R(k)
reaches the desired tolerance. Then, at the last iteration, say k = m, we can take
(m)
t+∆t
t+∆t
0 E e = E e . This iterative solution for
0 E e preserves the volumetric part
of tr E e , if any, due to the fact that the term between parenthesis in Eq. (67) is
purely deviatoric.
5.3 Deviatoric contribution to S and C
Once the elastic strains E e are known at t + ∆t we can proceed to compute the
deviatoric non-equilibrated contribution to the stress and global tangent tensors.
As we did in Ref. [20], it is convenient to take derivatives with respect to trial
quantities in order to obtain the non-equilibrated stresses and tangent moduli
consistent with the predictor/corrector integration algorithm employed and then
perform the corresponding mappings.
The trial state is defined by tr l◦v = 0. Then Eqs. (7), (9) and (10) particularized
to this trial state read —note that the subscript tr l◦v = 0 would be redundant for
tr
the trial state, hence it is not indicated in Md de
 tr −1 s tr T
tr
tr
tr
(71)
de = sym tr X −1
X v ⊙ X v : d = Md de : d
v d Xv =
As done in Section 3.2, the Lagrangian counterpart of Eq. (71) is obtained as

δ tr Ae
: Ȧ
(72)
δA
which gives the mapping associated to the change of the independent variable A
by the independent variable tr Ae , i.e. Ae (A, X v ) = Ae ( tr Ae , X v ). We can define
a modified non-equilibrated second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S̃ neq , defined also
in the reference configuration, such that
tr

Ȧe =

tr

S̃ neq :

tr

s

C e C −1 ⊙ I : Ȧ =

Ȧe = S neq : Ȧ = Ẇneq

X̊ v =0

(73)

where the following relation holds between the nonequilibrated stress tensors S neq
and S̃ neq
s
δ tr Ae
S neq = S̃ neq : tr C e C −1 ⊙ I = S̃ neq :
(74)
δA
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Taking into account the definition for S neq given in Eq. (30)3 , we identify in Eq.
(74)
δWneq
(75)
S̃ neq := tr
δ Ae X̊ v =0
which is in clear correspondence with the change of independent variable being
introduced.
One important difference between this algorithmic formulation and the one
presented in Ref. [20] is that in this case the trial intermediate configuration does
not remain constant during the finite-element global iterations at time t + ∆t
because this configuration is given by the trial elastic internal gradient, see Eqs.
(46) or (50). Hence, the fourth-order mapping tensor δ tr Ae /δA present in Eq.
(74) has also to be differentiated in order to obtain the existing relation between
the consistent tangent moduli Cneq = ∂S neq /∂A and C̃neq = ∂ S̃ neq /∂ tr Ae , which
are to be obtained taking the total derivatives of S neq and S̃ neq with respect to A
and tr Ae respectively, see the discussion in Ref. [20]. In this case we have —note
that δ tr Ae /δA has only minor symmetries and that the second addend in the
right-hand side vanishes in the model based on the Sidoroff decomposition


dS neq
dS̃ neq δ tr Ae
d δ tr Ae
(76)
=
:
+ S̃ neq :
dt
dt
δA
dt
δA
Expressing the preceding equation in terms of Ȧ and tr Ȧe , using Eq. (72) and
identifying terms
 tr 
 tr T
∂S neq
δ Ae
δ Ae
∂
∂ S̃ neq δ tr Ae
:
(77)
=
+ S̃ neq :
: tr
∂A
δA
∂ Ae
δA
∂A
δA
which, after some lengthy algebra, results in
 tr T
δ Ae
δ tr Ae
Cneq =
: C̃neq :
δA
δA
s

s

+ C −1 tr C e C −1 ⊙ S̃ neq − C −1 ⊙ S̃ neq tr C e C −1

(78)

The first and second addends in the right-hand side of Eq. (78) have major symmetries, the former due to the major symmetry of C̃neq (see below) and the latter
due to the symmetry of the second order tensors S̃ neq and C −1 tr C e C −1 . However,
the third addend in the right-hand side of Eq. (78) lacks major symmetry, in general. As a result, the tangent moduli tensor Cneq may be slightly non-symmetric,
as we show in the examples. The lack of major symmetry in general situations
emerges from the fact that the fourth-order tensor δ tr Ae /δA present in Eq. (77)
does not exactly correspond to the gradient of tr Ae with respect to A, as we have
equivalently explained in Section 3.2 using the strain tensors Ae and A and the
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constraint X̊ v = 0, recall also Eq. (10). In other words, note that an explicit expression that gives tr Ae as a function of A does not exist for this formulation in
general. However, we want to emphasize that the non-equilibrated strain energy
function Wneq only represents a deviation from the thermodynamical equilibrium,
hence the possible nonsymmetry of Cneq becomes less relevant if the symmetry of
the total tangent moduli C = Ceq + Cneq is assessed. It can be shown that the
total tangent moduli C results to be numerically symmetric for the special case
of isotropic materials undergoing large shear deformations (first example below)
and for the special case of orthotropic materials undergoing finite deformations
along the preferred material directions (second example below). Furthermore, for
orthotropic materials undergoing large off-axis deformations and large perturbations away from thermodynamical equilibrium, a very good convergence rate is
still attained during the global finite element iterations using the symmetric part
of Eq. (78) and a symmetric solver (third example below).
The tensors S̃ neq and C̃neq , present in Eqs. (74) and (78), may be obtained from
our model, based on logarithmic strains, through
S̃ neq =

δWneq
δ tr Ae

=
X̊ v =0

δWneq
δ tr E e

:
X̊ v =0

∂ tr E e
∂ tr E e
=
T̃
:
neq
∂ tr Ae
∂ tr Ae

(79)

and —note that ∂ tr E e /∂ tr Ae has major and minor symmetries and that it represents a formal gradient
∂ tr E e ∂ T̃ neq ∂ tr E e
∂ 2 tr E e
∂ S̃ neq
=
:
:
+
T̃
:
neq
∂ tr Ae
∂ tr Ae ∂ tr E e ∂ tr Ae
∂ tr Ae ∂ tr Ae

(80)

where the modified generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor
T̃ neq :=

δWneq
δ tr E e

(81)
X̊ v =0

is to be previously related to the generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor T̂ neq , which
is the resulting stress tensor at each global iteration obtained from Wneq (E e )
using Eq. (36). The application of the chain rule gives —compare to Eq. (30) and
consider the change of variable E by tr E e
T̃ neq =

δWneq
δ tr E e

=
X̊ v =0

∂Wneq
δE e
: tr
∂E e
δ Ee

= T̂ neq :
X̊ v =0

δE e
δ tr E e

(82)
X̊ v =0

Hereafter, analogously as we did in Ref. [20], we approximate
δE e
δ tr E e

X̊ v =0

≈ IS

⇒

T̃ neq ≈ T̂ neq

(83)

which is an approximation valid for ∆t/τ ≪ 1 in the most general case (as for the
model based on the Sidoroff decomposition, note that T̃ neq = T̂ neq for the special
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cases of isotropic materials under arbitrary loadings or orthotropic materials undergoing finite deformations along the preferred material directions). If we do not
wish to take this approximation, we should compute the analytical mapping tensor
present in Eq. (82) and its derivatives in the numerical algorithm, c.f. Ref. [20],
Appendix B. The Second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses S neq are obtained combining
Eqs. (74), (79), (82) and (83)1 , which can be compacted as
S neq =

δWneq
δA

=
X̊ v =0

∂Wneq δE e
:
∂E e
δA

= T̂ neq :
X̊ v =0

δE e
δA

(84)
X̊ v =0

In order to obtain the consistent tangent moduli ∂ T̃ neq /∂ tr E e , needed in Eq.
(80), we have to take into consideration that the trial logarithmic strains tr E e and
the updated logarithmic strains t+∆t0 E e are related in the algorithm through Eq.
(58). Hence
∂ T̂ neq
∂ T̂ neq ∂ t+∆t0 E e
∂ T̃ neq
=
=
:
∂ tr E e
∂ tr E e
∂E e
∂ tr E e

(85)

with the tensor ∂ t+∆t0 E e /∂ tr E e providing the consistent linearization of the algorithmic formulation during the viscous correction substep. Taking derivatives in
Eq. (58), we arrive to
∂ T̃ neq
∂ 2 Wneq
=
∂ tr E e
∂E e ∂E e

t+∆t

∂R
:
∂E e

−1

(86)

t+∆t

where the algorithmic gradient ∂ t+∆t0 E e /∂ tr E e is given by the inverse of Eq.
(69) evaluated at the updated strains t+∆t0 E e , see Section 5.2. Note that only the
deviatoric part of this tensor is relevant in Eq. (86). Although the algorithmic
gradient ∂ t+∆t0 E e /∂ tr E e is, in general, non-symmetric in this case, the consistent
tangent tensor ∂ T̃ neq /∂ tr E e , as given in Eqs. (85) or (86), has major and minor
symmetries. This is thanks to the fact that the viscosity tensor V−1
d in Eq. (57) is
fully symmetric [13, 20]. Finally, the consistent tangent moduli Cneq for the nonequilibrated part is obtained combining, first, Eqs. (80), (83)2 and (86) —note that
C̃neq has major and minor symmetries
C̃neq =
+

∂ tr E e ∂ 2 Wneq
:
∂ tr Ae ∂E e ∂E e
∂Wneq
∂E e

:
t+∆t

∂
∂

:
t+∆t
2 tr

tr A

∂ t+∆t0 E e ∂ tr E e
: tr
∂ tr E e
∂ Ae

Ee
tr
e ∂ Ae

and then mapping the result with Eq. (78).
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5.4 Linearized case: Finite linear viscoelasticity
The constitutive equation for the viscous flow Eq. (57) may be simplified when either linear finite logarithmic or linear small stress-strain relations are derived from
the non-equilibrated contribution Wneq . In both cases, the same linear/linearized
solution for the evolution equation is obtained, i.e. the so-called Finite Linear Viscoelasticity. The (linear) viscous flow rule for the fully orthotropic model using the
reverse multiplicative decomposition represents a generalization of the expression
derived for the Sidoroff’s decomposition —c.f. Ref. [20]
dE e
dt



∂ 2 Wneq
−1
S
: PS : E e = −T−1
= −P : V̄ : P :
d : Ee
d
d
∂E e ∂E e
S

Ė =0

(88)

where E e is used in this section to represent either the internal elastic logarithmic
strain tensor or the internal elastic infinitesimal strains tensor εe . The simplification in this case emerges from the fact that the integration of Eq. (88) during the
viscous corrector substep gives an explicit update for t+∆t0 E e in terms of tr E e , i.e.
—compare to Eq. (58) for the fully non-linear case

:
IS + ∆tT−1
d

t+∆t
0E e

=

tr

Ee

t+∆t
0Ee

⇒

= IS + ∆tT−1
d

so no local Newton iterations are needed.

−1

:

tr

Ee

(89)

6 Equilibrated contribution
If the total gradient t+∆t0 X is known at time step t + ∆t, then the equilibrated contributions t+∆t S eq and t+∆t Ceq are just obtained from Ψeq (E) as usual in
hyperelastic calculations, i.e.
∂Ψeq
∂Ψeq ∂E
∂E
=
:
= T eq :
∂A
∂E ∂A
∂A

(90)

∂S eq
∂E ∂T eq ∂E
∂2E
=
:
:
+ T eq :
∂A
∂A ∂E ∂A
∂A∂A

(91)

S eq =

Ceq =

Furthermore, since Ψeq (E) = Weq (E d ) + Ueq (J), the computation of S eq and Ceq
can also be conveniently separated into their respective deviatoric and volumetric parts. These computations do not bring about further difficulties, so we omit
further details in this work. The interested reader can see the detailed formulae needed to compute these (hyperelastic) contributions for an incompressible
orthotropic material in Ref. [29], Section 2.5.
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7 Determination of the viscosity parameters of the orthotropic model
Consider a small strains uniaxial relaxation test performed about the preferred
material direction e1 of an incompressible material. Equation (59) represented in
preferred material axes and specialized at t = 0+ (just after the total deformation
in direction e1 is applied and retained) reads —note that shear terms are not
needed and that ε0e = εe (t = 0+ ) = ε(t = 0+ ) = ε0 are isochoric (traceless)
neq
neq 
neq
H12
H13
E11
 2 ηd + ηd + ηd 
 0 


11
22
33
ε̇e11
neq
neq 
neq
0 
H
H
ε
E
 0 


− 2 12
+ 13
= − 11  − 11
 ε̇e22 
d
d
d 

9
η
η
η
11
22
33 

ε̇0e33 ε̇=0
neq
neq
neq 

 E11
H12
H13
− d + d −2 d
η11
η22
η33

(92)

neq
neq 0
neq 0
E11
:= 2µneq
11 + µ22 ν12 + µ33 ν13
neq 0
neq 0
neq
:= µneq
H12
11 + 2µ22 ν12 − µ33 ν13
neq 0
neq 0
neq
H13
:= µneq
11 − µ22 ν12 + 2µ33 ν13

(93)



where we have defined

0
0
and the initial Poisson ratios ν12
:= −ε022 /ε011 and ν13
:= −ε033 /ε011 are expressed
in terms of the equilibrated and non-equilibrated reference shear moduli through
—c.f. Ref. [20]

0
ν12
0
ν13

neq
µ033
µeq
33 + µ33
= 0
= eq
eq
neq
µ22 + µ033
µ22 + µneq
22 + µ33 + µ33
neq
µeq
µ022
22 + µ22
= eq
= 0
neq
eq
µ22 + µ033
µ22 + µneq
22 + µ33 + µ33

(94)
(95)

The uniaxial stress at t = 0+ is found to be
 0
0
0
0
0 0
σ11
= 2µ011 + µ022 ν12
+ µ033 ν13
ε11 =: E11
ε11

(96)

0
where E11
represents the instantaneous Young’s modulus in direction e1 . Upon the
split
eq 0
neq 0
0
σ11
= E11
ε11 + E11
εe11

(97)

eq
eq 0
eq 0
E11
:= 2µeq
11 + µ22 ν12 + µ33 ν13

(98)

with
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the consideration of the first component in Eq. (92) and the subsequent comparison
0
of Eq. (96) to the expression of its time derivative σ̇11
we readily arrive to


eq 
neq
neq
neq
E11
H12
H13
9
1
1
1
E11


+ neq
+ neq
= 0 1 + neq
2 neq



µ11 τ11
µ22 τ22
µ33 τ33
t11
E11






eq 
neq
neq
 H neq 1
E22
E22
H23
9
1
1

21
+ 2 neq
+ neq
= 0 1 + neq
neq
(99)
µ
τ
µ
τ
µ
τ
t22
E22
11
22
33
11
22
33





neq
eq 
neq
neq


H31
E33
1
H32
1
E33
1
9


+ neq
+ 2 neq
= 0 1 + neq

neq

µ22 τ22
µ33 τ33
t33
E33

 µ11 τ11

0
0
where the experimental value t011 := −σ11
/σ̇11
may be measured tracing the tangent
+
to the relaxation curve σ11 (t) at t = 0 . In Equations (99) the values of Hij and
Eiineq are defined as in Eq. (93) for their respective direction. Equations (99) are
linear in the three independent (inverse) relaxation times 1/τ11 , 1/τ22 and 1/τ33 .
Hence, they constitute a linear system from which we can determine the relaxation
times τ11 , τ22 and τ33 once the experimental factors t011 , t022 and t033 are known
d
d
d
(measured). The three viscosities η11
, η22
and η33
are then obtained from Eq. (62).
neq
neq
d
If the three “axial” viscosities are equal, i.e. µ11 τ11 = µneq
22 τ22 = µ33 τ33 = η , then
Eq. (99)1 is uncoupled from the other preferred directions and provides the same
result obtained in Ref. [20]
neq
neq
ηd
0 E11 /(3µ11 )
=
τ
=
t
11
eq
neq
11
µneq
1 + E11
/E11
11

(100)

For the present orthotropic case, three additional small strain shear tests are
needed in order to completely characterize the present model. Since the shear
components in Eq. (59) are fully uncoupled in the preferred material basis, we
obtain from a simple shear relaxation test in the plane {e1 , e2 } under a plane
stress condition
d
η12
1
0
(101)
neq = τ12 = t12
eq
µ12
1 + µ12 /µneq
12
0
0
where t012 := −σ12
/σ̇12
is determined from the experimental shear stress relaxation
curve σ12 (t). Two homologous expressions for τ23 and τ31 are derived from the
respective simple shear tests performed in the other preferred planes {e2 , e3 } and
{e3 , e1 }.

8 Examples
The following examples are designed to compare the obtained behavior against
models based on the Sidoroff decomposition [13, 20] and to highlight the enhanced
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Equilibrated contribution
2500

−500
1

Fig. 4 Uniaxial stresses derived from the equilibrated and non-equilibrated Ogden-type strain energy functions
[13] and predictions using the spline-based isotropic model [27].

capabilities of the present anisotropic visco-hyperelasticity formulation based on
the reverse multiplicative decomposition.
8.1 Isotropic material
In Ref. [20] we showed that the anisotropic model derived therein in full material
description gives exactly the same results than the isotropic model of Reese and
Govindjee [13] formulated in spatial principal directions when an isotropic (splinebased, Ogden-type or whatever) strain energy function is considered. Both models
are based on the Sidoroff’s multiplicative decomposition. The same simple shear
cyclic test simulation of the first example in Ref. [20] is performed herein, the
only difference between them being the multiplicative decomposition employed
in the formulation. That is, the same equilibrated and non-equilibrated deviatoric
strain energy functions Weq and Wneq (using the spline-based model, see Figure 4),
volumetric penalty function Ueq , relaxation time τ = η d /µneq = 17.5 s and (mixed)
finite element formulation are employed. We only compare the results obtained
with the respective Finite (Non-Linear) Viscoelasticity formulations.
In Figure 5, the obtained Cauchy shear stresses σ12 (t) are plotted against the
engineering shear strains γ12 (t) for three different amplitudes in the simple shear
test.
Both models predict the same behavior within the context of small strains.
However, the predictions given by the models separate when large shear strains
are considered (note that for purely axial loadings, both models would exactly
predict the same viscoelastic behavior).
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Fig. 5 Cauchy shear stresses σ12 (t) versus engineering shear strains γ12 (t) = u(t)/h = u0 /h × sin(0.3t) for the
amplitudes: a) a’) u0 /h = 0.01, b) b’) u0 /h = 1, c) c’) u0 /h = 2. Curves a, b and c obtained using the model
based on the Sidoroff decomposition as given in Ref. [20] (see also [13]). Curves a’, b’ and c’ are obtained using the
present formulation based on the reversed decomposition. All the simulations are performed using the respective
finite fully non-linear formulations (FV).

Representative convergence rates for the unbalanced force and energy using a
symmetric solver and an unsymmetric solver are shown in Table 1 for the case
labeled (c′ ) in Figure 5. The symmetrization of the third addend in Eq. (78) and
the subsequent use of a symmetric solver in the global finite element iterations are
clearly justified in this case.
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Step 465
Iteration
1
2
3

Load norm
(Symmetric)
1.412E+05
7.923E+00
3.334E-03

Load norm
(Unsymmetric)
1.412E+05
5.307E+00
1.692E-04

Energy norm
(Symmetric)
1.771E+04
5.455E-05
6.050E-11

Energy norm
(Unsymmetric)
1.771E+04
1.862E-06
9.427E-12

Table 1 Comparison of convergence rates using the reverse decomposition and either a symmetric solver or an
unsymmetric solver. Case labeled (c′ ) in Figure 5

8.2 Orthotropic material with linear logarithmic stress-strain relations
In this example from Reference [20] uniaxial in-axis orthotropic relaxation testing is
performed along different material directions. Consider the following strain energy
functions
eq
eq
d 2
d 2
d 2
Weq (E d ) = µeq
(102)
11 (E11 ) + µ22 (E22 ) + µ33 (E33 )
neq
neq
d
2
d
2
d
2
Wneq (E de ) = µneq
11 (Ee11 ) + µ22 (Ee22 ) + µ33 (Ee33 )

(103)

eq
eq
µeq
11 = 4 MPa , µ22 = 2 MPa , µ33 = 1 MPa

(104)

neq
neq
µneq
11 = 5 MPa , µ22 = 3 MPa , µ33 = 2 MPa

(105)

where only the axial components in principal material directions are needed in
order to simulate the different uniaxial relaxation tests about the preferred material
axes. We take the same values for the shear moduli in Eqs. (102) and (103) used
in the second example in Ref. [20]

In the example of Ref. [20], a single relaxation time τ11 = 20 s was needed in order
to complete the definition of the model. The (non-independent) relaxation times
neq
neq
neq
τ22 = τ11 × µneq
11 /µ22 = 33.3 s and τ33 = τ11 × µ11 /µ33 = 50 s were then obtained
by the model because of the isotropy assumption in the viscous component. In
the present anisotropic case we need to prescribe three independent relaxation
times (the three other relaxation times for shear behavior are not needed in this
example). The initially undeformed block of 100 × 100 × 100 is deformed (quasi)
instantaneously along material direction 1 up to a dimension of 300, whereas the
other directions, due to material behavior, result in 66.2 for material direction 2
and 50.4 for material direction 3; see Ref. [20].
In the first simulation within this example we prescribe the relaxation times
that give as a result the same isotropic viscosity tensor used in Ref. [20] —see Eq.
(62)
τ11 = 20 s ,

τ22 = 33.3 s ,

τ33 = 50 s

⇒

d
d
d
η11
= η22
= η33

(106)

in order to show that the same results are obtained using the model based on the
Sidoroff multiplicative decomposition and the present model based on the reversed
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one, both with the same isotropic viscous behavior. The same results are expected
to be obtained because the loads are applied over the preferred directions of the
material and no rotations are present. Hence both decompositions are indistinguishable from a numerical standpoint, i.e. U = U e U v = U v U e . Furthermore, in
this case the condition for the co-rotational rate X̊ v = 0 is coincident to the condition Ẋ v = 0, whereupon the non-equilibrated tangent moduli Cneq given in Eq.
(78) preserves all the symmetries and no distinction between using a symmetric
or a unsymmetric solver is needed in this example. In Figure 6 we can verify that
identical stress relaxation curves (dashed lines) to those shown in Ref. [20] are
obtained for the three (separate) uniaxial tests performed over the three preferred
directions using the present model.
As a second case within this example we prescribe independent relaxation times
in order to show the enhanced capabilities of the present model when it is used
with an orthotropic viscosity tensor. The following independently user-prescribed
values for the axial relaxation times have been chosen
τ11 = 80 s ,

τ22 = 100 s ,

τ33 = 25 s

⇒

d
d
d
d
η11
6= η22
6= η33
6= η11

(107)

neq
neq
In Eq. (106) the relations τ11 < τ22 < τ33 hold because µneq
11 > µ22 > µ33 , i.e. the
stiffer non-equilibrated behavior in a given direction, the faster relaxation process
associated to that direction. However, these restrictions do not necessarily hold in
the present model, see Eq. (107). Indeed, we can observe in Figure 6 (solid lines)
that in this case the material relaxes faster in direction 3 than in the other two
directions. Since the same strain energy functions are used in all the simulations,
the same instantaneous and relaxed states are obtained for each test, independently
of the relaxation times being prescribed.
Finally, introducing the material parameters given in Eqs. (104), (105) and (107)
into Eqs. (99) we obtain the following values for the experimental parameters

t011 = 75.5 s , t022 = 91.3 s

and t033 = 43.8 s

(108)

We can see in Figure 6 that the values t011 , t022 and t033 obtained from the computational relaxation curves are in very good agreement with the preceding values. This
fact proves the applicability of the material characterization procedure explained
in Section 7 to the present computational model.
8.3 Orthotropic material
In this example we perform the analysis of an orthotropic visco-hyperelastic plate
with a hole, see Figure 7. The plate is loaded about the x–axis, i.e. 30 away the
principal material 1–axis. This example is the same as that given in Ref. [20]. In
this case we used (bidimensional) 9/3, u/p mixed finite elements, see [1]. We have
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Fig. 6 Dashed curves: Stress relaxation curves σ11 (t), σ22 (t) and σ33 (t) obtained from three uniaxial relaxation
tests performed about the preferred material directions 1, 2 and 3, respectively, using the model based on the
reverse multiplicative decomposition and the same isotropic viscosity tensor used in the second example of Ref. [20].
Solid curves: idem using an orthotropic viscosity tensor.
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Fig. 7 Rectangular plate with a concentric hole: reference configuration, initial orientation (α = 30o ) of the
preferred material directions and finite element mesh. Dimensions of the plate: l0 × h0 = 32 × 16 mm2 . Radius of
the hole: r0 = 4 mm.

employed in the simulations the same time increments and time sequences as in
Ref. [20].
The deviatoric responses of the equilibrated and non-equilibrated parts of our
model are described by orthotropic spline-based strain energy functions of the type
—c.f. Ref. [29]
d

Weq (E ) =

3
3 X
X
i=1 j=1
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Fig. 8 (a) and (b): First derivative functions of the components of the strain energy function Weq . (c) and (d):
First derivative functions of the components of the strain energy function Wneq . Note that the only difference
′ (−E ) = −ω ′ (E ) are considered for all the
between Weq and Weq is the component ω12 . The symmetries ωij
ij
ij
ij
functions shown in this figure.

Wneq (E de )

3 X
3
X
d
=
ωijneq (Eeij
)

(110)

i=1 j=1

whose first derivative functions are shown in Figure 8.
The preceding equilibrated and non-equilibrated stored energy functions were
used in the second simulation addressed within Example 3 in Ref. [20]. Therein,
the prescribed value τ11 = 10 s implied τ22 = 10.23 s, τ33 = 23.86 s, τ12 = 3.78 s,
τ23 = 17.82 s and τ31 = 21.63 s, thereby ηijd = η d . Even though the formulation
employed in this case (based on the reversed decomposition) is different from the
formulation used in Ref. [20] (based on the Sidoroff decomposition) we can see
that very similar results are obtained in both cases; compare Figure 9 with Figure
13 of [20].
In the second simulation addressed in the present example we modify the relaxation time τ12 in order to show that with the present model we have control
over the relaxation process associated to the change of the overall angular distor0
∞
tion from γxy
> 0 to γxy
< 0. The values of the remaining relaxation times are
preserved. The relaxation time τ12 is increased up to τ12 = 10 s. As a result, note
that the numerical calculations show a shear relaxation process that is slower in
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Figure 10 than in Figure 9. Furthermore, we observe that a complete relaxation
has almost been achieved in Figure 9 at t = 155 s, while the plate in Figure 10
is still relaxing at that instant. Obviously, the other relaxation times could have
been modified to give other very different relaxation processes, always preserving
the same instantaneous and relaxed states. As a main consequence even though
the present formulation is more complex, it is apparent that a wider spectrum
of material behaviors may be captured with the present model than with that of
Ref. [20].
Convergence rates at representative steps using a symmetric and an unsymmetric solver are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the use of a symmetric solver
results in only about one additional iteration per step.
Time

Step

Load norm

Load norm

Energy norm

Energy norm

(∆t)

(Iteration)

(Symmetric)

(Unsymmetric)

(Symmetric)

(Unsymmetric)

2.5 s
(0.125 s)

20(1)
20(2)
20(3)
20(4)

1.974E-01
1.261E-02
2.689E-05
5.823E-07

1.974E-01
1.281E-02
8.682E-07

5.467E-03
5.877E-07
8.239E-11
3.830E-14

5.466E-03
2.872E-07
1.975E-15

20 s
(1.5 s)

50(1)
50(2)
50(3)
50(4)
50(5)

7.004E-01
2.286E-01
3.587E-04
1.054E-05
4.420E-07

7.004E-01
2.331E-01
2.225E-04
4.378E-08

1.339E-01
1.535E-04
8.429E-09
7.515E-12
1.249E-14

1.339E-01
1.460E-04
1.223E-10
3.893E-17

Table 2 Comparison of convergence rates using the reverse decomposition and either a symmetric solver or an
unsymmetric solver. Example of Figure 10.

9 Conclusions
In this paper we present a phenomenological formulation and numerical algorithm
for anisotropic visco-hyperelasticity. The formulation is based on a reverse multiplicative decomposition and on a split of the stored energy into distinct anisotropic
equilibrated and nonequilibrated addends. The formulation is valid for large deviations from thermodynamic equilibrium. The procedure may employ anisotropic
stored energies and anisotropic viscosities. For the orthotropic case, six relaxation
experiments completely define the viscosities. The procedure to obtain material
parameters from experiments is also detailed. The algorithm is formulated using
logarithmic stress and strain measures in order to facilitate the use of spline-based
stored energies. The resulting algorithmic tangent may be slightly nonsymmetric.
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Fig. 9 Relaxation process of the plate using the model based on the reverse decomposition with an isotropic
viscosity tensor. Specifically, τ12 = 3.78 s. Deformed configurations and distributions of σ d (MPa) at instants
t = 0+ s, t = 5 s, t = 80 s and t = 155 s. Unaveraged results at nodes.
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Fig. 10 Relaxation process of the plate using the model based on the reversed decomposition with an anisotropic
viscosity tensor. Specifically, τ12 = 10 s. Deformed configurations and distributions of σ d (MPa) at instants
t = 0+ s, t = 5 s, t = 80 s and t = 155 s. Unaveraged results at nodes.
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However, in the analyzed examples, the computational cost of using a symmetric
tangent in terms of iterations is small.
A Alternative derivation of Eq. (28)
From Eq. (3), the analytical expression of the elastic right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C e = X Te X e in terms of the deformation gradient X and the left
−T
−1
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor B −1
v = X v X v reads
C e = X T B −1
v X

(111)

The time derivative of Eq. (111) specialized to the internal state for which X̊ v = 0
(i.e. lv = w) gives
Ċ e

X̊ v =0

=X
=
=
=

T

B −1
v Ẋ

+X

T

·
B −1
v

T

X̊ v =0
−1
T
−1
X B v lX − X (B v w +
−1
T
X T B −1
v dX + X dB v X
−1
C e C −1 Ȧ + ȦC C e

T

X + Ẋ B −1
v X

(112)

T T
−1
w T B −1
v )X + X l B v X

(113)
(114)
(115)

where Eq. (14) has been used. Thus, the same explicit expression for δAe /δA when
s

X̊ v = 0 given in Eq. (28) is obtained —the operator ⊙ is defined in Eq. (10)
Ȧe

X̊ v =0

s
−1
δAe
1
= (C e C −1 Ȧ + ȦC C e ) = C e C −1 ⊙ I : Ȧ =
2
δA

: Ȧ (116)
X̊ v =0
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Capı́tulo 5
CONCLUSIONES
En esta tesis se han desarrollado varios modelos de comportamiento y algoritmos computacionales para hiperelasticidad y viscoelasticidad anisótropas formulados en deformaciones logarı́tmicas.
El uso de deformaciones logarı́tmicas en modelos de comportamiento es interesante debido a las propiedades que presenta esta medida de deformación, ası́ como a
su fácil interpretación. En esta tesis se ha demostrado que el tensor material de deformaciones logarı́tmicas puede ser calculado como una suma continua de tensores
de deformaciones infinitesimales actuando sobre el medio continuo. Este resultado era conocido en cuanto a comportamiento puramente axial, pero no referido
al tensor completo. Como consecuencia, las deformaciones logarı́tmicas heredan
de forma natural muchas de las propiedades del tensor de deformaciones infinitesimales. En primer lugar, las deformaciones logarı́tmicas conservan la métrica
entre las configuraciones de referencia y actual, lo cual permite que las operaciones algebraicas de empuje y tiro entre ambas configuraciones se realicen solo con la
rotación correspondiente. Además de la conservación de la métrica, las propiedades
más prácticas desde un punto de vista cinemático son la descomposición aditiva
del comportamiento volumétrico y desviador, ası́ como la descomposición también
aditiva asociada a la composición de gradientes de deformación con direcciones
principales comunes.
Una conclusión importante obtenida en esta tesis es que la conocida como distorsión angular γ en pequeñas deformaciones puede no corresponderse con una
deformación angular para deformaciones elevadas. De hecho, empleando deformaciones logarı́tmicas, se ha demostrado que una deformación infinita a cortadura
(simple) se puede obtener como una suma de deformaciones infinitesimales axiales.
Esta conclusión permite explicar el máximo de tensión tangencial que se obtiene
en ensayos experimentales de cortante simple. Otras medidas de deformación, en
cambio, predicen una deformación angular creciente en estos ensayos, lo cual puede
conducir a interpretaciones erróneas. Finalmente, la nueva definición introducida
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en esta tesis de la distorsión angular ingenieril γ como una distorsión de áreas en el
medio continuo conserva su interpretación fı́sica tanto en pequeñas deformaciones
como en grandes deformaciones.
El hecho de que las deformaciones logarı́tmicas hereden parte de las propiedades de las deformaciones infinitesimales presenta también ventajas a la hora
de establecer ecuaciones de comportamiento. Muchas ecuaciones desarrollas para
pequeñas deformaciones se pueden emplear para análisis en grandes deformaciones sin más que sustituir el tensor de deformaciones infinitesimales por el tensor
material de deformaciones logarı́tmicas. En esta tesis se han definido funciones de
energı́a que emplean los mismos invariantes de deformación usados en el contexto
infinitesimal. Este hecho, además de facilitar el modelado constitutivo, permite
interpretar los resultados obtenidos de una manera más intuitiva y agiliza el tratamiento matemático de las ecuaciones resultantes, ası́ como su implementación
algorı́tmica en las subrutinas de material de los programas de elementos finitos.
En esta tesis también se ha mostrado que el uso de una medida de deformación
u otra es una simple cuestión de conveniencia. De hecho, se ha demostrado que el
cambio entre distintos pares de tensión/deformación conjugados de trabajo se realiza a través del correspondiente tensor de transformación, de naturaleza puramente
geométrica, el cual existe independientemente de la ecuación de comportamiento
del sólido. Ello ha permitido desarrollar toda la teorı́a en base a deformaciones
logarı́tmicas para, posteriormente, realizar las correspondientes transformaciones
al espacio de tensiones y deformaciones cuadráticas empleadas habitualmente en
los códigos no lineales de elementos finitos.
Los nuevos modelos fenomenológicos presentados en esta tesis para materiales
hiperelásticos incompresibles transversalmente isótropos y ortótropos se han obtenido como una extensión del modelo isótropo de Sussman y Bathe basado en
interpolaciones mediante splines. Esto ha sido posible gracias a la generalización
de la fórmula de inversión empleada por estos autores en su artı́culo. A excepción
de ciertas aproximaciones necesarias en los casos anisótropos, la metodologı́a del
modelo isótropo se ha conservado en los nuevos modelos. Esto es, las funciones de
energı́a no tienen una forma inicial predefinida y el usuario sólo tiene que prescribir los datos experimentales requeridos, de tal forma que los modelos resultantes
los reproducen de manera casi exacta. Esta filosofı́a se ha denominado What-YouPrescribe-Is-What-You-Get hyperelasticity. Las funciones de energı́a almacenada
han sido planteadas en términos de funciones desacopladas de los invariantes de
deformación asociados a las direcciones preferentes del material. En cada modelo,
al igual que ocurre en el caso infinitesimal, sólo se ha despreciado el invariante
que incluye ciertos acoplamientos de deformación cortante. Como consecuencia directa, el número de curvas experimentales necesarias para definir estos modelos
coincide con el número de constantes que definen los respectivos modelos infinite260

simales. Se ha mostrado que otros modelos ampliamente usados en la actualidad
basados en invariantes de deformaciones cuadráticas se definen a partir de menos
curvas que constantes contiene el modelo infinitesimal, lo cual puede llevar a resultados poco realistas desde un punto de vista fı́sico. Por lo tanto, la necesidad de
prescribir tres y seis curvas para determinar los modelos basados en splines transversalmente isótropo y ortótropo, respectivamente, no debe ser vista como una
limitación. En caso de no disponer de esas curvas, es el usuario el encargado de
prescribirlas. Los resultados obtenidos estarán acorde con los datos definidos. La
formulación algorı́tmica de los modelos hiperelásticos se ha programado en el código de elementos finitos DULCINEA, propio del grupo de investigación, ası́ como
en el programa comercial ADINA a través de subrutinas de material de usuario.
En la Figura 5.1 se muestran los resultados correspondientes a un mismo caso de
carga actuando sobre una placa con orificio de material hiperelástico ortótropo
calculado en DULCINEA y en ADINA. Se puede apreciar la excelente correlación
obtenida entre ambos programas. Los tensores de módulos tangentes se han calculado analı́ticamente y se han incluido en la formulación computacional. En todas
las simulaciones realizadas se ha obtenido un orden de convergencia cuadrático
asintótico.
Los modelos hiperelásticos, tal y como han sido formulados en los artı́culos
originales, no son consistentes con las simetrı́as del material. En otro artı́culo
adicional se han introducido las modificaciones necesarias para que estos modelos
sean completamente consistentes con los datos experimentales proporcionados por
el usuario. De esta forma, por ejemplo, si el conjunto de tres curvas experimentales
necesarias para definir el modelo transversalmente isótropo se corresponde con
datos experimentales isótropos, entonces el modelo obtenido resulta ser un modelo
isótropo válido. Se ha observado que otros modelos existentes en la literatura no
poseen esta propiedad, tanto desde un punto de vista teórico como práctico. La
consideración de estos términos adicionales en la función de energı́a es deseable
sobre todo cuando se caracterizan materiales que son ligeramente anisótropos.
De este modo, las distintas contribuciones anisótropas pueden ser vistas como
meras perturbaciones con respecto a la principal contribución isótropa basada en
la conocida descomposición de Valanis–Landel (verificada tanto teóricamente por
Ogden como experimentalmente a través de las medidas realizadas por Treloar).
Finalmente, se han desarrollado dos nuevos modelos constitutivos que describen
adecuadamente el comportamiento de materiales visco-hiperelásticos incompresibles anisótropos. Los modelos son fenomenológicos, están formulados en deformaciones logarı́tmicas y son completamente no lineales, permitiendo ası́ grandes
desviaciones con respecto al equilibrio termodinámico. El primero de los modelos
está basado en la descomposición multiplicativa de Sidoroff, por lo que se puede
considerar como la extensión formal a anisotropı́a del modelo isótropo de Reese
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Figura 5.1: Resultados (tensión desviadora de Cauchy) para un mismo caso de
carga calculado en DULCINEA y en ADINA [20].

y Govindjee. Como principal novedad con respecto a este último modelo, todos
los tensores de tensión y de módulos tangentes asociados a la contribución no
equilibrada se han interpretado formalmente a partir de derivadas parciales con
respecto a la variable tensorial interna. La formulación resultante es completamente material, muy compacta y válida para materiales anisótropos. Se ha demostrado
el gran paralelismo existente entre esta formulación en deformaciones finitas y la
correspondiente al caso infinitesimal. Además, la formulación algorı́tmica comparte ciertos aspectos con las formulaciones computacionales para elastoplasticidad
anisótropa basadas en la descomposición de Lee. De hecho, en este modelo ha sido
necesario considerar ciertas hipótesis con respecto a la evolución de las direcciones
preferentes del material desde la configuración de referencia a la intermedia. Con
el fin de facilitar su implementación numérica se ha optado por suponer que el
flujo viscoso es puramente isótropo y, por lo tanto, no altera la orientación de las
direcciones principales de ortotropı́a. El segundo modelo visco-hiperelástico que
se describe en esta tesis está basado en la descomposición multiplicativa inversa
del gradiente de deformaciones. Como principal diferencia con respecto al modelo anterior, todas las variables no equilibradas de interés quedan definidas en la
configuración de referencia, lo cual ha permitido la definición de un tensor de viscosidades de naturaleza anisótropa. Mientras que el primer modelo precisa de un
único tiempo de relajación (independiente) para su correcta definición, este segundo modelo necesita, por ejemplo, seis tiempos de relajación en el caso ortótropo.
En esta tesis se describe de manera detallada el procedimiento a seguir para deter262

minar estos tiempos de relajación a partir de datos experimentales. Los módulos
tangentes consistentes con las formulaciones algorı́tmicas también han sido obtenidos, permitiendo la implementación eficiente de los modelos computacionales en
el programa de elementos finitos DULCINEA. En las simulaciones realizadas, de
carácter demostrativo, se han utilizado funciones de energı́a ortótropas basadas
en splines. Se han mostrado las virtudes y carencias de cada modelo, ası́ como la
importancia de prescribir todos los datos experimentales que los modelos necesitan.

Trabajo futuro
Como en la realización de cualquier tesis doctoral, siempre quedan temas abiertos, cuestiones no resueltas y proyectos por abordar. Algunos de los temas más
interesantes se describen muy brevemente a continuación.
Los modelos basados en splines requieren cierta intervención del usuario debido a las oscilaciones de las mismas ante datos experimentales con errores
apreciables o debido a los conocidos efectos de borde. Una mejora al respecto se está llevando actualmente a cabo. Dichas mejoras incluyen también el
control de propiedades a veces deseables en las funciones de energı́a como
convexidad, elipticidad, policonvexidad, etc.
Los modelos desarrollados pueden ser extendidos y acoplados con otros modelos para simular efectos no contemplados en esta tesis. Por ejemplo, actualmente se está realizando la extensión a daño manteniendo la filosofı́a
“What-You-Prescribe-Is-What-You-Get”. También está prevista la inclusión
de fenómenos térmicos y la variación de las propiedades con la temperatura.
Por otro lado, también se está llevando a cabo la aplicación de los modelos
al campo de la biomecánica tisular. En el futuro, esperamos poder hacerlo a
la mecánica celular y la mecanotransducción celular.
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